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PREFACE

The pedagogical purpose of this history of philo.
sophy is stated in the Preface to the first volume. It
may be desirable in this place to restate what that pur-
pose is.

This book is intended as a text-book for sketch-courses
in the history of philosophy. It is written for the student
rather than for the teacher. It is a history of philoso-
phy upon the background of geography and of literary

and political history. Since the book is intended for
the student, it makes the teacher all the more neces-
Gary

;
for it puts into the hands of the student an out-

line of the history of philosophy and into the hands of
the teacher tlie class-room time for inspiring the student
with his own interpretations. In making use of geo-
graplilcal maps, contemporary literature, and political

history, this book is merely employing for pedagogical
reasons the stock of information with which the student
is furnished, when he begins the history of philosophy.
The summaries, tables, and other generalizations are
employed, as In text-books in other subjects, as helps to
the memory. Therefore the book has the single purpose
of arranging and organizing the material of the history
of philosophy for the beginner.

The student will be imoressed with the short time-
length of the modern period compared with the tre-

mendously long stretches of the periods of antiquity.
The modern period is only four hundred and fifty years
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in length, if we take the date 1453 as its beginning.

Compared to the twenty-two hundred years of ancient

and mediaeval life, the period of modern life seems very

short. Furthermore the student who has followed the

philosophy of antiquity must have observed how often

philosophy arose out of ethnic situations in which whole

civilizations were involved. He will find that modern

philosophy in this respect stands in contrast with the

philosophy of ancient times. With the decentralizing of

modern Europe, philosophy has also become decentral-

ized. This does not mean that philosophical movements

have included fewer people in their sweep, but that the

movements have had shorter life, the transitions have

been quicker, and the epochs have been briefer. Modern
civilization is subjective ; and its philosophy is thereby

more technical, and more difficult to understand and to

interpret than the philosophy of antiquity.

There are many helpful books in English on the his-

tory of modern philosophy, and the student should have

them at hand. I call attention especially to Kand, Mod-
ern Classical PJiUosophers, for its judicious selection

from the original sources ; toRoyce, Spirit of Modern

Philosophy, chapters iii to x ; to Eucken, The Prob-

lem of Human Life., pp. 303 to 518 ; and to the Sum-

maries in Windelbaiul, History of Phiiusophy, Parts

IV to VII. Besides these there are valuable histories

of modern philosophy by Falckenberg, Hoffding (2

vols.), Weber, Ueberweg (vol. ii), Calkins, Dewing,

and Rogers.

To friends who have read parts of the manuscript, I

desire to acknowledge my indebtedness for many wise

criticisms and suggestions ; especially to Professor W.
A. Ncilson, Professor R. B. Perry, Dr. B. A. G. Fuller,
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and Dr. J. H. Woods of Harvard University j to Pro-
fessor Mary W. Calkins of Wellesley College ; to Pro-
fessor W. P. Montague of Columbia University ; and
to Professor S. P. Capen of Clark College.

Tufts College, December, 1910.





PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The wider the reading public of a text-book, the

more prompt must the text-book itself be in its develop-

ment to meet the demands of its increasing number of

readers. To this end my publishers have incurred con-

siderable expense in their hearty cooperation with me
in the revision of this volume of A Beginner's History

of Philosophy. Much new material has been incorpo-

rated into the text, and this has necessitated, of course,

the re-writing of the major portion of the book. The
final chapter on the "Philosophy of the Nineteenth

Century " has been developed at some length. The
original purpose of this history as a text-book for be-

ginning students in this subject has been preserved.

For this purpose diagrams have been added to the last

chapter; and also bibliographies have been excluded as

far as possible. A bibliography is worth while only if

It is absolutely complete— and a complete collection of

collateral reading is out of place here. Furthermore,

if a word to the teacher may be permitted, the student

will read outside of his own text-book what his teacher

reads and values.

Herbert Ernest Cusiiman.

West Newton, Mass.
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A BEGINNER'S HISTORY
OF PHILOSOPHY

VOLUME II

CHAPTER I

THE CAUSES OF THE DECAY OF THE CIVILIZATION OF
THE MIDDLE AGES

The Periods of the History of Philosophy.

Ancient Philosophy (625 B.C.-476 a.d.) — 1100

years.

Medieval Philosophy (476 A.D.-1453 a.d)— 1000

years.

Modern Philosophy (1453 A.D.-the present time)

— 460 years.

The Divisions of the History of Modem Philosophy.

1. The Renaissance (1453-1690) — from the end

of the Middle Ages to the publication of Locke's

Essai/ ConctrniiKj Human Understanding.

2. The Enlightenment (1690-1781)— from Locke's

Essay to the publication of Kant's Critique

of Pure lieason,

3. The Period of German Philosophy (1781-1831)
— from Kant's Critique to the death of Hegel.

4. The Period of Nineteenth-Century Philosophy—
from the death of Hegel to the present time.

Such divisions of history are more than mere matters

of convenience. They indicate great changes in the

mental attitude of society. The only danger in making
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them comes in neglecting to think of history as an

organic growth. As a matter of fact, each period grows

out of its predecessor.

The Causes of the Decay of the Civilization of the

Middle Ages. The social structure of the niediajval

time weakened and broke apart, in the first place be-

cause of certain inherent defects in its organism ; in the

second place because of some remarkable discoveries,

inventions, and historical changes. We may caU these

(a) the ifiternal causes and (6) the external causes of

the full of the civilization of the Middle Ages.

(a) The Internal Causes were inherent weaknesses

in mediaival intellectual life, and alone would have been

sufficient to bring mediteval society to an end.

(1) 7%e intellectual method of the Middle Ayes

was self-destructive. Of course in every age the com-

mon people reason only deductively from their tradi-

tions and established prejudices. Among the mediieval

people the provincial conservatism of such traditional

deductions was not offset by fresh ideas which had been

inductively and experimentally arrived at by the in-

tellectual classes. The mediajval intellectual class, the

Sehoolmen of the Church, and the people employed

the same method of reasoning— deduction. The people

reasoned from church dogma and their popular super-

stitions as premises ; tlie Schoolmen had in addition the

logic of Aristotle. Whatever the premises of a society

may be, if its method of thinking is whoUy deductive,

the result is stultifying. In the early part of the Mid-

dle Ages the deductive method in the hands of the

Schoolmen had a certain value, for by it tliey were able

to penetrate and clarify dogma. It was a means to an

end. After the time of St. Thomas Aquinas the inevi*
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table took place— deductive reasoning became an end

in itself. 1

(2) The standard of truth in the Middle Ages be-

cajne a double standard, and this in itself will bring

any civilization to an end. Ostensibly there was only

one standard by which the truth or falsity of things

could be judged— infallible dogma ; but actually from

the beginning there were two standards— reason (as

expressed by the logic of Ax-istotle) and dogma. At
the beginning dogma had unquestioned supremacy as

the criterion for all thinking, since rational thinking

was used only to explain dogma. But to use logic to

clarify dogma, to employ the philosophy of Aristotle to

supplement the Bible, to defend faith by argument,

aniounted in effect to supporting revelatiou by reason.

It was a defense of the infallible and the revealed by

the fallible and the secular. It called the infallible into

question and offered excuses for what was supposedly

beyond suspicion.

The Schoolmen themselves saw this weakness and

tried to strengthen the authority of dogma by insisting

that the highest dogma, like the Trinity, are inculpable

of rational proof.2 But having gone thus far they had

to go farther and in the most conservative Order of the

Church the position was taken that all dogma occupy a

' It was studied fur its owu sake. Tliis natorally degenerated into

word-Bpliltin^ and qaibbliiig, into tlie cuininenting upon the texts uf this

master and that, into arid verbal discussions. The religious orders frit-

tered away their time on verbal questions of trifling importance. The
lifetime of such intellectual employment is always self-limited.

^ The close contact of Christian and Arabian civilizations naturally

broufcht to the front the question of the relation of natural and revealed

relitjion. To the Arabian revealed religions were preliminary to a ra-

tional natural religion; to the Christian the opposite was true. St.

Thomas was here reacting against the spread of oontemporary Axabiap

philosophy.
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sphere superior to the reason. Thus arose the doctrine

of the twofold truth ^— two alien realms each with its

own standard. A thing may be true from the point of

dogma that is not true from the point of view of reason,

and vice versa. When reason, thus alienated from rev-

elation, got the support of empirical investigation, the

mediteval order was at an end.

(3) The development of Mysticism in the Middle

Ages was a powerful factor that led to its dissolution.

There is, of course, an element of mysticism in the

doctrine of the Church from St. Augustine onwards,

and in the Early Period of the Middle Ages mysticisu

had no independence. But mysticism is essentially the

direct communion with God on the part of the individ-

ual. The intermediary offices of the Church are con-

tradictory to the spirit of mysticism. It is not sux-pris-

ing, therefore, to find in the last period of scholasticism

numerous independent mystics as representatives of the

tendency of individualistic religion, which was to result

in the Protestantism of Renaissance.^

* No one kuow3 who was the author of this formula. It was not a
cowardly subterfuge, although in later times it often was used to protect

scientific theories from persecution. In the Middle Ages and Renaissance

it usually expressed nuirely the mental discord which the urgent claims

of science brought into the religious mind. It appeared in the material-

istic controversy of the nineteenth century, and was derisively called

"double book-keeping."
* The Protestant Reformation was only the late expression of a spir-

itual unrest which had been growing since the Crusades. This mystio
demand for a personal religion got early support in the neo-Platonism
in the doctrines of Augustine and Krigina. It appeared in the persecuted

sects, in the Flagellants, and in the attempted reforms within the Church.
In the Renaissance it took two forms : in naturalism in Italy, which had
short life; in the Reformation of Luther. When the Geriuan Reforma-
tion defeated its own ends, mysticism still survived.

German mysticism was born in the lower Rhine district, and was pre-

sented first in theory by Meister Eckhart (1250-1;<'J7), in poetry by Susc
(1300-1365), "the Minnesinger of God's love," and in sermon by Taolei
(1290-1361), With Tauler it took practical form and culminated in tha
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(4) Nominalism is the fourth important factor to

contribute largely to the dissolution of the civilization

of the Middle Ages. Moreover, it should be noted that

nominalism and mysticism were not merely negative,

but were the two positive modern forces that sprang

up on mediaeval soil. The enthusiastic Renaissance

erred in asserting that it had learned nothing from the

Middle Ages. Nominalism and mysticism are the two

foundation stones of modern thought, and they were

the two positive antagonists to scholasticism, although

they had nothing in common except this antagonism.

Nominalism arose in the eleventh century as a purely

logical theory,' that particulars alone have objective

existence. In the thirteenth century, when religion

separated itself from philosophy in the doctrine of the

twofold truth, it made that separation permanent by

going still farther and defining universals as only

" names" (terminism).* Still later, with the growth of

science, it allied itself with empiricism. It was easily

Netherlands in union with the Victorinea (French mystics). Here it wa«

represented by Uuysbroek (1293-13hl), " the father of practical mysti-

cism." Geert de Oroot (1340-1334) founded the celebrated House of

Brothers of the Common Life at Deventer, after which many commu-
nistic bodies have modeled. It was at Deventer that Thomas k Kempia
(1380-1471) wrote his Imitation of Christ ; and the influence of the Broth-

ers was great upon eminent thinkers, e.g., Erasmus and Spinoza. The
influence of mysticism on Luther came from Staupitz.

Mysticism has played a no inconsiderable part in German literature.

Eckhart's phrases have been so widely taken up into philosophy that

he has been called the father of modern philosophical terminology. In

the fourteenth century mysticism memorialized itself in poetry.

1 See vol. I, pp. 361 f. for Roacellinua in his attack on the doctrine of

the Trinity, and his persecution by the Church.
* See vol. I, pp. 391 ff., for William of Ockam'a development of nomi-

naliam into terminism. Nominalism, as terniiuism, originated at Oxford

University in the most conservative Franciscan Order. From Roger

Bacon to Spencer English thought has been conservative in religion and

radically empirical in science. Id the fourteenth century Nioolaa of

Autriouria made independent effort at empirical research.
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suppressed by the Church authorities when it was

merely a logical doctrine, but it gained great strength

in the later Middle Ages with the acquisition of knowl-

edge of natui'e.

Nominalism, as the Church fathers say, would be

absolutely fatal to Church authority. It was the antith-

esis of realism. It turned man away from the affairs

of the spirit. It incited him to modify the realism of

dogma. It pointed out the importance of practical ex-

perience. It emphasized individual opinion, neglected

tradition, and placed its hope on the possibilities of

science rather than in the spiritual actualities of reli-

gion.

(i) The External Causes consisted of certain im-

portant events that brought the Middle Ages to a close

and introduced the Renaissance. These events caused

great social changes by demolishing the geographical and

astronomical conceptions of mediaeval time which had

become a part of Church tradition.

First to be mentioned are the inventions which belong

to the Middle Ages, but which came into common use

not before the beginning of the Renaissance. These

playeil an important part in the total change of the

society which followed. They were the magnetic needle,

gimpowder, which was influential in destroying the

feudal system, and printing, which would have failed

in its effect had not at the same time the manufacture

of paper been intproved. Moreover at the end of the

fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth century

occurred the following events :
—

1453. Constantinople fell and its Greek scholars

migrated to Italy.

1492. Columbus discovered America, an achieve-
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ment which was made possible by the use of the mag-

netic needle.

1498. Vasco da Gama discovered the all-sea route

to India and thereby changed the course of the world's

commerce.

1518. The Protestant Reformation was begun by

Luther.

1530. Copernicus wrote his De revolutionihus or-

blum, in which he maintained that the earth moved

around the sun.



CHAPTER II

THE RENAISSANCE* (1453-1600)

The General Character of the Renaissance. We
must think of this introductory period of modern times

as also a part of a long period of transition from the

Middle Ages. While we have taken a conventional date

— 1453, the fall of Constantinople— as the beginning

of the Renaissance, the motifs of the period may be

traced back to the classic revival at the time of Dante,

to the Crusades, or even to the year 1000.

The name, Renaissance, has always had special refer-

ence to the revival of the classics, but in reality the

period had a much deeper meaning for mankind. It was

the time of the total rebirth ofEuropean life. Its mo-

tive was the spontaneous aspiration forfreedom which

characterizes passion and youth. Here is a time when

the individual as well as society is fdled by the same

contradictions and tlie same motives struggling to be

free. Sometimes this appears as a battle between the

new and the old; sometimes as a peace in which the

old and the new dwell together. The Renaissance is a

gallery of fantastic pictures. It is a world in which the

old forms are falling, the new not yet ready. It is a

passionate seeking for knowledge without the formal

construction of it— without the sense of any possession

* On the character of the Renaissance, see especially

Burckhardt, The Culture of the JRenaissunce, vol. i,tra.ns.hy

Middleman ; Eucken, Problem of Human Life, pp. 303-21

;

J. A. Symonds, The Renaissance in Italy, 7 vols.
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of security in it. The Kenaissance is in truth a many-

colored masquerade in which the old and the new are

playing hide and seek.^

We may summarize the characteristics of this first,

longest, and most hopeful period of modern times in a

single phrase — A New Man in a New Universe. This,

however, needs explanation.

I. The New Man of the Renaissance.

The New Man was distinctly a man with a country.

The fusion of the German and Roman peoples in the

Dark Ages before Charlemagne (800) was now com-

pleted. The fusion did not result, in a homogeneous

whole, but in groups which formed the nations of Europe.

The time when this grouping was practically finished is

a difficult problem, into which we will not inquire. In

a real sense it nt.'ver was nor will be ended. We Icuow

that the nations began to form about the year lOOO,

and when we examine the history of the Renaissance

we find Italians, Germans, French, Dutch, and English

with distinctive national characteristics. We find the

Renaissance first centralized among the Italians and

Germans, and then later among the English, the people

of the Low Countries, and the French. The Italian is

a new Roman - and the German a new Teuton. The un-

^ In the opinion of its leaders the Kenaissiinco was a revolution. Tiiey

were eunvincud that they had thrown off traditions and broken \\ ith the

past. They procliiinied theiuselvea to be moderns and originators. This
is, of coui-se, entiieiy contrary to the modern view of historical conti-

nuity. Even the French Kevolutionwaa a transformation of social motifs.

This does not mean that hi.story is mechanical as Buckle (Ilisiury of
Civilization) says, and "there is nothing new under the sun." See, on

the contrary, the impressive view of Carlyle.

* Decentralization had its most extreme form in Italy where the nation

was broken up into small groups. Venice, Florence, Milan, Naples, Bo-
lopua, Rome, Genoa ! — these became sep.arate .States, whose people have
different characteristics to this day. The small geo^aphical space of the

peninsula beoanie the battle-ground of party strife and the prey of the
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defined nationalities of the Middle Agee now become

cleai'-cut. Philosophy also becomes now more or less of

a national concern.

These new national groupings might have been merely

external were it not for certain deep and subjective

factors at work to give them meaning and make the

modern man really " new." For example, Latin was

ceasing to be the one language for educated men and

the modern languages were coming into use.* In re-

ligious feeling Kouie ceased to be the only religious

center; for Wittenberg, Geneva, London, and Miin-

ster became centers. There was no longer one church,

but there were many sects. The expansion of science

divorced it more and more from the theological control

.

of the University of Paris and many new universi-

ties arose independently. Oxford, Vienna, Heidelberg,

Prague, and numerous universities in Italy and Ger-

many afforded opportunities equal to those of Paris,^

The change was gradual but persistent and forms part

of the sociological transformation in the mental life of

this modern man.

lawless passions of thosu (p-eat personalities— " those Titans of lawless-

ness, before whom History covers its head." There was a f^reat growth
in urban life and eccentric personality. The feeling of such individual-

ism arose from the fact that the old shackles hud been loosened, whilo

the new were not yet fortjed.

' Philosophy was beginning to be presented in the new languages:

Bruno wrote his satirical works and his most complete coni[H>8itions in

Italian ; Boehine, the poor mystic shoemaker, not only wrote in German,
but emph^usized the value of the German language ; Descartes presented

some of his works in French.
2 The University of I'una was founded 'n IIW-IITO (Rashdall). Ger-

many possessed no university before the fourteenth century. Prague was
founded 1347-1.".4H and was followed before 141K) by Vienna, Erfurt,

Heidelberg, and Cologne. The following were founded between 1400 and
1425: Wiirzburg, Leipzig, Rostock, and Louvain. The first Scottish uni-

versity waji in the early part of the fifteenth century. Oxford was ttT

offshoot of Paris. (See Rait, Life in the Mediaval University.)
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It is very important to remember that the " new **

individual, who was at this time aspiring for freedom,

was still a layman of the mediaeval Church. The Church

was the great political power ^ against which its laymen

in political groups were revolting, because the Church

was ambitious to have universal political power. The

theory of the temporal power of the Church was founded

on dogma. It was only natural that the new nations

should construct political theories to justify their ex-

istence.

The New Political Theories, as the accompaniment

of these actual changes, consisted of a philosophy of

secular law, which vindicated the rights of each State

by an appeal to an authority different from dogma.

Sporadic advocates ^ of the independent rights of States

had appeared in the Middle Ages ; but now that the

independent nation was an accomplished fact, it must

be strengthened by a theory which at the same time

would be an ideal. The nation which was the home of

this political philosophy was Italy ; the city was Flor-

ence; the individual who skillfully expressed it was

Macchiavelli.

Niccolb Macchiavelli (1469-1527) was the first and

principal representative of the modern historical idea

of the national State. He, a true son of the Renaissance,

had a passionate hatred toward the whole political

system of the Middle Ages, which rested upon the

subordination of the State to the Church. He therefore

1 The feudal system had begun to decay in the thirteenth century,

xt had been the instrument of the Church and the enemy to the national

system. It disinteip-ated in the fourteenth century ; and nationalLim and
individualism made great gain in power.

» Arnold of Brescia (d. 1155), Dante (d. 1321), William of OakAm
(d. 1349), Wyclif (d. 1384), Marsiliua of Padua (d. 1343).
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went back to the ideal in Greek literature of the purely

political conception of the State, and from the actual

struggle in which he himself was engaged he rose to

a philosophical conception of the relative claims of an-

tiquity and the Middle Ages upon his own time. The
k'ee Greek republican form of government was his ideal.

Macchiavelli's ambition to unite Italy and his polemic

against the temporal power of the Papacy were the

positive and negative sides of the single purpose which

inspired him ; for he saw that the Papal power both

in tlie Middle Ages and in his own time rested upon

the fostering of jealousies among States. " Divide and

rule " had been the motto of the Roman Church. Ro-

manism and Italian union were therefore not compati-

ble. The State and the law of the State must, if free,

be secular and uninfluenced by deductions from dog-

matic theology.*

The emancipation of political law from ecclesiasti-

cal dogma 2 engaged the attention of some remarkable

thinkers 3 during the sixteenth century. While Mac-

chiavelli had faced the question in Italian practical poli-

tics, the immediate motives of Thomas More, his con-

^ It is often asked, how could this fanatic believer in a free republican

form of government be so brutal an absolutist ? The answer is— becauae

he believed absolutism was the only means of gaining republican liberty

for Italy. Thei name of Macchiavelli haa become in modern literature

the type of the unscrupulous tyrant. Secular freedom for Italy was hia

goal ; he believed any means, pood or bad, would be justified by the goal.

' Theory would naturally run ahead of any actual program in political

tolerance. Nevertheless questions of concrete "liberties "as well as that of

abstract liberty wore in the public mind. Such actual conciete problems

would depend for their successful issue upon any number of actual con-

ditions, like the ambition of the time-serving politician, the popular

strength of mystic piety, the boldness of the oppressed minority, eto.

* The questions about sovereignty, social compact, state of nature,

the right to insurrection, etc., are not discussed here. The development
of political theory was very complex and increased for both secularista

and ecclesiaaticists with the increase of sects.
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temporary (1480-1535), in writing his Utopia were

social and religious. This book was somewhat reminis-

cent of the Platonic State and projected a socialistic

State independent of ecclesiastical control and entirely

with reference to material considerations. Jean Bodin

(1530-1597) in France a little later was led by his

historical studies to free jurisprudence from theology

through an empirical examination of the various forms

of government. Albertus Gentilis (1551-lGll), a na-

tive Italian and professor at Oxford, imperfectly sought

to put jurisprudence where it belonged— upon the

fundamental principles of natural science. It was, how-

ever, Hugo Grotius (1583-1G45), the greatest teacher

of jurisprudence of Iiis time, who in his remarkable

work De jure belli ct pacts (1625) made jurisprudence

a science. Following the Roman Stoic expounders he

distinguished between positive law (Jus civile) and

natural law (j»s naturale'). Natural laio is grounded

upo7i liuman nature ^ itself and cannot be changed even

by God. It must therefore be quite distinct from theo-

logical law. Natural law would have validity even if

there were no God, since men would exist. Grotius

marked out the course of the development of jurispru-

dence for many centuries.

2. The New Universe of the Renaissance.

Not only in mental equipment and social standing

but in the widened field for his activity, does the

European of the Renaissance differ from the mediaeval

man. His world has become actually a new world
; (1)

1 The " return to nature " marks the Renaissance everywhere. It has
been the catch-phrase of all revolutionary periods. When traditional

forma have been outfjrowu, the self-conscious spirit of man always seeks

rebaptism in "nature " so as to wash away century-old sins. The idea

of tracing natural law and its statutory results back to the principles

within hurrvan nature ia part of the whole moveme'*t of tha Renaissance.
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new in its geographical outline and its astronomical rela*

tions ; (2) new in its intellectual resources. We must

examine these two new worlds more in detail.

The Physical Universe had undergone a wonderful

transformation for man. Our nineteenth century has

often been looked upon as a period of extraordinary dis-

coveries ; but no discoveries have ever so revolutionized

the human mind as those enumerated above as "the

external causes of the fall of the society of the Middle

Ages." Think how new that old world must have

seemed to the common people who had supposed it to

be flat, as well as to the scientists who had hypotheti

cally supposed it to be solid — how new it must have

seemed when they found that it had been actually cir-

cumnavigated ! How the horizon of men's minds must

have widened wlien new continents were discovered by

sailors and new celestial woi-lds were found by the tele-

scope of the astrouoiuors ! Discovery led to experiment,

and the whole new physical world was transformed by

the new physical science of Galileo into a mechanical

order. It was a wonderful new material world that was

discovered and scieutiHcally reorganized at the begin-

ning of the Renaissance. Whereas the common man in

mediaeval time had found little joy in living, the com-

mon man now looked upon the world as a magnificent

opportunity. Whereas the meiliieval man had turned

from the disorders of this wicked world to contempla-

tion of the blessedness of heaven, the man of the Re-

naissance came forth from the cloister and engaged i»

trade and adventure. The earth and the things therein

had suddenly become objects of emotional interest.

The Theories of Modem Science have tlieir begin-

ning at this time as the accompaniment of these great
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discoveries. The Renaissance had sought its religious

and political freedom in turning " back to nature "
; so

also it found its physical freedom by attempting to

understand fully the physical nature with which man
had so long lived. It desired to understand the mind of

Nature, if only because such knowledge had been forbid-

den to man in the past. The Church that had had

Aristotle as its sole scientific guide during the Middle

Ages, was now amazed at the vast amount of new mate-

rial ; and although it did not at first publicly foi-bid the

new science, still this field was by tradition interdicted.

It therefore came to pass that the Renaissance in sci-

ence as in other matters held to the old Aristotelian

scientific knowledge while it created the new.^

Natural Science theories at this time had two forms :

(1) mystical and fantastic, dominated by religious mo-

tives ; (2) critical and cautious, dominated by empiri-

cal motives.

(1) The early scientific theories of the Renaissance

were inspired by religious mysticism. Scholastic philos-

ophy had proved itself inadequate to solve the new
nature ; why, then, could not nature be understood by

means of some esoteric doctrine, so long suppressed, or

by special individual revelation ? Early science in the

Renaissance was therefore theosophy and naturalistic

pantheism. It had its origin in Italy, where nature is

always close to man, where Neo-Platonic theories, Neo-

Pythagoreanism, and the (Cabbala had found a home.

Marsilius Ficinus (1433-1499) and Pico Mirandola,^

^ Leonardo and Micliaol Angelo creating art after nature placed new
fomis alongside the antique.

* Pico undertook to bring the many mystic scientists into some sort

of agreement, so that they might present a complete doctrine in -which

all the puzzling, fantastic problema would be solved. Accordingly he
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the elder (1463-1494), were the cultured representa*

tives of thia theosopby. Reuchlin (1455-1622), a cele-

brated humanist aud Hebrew scholar, carried this the-

osopbical science into Germany in the form of the

Neo-Pytbagorean number-theory.^

Theosopbical science was little more than mediseval

Neo-Platonism. It was not an attempt to study nature,

but to control the religious forces residing within na-

ture. These forces are sinister, incomprehensible, and

demonic. They can be controlled only by an instrument

as mysterious as themselves. This instrument is J/t/^ic.

Furthermore the mediaeval conception of the twofold

world is applied: (1) totlie celestial world or tbe mac-

rocosm
; (2) to the terrestrial world or the microcosm.

Astrology 2 is the science of the macrocosm ; alchemy,

the science of the microcosm. In the midst of the tre-

mendous forces of the macrocosm man himself is an

actor. The stars are his living companions, fie can

predict the future if he can read their intentions, he

can control them if he has their formula in mystic

number. In the microcosm alchemy ^ controlled the sin-

ister spirits of diseases by mysterious concoctions.

invited all European scholars everywhere to meet in Roue at his ex-

pense in a kind of oecumenical scientific council ; aud for this he had

drawn np nine hundred theses. The council, however, did not meet, foi

the Pope refused his consent.

1 The Neo-Pythagorean number-theory was destined to open the way
to modern mathematical science. This naturalistic pantheism used sym-

bolic number to illustrate the revelation of the divine spirit in the har-

monious world-order. Modern mathematics was born from this use of

number as symbols.
* Faust in liis soliloquy says, " Drum hah'' ich mich der Magie ergeben."

* The " philosopher's stone " would, if found, not only cure all dis-

eases, but transmute all tliintrs into pold.

The lives of (^irdaniit; (il. l.'iTti), Aprippa von Nettesheim (d. 1535)

Paracelsus (d. I.i41) and the large school of Pararelsans will furnish the

•^dent interesting examples of this early Kenaiusanoe acieuoe.
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(2) By the side of tbia fantastio and pseudo science

there was, however, gradually accumulating, in the first

century of the Renaissance, a respectable body of em-

pirical knowledge.^ This received its principal impetus

aud official ecclesiastical permission through the neces-

sities of art. Indeed, to art may be attributed many of

the advances in science during the sixteenth century.

The sixteenth century was the most flourishing period

of Italian art.^ Sculpture and painting, such as Leo-

nardo and Michael Angelo produced, required scientific

study of the human anatomy— and the mediaeval fear

of the dead body had been a tremendous obstacle to

this study. The architecture and painting of these Ital-

ians demanded knowledge of mechanics and optics ; and

it is a remarkable fact that one of the first and great-

est Italian artists was one of the first and most impor-

tant investigators in mechanics and optics.

Nevertheless, in the early part of the Kenaissance—
in the Humanistic Period— one must not exjiect to

find any individual with a consistently empirical atti-

tude of mind. Scientific efforts were sporadic and con-

stricted. Coniprouiises between dogma and science were

the rule and often startling. The individual often held

the mediicval teaching and tlie conclusions of the new

experiments in his mind, unconscious of their incom-

patibility.

^

' At first there appeared an itifluentiul school uf noniitialisin having

the 8ii[)|Miit of tlje enipiriLal .side of Aristotle's doctrine (Marius Nizuliua,

14iW l,"i7('i). The auti-soholastic, Ludovico Vives (14',t4ir>49), applied the

enipirical method to psycholo^jy.

2 Paintei-s: Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519); Kaphael Santi (14«3-

I'l'Jii) ; ("orreggio (14i»4-ir>:i4) ; Michael Aiipelo (147S l.''iC4), also sculptor

and architect; Titian (1477-1570); I'anl Veronese (15;J5-1588). Poete:

ArioNto i 1474-153.".) ; Tasso (1544-15ir)>.

' Striking examples are Nicolas Cusanus, the Italian adventurer,

Jerome Cardanus (1501-1576), aud later the astronomer Kepler.
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The latter part of the Renaissance was a true period

of empirical science which became thoroughly entrenched

upon its present basis— mathematics. Mathematics was

applied to astronomy and physics. New methods ap-

peared. Algebra was developed and symbols were used

in calculation. Logarithms were invented and the theory

of the series employed. Descartes constructed analyti-

cal geometry upon the system of coordinates. Calcu-

lations of the infinitesimal and of probability were

made. The combination of mathematics and natural

science witli philosophy is the characteristic of this

time; and we find the same names in aU three sub-

jects.

The Intellectual Universe of the New Man had been

transformed through the restoration of the world of

antiquity. For more than a thousand years in western

Europe the literature of the Greeks had come only at

second and tiiird hand. It had been imperfectly trans-

mitted and translated and even then read only in Latin

translations. The Middle Ages, which had sustained its

vitality by these successive importations from antiquity,

received its death-blow now when for the first time the

western European came into possession of complete and

first-hand knowledge of antiquity. The interest in an-

cient literature, which had been started by Dante, Pe-

trarch, and lioccaccio in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, became an absorbing and controlling force

at this tinje. The real interest began with the stimulus

received by the coining of the Greek scholars to Ital}'

from the East: first tlie ecclesiastical embassy in 1438,

and afterward in 1453 the large number of refugees

from Constantinople at the time of its capture by the

Turks. UiMjn these refugees the patronage of the great
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Italian nobles— chiefly perhaps in Florence—was lav*

ishly bestowed.

The revival of learning in the Renaissance— the

creation of a new world of poetry, beauty, forms, and

truth— was part of that larger movement for which the

Renaissance stands. Like the movements in science,

religion, and politics, it was a search for freedom. It

was a " return to nature." The natural aesthetic needs

of the '' new man " had to be satisfied. But here again,

just as in science, religion, and politics, the old was not

always torn down to make room for the new. Secular

culture merely took its place by the side of dogmatic

learning.^ Perhaps the most remarkable example of

this is found in the social order. The traditional class

distinctions between the clergy and laity, the noble

and peasant, were unshaken ; but by their side grew up

for the first time the distinction between the learned

and the uncultivated man.^ The new studies bound

man intimately to a past, whose living value he had

not before known, and that after all is the real conno-

tation of the new concept " Humanism." It is not acci-

dental, therefore, that the city which experienced the

1 It is interesting: to see how sacred and secular culture tried to ac-

commodate theniselTes to each other in the courts of the Popes; how
art which was heathen painted madonnas; how cathedrals were built by
Christian architects affer the forms set by Greece and Rome.

* The circulation of books through the invention of printin{» liad much
to do with this new ehiss distinction. Furthermore, all the Utopian of

thettime, and in particular Campanella's State of the Sun, emphasize the

distinction between the learned and uneducated classes.

The classicism of the Renaissance made an attack in the name of good

taste against the Latin of the mediieval monks. But as Windelbaiid has

pointed out, while the Latin of the Middle Ages is not beautiful, it is at

least very strong and full of character. While it displayed its power in

a somewhat eccentric and knotty terminology, it was at least a living

language. In forcing niedi;eval Latin back into one of its previous stages

of development— however peifi'Ct its form may liave been in that stag's

— the Hnmanista transformed it into a completely dead language whiob
it DOW is.
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greatest changes, Florence, should be the seat of the

modern writing of history.

The philosophy of antiquity was naturally involved

in the revival of ancient learning. In fact, the earliest

form of niodein philosophy was merely a Humanistic

revival of the ancient. Here, too, the new (the ancient

Greek systems) took their place side by side with the

old (the mediieval scholasticism). Modern philosophy

begins, therefore, with a struggle of revived traditions

witli one another, and the mediaival battle between

Platonisra and Aristotelianism for the power of philo-

Bopliically formulating Christian dogma was repeated

in the Renaissance.^

The first result of these humanistic studies was the

increase in the importance of Platonism ; the spirit of

the Renaissance both within and without official circles

was certainly Platonic. However, tlie philosophical

leanings of the occupants of the Vatican shifted be-

tween Plato and Aristotle,^ and the orthodoxy of any

particular translator depended on who was in the Vat-

ican at the time. The Platonic Academy, which was

founded by the Mediceans in Florence in the fifteenth

century, felt itself to be the successor of the Athenian

Academy of a thousand years before. It brought to-

gether a group of many of the most notable names ^ of

' Platonisra had unrestricted control over Church doctrine during the

Patristic period and until the thirteenth century, althou);h at the same
time Aristotle was used as ^uide in logic. From the thirteenth century

to the Renaissance, the Church regarded Aristotle as the father of the

dialectic, the model for metaphysical thinking, and the eucyclopeedia of

cience. The Renaissance demanded freedom of thought and reacted

against this scholasticism.

^ So long as the Mediceans ruled the Vatican, the Church orthodox
philosophy was Platonic.

' Pletho (1370-1452), who had como from Constantinople, waa the
leader. The brilliant Ficiuua, the Cardinal Beasarion, the two P>ooi, and
Reuohlin were members.
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that day, and it gave to Platonism an organization and

prestige above the other renewed philosophies. It must

be remembered that the Platonists of the Renaissance,

and in fact all the Platonic Humanists down to the

seventeenth century, were Neo-Platonic in their fun-

damental principles. What in Platonism appealed to

these Florentines was the doctrine of magic in the

theory of Plotinus and the Neo-Platonic emphasis upoD

the beauty of the universe.

Contemporaueous with this Platonic movement was

the new Aristotelianism, which, although it did not

lack powerful support, suffered from internal divisions.

There were (1) the orthodox scholastic Aristotelian*

united upon the " Latin " interpretation of Aristotle by

8t. Thomas
; (2) the Averroists, who maintained tlie

pantheistic interpretation of Aristotle's doctrine aa

taught by the great Arabian, Averrocs (112G-1198) ;

(3) the Alexandrists,! who accepted Alexander ^ of

Aphrodisias (about 200 a.d.) as their authority for the

naturalism of Aristotle. Besides these three traditional-

interpretations of " the Philosopher" were the classi-

cally educated Aristotelians,^ those Humanists who in-

sisted, not only upon a truer reading of the text of

Aristotle's writings, but upon more tasteful transla-

tions than the Middle Ages had j)rodueed. They de-

spised both the scholastic Aristotelianism and Averro-

* Piotro Pomponazzi, known as Pomponatius (IWi-lMO), was not only

the t^reateiit of the Alttxandrists, but also the most distinguished of all

the Ai'istuteliuus of the Henaissauce.
' Alexander of Aphrodisiiia was known as Exegetes, or " the ex-

pounder," for hia exposition of the commentaries of Aristotle.

* In Italy Theodorua (Jaza (d. 1478) stood at the head of this human-
istic movement; in Germany was A^icola (1442-14.S5), his pupil; in

France, Lef6vre (H.Ij-IS;!!), the great humanist of the University of

Paris, made some elegant Latin paraphrases of a series of Aristotelian

writing^s.
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'ism as barbaric. The better acquainted they became

with the words of Aristotle, the more glaring seemed

the misinterpretations of the mediieval commentators.

The house of Aristotle was, therefore, divided against

itself. The center of this strife was the University of

Padua which was the seat of Averroism from the four-

teenth to the seventeenth century. The question at

issue was Aristotle's doctrine of the immortality of the

soul.i

Nearly every phase of the philosophy of antiquity

enjoyed a revival in the Renaissance. Even the atom-

ism of Epicurus, although especially anti-Christian, was

introduced into the mathematical circle of Paris by the

priest, Gassendi, and became a strength to the empiri-

cal movement against scholasticism. Stoicism, always

attractive to a cosmopolitan society like that of the

Renaissance, furnishetl the "new man" through the

Latin literature with models of practical life. Stoicism ^

is the philosophy of the cultured man and could attain

its position the more easily at this time because the

most valuable elements in Stoicism had already been

incorporated into Christianity. Theoretical skepticism,

which 80 often follows ethical wisdom, marked the cul-

tured circles of the Renaissance, There was a general

1 The scholastic doctrine of the immortality of the individual soul

was a dogma to which St. Thomas had accommodated the teachinfjs of

Aristotle. The Alexandrists maintained that the soul accordinfr to Aris-

totle is mortal and has had a natural developmeut from lowerordors. The

Averroista agreed with the Alexandrista that the individual soul accord-

ing to Aristotle is mortal, but that it has also an immortality in its

absorption in the universal reason.

* The literature of the Renaissance abounds in the Stoic philosophy of

man, his feelings and passions, the lord.ship of hii. reason ovei the nat-

ural instincts, and especially the Stoic wonderful conception of person-

ality. This excited the greatest admiration in this age of «reat iudi-

Tidualities.
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indi£FereDce to metaphysicial speculation. The " new
man " was a man of the world and Cicero's writings

gave academic support to his skeptical attitude and to

his indifference to the verbal distinctions of the school-

men. The arguments about the insufficiency and ambi-

guity of sense-perception, the relativity of opinion, the

uncertainty of universals, were current at this time.

This was the foundation of the well-bred skepticism of

Erasmus (1466-153G) in his claim to be superior to

the strife of the confessions, in the brilliant essays of

Michel de Montaigne (1533-1592), in Pierre Char-

ron (1541-1603), and Francois Sanchez (15G2-1632).

Doubt of authority, disgust at book-learning, the im-

pulse toward the wide and splendid world beyond— all

these moods, which Goethe has expressed in so effective

a manner in the first monologue of Faxtst^ are among
the fundamental motives in the philosophical struggles

of the Renaissance.

The Two Periods of the Renaissance: The Hu-
manistic (1453 IGOO) ; The Natural Science (1000-

1690). The Renaissance is divided into two periods at

the year 1600. The reason for taking this date as a

division line will soon appear. The period before 1600

we call the Humanistic, or the period of the Humani-

ties; the period after this date the Natural Science

Period.

(a) The Similarities of the Two Periods. These two

periods are alike in having the same motives. Both feel

the same urgent need (1) for new knowledge, (2) for

a new standard by which to measure their new knowl-

edge, (3) for a new method of gaining knowledge.

From the beginning to the end of the Renaissance the

"new man" was feeling his way about, was trying
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to orient and readjust himself in bis "new univeree."

He was seeking new acquisitions to his rich stores of

knowledge, to systematize his knowledge by some cor-

rect method, and to set up some standard by which his

knowledge might be tested.

(6) The Differences of the Two Periods, There are,

however, some marked differences in the carrying out

of these motives by each period, and to these we must

give our attention.

(1) TJie Countries which participate in the lienais-

sance differ in the Two Periods. In the Humanistic

Period Italy and. Germany were chiefly concerned.

There are two reasons for this. In the first place, these

countries had been engaged in commerce with the Ori-

ent, had become prosperous and more or less acquainted

with the culture of the Orient. In the second place,

Italy had been the refuge of the Greek scholars ; when

the colony of Greek refugees iu Florence had died out

in 1520, northerners like Erasmus, Agricola, Keuchlin,

the Stephani, and Budieus had luckily already made
themselves masters of the Greek language and liter-

ature, and had carried their learning into Germany.

In the Natural Science Period the Renaissance had

practically become dead both in Germany and in Italy.

The reason for this is not far to seek. In Italy, in 15G3,

the Council of Trent had fixed the dogma of the Church

and had made it impossible for the Church to assimilate

anything more from antiquity. The so-caUed Counter-

Reformation set in, and Italy became dumb under the

persecutions of the Inquisition. Furthermore, the dis-

covery of the sea-route to the East had turned com-

merce away from Italy. When we look to Germany,

we find a similar situation. The Thirty Years' War
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(1618-1648) had devastated the land and had made

intellectual life wholly impossible.

On the other hand, England, France, and the Low
Countries represent the Natural Science Period in the

Renaissance. By the War of Liberation (1668-1648)

Holland became the European country where the great-

est freedom of thought was granted, and it proved itself

an asylum for tliinkers and scholars. France, through

the influence of the University of Paris, was the center

of mathematical research. In England the brilliant

Elizabethan era had already begun.

(2) The Intellectual Standards differ in the Two
Periods. The Humanistic Period has been well char-

acterized as the time of " the struggle of traditions."

Naturally enough, with the revival of Greek learning the

thinkers of the first period of the Renaissance would

try to solve the nt w problems by the standards which

they found in antiquity. What did Aristotle, Plato,

the Epicureans say in matteis of science? What stand-

ards did they yield for solving the new problems of the

"new universe"? The traditions of antiquity were

therefore revived ; and the contention was. Which
should be taken as a standard? Among all the ancient

sj^stems Neo-Platouism became the most prominent. It

dominated the Humanistic Period because its aesthetic

character and its mystical explanations appealed to the

susceptible mind of that time. Nevertheless, the sway

of Neo-Platouism was not absolute. The " struggle of

traditions " continued throughout the pei-iod, as appears

in the schisms of the Church and in the literary and

philosophical contentions.

The Natural Science Period, in its hope of finding a

standard to explain the problems of the " new universe,"
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discovered a new standard within the '' new universe
"

itself. No tradition of antiquity had proved itself ade-

quate to the situation. Nothing could be found in Plato

and Aristotle to give a theoretic standard for the new
discoveries and inventions. Nature disclosed its own

standard within itself. The Natural Science Period

said nature facts must he explained by nature facts.

But the question will naturally be asked, Why did the

thinkers of this period, when the theories of antiquity

were found to be inadequate, turn to nature rather

than elsewhere for au explanation of nature? The an-

swer to this is found in the great successes of the physi-

cal astronomers, who had started their investigations at

the beginning of the Humanistic Period, and had reached

the zenith of their glory at the beginning of the Natural

Science Period. The discoveries of Galileo were espe-

cially important.

(3) T/ie Scientific Methods in the Two Ptriods were

Different. The method usually employed in the Hu-

manistic Period was magic. This first period tried to

explain nature facts of the "new imiverse" by refer-

ring them to agencies in the spiritual world. In their

Neo-Platonic nature-worship the scholars of this period

imagined that the control of nature was to be obtained

by a fanciful linking of the pa'rts of nature to the spirits

supposed to be in nature. The Bible is the product of

tlie spiritual world, so why is not the "new nature-

world" inspired from the same source? God is the first

cause of all things ; He is in all things and each finite

thing mirrors Him. AU things have souls. To gain con^

trol over nature, some all-controlling formula must be

found which will reveal the secret of the control of

s})irits over nature; and to master the spirits that con-
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trol nature is to control nature herself. Hence arose, as

the methods of this first period, magic, trance-medium-

ship, necromancy, alchemy, conjurations, and astrology.

Antiquity could offer (and especially is this true of Pl»-

tonism) only spiritual causes for nature facts,— hence

the search in this time for the philosopher's stone.

There was never a blinder groping after a method.

The scientific method used in the Natural Science

Period was the mathematical. The world of experience

was found to coincide with the number system, and

therefore mathematics was used as the symbol to deter-

mine the form of nature events. Induction and deduc-

tion were used in different combinations. The period

has been characterized as the time of " the strife of

methods." Induction and deduction became in fact the

new methods of finding the truth about the " new
world." Whatever is clear and distinct, like the axioms,

must be taken as true. All other knowledge must be

deduced from these axiomatic certainties. In contrast

with the magical methods of the Humanistic Period,

wlilch point beyond nature for an explanation of nature,

here in the Natural Science Period mathematics need

not lead the explanation farther than nature herself.

(4) The Attitude of the Church toward Science

differs ill the Two Periods. In the Humanistic Period

the attitude of the Church toward the new learning waa

not yet defined. This was because the bearing of the

new learning upon dogma was not yet understood. On
the one hand, on matters upon which the Church had

clearly declared Itself, it was easily seen what could and

what could not be believed. But, on the other hand, the

significance of much of the wealth of the newly acquired

learning could not at first be fuUy determined. The
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enthusiasm for science was so widespread, and the new
discoveries were so many, that the Church was unahle

to know what was consistent with dogma and what was

not. At the outset the Church was inclined to treat the

new science with contemptuous toleration. Nevertheless,

in spite of the new intellectual intoxication there was

no real freedom of thought. The position of science was

merely precarious, uncertain, and undefined.

In the Natural Science Period this uncertainty was

dispelled because dogma came into violent conflict with

science. It was soon found that questions in physics

involved metaphysics, and that the new science touched

the Church doctrines at every point. In 1563 the Church

authorities at the Council of Trent settled dogma for

all time. Great conflicts arose between the Church and

the secularizing spirit. The scientist became wary. He
tried to avoid any intrusion upon the field of theology,

and he insisted that his own field existed quite inde-

pendent of theological dogma. But practically it was

impossible for science not to take heretical positions,

and this was especially true of the Rationalistic School,

which tried to construct a new scholasticism. Safe in-

dependence of thought was not gained until the next

period (the Enlightenment), and this was brought to

pass by political changes.

A Brief Contrast of the Two Periods — A Sununary

of the Discussion above.

The Humanistic Period.

(1) The Time— 1453-1600.

(2) The Countries concerned— Italy and Ger-

many.

(3) The Intellectual Standards— Neo-Platonism

and other theories of antiquity.
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(4) The Method— magic.

(5) The Relation of Science to the Ghuroh—

«

precarious and uncertain.

The Natural Science Period.

(1) The Time— 1600-1690.

(2) The Countries concerned— England, France,

and the Low Countries.

(3). The Intellectual Standard— the mechanism

of nature facts.

(4) The Method— induction and mathematical

deductions in various combinations.

(6) The Itelation of Science to the Church — so

definitely stated as to be placed in conflict

with dogma.



CHAPTER lU

THE HUMANISTIC PERIOD OP THE RENALSSANCE
(1453-1600)

The Philosophical Traditions and their Representa*

tives.

Platonism: with its center in the Academy of Flor-

ence— Pletho (1355-1450), Bessarion (1403-1472),

Marsilius Ficinus (1433-1499), and the two Picos of

Mirandola.

Aristotelianism : with its philosophical center at the

University of Padua— (1) the Humanists: Trebizond

(1396-1484), Gaza (d. 1487), Agricola (1442-1485),

Lefevre (1455-1537); (2) the Averroists: Veruiaa

(d. 1499), AchiUini (d. 1618), Nifo (d. 1546), Zimara

(d. 1493) ; (3) the Alexandrists: Barbaro (d. 1493),

Pomponazzi (1462-1524), Contanaii (d. 1542), Porta

(d. 1555), Scaliger (d. 1558) ; (4) the scholastic Aris-

totelians: Socinas (d. 1494), Cajetan (d. 1534), Vas-

quez (d. 1605), etc. ; (5) the Protestant Aristotelians:

Melaiicthon (d. 1560).

Stoicism: Lips (d. 1606), Schoppe (b. 1562).

Epicureanism : with its center in Paris and later

getting full exposition by Gassendi (1592-1655).

Skepticism: Montaigne (d. 1592), Sanchez (d.

1632), Charron (d. 1603), and having representativeg

in the next period of the Renaissance.

Electicism: Valla (d. 1457), Vives (d. 1546), Ni-

zolius (d. 1576), Pierre de la Ramee (d. 1572).

Italian Nature Philosophy: which was on the whole
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PlatoDism applied to the new conditions : Nicolas Cifc

sanua (1401-1464), Jerome Cardanus (1501-1576),

Paracelsus (1493-1541), Bruno (1548-1600), Telesius

(1508-1588), Patrizzi (1529-1597).

The above list is complete enough to reveal the

character of the period. It was distinctly a humanistic

revival which bore on its tide the traditional philoso-

phies. Such a period naturally encourages literary bril-

liancy, but precludes philosophical originality. Besides,

Italy was then a land i-eplete with political, social, eco-

nomie, artistic and literary problems, and the Italian

had little time for the development of a systematic phi-

losophy, even if his warm nature would linger at such

a task. The group of Nature Philosophers comes the

nearest to breaking with the past ; and yet Bruno, the

most briUiant among them, stands eclipsed by the Neo-

Platonism which he expounds. Nevertheless, this fur-

ther statement must be made— all the beginnings of

our modern philosophy are to be found within the fer-

menting thought of the Italian reawakening of the six-

teenth century.

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600). The Neo-Platonic

spirit of the Renaissance in its first period reached

most complete development in the ajsthetic philosophy

of Giordano Bruno,^ The vicissitudes of his life per-

fectly reflect the unrest of the time ; and his fantastic

dilettantism, as well as his tragic end, reproduces in

miniature the inner and outer history of Italian phi-

losophy.

^ The reader should supplement oar r^snm^ of Bruno's doctrines by a

tudy of th« interesting^ theories of Cusanns, Paracelsus, Cardanus,

Telbsina, and Patritiua. All voioe in their mystic manner (although in

thsir own way) the early call for intellectual freedom ; and they learfe

as a heritage to posterity an aspiration which is chained to the traditiook

of the past.
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Bruno vfM born in Nola, in Campania, and wa«

reared in Naples. Entering the Dominican Order very

young, he became interested in natural science and in

the Copernican theory which he learned through Tele-

sio. This scientific interest excited the suspicions of

the Dominican officers. Bruno fled to Rome, and then

out of Italy ; and he shed his belief in Church doctrine

with his Order's dress.

From now on he was not merely a stranger to the

Church, but an antagonist in word and writing. He
became the itinerant preacher against the Church sys-

tem. He went everywhere for a publisher— to Geneva,

Lyons, Toulouse, and Paris. At Paris he would have

been made professor, if he had consented to attend

mass. He went to Oxford, but was forbidden to give

his lectures on the immortality of the soul and on the

Copernican system. He was driven from London after

having been protected by a distinguished patron to

whom he dedicated his deepest philosophical works and.

his most radical diatribes against Christianity. He then

spent a brief time in Paris, went to Marburg, and then

to Wittenberg to habilitate, then to Prague for a pub-

lisher, to the University of Helmstadt, to Frankfurt-

am-Main, to have a series of works published, then to

Ziirich. He was decoyed to Italy by a pretended patron

and was burned at the stake in 1600— two thousand

years after Socrates drank the hemlock in Athens.*

1 Bnino could not have been born to Italy in a more onpropitions

time. The Coanter-Reformation had already bef^im and ths Conncil

of Trent met when he was fifteen years old. Italy was toon tu become

an intellectually arid waHte. His country ordained bim priest, exiled

him as heretic, and then burned him at the stake as recalcitrant. The
influence of Brnno appear* in Spinoza and Leibnitz. The pbilos-

opbera who iniluenoed hia thought were Pytliagoraa, Plato, FlotiDO^

Locretiua, Raymond Lull, Teleaio, and Cuaauiu.
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Bruuo's contribution to modern scientific theory is

his inspired conception that, because God is infinite,

the world is infinite in space and time. He accepted

the Copernican theory when he was in the cloister;

applied his religious conception of the infinity of God
to it ; elevated it above the limitations of the confes-

sions; and roamed about Europe as its herald. "It is

foolish for the common people to think that there is no

other creation than that with which we are acquainted."

"To believe that there are no more stars than those we

bee is as foolish as to believe that no more small birds

fly through the air than those seen through our small

window." *

This religious-scientific concept of the infinite involves

several ideas which have appeared in more modern

thought. Tlie infinite is a dynamic infinite. The end-

lessness of space is an endlessness of energy. Bruno ac-

cepted the Democritau-Epicurean theory of a plurality

of worlds, but he did not regard them as mechanical.

Everything is living and purposeful. Space is not an

indifferent show-place, but a state of activity (Neo-

Platonic) in which infinite force unfolds its nature.

The infinite is hcnnofjeneovs throughout. Qualitative

difference between the celestial and the sublunary parts

of the universe must be abandoned as inconsistent with

the Copernican system. The same life-force develops

the same kind of living force everywhere equally. All

is divine. The infinite is the reason for optimism. God

* The Middle Ages had maintained that there were just

1022 stars. J2mpirical proof of the Inaccuracy of this threw

tlie whole nipdiaeval astronomy into contempt. Patrizzi, con-

temporary of Bruno, refers directly to Amerigo Vespucci who
OD his southern voyage saw many new stars.
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iB iu all ; each moment is his perfect and unlimited ac-

tivity. Single things are born and die. Intuition of this

fact banishes pain. There is no death in reality. The
sold (the Platonic eros) makes a long struggle to ele-

vate itself to the infinite nature. The infinity of God
assures the freedom of all. There is no inner compul-

sion and all movement is from the inner nature of things.

While this is the highest necessity, it is, after all, the

most perfect and only freedom.^

However, Bruno's conception of the divine infinity,

as the divine beauty and artistic harmony of the living

All, expressed more rlearly than anything else the fun-

damental thouglit of the Renaissance. Poet as well as

philosopher, he was consumed by a love for nature as a

beautiful religious object. He revolted from all asceti-

cism and scholasticism. The " new world " in which he

found himself was to him the emblem of God. The

thought of that chief of Neo-Platonists, Plotinus, of the

beauty of the universe had never been so sympathetically

regarded as by the Renaissance ; in the hands of Bruno

this beauty became the manifestation of the divine Idea.

Philosophy, a'Sthetics, and religion were identical to him.

' Bruno had all the incousistencies uf the luyRtic. In liis later writ-

ing, where he developed uii individiiuliiiiii uud a muiiadulu^'y, he fre-

quently speaka uf Gud an if lie were a plural number of ntunisi or

Euooad.i. Many of the conccptiuua which were later worked out by Leib-

nitz appear here : the nu>nad as a mirror of the universe ; the distinction

of the three kinds of iuBnitesinials or points. ISruno had no theodicy

(proof for the justice and goodness of God), for he di<l nut think it nec-

essary. Therefore he did not define in exact terms his conception of

Gud. However, he had to distinguish between God and the world, or bo

open to the chiirg^e uf atheism. This was the g'round fur his distinction

between the universe and the world. Tlic universe = God = nature=
matter = the principle immanent in the world. The world on the other

hand — the sum-total of natural objects. Bruno used two jihruses which
We shall find aj^aiu in Spinoza : naturn iiuliiran.s is the animating prin-

ciple in nature ; natura nuturala is the world as materialized forms or

effecta.
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MAI' SHOWING THE BIRTHPLACES OF THE CHIEF
PHILOSOPHERS OF THE RENAISSANCE

(The nam«( of tha phllosopherB are given In brackete beneath the towns in which they
were born)

To express his thought he employed the usual Neo-

Platonic symbol of the all-forming and all-animating

light. Bruno was no patient student of natural phe-

nomena as such, but a lover of the great illumination of

nature facta by the g^eat soul behind there. He was not
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interested ia any single group of phenomena, as was

Paracelsus ; but he loved them all as a religion. Not

only externally but internally is the universe an eternal

harmony. When one gazes upon it with the enthusiasm

of a poet, its apparent defects will vanish in the har-

mony of the whole. Man needs no special theology, for

the world is perfect because it is the life of God. Bruno

is a universalistic optimist and a mystic poet. Before

this cosmic harmony man should never utter complaint,

but should bow in reverence. True science is religion

and morality.



CHAPTER IV

THE NATURAL SCIENCE PERIOD OF THE
RENAISSANCE (1600-1690)*

The Philosophers of the Natural Science Period.

1. Galileo, 1564-1641, and the group of scientist*.

2. Bacon, 1561-1626.

3. Hobbes, 1588-1679.

4. The Rationalists.

Descartes, 1596-1650.

Spinoza, 1632-1677.

Leibnitz, 1646-1716.

Countries other than Italy and Germany come upon

the philosophic stage during the eighty-nine years of

the period of teeming natural science. England is rep-

resented by Bacon and llobbes, France by Descartes,

Holland by the Jew, Spinoza, and, at the end of the

period, Germany by Leibnitz. Still Italy yields the

most influential thinker of them all— Galileo, who is

the most prominent of a long series of astronomers

coming from many countries. The most completely

representative is Descartes, who was the founder of the

Rationalistic school ; for he was not only interested in

matliematics itself, but in the application of mathemat-

ics to metaphysical questions. Neither as influential as

Galileo, nor as comprehensive as Descartes, the Eng-

lishmt^n, Bacon and Hobbes, were nevertheless impor-

tant as the foreruimers of the English empirical schooL

Spinoza is more of a "world's philosopher" than any

* Head Windelbaud, History of Philosophy, pp. 378-79'
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of the others, and he joids in his doctrine the scholasti-

cism of the Middle Ages and the mathematics of the

Renaissance ; while Leibnitz occupies the position be-

tween the Enlightenment and the Renaissance.

The Mathematical Astronomers. After enthusias-

tically canvassing the traditional theories of antiquity,

the Humanists had been unable to find one which would

explain and organize the newly accumulated materials

of their " new world." But working in more or less

narrow circles, natural science had already made a be-

ginning in the midst of the Humanists, lieginuing with

Copernicus, an interest in physics and astronomy had

been aroused, but in these early days it was more spec-

ulative than empirical. The speculations of the astron-

omers had but little influence upon their own time.

However, when the ancient theories proved inadequate

to explain the facts of the " new world," and especially

when the empirical researches of Galileo confirmed the

speculations of his predecessors, the Renaissance turned

away fronx antiquity to Nature herself for an explana-

tion. This was about the year 1600, the year of the

beginning of the Natural Science Period.

The most prominent of these astronomers were—
Copernicus, 1473-1543, a Pole.

Bruno, 1548-1600, an Italian.

Tycho Brahe, 1546-1601, a Dane.

Kepler, 1571-1630, a German.

Galileo, 1664-1641, an Italian.

Huyghens, 1629-1695, a Hollander.

Newton, 1642-1722, an Englishman.

While the greatest of these scientists is Newton, who
belongs to the next period, the most influential is Gal-

ileo. Modern methods in science began with Galileo.
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Of the four predecessors of Galileo three— Copemi.

cus, Tycho Brahe, and Bruno— are in spirit Human-

ists ; for their final explanation of nature is the world

of spirits. Kepler belongs to both the Humanistic and

Natural Science Periods; for at first he constructed his

natural science by amalgamation of the doctrine of spir-

its and the Coperuican theory ; but in the latter part

of his life he adopted completely the mechanical view

of nature. The above scientists may be divided for con-

venience into two groups: (1) the speculative scientists

before Galileo; (2) Galileo and the following empirical

investigators.

For fourteen centuries the ancient Ptolemaic astron-

omy had been regarded by the learned as beyond ques-

tion. Although complex and unwieldy, it explained all

phenomena satisfactorily enough as they appeared to the

senses ; and it brought phenomena into a system. (The

Ptolemaic system has been fully described in vol. i,

pp. 322 ff.) To recapitulate it: the world-all was con-

ceived as a hollow sjihere with the earth as the center

and the fixed stars in the periphery, while the planets

were supposed to move in epicycles. The universe was

divided into the heavenly and terrestrial realms, which

were occupied by various spirits. God resided outside

this hollow sphere and held it, as it were, in his lap.

The history of the changes leading up to our modern

. -astronoinical conception makes a vivid chapter. How
Copernicus contributed the idea of placing the sun at

the center of things, Kepler the idea of the orbits of

the planets as ellipses, Bruno the idea of the boundless-

ness of space and time, and how Galileo, corroborating

these theories by empirical investigations, was put under

the ban of the Church — all this. shows what heroism
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must have been required to tear down a time-honored

and firmly intrenched traditional conception. Probably

the speculative asti'onomers were not conscious that

they were undermining the whole astronomical struc-

ture, and probably their sole motive was to simplify the

Ptolemaic conception, not to destroy it. For Copernicus

accepted the Ptolemaic system, except that he put the

sun instead of the earth at the center, and thereby sim-

plified it by making many of the epicycles unnecessary
;

and Kepler simplified it further by supplanting the epi-

cycles with ellipses. However, the result was inevitably

an entirely new conception of the universe, and with

it a new conception of the relation among particular

material things. It was in this way that new scientific,

methods arose.

The universe now comes to be regarded as a mech-

anism, and what was formerly looked upon as the in-

fluence of spirits or as Providential guidance becomes

an impersonal law of causal necessity. In the heavens

above and the earth beneath there are no longer vital

forces and supernatural influences. The universe be-

comes a homogeneous whole throughout, in which

there is no essential difference between the fall of an

apple and the revolution of the planets, no distinction

between terrestrial and celestial spheres. The Christian

heaven is nowhere in it ; the mediaeval spirits are ban-

ished from it. The Greek gods have been pushed out,

and the Christian God has been made to stand aside.

The demand that the new conception of the universe

be verified in concrete experiments, if it were to replace

the old Ptolemaic system, the revival of the study of

Arcliimedes, the rivalry in trade and inventions among

the Italian towns, were three causes for the demand for
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greater exactness. Investigation, experiment, and in-

vention came into vogue. Magic, alchemy, astrology,

and conjurations were no longer accepted as serious

methods.

The influence of mathematics in modern times grew

up from these astronomical beginnings among the Hu-

manists. By degrees everything in nature came to be

regarded as a mechanism, and there was no distinction

between tlie animate and the inanimate. The discovery

of the mechanical circulation of the blood by Ilarvey, in

1626, acted as a vigorous impulse toward the mechani-

cal study of animal life. Descartes regarded animals aa

complex automata and on this line he published essays

on dioptrics, musical law, and the foetus. Hobbes ap-

plied mechanical law to psychological phenomena. The

study of reflex action was carried on with great vigor

in the Low Countries antl France. The mechanical

theory was rendered complete in this early time by the

exclusion of the soul from the explanation of the body

of man, just as God had been pushed into the back-

ground of the universe.

Galileo Galilei (1564-1641).* The dates of the life

of Galileo show him to have been a younger contem-

porary of Bruno, and, like Bruno, to have been a victim

of the ecclesiastical reaction that was sweeping away all

scientific freedom in Italy. But while Bruno belonged

both chronologically and in spirit to the first period of

the Renaissance, Galileo is the true beginner of the

seconil period. Bruno was poet and philosopher. Gali-

leo was a true scientist. I low, then, is it that Galileo

* Read Hfitfding, History of Philosophy, vol. i, p. 175 ;

Ball, History of Mathematics, pp. 249 fE. ; Falckenberg, His-

tory of Modem Philosophy, pp. 59 ff.
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has a place in the history of philosophy.? Because Gal-

ileo was not only the father of the modern science of

nature, but he was also the father of the modem phi-

losophy of nature. Galileo saw so clearly the problem

in his own special science and the means for the solu-

tion of the problem that he gave to modeiTi ihovyht

the correctly formulated method of dealing with all

the new nutterials of the 7Uiture-tvorld. He did not

construct a philosophical system, but he formulated

the true method of dealing with nature-facts so that

modern philosophical systems could be constructed.

His astronomical discoveries, which verified the Coper-

nican theory,' brought him into conflict with the grow-

ing spirit of the Counter-Keformation. To save himself

from the Inquisition he had to perjure himself ; and

instead of death he had a prolonged life of great bitter-

ness. He said tliat were the stars to descend to bear

witness to his discoveries, his opjjonents would refuse

to be convinced. Indeed, the more ciunulative became

his enjpirical support of Copernicus, the greater his

persecution by the Aristotelian orthodoxy.

The Scientific Method of Galileo. The two maxims

of Galileo's method were: (1) science must be inde-

pendent of all authority excei)t itself; and (2) all in-

' Galileo had been professur at the universities of Pa4ua and Piaa,

and niathuuiatioiaii and philotKiphvi- at the court of Timcauy. His laws
of faUiu(; bodies, jjrujectiles, and ilie pendulum had created a Dew
theory of motion. When he had constructed the telescope, in KilO, hs
became an open adherent of the Cupeinicau theory. It wan tlieu that he
discovered the satellites of Jupiter. Discovery after discovery followed

this — the explanation of the Milky Way and the Pleiades, the kuowl-

edt;e of the rint;s of Saturn, of the unuveuuess of the moon's surface,

of the phases of Venus, and the spots on the suu. These were his dis-

coveries which coniirnied the dau^'erous theory of Copernicus. After all,

Galileo simply transformed the Pythagorean symbolio number system
into modern applied mathematics. (See Ball, History of ilathtmcUiet,

pp. 24U tr.)
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ferences must be derived from observation and experi.

raents. He stated his position as to the first iu a letter

to the Grand Duchess Christine of Lothringeu. Science

must be separated from theology. Since Gotl has given

man sense and understanding, he must follow them,

even though they contradict some conception found in

the Bible. The Bible is a revelation given according to

the capacity of the olden people who required faith and

not theoretical knowledge. Science has to do with the

revelation in the book of nature, which is written in

mathematical signs.

The second maxim was more novel but equally ob-

jectionable to the orthodox science of his day. Knowl-

edge of Nature is Mathematical Knoioledge obtained

by Observation and Experiment. The scholastic method

of deduction— the syllogism— will never discover new

truths about nature. It is valuable as a corrective and

when used with induction. Induction and deduction are

necessarily complementary ; either alone is absurd. In-

duction alone would require the observation of all cases,

an impossible undertaking. Deduction alone yields no

new law. How, then, did Galileo couple deduction with

induction so as to give the method to all future science ?

The first step— induction or analysis— is the per-

ceptual observation of objects. But this does not mean

the ordinary observation of the qualities of things,

which is very inaccurate. We must begin with the ob-

servation of their quantitative aspects. We must also

mathematically experiment upon them in order to find

their simplest factors. But induction is limited ; for it

can analyze only a few characteristic cases. It can ob-

serve the movements of falling terrestrial bodies, and

vt can experiment with them ; but it can only partially
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observe the movements of astral bodies and it cannot

experiment with them at all. How, then, can a law be

formulated for all cases of falling bodies?

Thus we come to the second step in Galileo's method
— deduction or synthesis. This is not the deduction of

the Aristotelian syllogism, but is mathematical deduc-

tion. We form a universal law for falling bodies, for

example, by forming a mathematical hypothesis by cal-

culation from the observed cases. On the basis of this

the cases not observed can be deduced by calculation.

If the mathematical hypothesis is found to account for

the new unobserved and unobservable cases, it may be

taken to be a law of nature.

However, Galileo further anticipated the results of

modern logic, when he saw that this is not the whole

story about the laws of nature. Any law of nature in

its universalized mathematical form is after all only

an ideal construction. It is a rational principle and no

actual case in nature ever exactly coincides with it.

Take a simple example to show Galileo's thought. The

law of the movements of the planets is mathematically

described as an ellipse, but no planet has ever been

found to move in a perfect ellipse. How then can this

mathematical description of the movements of planets

be a law of nature, and how can it be of value to sci-

ence ? The answer is that an ellipse is the description

of the movement of a planet which would have no

disturbing influence upon it. We know that all plan-

ets do actually suffer j)erturbations. We can observe

or calculate what these perturbations are in any partic-

ular planet. Then taking the ideal law of the planet's

movements together with the actual perturbation, we

can calculate the actual orbit of the particular planet.
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The value, therefore, of any particular law of nature

is that it simplifies and gives a basis to the observed

facts. It is an ideally constructed rule under which like

phenomena can be brought. Measure everything meas-

urable, and calculate the measurements of things not

directly measurable by bringing them under an ideally

constructed law— a law of nature.

Thus to Galileo the mechanical construction i of na-

ture itself, and not some spiritual influence, will alone

explain the facts of nature. The atomic theory appears

In the backgrouiul of all his undertakings. lie did not

search for some " vital force " behind phenomena. He
had the courage to defy the whole mediieval philosophy

of nature by dissolving the mystery of the divine influ-

ence over the planets. He wrested science froua the par-

alyzing grip of the theologian through his fruitful de-

velopment of the conception of "cause," and through

his mechanical theory of the universe.

With the teaching of Galileo practically ends the

participation of Italy in the construction of the thought

of western Europe. To be sure, the seventeenth cen-

tury in Italy yielded some experimental research and

some notable names, but Italian philosophy was des-

tined to become silent. Earnest reflection was now be-

ginning in Germany; but in Italy we may not expect

to meet another Bruno storming the heavens, nor an-

other Galileo clarifying its mysteries. While the new
thought was taking root in other countries, Italy, op-

pressed by the Counter-Reformation, torn by constant

* Following' Qaliluo astro-physics Las developed on tho aasnmptioa
that the stellar movenieuta are mathematically determined movements
in a mechanical whole; and in this connection Galileo has sketched the

principles of mechanics: the law of inertia, the parallelogram of forcoa,

ths principle of virtual velocity, the principle of infinitely small impulsofi.
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strife, subject to internal antagonisms and external

intrigue, passes out of the history of modern philoso-

. phy— with the single exception of Giambattista Vico

(1668-1744)— until the nineteenth century.

The Strife of Methods— Empiricism versus Ration-

aHsm. Galileo's mathematical method reduced the field

of natural phenomena to a mechanism. It also invaded

that other field which lies beside it— the field of men-

tal phenomena. Natural science always raises meta-

physical questions at every point. Although the Re-

naissance was absorbed in the reconstruction of the

mediaeval conception of nature, because it was face to

face with a " new nature," tlie Renaissance was obliged

incidentally to reconstruct the traditional conception

of the mind and its contents. It is evident that Gal-

ileo's mechanical theory prejudiced the whole body

of mediaeval dogma. The doctrines about the nature

of the soul and its iiumortality, its free will, its relation

to the human body, the nature and origin of ideas,

were obviously antagonized by Galileo's mathematical

metliod. Galileo did not intend to apply his method to

the field of mental phenomena and his interest lay in

the world of external nature. But the philosophers who

followed him in the Renaissance were also interested in

the problems of the human mind.

The world had to wait nearly two hundred years,

mitil Kant came, to evolve a true method of examining

the contents of human knowledge. This is the tran-

scendental or epistemological method ; and this has

the same validity in the field of mind that Galileo's

method has in the field of nature. In the Natural Sci-

ence Period of the Renaissance, however, the new prob-

lems came in so overwhelming a crush that the period
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has been characterized as " a strife of methods." In the

consideration of the psychological problems involved in

their new conceptions of nature, the philosophers of this

period used the factors of Galileo's method, not in com-

bination, but in such a way that they were divided into

two opposing camps. On the one hand, the English,

who from the time of Roger Bacon to Spencer have

been by disposition Empiricists, tried to solve all prob-

lems inductively through observation and experience.

On the other hand, the French (and the Dutch) phi-

losophers employed the deductive factor in Galileo's

method. Mathematical deduction has been the method

of French philosophy since Descartes. This school is

called Rationalism. The opposition between the Empir-

icists aud the Rationalists is fundamentally a difference

in method of approaching the new problems. These

philosophies we shall now study.

The Life of Francis Bacon, Baron Verulam (1561-

1026). Francis Bacon was a native of London and re-

ceived his university education at Cambridge. He was

in the English diplomatic service at an early age, but

he later returned to London aud took up the legal pro-

fession. At the age of thirty-two he entered Parliament

and became inunediately distinguished as a debater. At
forty-three he became legal adviser of the crown, and

when he was fifty-six he was made Lord Chancellor.

After a brilliant career in public office he was accused

and convicted of bribery and corruption, deposed from

office, and heavily fined. His most notable writings are

his Essai/s (1597, and 1625), two parts of his uncom-

pleted Instmiratio Magna: De Dignitate et Augment
ti$ Scientlarum (1623) and Novum Or^a«.ww(1620),

and his New Atlantis (1623), a Utopian fragment.
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The Position of Bacon in Philosophy, Tradition has

frequently placed Bacon as the founder of modern phi-

losophy. This estimate is due to a remark of Diderot

which was repeated by many French writers. i The tra-

dition, however, rests upon a misappreheusion of Ba-

con's influence. 2 Bacon was more of a Humanist than

a technical philosopher, and he seems not only to have

had no influence upon contemporary technical philoso-

phers and scientists, but also to have been uninfluenced

by them. He was unconscious of the influence of Kep-

ler and Galileo and of their mighty. scientific construc-

tions.' Bacon's Novum Organinn, which embodies his

scientific methods, had little influence upon his own
time, and it was not largely read until the middle of

the eighteenth century— the time of Diderot.* This

statement nmst be qualified in one respect. Bacon's

New Atlantis did have an iuunediate influence. The
ideal of a college of science, which Bacon presented in

his New Atlantis, led to the founding of the Royal

Society, thirty-six years after Bacon's death, and later

to the founding of similar academies abroad.

So far from being the founder of modern philosophy,

Bacon developed only the inductive side of it and that

1 Diderot, Prospectus :
" If we emerge from tliia vast operation, our

priacipal debt will be to Ciiancellor Uacoii, who sketched a plan of

a niuTerHal dictionary of sciences and urtH at a time when there was
either art nor science."

* Montucla, Ilistoire des Matht'matiques, " The Chancellor Baccn,
whose celebrity dates not before that of the Enci/clujiaetlia,"

* Thomas F'owler, Bacun, quotes from many writers contemporary to

Bacon and later, to prove Bacon's influence to be immediate,
* Galileo, his contemporary, and Newton do not mention Bacon in

tlieir writings. Hobbes, his former secretary, uses bis name only once
or twice, and Locke in his Essai/ mentions him not at all.

The most impartial estimates of Bacon's work are by De R^mnist
and by Choreh. Speddins, Life and Times of Bacon, is oomplet*-
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without success. He seems to have known no kind of

deduction except the Aristotelian syllogism, and he

was unaware of the importance of mathematics in de-

duction. Consequently science has gone much farther

than Bacon dreamed that it would go. Bacon's impor-

tance in the Kenaissance does not consist in his contri-

bution to the content of philosophy or to his successful

formulation of the scientific method.

i

Wherein then lies the value of Bacon's work as a

philosopher ? Bacon was the first in England to collect

the fruits of the Renaissance and give them a secular

character. Taking them out of the hands of the theo-

logian, he, a lawyer, " gave them a legal existence by

the most eloquent plea that has ever been made for

them." Feeling that science, including philosophy,

should be secularized. Bacon, who had great contempt

for antiquity, voiced the contemporary reaction in Eng-

land against the old scholastic methods. But on the

other hand, he was more than a reactionary ; he had

a confidence amounting to an optimism in the coming

age. He set up an ideal, and believed that not only

nature, but all the activities of man would be reduced

to some simple principles : and he expressed in his Uto
pia the confidence of his time that wonderful things

were to be revealed.

2

The high influence that Bacon gained later among
philosophers may therefore be accounted for by the

association of his eminent position and wonderful per-

1 Sir David Brewster saya: " Had Bacon never lived, the student of
nature would have found in the works and writinga of Galileo not only
the principles of inductive i)hilo3ophy, but also its practical application
to the noblest eiforta of invention »nd discovery."

'^ Bacon wrote his New Atlantis in 1023 — the same year that Cam-
panella wrote his State of the Sun. These were preceded a full century
by Thomas More'g Utopia (1516).
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sonality * with his bold expression of this congenial utili*

tarianism. Even in that rich Elizabethan age of English

literature, he was prominent as a writer and politician.

He had occupied high political positions under James I

;

but his peculiar personality would in itself have at-

tracted attention, for his genius was such that any of

the products of that age— even the plays of Shake-

speare— have seemed possible to him.

2

The Aim of Bacon. Bacon enunciated the principle

of the Renaissance as a personal one, for his dominat-

ing idea is that " knowledge is power." He is the most

avowed utilitarian of that utilitarian age. He never sank

his soul in love for nature as did Bruno, and he was op-

posed to the mediaival religious conception of nature.

The monk's idea that knowledge is religious intuition

of God was to him as " unfruitfid as a consecrated

nun." So also knowledge from books is dangerous, for

it consists oidy of words ; and thus with Bacon began

the movenn'ut which discarded the culture-value of

books. Philoso})hy must ameliorate social conditions by

bringing nature under control. Bacon did not demand

that every bit of knowledge sliould show some use, but

^hattlie final purpose of the totality of knowledge should

T)e usefulness. Culture is not placed in the hands of one

toan to make him superior to another, but in the serv-

ice of all mankind to make the race of men superior to

nature. The goal is regnuvi ho7ni?iis, and this is the

goal of the entire Renaissance. Ancient and mediaeval

' Pope describes liim as " ihewiaest, brislitest, nieaiiciit of niaukind."

Pope'a epij^ani is unjust. It was an age of widoi^pread political corrup-

lion. Probably any otliiT name would have served Pope as well, pro-

vided it preserved the ibyiue and rhytlim.

^ One sagacious German critic lias convinced himself that Bacon wa*
oot the author of the Novum Orgaiium, and has flirted with th« poiuibil-

Ity th&t SLakespeara was the autlior.
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times had not been occupied with the improvement of

society, but to Bacon that philosophy is worth while

which will remove the weighing conditions upon human

beings, so that there are no longer two classes— those

that satisfy their ambitions and those that sacrifice.

This dominant utilitarian ^ motive in Bacon sets him

in opposition to theoretical knowledge and makes him

the father of utilitarianism and positivism in England.

He keeps repeating that discoveries and not magic had

transformed the life of man— gunpowder, the print-

ing-press, the compass. These discoveries have been

made accidentally and without plan ; but we ought in

the future to have a method— a more scientific mode

of procedure. Ars invcniendi^ a phrase which Bruno

had used as signifying the invention of ideas, was

used by Bacon for the discovering of means for con-

quering nature. Bacon shows that he was not an in-

ventor because he believed a theory of invention to be

possible.

The Method of Bacon. Bacon says that the method

of the scientist should not be like that of the spider

that spins a web out of himself, nor like that of the ant

which merely collects material, but like that of the bee

which collects, assimilates, and transforms. Bacon'a

original inspiration had been his respect for method,

and this grew more pronounced. Philosophy, i.e., sci-

ence, is method. It included on the one hand a critical

survey of the past, and on the other an anticipatory

' Utilitarianism regards adaptation to general happiness as the ideal

of society. Positivism, broadly used, is that philosophy which limits the

scope of thought to the observation of facts, although the observations

are inferior to the facta. The data and methods of positivism are the

game aa those of natural science, and opposed to the a priori meth-
ods of mtttaphyeioa. In tliia connection read Herbert Spencer, EducoF
tion.
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program for the science of the future. Let ui now turn

to these two aspects of his method.

(a) Bacon^s criticism of the past was a trenchant

criticism of prevailing philosophy, and amounted to a

break with the past. Bacon felt that what passed for

science iu his day was but a pretense. In the presence

of the facts of life traditional science was but empty

words* The early thinkers are not the ancients. We
are the ancients, for we embody in ourselves all the

preceding centuries. But why did the ancient thinkers

err? Not because they were not men of talent, nor be-

cause they lacked in inteUcitual opportunity; but be-

cause their method of procedure led them astray. The
early thinkers followed wrong paths, and their results,

which we now possess, are vain.

What must be our attitude in the presence of this

traditional philosophy? We must dispossess ourselves

of the prejudices that have misled the past, for they

form the obstacles to our true knowledge of the world.

The roots of the errors that have infected philosophy

are " fantastic, contentious, and delicate learning." We
must not, indeed, trust to our everyday perceptions

;

for although science is based on our pei'ceptions, our

everyday perceptions are corrupted by our un>^ritical

habits of thought. Thus there have arisen perversions

and falsifications, of which we must first of all be rid.

Bacon calls these Idols.^ Idols are false images, that

intervene between us and the truth and are mistaken for

reality. Bacon makes four general classes of Idols :
—

(1) The Idols of the Tribe, or the presuppositions

common to the human race.

I Bacon chooses the word Idols, becaoBe it is the same u the Greek
word for take forms (eidola. tliwAa),
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(2) The Idols of the Cave,' or individual prejudices

due to natural individual disposition, situa-

tion in life, etc.

(3) The Idols of the Forum, or the traditional mean-

ings of words, by which we substitute the

word for the idea. These are the worst illu-

sions.

(4) The Idols of the Thetitcir,^ the theories or philo-

sopliic dogma, which command discipleship

from groups of men and have not been sub-

jected to our own criticism.

Bacon's classification of our prejudices as Idols is a

critical attempt to separate, in what passes for knowl-

edge, the subjective, wliich has become traditional,

from the real. Logic, religion, and poetry have had a

bad effect on science, as is especially shown in the

theatrical character of philosopliy.

(6) Having dispossessed ourselves of our prejudices

or Idols, we are i-eady to proceed to a positive construc-

tion of a scientific method of work. By what, in gen-

eral, ought science to be guided? By induction and

experience. Bacon suggests the following steps for the

science of the future : —
(1) There must be an exhaustive collection of

particular instances.

(2) There must then be an analysis and comparison

of these instances, for to Bacon induction was

not a mere enumeration of single instances.

Negative instances, and instances of differ-

ence of degree, must be taken into account.

^ Bacon is here alluding to Plato's myth of the cave. Read Plato,

Bepublic (Jowett'a trans.), Bk. vil, 514 A-r;20 E.
* Bacon is Batirioal here and is likening philosophical systems to stags-

plays.
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Hasty generalizations must be avoided, and

we must ascend gi-adually from the particulai

to the general.

(3) The simple " form " of the phenomenon must

be discovered. By " form " Bacon means the

nature that is always present when the phe-

nomenon is present, absent when the phe-

nomenon is absent, increases or decieases with

the phenomenon. The " form " is the abiding

essence of the phenomenon.^

The English Renaissance of the Seventeenth Cen-

tury. Philo.sopliy in England thus expresses itself at

the start in the sober Angh)-Saxon manner. Here at

the outset the Englishman is skeptical, not only of scho-

lastic deductions from dogma, but also of deductions

of all kinds. He prefers the slow road of patient empir-

ical discovery. Even pure contemplative knowledge

and the deductions of mathematics have little charm

for him. To be sure, induction even in the hands of

an Englishman demands by its nature the establbh-

ment of a general principle, but Bacon would have re-

fused to use such a principle to establish a new truth

in the way that Galileo used his mathematical hypothe-

ses. According to Bacon, an h^^othesis is true only so

far as it has already received the indispensable sanction

of experience.

Yet for full seventy years— until Locke in 1690

published his Essay— empirical philosoph}"^ made no

' It will be seen that Bacon by his use of "forms " was still oomtnttted

to the conceptual apparatus of Aristotle. lie did not succeed in freeing

himself from the so-called Formalism— a logical metaphysical theory

which had been employed especially by Duns Scotus and his followers.

"Forms," which Bacon employed aa the causes of phouomena, = nO'

imret = Platonic ideas = universal simple determinations.
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progress in English circles. At the beginning Bacon

seems to have made no impression ou the character of

English philosophy ; and English philosophy shows no

continuity. From 1620, when Bacon's Organon was

published, to 1690, the date of Locke's Essay Concern-

ing Human Understanding^ lies an interim which is

filled in by philosophies which had little in common with

empiricism and the Baconian induction. These were

the philosophy of Thomas Ilobbes, whose writings

appeared between 1638 and 1651, the philosophy of

the ethical school of Cambridge Platonists, and a school

of religious mysticism. What was the cause of this

interruption in the natural development of English

empiricism ?

The answer is that England in the seventeenth cen-

tury was little favorable to systematic thinking, least

of all to painstaking empirical research. The seven-

teenth century was in England one hundred years of

political changes— the religious fermentation, then the

Civil War (1642-1649), the Restoration (1660), and

the Revolution (1688). Out of this prolonged period

of disturbance England arose in the eighteenth cen-

tury to a position of great political power and security.

Those great ideas which people ordinarily ascribe to the

French revolutionists were fermenting in English poli-

tics in the seventeenth century and were wrought into

a philosophy in the eighteenth century for all the Con-

tinental peoples. In the seventeenth century there could

be no native English systematic thought. The mind of

the Englishman was filled with only those new social

ideas which are always born from the necessities of

political conflict. They were thoughts which expressed

a public need, which had their application to social prob-
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lems and public questions. Occasional notable discov-

eries were, to be sure, made during this revolutionary

epoch, like Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the

blood (1626), Robert Boyle's (1627-1691) woik in

chemistry, and Sydenham's (1625-1689) in medicine.

However, the actual beginning of English empirical

philosophy was not with Bacon, nor in the half-century

of germinating ideas after Bacon, but in the epoch after

the revolutions had passed and the Orange dynasty had

been set up (1688). It was at this time that Locke's

Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1G90} SLud

Newton's Principia (1687) appeared. English em-

pirical philosophy first found systematic expression in

John Locke, but this marks the beginning of the En-

lightenment.

During those seventy years between Bacon and Locke

we can observe three philosophical movements which are

not distinctly empirical nor English in their character.

(1) There was a considerable body of mystics who

made it evident that the influence of Boehme (1575-

1624) was still felt.

(2) There was the school of Platonists at Cambridge.

This was made up of a number of ethical scholars cen-

tered in the university town. It represented the old, offi-

cial, and traditional philosophy of the Humanistic Pe-

riod, whose resuscitation at this time depended on its

antagonism to Hobbes's teaching. It had no originality

and was short-lived. In general, its polemic was directed

against Hobbes's application of the mechanical theory to

psychology, ethics, and politics. It called Hobbes an

atheist and emphasized the fundamentally teleological

character of the universe. R. Cudworth (1617-1688)

was the master mind of the school. His teaching had
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in it a mixture of Neo-Platonism and the doctrine of

Paracelsus. Henry More (1614-1687), who harks back

to Fieinus and the Cabbala ; Samuel Parker (d. 1688),

Bishop of Oxford, who coined the phrase " physical

theology," which came into the philosophical vocabu-

lary ; Theophilus (1628-1677), and his son Thomas,

Gale, and John Nonis (1657-1711) were members of

this group. The doctrine of rational, innate truth which

lay in the background of the teaching of the Cambridge

School lingered in English thought in the eighteenth

century in the teachings of Samuel Clarke (1675-

1729), WiUiam Wollaston (1659-1724), and Kichard

Price (1723-1791). It was, however, a negative and

alien factor to the general empirical character of Eng-

lish philosophy.

(3) The most influential movement at this time came

from France, and was expressed in the energetic phi-

losophy of Thomas llobbes. This was the mathematical

rationalism which had its center in Paris. Paris and

London ! The relations between these two capitals wiU

be the determining factor of the philosophy of the

French and English during the next two centuries

(the seventeenth and eighteenth). We shall see (p. 215)

how in the eighteenth century the French come to Lon-

don for their philosophy— we shall find Voltaire and

Montesquieu in the first quarter of the eighteenth cen-

tury, carrying back from London to Paris the teachings

of Locke and the English moralists. Jiut now at this

time, all through this long period of civil strife of the

seventeenth century, the English scholars go for their

scientific training to Paris whei'e science had had a re-

markable development. France was enjoying a brilliant

court circle and secure political conditions, and the
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French language had become the language of fasluon>

able and educated circles everywhere. In Paris the

Englishman could converse with French scholars and

meditate upon purely scientific matters. He could school

his thoughts under exact mathematics and the philos-

ophy of Descartes— aud happily with good results. In

such surroundings he could see the one-sidedness of the

Baconian method. The mechanical philosophy of Thomas
llobbes was an importation from France ; and in this

respect among the great English philosophers Thomas

Hobbes is unique.

Thomas Hobbes ^ and his Contemporaries. During

a certain period Bacon ^ had under him a secretary by

the name of Thomas Hobbes. Here was an obscure

Englishman whose interest in English politics turned

him to philosophy ; whose philosophy was a complete

expression of the French science. No contemporary of

Hobbes— neither Bacon, Descartes, nor Galileo— had

so systematic a philosophy. No man succeeded better in

expressing all that was in his mind. He belongs to that

large gi-oup of humanistic political writers of which we

have spoken, who tried to construct theoretical systems

of government, when the mediaeval idea of the univer-

' Read Robertson, IJobbes (Blackwood's Philosophical Classics), pp.

204-(H;; Falckenberg, History of Modern Philosoph]/, pp. 71-72 ; Ency-

clopadia Britannica, article, "Hobbes"; Leslie Stephen, IJubbes

;

Watson, llfdonistic Theories, pp. 7^-04; Turner, History of Fhilotophy,

pp. 413—16
; Wiudelband, llistory of Philosophy, p. 389.

^ Hubbea was a very different type of man from Bacon. Bacon hab
risen to fame by liLs own genius, iu spite uf the hostility of his power-

ful relatives; llobbes was a hard-headed man, with a narrow outlook,

but with undoubted talents., which were fostered all his life under the

patronage of the Devonshire family. Bauon was a practical politician;

Hobbes was a doctrinaire and theoretical political writer. Of the

voluminous literary reijaina of Bacon his philosophy fonns but a smal)

part; Hobbes had a t,'tiucral philosophical system, with which his class

ioal and theological studies have conuectiou.
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sal Cbristian State, such as was embodied in Augustine's

City of God, was no longer held. Hobbes is most pop

ularly known in modern times as a writer on this aspect

of morals and politics ; but polities is only a part of his

general mechanical system of the universe. He is the

forerunner of modern materialism, and his peculiar

theory of society is only an exemplification of this

theory.

The Life and Writings of Hobbes (1588-1679).

The life of Hobbes falls into five natural periods, in

each of which some one interest seems to dominate. He
was a well-trained classical scholar ; and his first and

last periods are marked by notable translations. The

influence of Paris and of French mathematics was a

growing factor in his thought from the time when he

at twenty made his first journey abroad ; and yet there

was an epoch in his life when it culminated into his

philosophy. He was a controversialist by nature and

during the seventeen years from 1651 to 1668 his pub-

lic life was involved in bitter public controversies.

(1) As a Classical Scholar (including his early

years) (1588-1628) — the first forty years of his life.

At Oxford (1603-1608) ; first journey abroad (1608-

1612) ; beginning of his relations with the Devonshire

family and also of his acquaintance with the " new sci-

ence " ; time of leisurely study (1612-1628) and ac-

quaintance with Bacon, Herbert of Clierbury, and Ben

Jonson ; translation of Thucydides (1628).

(2) As Mathematician (\Q2%-\'62>^'). Second jour,

ney abroad (1629-1631) for eighteen months as tutor

to the son of Sir Gervase Clifton ; reads Euclid while

abroad; third journey abroad (1634-1637), when he

meets Galileo ; begins to develop the conception of mo-
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tion and sensation; by 1638 he is counted among the

notable philosophers and he meets the Parisian scien-

tists, Mersenne and Gassendi.

(3) As Philosopher (1G38-1651). Plans his phi-

losophy under the title of Elements of Philosophy : De
Corpore, De Ilomine, and De Cive, which is inter-

rupted by the English Revolution; Elements of Law
(" little treatise ") written in 1G40, read by a few in

manuscript, published without his consent in 1G50 m
two parts: Jliiman Nature and De Corpore Politico;

flees to Paris (1G40) and enters again the scientific

circle at Paris ; criticises Descartes' 3Ieditations ; De
Cive published (1G42), which is De Corj)ore Politico

enlarged ; acts for a time as tutor to Charles II in Paris

;

engages upon his general j)hilosophical theory (1G42-

1G45) ; Liberty and Necessity, written (1G4G), pub-

lished (1G54) ; Leviathan published (1G51).

(4) As Controversialist (1G51-1G68). Flees back

to London (1G51) ; De Corpore, published (1655) ;

Behemoth, written (1GG8), proscribed and not pub-

lished until after his death; controversies with I3ram-

hall, AVai d, AVallis, and IJoyle ; De Ilutnine, published

(1658).

(5) ^s(7/rts.s(VaZ^c^o/(7/' (1668-1679). Translation

of Iliad and Odyssey (1675).^

* In MoleBworth'a edition (183t)-1845), HobbeB's Latin works occupy
five volumea, the Eng-lish eleven. The Elements of Philosophy — the De
Corpore, De ILimine, and De Cive — were not published in the sequence

in which they were planned, but on account of pohtical exigencies, in

the above order.

The order in which the writings of Ilobbea appeared seems to have
been the sport of outward events, for they were not written according
to his original plan. On his return ifrum his third journey to the Conti-

nent (IG-'IS), Uobbes, then fifty years old, hud adopted the mechanical
theory and had plaimed his philosophy. Ilis comprehensive work was to

be called the Elements qf Philosophy, and was to be divided into thr«e
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The Influences upon the Thought of Hobbes.

1. The premature birth of Hobbes had no inconsid«

arable influence upon bis life. When his mother was

carrying him, she had suffered a great fright, at the

announcement of the approach of tlie Spanish Armada.

Was it in consequence of this that Hobbes's life was a

series of panics and controversies ? He was extremely

conservative in politics. He saw the new changes with-

out sympathy with either party, aud he had no political

ideals— only fear. The time in which he lived rein-

forced this natural conservatism. When he was trans-

lating Thucydides, Buckingham was assassinated and the

Petition of Rights was presented. Henry IV of France

had been assassinated not many years before, and the

Puritan element had become a disturbing factor in

England. His study and his alliance with the Devon-

shire family confirmed him in his conservative position.

All signs of the time pointed toward decentralization of

government, toward war and rebellion. In fear he was

" the first that fled " to France at the beginning of the

troubles of Charles I ; in fear he fled back to London
eleven years later, lest the lioman Catholics, whom his

Leviathan had offended, should murder him. Hobbes

was again in great panic over the London fire and

looked upon it as a divine penalty, on account of the

impurity of the English court. Plobbes was always in

fright lest he might not have peace.

• parts : De Corpore, treating physical bodies ; De Uomine, treating man
aa a psychological individual ; De Give, treating man as the citizen of a
State, ilobbes's philosophy waa therefore to bo a universal philosophy,
and he intended to bring his works out in logical order — first, the
scieuoe of physics, then of human nature, and last of society. However,
the growing disturbances in the political world at that time moved him
to publish several treatises on politics first, and hia physics and psychol*

oej more than fifteen years later.
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2. The father of Hobbes was one of the unworthy

clergymen of the English Established Church in the

reign of Elizabeth. He was a dissolute man, and after

many escapades he abandoned his family. In conse-

quence of this Hobbes always had an antipathy toward

the offices of the Church and toward theology. Although

he claimed to be a communicant, his allegiance was

only nominal, as his theory will show.

3. The new mathematical science had a most impor-

tant influence upon Hobbes. His years at Oxford had

left little impression upon him and he was but little in-

terested in its scholasticism. His twenty years on the

Continent brought him into the scientific circles of Italy

and France, but he was well along into maturity before

this influence found expression in him. On his second

journey, he read Euclid for the first time. He was then

forty-three. On his third journey, he n)et Galileo and

the French scientists, JSIersenne and Gassendi, and it

was then that he began his reflections concerning mo-

tion and sensation. The writings of Kepler, Descartes,

and Galileo influenced him mightily. Hobbes shows to

some degree the empirical tendency of his race, in that

he believed with Bacon ^ that knowledge is derived from

experience. Further than this the empirical method

does not appear in him. The mission of Hobbes was to

construct a universal mechanical philosophy of life.^

The Fimdamental Principle in the Teaching of

Hobbes. The assumption from which Hobbes deduced

' Although Hobbes had acted as liacon's secretary, liacun's influ-

ence upon him was little and has been overestimated.
^ Of the three influences upon Hobbes, his inherited timidity is seen

in his conservative political theory ; the iulluence of his father is seen in

his theory of relifcion ; the iutluenceof the " new " mathematical scieoce

is sften La his whole philosophy, especially in his psychology.
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his entire philosophy was the mechanical conception of

the physical world. i He differed from the French in

universalizing the conception. He extended its appli-

cation from the physical over upon the mental realm,

and thereby reduced the mental world to physics. He
stated this mechanical principle in two parts : all that

exists is body ; all that occurs is motion. Hobbes

applies this assumption to the physical world and it

gives him niaterialisui ;2 he applies it to knowledge and

it gives him sensationalism ;3 he applies it to the will

and it gives him determinism ;•« he applies it to morals

and politics and it gives him naturalism.^ Body is na-

ture ; body is everything. Body is the first term lead-

ing through man up to the State. With Hobbes, as

with others of his time, the political field was the whole

gi'ound to be penetrated. The fundamental principle,

by which Hobbes thought the whole field was to be ex-

plained, is body in motion. The mental world became

drawn into the physical, and thereby his mechanical

conception became tlie more natural.

There was one realm which Hobbes left untouched

by his principle : the realm of theology, i.e., God, souls,

angels. The science of bodies cannot deal with the

supernatural, for the supernatural does not consist of

* Hobbeg's assumption or point of departure -was therefore that

which the French mathematical circle had sought to prove.
* The theory that the assumption of extended, impenetrable, eternal,

and moving bodies explains the universe.

* 'ITjii theory that all knowledge originates in sensations ; that all com-
plex mental states (like memory, reason, etc.) are only combinations of

elementary sensations.
* The theory that between alternative courses of conduct the ohoico

decided upon is fully accounted for by psychological and other pre-con-

ditions.

^ The theory sometimes meaning materialism, sometimes positivism,

but sometimes, as here, meauiug that man in all his operations is a prod-

uct of his environment.
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bodies ia motion. Matter and mind are homogeneous;

matter and spirit are not. The contrast in Hobbes i§

not between matter and mind, the material and the

psychical, but between matter and spirit, the material

and the supra-material.

The Method of Hobbes. There is one true method

of treating all objects : the mathematical calculation of

them as if they were the motions of. bodies. But how

do we calculate them? By using words. In ordinary

knowledge we use words as the signs of our experi-

ences. In science we combine words systematically.

Words are the counters of things. Words are markers

by which men may know a thing as " seamen mark a

rock." Science manipulates words. Science combines

words by addition and subtraction into judgments and

syllogisms, and thereby constructs a body of demon-

strated principles (Logic).

Hobbes is therefore a nominalist, for, since words

are only counters, the man is a fool who mistakes the

counter for the coin of reality. The influence of things

on us is different from the things themselves, and we

have no i-ight to mistake this influence even as a copy

of things. We can express this influence, but not real-

ity, in words. Words are universals and are only the

subjective method of passing from one experience to

another. Words have truth, but no real truth. Thus

does Hobbes come to his notable definition of truth.

Truth is not the agreement of thought tvith things

;

it is the agreement of ideas loith one another. Truth

is thought without contradiction, for thought is a reck-

oning which fulfills its own laws and avoids contradic-

tion. Truth and falsity are terms which are concerned

with the correct and incorrect manipulation of the ver*
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bal counters— words— and not with real things. Sci-

ence, therefore, has a truth in itself and stands as a

rationally organized world, quite different from the

world which it has organized.

How, then, does a scientist proceed ? He starts with

some phenomenon, which is the motion of some body and

can be stated as a matheniatical quantity. He finds out

the causes of the phenomenon, which are nothing more

or less than the elements of the phenomenon in ques.

tion. Then he proceeds from the causes to other phe-

nomenal effects, which are like the phenomenon and

its causes— the motion of bodies. Thus the world of

the scientist is one of calculation of causes and effects,

for "the natural reason of man is busily flying up and

down among the creatures and bringing back a true

report of their order, causes, and effects." '

The Kinds of Bodies. There are two kinds of bodies,

natural and artificial. Natural bodies are those belong-

ing to the physical world. The artificial bodies are the

institutions of society, of which the most important is

the State. Man belongs to both classes of bodies— he

has a physical nature and he is a member of the State.

Man is the connecting link between natural and arti-

ficial bodies. Philosophy is therefore divided into three

parts: phi/sirs, which treats of purely natural bodies;

psychology^ whicli treats of man in his rule as a natural

individual
; politics, which treats of man in social con-

gregations with his fellows. Looking at the situation

from the other end, political bodies are decomposable

into men, men are in turn decomposable into physical

bodies. Political bodies are dependent on the psychical

' This is the episteniolog-ical doctrine of nominalism with its terminal.
istic logic (William of Ockam) of the fourteenth centur/.
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nature of men, and the psychical nature of men is de-

pendent on the nature of physical bodies, i.e., on bodies

and their motions. Thus all bodies, natural and arti*

ficial, must be explained in terms of motion, if they are

explained scientifically. Physical bodies are the first

term leading up through man to the last term in the

sei'ies, which is the State.

Hobbes's Application of the Mathematical Theory

to Psychology. Hobbes snatched the science of mental

phenomena from the hands of the scholastic theologian

and made it for the first time an independent science.

Psychology had been based upon the assumptions of the

theologian; for these Hobbes substituted the assump-

tions of the mathematician. Consciousness became in

his hands not a soul, but the motion of bodies. It is

described by him as *' the movement of certain parts of

the organic body." The states of consciousness, such as

sensations, perceptions, etc., are brain movements or

the fine movements of atoms in the nervous system.

Memory and imagination are " decaj'ing sensations "
;

thought is the sum of several sensations ; experience is

the totality of sensations bound together by the rigid

laws of association. Hobbes was the fatlier of what is

known as the Associational Psycliology— the theory

that consciousness is composed of mental atoms under

fixed laws of association.

'

^ There are two reabua uf psychuloijical research : theoretic, which
begins with perception and eiiils with the culculatiun of thoiiglit

;
practi-

cal, which bb(;ins with dusires and includes the entire world of w illing.

Hobbea is in entire at^ruenient with the psj cholu);ieai conception of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries — that theoretic life is relatively

free, but that practical life is p;i3.sive and dependent on the theoretic

life. In all the great philosophers of this time — Descartes, Locke, tjpi-

noza, Hume, Leibnitz, and Hobbes — thought prepuuderates over will.

Determinism is the natural consequence of all this, and Hobbes ia a
typical repreiientative of determinism. Decisions uf will are not inde-
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Although Hobbes took psychology out of the hands

of the theologian and made it a mechanical science, he

did not identify it with physics. It is still psychology.

Physics is concerned with external motions. Psychology

is concerned with brain movements, which are not ex-

ternal movements nor the copies of external movements

of bodies, but the result of external movements. Brain

movements and mental states are the same. A moving

body of the outer world makes an impression on the

sense organ, and this motion is transmitted to the heart

and brain. The reacting motion in the brain is the men-

tal state. It is an effect in a causal series. It is an

"apparition" of the actual fact,— which fact exist*

only in the external world.

Here we come to Hobbes's historically important

theory of knowledge. The external world is no doubt

real, but we have no knowledge of it. The substance

of things is quite different from our knowledge of

things. We have no knowledge of aught except our

brain-states — the motions of bodies within ourselves.

For example, our perception of light is a modification of

the cerebral substance ; it is not a perception of an exter-

nal substance. We deceive ourselves if we think heat,

light, sound, etc., are outside us. There is nothing outside

us except the motions of bodies which cause these modi-

fications. This is historically known as the doctrine of
the subjectivity ofthe sense-perceptions. It was thepoint

of vieio of all the contemporaries i of Hohhes and came
to he that of all subsequent English philosophy.

pendent activities, but are passive motions. Deliberation is the alterna-

tion of appetites
; will is the final appetite before acting:. We may never

say that the will is free, but only that the act is free. But this means
only that there is an absence of external obstacles.

'' Canipanella, Galileo, (Jasseiidi, and Descartes hold the same point
of view.
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Hobbes's Application of the Mathematical Theory to

Politics. In the same way that material bodies in mo-

tion give rise to mental states, and mental states as

bodies in motion give rise to the human consciousness,

so men as individuals are the source of the artificial

body,— the State. In every individual man the impulse

to self-preservation is innate, and is, in fact, his abso-

lute and universal characteristic. Just as the law of

the mechanical association of ideas is the fundamental

principle of the human mind, so the mechanical law of

self-preservation is the principle of man's ethical and

political life.i

All our political institutions are the result of the

striving of men for self-preservation. In his natural

state— when, as liobbes conceived, man lived without

social organization— man had no other standard for

conduct than his own self-interest ; in the artificial po-

litical state, which man has constructed, self-interest is

still his motive. Egoism is the sole working principle

of human beings both before and after they live in

societies ; but the political state is the most ingenious

contrivance which egoism has hit upon for its own

profit. Hobbes conceived that the original state of man,

which under the name of " state of nature " was a com-

mon problem in the Renaissance, was a condition in

which every man was making war against every other

man. (Compare Locke and Rousseau.) But such a

' All altruism is the expression of e);uisiu and ia called out by judi-

cious insight and by custom. Morals is the science of desires and its only

principle ia self-preservation, for there ia no difference in the quality of

desires. Tliey are the necessary activities of egoism. Good and bad are

only matters of social interost — the good being the useful and the bad
the harmful to society. This is called the sclji-ih system in ttfiics and
Hobbea believed that it could be historically demonstrated, liobbes,

the bPte noire of English ethicists, has enjoyed the complLmeut of being

aunihilatsd by each uew writer.
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condition of things was obviously self-destructive. Con-

sequently man arbitrarily and artificially formed the

political State to avoid this self-destructive, internecine

warfare.

Under the circumstances it was the most effective

way in which man could gain his personal ends, for

the political State was the only possible means to peace.

In the "state of nature" the right of every man
to everything was the equivalent of the right of every

man to nothing. So men made a compact with one an-

other under which each relinquished a portion of his

rights m order that each might have a portion of them

secure. But what gives security to this compact? The

sovereign to which the powers of the many have thus

been delegated. What is the sovereign? It is the soul

of the State, the general will,— represented by a single

person in a monarchy, by an assembly in a republic

This sovereign, in wliom the contract is vested, is abso-

lute ; for the sovereign was not a party to the original

contract, since he did not then exist. The contract was

made among the individuals, at that time in a " state

of nature."

So long as the State preserves its power among
the people, the people must render their obedience

to the State, — to the sovereign in whom the contract

was vested. The might of the political State makes

right. Whatever the State commands is right ; what-

ever is forbidden is wrong. There was no right and

wrong in the "state of nature," only the possible and

the impossible. An act is a crime when it breaks the

contract, and thus the ground of morality is political

legislation. Even the religion of the people is deter-

mined by the State. Any political Stat© is better than
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a revolution. Here was philosophical justification of

Charles I.> A reversion to war is a reversion to the

"state of nature."

^ When Hobbes waa in France as a refugee he wrote the Leviathan,

which contained this doctrine of political society. He presented a vel-

lum-bound copy to Charles II, hoping to gain favor with that prince.

However, the Leviathan, unfortunately for Hobbes's purpose, contained

two paragraphs that antagonized the Royalists and the Catholics. One
was, that when a Commonwealth is unable to protect its citizens if

peace, that Commonwealth is dissolved and a new sovereign Common-
wealth is formed. The second was, that while the sovereign State shall

decide what the religion of its people shall be, no religion is infallible—
neither Anglican, Catholic, nor Puritan. The religion that the sovereign

makes legal is only a temporary one ; the true relifoon will come not un-

til the Last Judgment. The Church is subordinate to the State, like

everj'thing else, and it does not matter much what the State religion

shall be, provided there be peace. Religion is only a superstition resting

on a defective knowledge of nature, and it is of little consequence what
particular religion the State makes binding.

It hardly need be said that the Leviathan pleased neither Charles II

nor the Catholics. The sequel of its publication was that Hobbea fled

back to England from fear of assassination.



CHAPTER V
THE RATIONALISM OF THE NATURAL SCIENCE

PERIOD OF THE RENAISSANCE

The Position of Rationalism. Bacon and Hobbes lived

in a country where their personal safety was fairly secure

;

and furthermore, they took pains to avoid direct theo-

logical issues. Bacon had disguised his position by the

use of large words, and Ilobbes was unmolested because

he accepted the religion of his sovereign.

With the Continental Rationalists the situation was

different. They developed a pliilosophy guided by one

factor of Galileo's method— mathematical deduction

;

and this naturally led to an open challenge of scholasti-

cism. It was the challenge of mathematics to Aristotle.

The same human reason, which had challenged and

overthrown the mediaeval science, now was led to take

up arms against mediaival dogma. The Rationalists

were interested in science, but they were more inter-

ested in the metaphysical problems that science aroused.

If physics can be reconstructed by mathematics, why
cannot metaphysics? The leaders of this school were

Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, and the Occasionalists—
Malebranche and Geulincx. The Rationalists advanced

a new conception not only of nature, but of God ; new
tht'ories not only of the human body, but of the soul.

Their task was the dangerous one of bravely invading

the hitherto impregnable reahns of the spirit.

Moreover, not only was the task of the Rationalists

fraught with peisonal danger, but also the metaphysi-
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cal problem itself was a new and large one. For the

first time in history philosophy had to face a clear-cut

and positive dualism. For the first time the inner and

outer worlds had been completely sundered, i Galilee

and the Renaissance scientists had reconstructed tht

old " world of nature " into a mechanical universe. As
such it was absolutely irreconcilable to the mediaeval

"world of grace." Fi-om the revolution of the planets

to the circulation of the blood the movements of nature

are under the law of mechanical causation, which can

be mathematically measured. The brute, inevitable, and

scientific facts stood in fundamental antagonism with

the spiritual facts embodied in the Church dogma. The
problem of reconciling the "world of nature" with the

"world of grace" had been apparently solved by St.

Thomas Aquinas in mediaeval times. Now science had

so reconstituted the " world of nature " that the whole

question was reopened. The problem for these Ration-

alists was to reconcile the mechanical conception of the

universe with the conception of God as an onmijiotent

being and with conception of the soul as free.

The struggle of the Renaissance with the Middle

Ages can be studied better in the history of Ration-

alism than by reading these two periods side by side.

Rationalism was a new science and a new theology.

Moreover, its theology was merely a new scholastic

philosophy ; for while the Rationalists thought that

they were giving the death-blow to mediajval pliilosopli}',

they were instead only replacing it with another scho-

lasticism. In their attempt, by means of the mechanical

1 The history of this growth of duulism was a long one, and to it the

Greek Sophist, the Stoic, and the Chi'Ljtiau had each contributed his

fhare.
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theory, to get an absolute system of knowledge upon

which thought can rest, the Rationalists were acting in

the spirit of the schoolmen. In fact, no schoolman ever

showed more vigor or more dogmatic confidence in his

philosophy. To the mathematical eye of the Rationalist

there was absolutely nothing mysterious in the physical

universe or in the spiritual realm. All things in heaven

and earth could be made clear, i

The France of Descartes. The religious reformation

moved in quite different social channels in France from

those which it had taken in Germany. In Germany,

Protestantism was a bone of contention between the

rulers of the several States into which the country was

divided, and the result was the Thirty Years' War. In

France, whose national power was gradually becoming

centralized in the king, the Protestant movement never

controlled the court, although it often was a serviceable

instrument to rival court parties for political ends. 2 The
Swiss and German Reformations reached only the reli-

gious middle classes, which had in part responded quickly

to the appeal of Zwingli and Calvin. The official circles

in France were Catholic ; the middle classes were di-

vided.

Both in the court and the middle class a well-bred

skepticism had prevailed in France since the time of

' This declaration of the Ratioualists waa the call of freedom, but it

was as hazardous as it was ambitious ; and the Church with its assured
revelations always stood opposed to the realization of freedom. So wa
dball find Descartes spending his whole life trying to trim his sails that
he may not offend the Inquisition ; Spinoza saving himself from both
the Jews and the Christians by living in obscurity and publishing noth-
ing ; Leibnitz constructing philosophy with the avowed purpose of

reconciling science and religion.

* The notable example of this is the use which Henry IV made of

Protestantism. The Protestant body occupied a not important place in

the social and political life of France.
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MMitaigiie (1533-1592). This was a skepticism of all

empirical knowledge grasping the truth. It dominated

higher French society until the Revolution. Among the

Catholic and Protestant middle classes, however, this

ikepticism was supplemented by the mystic Augustinian

element in the systems of Zwingli and Calvin when these

reformations readied France in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. Augustine, therefore, had become a

commanding figure in French thought at the time of

Descartes.

Descartes shows in himself how influential were the

Augustinian and skeptical factors. His method has

skepticism for its first stage. His theory of self-con-

sciousness as the only ground of knowledge, and his

blending of self-consciousness with knowledge of God,

is nearly the same as Augustine's teaching. Other exam-

ples of the returu of the French to Augustine are the

Congregation of the Fathers of the Oratory, and the

Jansenists of Port Koyal. JMalubranche, who made

the development of Cartcsiauism possible in France,

expressed the attitude of the Oratory, when he trans-

formed Descartes' doctrine into a religious mysticism,

like Augustine's teaching.

The skepticism which pervaded the French upper

class and the skeptical-Augustinianism which pervaded

the middle class would naturally exclude free scientific

investigation. French intellectual life was centered at

the court ; and in the glare of the court scientific ear-

nestness had vanished. French culture was surfeited

with scholastic subtleties and got its enjoyment in the

rhetorical fireworks of Pierre de la Raniee.

But there is one important exception to the above

sweeping statement. Mathematics obtained a remark-
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able development in France at this time. While tht

pervading skepticism, that declared all sense knowledge

is illusory, oould not tolerate empirical science, mathe-

matics could appeal to the intuitive French race and

furnish opportunity for clearness of expression. In

mathematics was certainty and demoustrable truth,

which could be obtained without plodding investigation.

In mathematics as a science there was little danger of

confliot with Church dogma. Therefore, when Descartes

left his school at La Fleche, he entered a circle of mathe-

maticians at Paris, which had already become notable

and of which he was to become a distinguished member.

Three elements, therefore, in different combinations

made up French culture when Descartes entered upon

his career: (1) The skepticism which pervaded all

French life and was the very atmosphere of the higher

French society; (2) Augustinianism, which was promi-

nent in religious circles both Catholic and Protestant;

(3) mathematics, which was centered in the celebrated

circle in Paris and had already had many fruitful re-

sults. In such a society did Descartes arise— the most

distinguished philosopher who has honored France.

The Mental Conflict in Descartes. The strife be-

tween the spirit of the Middle Ages and that of the

Renaissance appears in Descartes more strikingly than

in any other thinker of this time. He shows, on the

one hand, all the conservatism of a churchman of medi-

aeval time in his respect for institutional authority ; on

the other hand, his intellectual activity places him among
the leading scientists of the Renaissance. In no other

thinker does the conflict between the Old and the New
appear so unsettling ; in none does the antagonism be-

tween the scholastic world of spiritual things and the
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mechanical world of science appear so irreconcilable.

He suffered a lifelong mental strife, for within himself

mediaevalism and science were engaged in an unend-

ing dramatic struggle. The philosophy of Descartes was

a compromise between his traditions and his scientific

genius ; and his philosophy never overcame his con-

flicting motives. The admirers of Descartes have called

him the father of modern thought, and this is partly

true. Descartes pointed out the incontestable principle

from which modern thought has proceeded ; he won his

place in the history of philosophy by attempting to

harmonize the old scholasticism with the new science

under this single principle.

The Life and Philosophical Writings of Descartes

(1596-1650).

(1) As Child and Studeiit (1596-1613). At the

Jesuit school at La Fleche from his eighth to his sev-

enteenth year. Here he studied the ancient languages,

logic, ethics, physics, metaphysics, and mathematics.

(2) As Traveler (1613-1628). Descartes studies

*' the book of the world."

At Paris (1613-1617), in retirement studying the

mathematical problems of music.

In Holland (1617-1619), nominally attached to the

army of Maurice.

First Journey (1619-1621), going through Bavaria,

Austria, north to the shores of the Baltic and back to

Holland. The greater part of these two years was spent

in Bohemia, enrolled in the army of the Emperor. lie

was on this journey when his mental crisis occurred—
at Neuberg, in Austria, iu 1619. It was then that he

discovered either analjiiical geometry or the fundamental

principle of his philosophy.
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In Paris again (1623).

Second Journey (1623-1G25), to Switzerland and

Italy, making a pilgrimage to the shrine of Loretto.

(3) As Writer (1629-1050).

In Holland (1629-1649). For the sake of absolute

seclusion from inquisitive visitors, Descartes changed

his residence in Holland twenty-four times and lived in

thirteen places. All his correspondence passed through

Mersenne. During these twenty years he made three

journeys to France, one to Denmark, and one to Eng-

land. Thus this spirit of absolute retirement became

his period of literary production, chiefly between the

years 1635 and 1644. He wrote his

Method (1635-1637).!

Meditations (16 2 9-1641 ).2

Le Monde (1630-1632), published posthumously.

Principles (1641-1644).

3

Passions (1646-1649), published posthumously.

(4) In Stockholm, Sweden (1649-1650). The ro-

mantic side of the life of Descartes appears in his book

on the Passions, which he wrote for the Princess Eliza-

beth, and also in liis accejttance of the invitation of the

Queen of Sweden to reside at her court and become
her tutor.'' He died there from the rigors of the cli-

mate after a residence of one year.

The Two Conflicting Influences upon the Thought
of Descartes. On the other hand, all the ties of inherit-

ance, family infliionee, and early education allied Des-

1 One of !i number of Essais phUosoiMques. Tlie others were physical
and geometrioal heatises.

'^ This and the Principles are his two ripest works.
''' This was a systematic statement of his teat.'hing:.

• Conditions had become intolerable for him in Holland, where he had
a large following and where had arisen a heated controversy over his
doctrine.
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cartes with the spirit of the Middle Ages. A delicate

constitution made him shrink from public controversy

and the public eye. lie even made a half apology for

his pursuit of science by saying that he was seeking to

reform his own life, and that it was absurd for an in-

dividual to attempt to reform a State. His family on

both sides belonged to the landed gentry, and he was

therefore bound by caste to the support of institutional

authority. lie was educated in the Jesuit school of La
Fleche, and this most conservative of ecclesiastical in-

fluences restniined him from following the logical con-

clusions of his own thought. He was therefore both

physically timid and intellectually aloof. In 1632 he

was about to publish La Monde, which was a scientific

description of the origin and nature of the universe,

and agrees in part with the Coperuican theory. It was

a treatise which would naturally conflict with the teach-

ing of the Church. He learned of the trial of Galileo

at Rome, and he never dared to publish the book.

The rival spirit speaking in Descartes was the new

scientific spirit of the Renaissance, lie had a genius for

mathematics even when he was at school at La Fleche.

On his going to Paris he became the center of the most

notable scientific circle in France— a circle composed of

such men as the Abbe Claude Picot, the physician Ville-

bressieux, the optician Ferrier, the mathematieian Aler-

senne, and many other st;ientists and theologians. Bui

he became dissatisfied and made some long journeys in

order to study " the book of the world." His discovery

of his method and his philosophical i)rinciple was the

result. In mathematics he was the discoverer of ana-

lytical geometry and was the first to represent powers

by exponents ; in physics he stated the principle of the
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refraction of light in trigonometrical form ; he explained

the rainbow ; he weighed the air. The same industrious

application of the new scientific methods that yielded

great results in science, also resulted in his develop-

ment of his philosophy. Love for original discovery

made Descartes disdainful of all scientific authorities

and even contemptuous of his notable contemporaries,

Galileo and llarvey. He mentions by name Plato,

Aristotle, Epicurus, CampaneUa, Telesio, and Bruno,

but he claimed that he learned nothing from any one

except Kepler. He felt himself to be above criticism,

and in his self-arrogating dogmatism he is the type of

the modern individualist. He defined truth as candor

to one's self, and both in his practical life and in his

theoretical ideal there is an entire absence of utilitari-

anism.

The Method of Descartes. Both science and scho-

lasticism show themselves in the method of Descartes.

He attempted to construct a philosophical method en-

tirely in the scientific spirit of the Renaissance, but in

the application of it he showed his scholastic training.

Surfeited with inadequate and traditional methods he

felt the need of some single principle by which all

knowledge might be systematized, and he was sure that

mathematics would furnish the key. The sole aim of

philosophy is to universalize mathematics and create a

system from a central point. Nothing, therefore, is true

unless it is derived from this central principle. Truth

is to be found, not in metaphysics, nor in empirical sci-

ence, but in mathematics. Descartes was not faithful

to Galileo's mathematical principle in his employment

of it, and his influence in metaphysics was thereby all

the greater; for in the development of his method he
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found assistance in the traditional scholastic methods.

Descartes was original in insisting upon finding the

existence of an absolute and undeniable principle be-

fore any progress could be made. Such an absolute

principle can be obtained only by an inductive si/ting

of all ideas. From this all further truths must be

obtained by deduction. Every true philosophy must

therefore be an induction or analysis of ideas, and sec-

ondly, a deduction or synthesis. The great contribu-

tion of Descartes was therefore this: to the inductive

method of Bacon and the deductive method of Gali-

leo^ he added an absolute principle which must be taken

as the basis of both induction and deduction.^

Induction— Provisional Doubt—The Ultimate Cer-

tainty of Consciousness. The philosophical proclama-

tion of Descartes was characteristically French, for he

demanded the same return to an uncorrupted nature for

the understanding that Rousseau many years later de-

manded for the heart. The first step of Descartes was

also French in its demand for absolute clearness, which

from his youth had shown him to be so passionately fond

of mathematics. The way to such clearness is through

provisional doubt. Let us purify the understanding by

delivering it of the rubbish of traditional opinions, taken

upon the say-so of others. By this negative induction

of received knowledge, let us see if there is anything

positive and certain. In Descartes' Meditations., in

"a di-amatic dialogue with himself," he portrays his

1 The rules which should govern research are as follows : free yourself

from all prejudice ; accept ouly what is clearly seen ; analyze all problems
into the simplest elements ; ascend from the simplest to the complex ; in-

clude all factors iu the problem. This sounds like Bacon's method, but

we shall see how Descartes by mathematical analogy arrived at conclu-

aiona very different from Bacon's.
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own intellectual struggle to gain uucontauiinated truth.

He makes an induction of all kinds of knowledge and

challenges each as it appears. Nothing is to be accepted

as true until it has proved itself true. All facts are

subjected to rigid scrutiny. Descartes doubts the testi-

mony of the senses, the existence of the material world,

the existence of God. But this induction is provisional,

even if it is radical. While none of the usually accepted

truths are found by him to be undeniable and absolute,

yet Descartes has an ulterior purpose in challenging

them. Greek skepticism had no further end than doubt,

while at the other extreme Ansehn and the orthodox

scholastics had refused to doubt at all. The method of

Descartes is contrasted both with that of Anselm and

with that of the Skeptics, for he doubts in order that he

may know. IJuhito nt intelligam. Doubt is necessary,

but only as a means to an end ; and that end is knowl-

edge. Descartes proclaimed for the modern iudividual

the privilege and the duty of rationalizing his own
beliefs.

In such an inductive sifting of traditional beliefs, are

there any that can be called knowledge ? Is there one

whose reliability cannot be successfully doubted? Not

a single one, except the thinking process itself. I am
certain that I am conscious. Ev.eu when in my uni

versal doubt I say that nothing is certain, I am at least

certain that I doubt. I am, therefore, contradicting my
universal skepticism. To doubt is to think ; in doubt-

ing, consciousness is asserting its existence. Skepticism

is self-contradictory. An induction of our ideas reveals

at least this one absolutely certain principle : I, as

thinking, am. Cogito ergo sum. IMy own existence is

a mathematical truth that accompanies every state of
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mind. This is the best known portion of Descartes'

philosophy, and perhaps it is in part to the Latin for-

mula of it that it owes its widespread acceptance. It is

criticized as trifling, even if it be true ; and as reason-

ing in a circle. Yet it must be remembered that Des-

cartes does not intend the ergo sum ("therefore I am")
to be a conclusion of a syllogism of which Co<jito (" I

think") is the minor premise. The Ego of the Medita-

tions is the spiritual subject in general, and only in its

grammatical form is it identical with the content of the

individual subject. In point of fact, the two subjects

have nothing in counnon. The cotjito sum is not the

result of actual intuition ; and it is not an empirical fact.

It is not psychological in any respect. It is a rational

truth analogous to the mathematical— fundamental and

convincing because simpk and clear.^

Deduction — The Implications of Consciousness.

The peculiar influence of the Augustinian doctrine then

prevailing in France appears in Descartes' teaching of

the existence of God. It is Augustinianism set in logi-

cal form and without Augustine's religious appeal to

the consciousness of sin. The reality of God is an im-

plication of consciousness. Descartes deduces forthwith

' Three things are to be learned from tliis f uiulnniental principle, said

Descartes': (1) The first is that man has trained a criterion of truth. The
characteristic of this principle that makes it reliable iind certain ia its

clearness and distinctness. Clearness and distinctness of ideas is the jiroof

of their truth. All true ideas will therefore have the mathematical and

intuitive certainty tliat the idea of the existence of the self has. (2) The
second lesson from this fundamental principle is that tlie exiitcuce ol

the soul is more certain than that of the body. The soul is more impor-

tant and independent tlian the body. This is the subjective point of view

of modern times. The modern man views the world as the representa-

tion or the creation of his thinking soul. (.>) The third lesson from tliia

principle concerns the nature of the soul. How lonj; do you exist ? A«
long as you tliiuk. (Sum cocjitans.) True existence is rational thinking,

and God alone ha.s it. Feelings and passions are obscure ideas.
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the existence of God from the metaphysical and supra-

empirical principle which is the spiritual subject in gen-

eral of the two verbs in his cogito sum.

The knowledge of his rational principle of conscious-

ness would in itself amount to little. It is only the

starting-point of knowledge— indeed, it is not knowl-

edge at all. How is it that we advance to knowledge

of objective reality ? Only through the assurance of the

existence of God. If God does not exist, if only a de-

signing Daemon exists, then we may not be sure that

we are not compelled to err just where our rational na-

ture leads us. If God exists, then this puts a new face

upon things. It is here that Descartes calls upon the

implications in rational principle of the cogito sum to

help him. Consciousness contains many classes of ideas:

some are the product of the imagination ; some originate

from without; some are born from consciousness itself,

i.e., are innate. Only innate ideas can partake of the

truth of consciousness just as a proposition in geometry

partakes of the truth of the axioms from which it is

derived. Such an idea is the idea of God.

The Existence of God. As a deduction from con-

sciousness the idea of God is naturally a very useful one

for Descartes, provided it had reality. He must demon-

strate the existence of God before he can demonstrate

the existence of the material universe. The problem is

so highly important that he threw his argument into

several different forms. The complications with which

these argmnents are filled must be passed over here, and

the arguments stated in their simplest forms.

(a) Two are ontological arguments, that is, argu-

ments from the character of the conception of God's

nature.
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(1) A Simple Deduction. If I have in my conscions-

ness any idea as clear and distinct as my idea of Myself,

it must have existence like Myself. My idea of God has

just that clearness and distinctness ; and therefore God
exists.

(2) The Geometrical Argument, so called by Des-

cartes. Some ideas have properties so immutable that,

when we think the ideas, we necessarily think their

properties. Such is the idea of a triangle ; when I think

of a triangle, I must think of it as having its three

angles equal to two right angles. Such is also my idea

of God ; I must think of llim as perfect and existing.

He would not be God, i.e., a perfect Being, if He did

not exist.

The reader will recognize this as a re-statement of the

argument by St. Anselm. As such it raised a tempest

of controversy in Descartes' time, and was attacked from

all sides.

(i) Two are causal arguments, that is, based on the

assumption of the equality of cause and effect. Only one

of these arguments will be cited here. This is known aa

The Cartesian Argument. I have an idea of a per-

fect Being. This idea must have an adequate cause.

Therefore God must exist, for only He, and no im-

perfect being, can be the adequate cause of my idea of

perfection. >

The Reality of Matter. It will be seen that Des-

cartes is trying to deduce from the certainty of the

* The ontological arguments given by Descartea are evidently deduo-

tioua from the certainty of self-conaciousneag. The queation which we
immediately raise conceruint; them ia, Are thay true ? As to the causal

arguments, Deacartea is breaking away from hia original assumption,

iz., that self-consciougnesa is the only certainty, and i* introduclDg ao-

Other assumptiuu, viz., the certainty of the law of cauAe.
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idea of self-consciousness the certainty of other ideas,

as propositions are deduced in geometry from axioms.

The existence of God is an implication of human con-

sciousness. Now Descartes points out tliat the existence

of matter is implied in the existence of God. Since

God has all the attributes of a perfect being, He must

be veracious. If there were no God, but only a deceiv-

ing Devil, the external world might be only a fiction,

created to deceive us. But God exists, and we can trust

that He would not continually deceive men about the

existence of nature. An atheist could have no science,

but to Descartes,

" God 's in His heaven—
All's right with the world."

This conception of the veracity of God involved

Descartes in a difficult problem. Since God vouches

for the reality of matter, why are not all our material

impressions true ? Is error impossible ? Descartes re-

plies that the reality of the material world is not the

same as our sensuous knowledge of it. Matter as such

is not composed of color, sound, smell, etc. These are

our own confused and indistinct ideas. God is respon-

sible for the world that we think, not for that which

we sense. I think the world as extended in space and
this is the reality for which God vouches.

Error arises from tliese imaginations of the senses.

But the senses are not in themselves errors ; and since

they arise in the body and God is not their author, who
is to blame when they become errors? Man. When
the free human will affirms sensations to be truths, then

the sensations become errors. What the reason alone

gives is clear (Duns Scotus) ; what the senses give is

unclear. The wiU may affirm either to be truth; but
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its affirmation of the data of the senses to be true, is

in itself error. This became the standard explanation

of error until Kant.

God and the World. The primacy of the individual

consciousness refers only to the order of knowledge.

The order in which the individual comes upon the three

substances— the Self, God, and matter— is not the

order of their reality. In knowledj^e the Self appears

first ; in reality God stands first. As substances God
is the only primary substance (because lie is self-

dependent) ; the Self and matter are secondary sub-

stances (because they are created by God). God is

related to the world of mind in a different way from

that in which lie is related to the world of matter, for

conscious minds are very different from matter. The

world is a dualism. The modes of mind or the ways in

which the mind appears— ideas, judgments, will—
have one relation to God. The modes of matter —

•

form, size, position, and motion — have another.

God is the first or mechanical cause of the world of

matter. There is only one quality common to material

things — extension. Space, extension, matter are the

same ; and a spatial or extended body cannot move

itself. It must be moved by an external cause. The

whole imiverse must be a mechanism whose movements

have God as their first cause ; for God is the unmoved

mover. And under the term, matter, Descartes includes

everything extended— inanimate objects, the lower

animals, the bodies of men. To all these God stands

in the relation of an inventor to his machine.^

' Descartes here iuvestiffatea tlie realm in which he has the gn-aleat

interest. Ilia theory is called the "corpuscular theory " iu contrast to

the atomic tlieory of matter of Deiiiocritus, revivfd by Ga.s3eiidi. Ao-

oardint: to Dumocritus atoms are indivitiible, endowed with motion, and
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The relation of God to minds is, however, very dif-

ferent from his relation to material things. He is not

the unmoved mover of our minds, but the perfect and

infinite mind to which our finite minds turn for their

ideal. God thinks and wills perfectly what men think

and will imperfectly. He is not their mechanical, but

their teleological cause, their ens perfectissimuin, the

goal of all mental aspiration. Since the essential nature

of conscious minds is thought, minds are very different

from material bodies because they are unextended and

free. It is only in their relation to God that the two

relative substances — mind and matter— have any re-

lation to each other. They have nothing in common

;

they lie side by side in the same world.

The Relation of Mmd and Body. In proportion as

Descartes clearly defined mind and body, and referred

each back to its own principle, the impossibility of con-

necting the two became apparent. Descartes intended

that his theory should, above everything else, clear phi-

losophy of all obscurities. The intention of Descartes

is to be a consistent dualist. But there was one point

where, with one eye on the Church, he had to qualify

for ethical considerations his scientific principle of mat-

moving in empty space. According to Descartes atoms are infinitely di-

visible and identical with space. Indeed, there are no atoms ; apaoe and

matter are the same. Physical bodies, therefore, do not originate, but

only transmit motion. Bodies merely change their place while their mo-

tion originates with God. Body can act upon body only by impact and

not through actio indistans (Newton to the contrary).

Descartes' denial of empty space leads him to the hypothesis of the

oosmio ether and the conception of the theory of the vortex movement
of bodies as an explanation of astronomical system. This vortex theory

— the conception of the parts of matter as having been from the begin-

ning distributed in whirling motions around fixed centers— was later

popularized by Fontenelle's Entrenlitns sur la pluraliti det mondet,

and it dominated thought until Newtou's theory forced its way into

notice.
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ter. That ia the point where the human body acts upon

the soul and the soul acta upon the body.

Descartes' explanation of the relation of human mind

and body reminds us of the mythical explanations of

Paracelsus. The soul is united to all parts of the

body, but its point of contact with the body is the

pineal gland, and this contact is made possible through

the animal spirits (^spiritus aiiimales) or the fire atoms

in the blood, a revived Greek conception. The pineal

gland is a ganglion in the center of the brain, which

biologists tell us is a defunct eye, but which Descartes

conceived to be the seat of the soul, Descartes main-

tained that the animal spirits, having been distilled by

the heart, ascend by mechanical laws from the heart to

the brain, and then descend to the nerves and muscles.

When they pass through the pineal gland, they come 'p

contact with the soul. The soul exercises influence on

the body by slightly moving the gland and diverting the

animal spirits. In this way the emotions and sensations

are to be explained. The movement of the pineal gland

by the animal spirits causes sensations in the soul ; the

movement of the gland by the soul changes the move-

ment of the animal spirits, and is an exhibition of free

action. But this does not add to or subtract from the

energy. It merely changes the direction of energy.*

' There was little trouble for Descartes in coDceiving the niuvementa

of inanimate bodies, plants, and all the lower aiiiniaLi as purely mechan-

ical and automatiu, with their fimt cause in God. From his own investi-

gations he felt oblig^ed to regard many of the human functions aa auto-

matic also. But his ethical and theological interests compelled him to

think of man as exalted above the rest of creation. Theology has always

been in a sense aristocratic, and has drawn a line between man and other

things. Man alone has a soul in his body. The soul of man is immort&l

and free, and must therefore have control over the body ; nevertheless

the soul of mun must be conscious of the inipresuiuns that come through

the body. Here the science of the Kenaissance and the acbulasticiam of
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The Ethical Theory of Descartes is an exemplifica-

tion of his general conception of the relation between

body and mind ; and here the then dominating influ-

ence of the Stoic philosophy could easily appear. The

emotions and passions, he wrote in his work dedicated

to the Princess Eliztibeth, are dependent on the body,

for they are passive states of the soul. They are dis-

turbances of the soul. There are six primary passions

:

wonder, love and hate, desire, joy and sorrow. Partic-

ular passions are derived from these fuudan)t'ntal forms

and have reference to particular objects or relations.

In contrast to these disturbances and passive states of

the soul, there arises the ideal of spiritual freedom —
of the return of the soul to its own inner reality, to

rational knowledge.

The Influence of Descartes. Although the philoso-

phy of Descartes was forbidden in the University of

Oxford, was proscribed by the Calvinists in liolland,

and his works were placed upon the Index by the Cath-

olics, it created a profound impression on the theology,

science, and literature in the second half of the seven-

teenth century. Descartes had well chosen Holland as

his residence, for from his seclusion he could at every

moment see the most vigorous intellectual life of Eu-

rope. This small land was enjoying its recently won
independence from Spain (1609). It was the seat of

new and unique schools of art.i It fostered humanistic

the Middle Ages refuae to be reconciled in the philosophy of Descartes.

When it became a question between Descartes' scieutiiic theory of mat-
ter operating itself nieclianicHlly and the Church doctrine of a spiritual

will opi'rating the matter of tlie human body, the scientific theory had
to yield.

1 Fraus Hala (1584-1000), and the school of Haarlem; Kenibrandt
(ICOO-IOOH), and the school of Amsterdam; Rubens (1577-1040); Van
Dyck (Ij'jy -10:'.l), and the Flemish achool.
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studies aad mathematics, > political theory,^ and medical

schools with special investigations in reflex-action. It

was the asylum for all religious refugees of Europe and

the land of intellectual freedom.'

Descartes paw his philosophy become a powerful

factor in the culture of this country; and after his

death, until the latter half of the seventeenth century,

Cartesianism grew to be the dominating intellectual

influence in the Netherlands and in France. It pro-

duced a great sensation ; it found support in several

powerful circles, and everything before Descartes soon

was considered inadequate. Both the principles of Des-

cartes and his special doctrines became matters of the

liveliest interest in the learned world.'' It was natural

that Cartesianism should be drawn into the confessional

strife which existed in the Netherlands as elsewhere

'— that free rational thought would be unwelcome to

the officers of the orthodox churches, both Catholic and

Protestant. But it was quite as natural that liberal

schools, like the Junsenists of Port Koyal, woiUd sup-

port it and the new Dutch universities would welcome

it. Cartesianism was among the first to suffer from the

orthodoxy of the Protestant churches; it became the

name for intellectual freedom; and it enjoyed alliance

with natural science.

It would be profitable for the student personally to

trace the influence of Descartes in the teaching of some

of his less original but not insignificant philosophical

1 Huygbena (1G29-1695). ' Hugo Grotius O^S^ltJ-lJ).

* It waa to lloUaud that the Pilgrim Fathers caiue from England in

1609, and in which they resided for ten years before cumiug to Massa-

ohusetta.
* Bossuetand Fdnolon (1G51-1715), two of the finest minds in the Cath-

olic Church, were Cartesians. The letters of Muie. de Sevign^ ( lt)2(j-l(j96)

UTeal the spread of the Cartesian doctrine among the French aristocracy.
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contemporaries. Although these philosophers belonged

to various schools, they were characterized by the com*

raon motive of seeking to constrict the area over which

mathematical knowledge is valid. Pierre Gasseadi >

(1593-1655), who introduced Epicureanism into mod-

ern Europe, opposed Descartes' corpuscular theory with

Epicurean atoniisin ; but like the refined skepticism

which had been fundamental in French literature since

Montaigne (1533-1592), he restricted the mechanical

principle to science where it was destined to rule. The

leaders of the Jansenist school at Port Royal are other

examples of the influence of Descartes. In their strife

with the Jesuits the Jansenists did not render any par-

ticular philosophical service except in systematizing

the Cartesian principle. The so-called Port Royal logic

(^Uart de pensir, 1()G2), which was edited by Aruauld

(1612-1694) and Nicole (d. 1695), was the most per-

fect expression of the Cartesian method. The strenuous

requirements of Cartesian mathematics drove the pious

and unselfish Blaise Pascal (1623-1662), who was an

inmate of Port Royal and one of the most unselfish men
of his time, to found his mysticism upon skepticism. lie

opened the fight against the Jesuit ethics in his famous

and effective satire, Lettres provlnclales. He main-

tained that mathematical science is restricted to space

and its axioms, and that only religious feeling can pene-

trate reality and the various complexities of life.2

Occasionalism. However, it was among the German

1 Gassendi was a Catholic priest, a member of tlie Cartesian circle in

Paris and in strained relations with Descartes. He was probably the

only man in Europe who could with safety introduce Epicureanism to

the time.

* In this way Pascal united skepticism and mysticism with the Cart»-

aian method. The secret of the magical and enduring influence of Pas-

oal lay in his personality.
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and Dutch scholars of the lower Rhine region that

Descartes' teaching got its most sympathetic interpre-

tation. These teachers in the universities drew atten-

tion to the weak point in the Cartesian dualism ; viz.,

to his anthropology, to the causal relation between

the human soul and hotly. In attempting to define

this relationship specifically thesie thinkers in the course

of time became more inclined to deny any interaction

between the conscious and the extended substances.

The body cannot influence niind, nor the mind the

body.i

The most prominent of this group was Arnold Geu-

lincx- (1G25-1669), whose philosophy is called Occa-

sionalism. The sold which is the reason, can produce

only clear and distinct ideas, and can see only its own
products. What, then, is the source of the sensations,

the confused ideas? It cannot be the soul; it cannot he

the body, since the body cannot influence the soul.

When, therefore, the mind seems to act on the body

and the body on the mind, the only explanation is to be

found in the intervening causality of God. The will

does not move so heterogeneous a substance as the

1 lu this group of Cartesians were Re);is (1032-1705), Clauberfj (1622-

16t)5), Louis de la Forge, Cordenioy (d. 10H4), and Balthasar Bekker
(1634-1698). In the hands of the Jansenists and Gasseudi Cartesianism

received little or no development.
' Qeulincx was born at Antwerp, and lod an efficient but haraased life

in the universities of Lyons and Leyden. Ilis philosophy is best pre-

sented in his Ethics, where he Kays that the theoretical basis of moral

conduct is found only by introspection. This was the principle which the

Enlightenment of the next century used in theoretically transforming

the outer world. Qeulincx, liowever, found in introspection the impel-

ling motive for the mind to look in the opposite direction, viz., within

itself. For the sold cannot penetrate the outer world nor should it at-

tempt to do so. The mind is shut up to its own states, and thus in it*

humility it should trust all that God enacts within and without. Intro-

spection (inspectio sui) is therefore at the same time humility (despectio

sui).
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body ;
physical changes cannot produce in us our con-

fused sensations. God is the efficient cause. Physical

changes are the occasional causes for God to produce

sensations in us ; the will is the occasional cause for

God, the efficient cause, to produce changes in the

outer world.

At first Geulincx employed this theory of the inter-

vention of God only to the relations between the human

soul and body. I^ater he developed a physical theory

and so broadened the system of occasional causes as

to include all the changes in the physical world. Since

no finite substance can be the efficient cause of the

change in the condition of another physical body, tlie

transition of movement from one body to another must

be explained by tlie (lodhead. Later still, as his thought

developed, Geulincx replaced his conception of a uni-

versal miracle by that of an orderly arrangement which

has been determined once for aU by God. There is a

preari-anged order and no intervention in eacli individ-

ual case. To explain this he used the figure of the two

clocks, which Leibnitz afterwards. employed.

i

Malebranche. The Cartesian doctrine, which had

thus been developed into Occasionalism in the Nether-

lands, had a similar development in France. We have

already seen how widespread was the influence of St.

Augustine among the French Protestants and scholars.

In the Congregation of the Fathers of the Oratory of

Jesus, Augustinianism was united with Cartesianism

1 Occasionalism makes the cansal law of nature an irrational and non-

comprehensible thing. It is supernatural. All things are in God, who ia

the one substance. We live in a wonder world. Geulincx abandoned en-

tirely the mathematical method of Descartes, and if he had pursned
his thought to its logical conclusion he would have developed a mys-
ticism in which the substantiality of finite things would have to b«
given up.
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into a mysticism which was likewise very expressive of

the thought of this epoch.'

Malebranche (1()38-1715), perhaps the second

greatest French philosopher, developed the Cartesian

theory on the lines of Augustinianisni.'- lie held the gen-

eral thesis that God is the place of niiuils, following by

analogy Descartes' teaching that space is the place of

bodies. What did this mean to Malebranche? That we

are not minds, but the modes of one mind, just as to

Descartes' particular bodies are modes of space. God
is infinite substance and infinite existence. All finite

things participate in the infinite God. Our ideas are

only the modes of God's reason, our v/ills of his will.

God illumines the human mind as the light illumines

the eye.^

But how are bodies contained in God ? One of Male-

branche's problems was to explain the relation between

God and matter. Bodies as actual substances cannot

^ This Oratory was an Order without a hierarchy. It was a free union

of men in retreat from the wurlJ that they might build up the Church
doctrine in a scientific way. As it represented the Augustiuian and Pla-

tonic tendency witliin the Church, the Jesuits naturally looked askance

at it. This Cistercian abbey of the Oratory was a few miles south of

Paris.

^ The fact that neither Malebranche nor Spinoza was acquainted with

the Occasionalism of Geulincz, and that Spinoza preceded Malebranche
in the writing of his philosophy, makes us ceitaiu that the Occasional-

ism of Geuliucx, the Idealism of Malebranche, and the Pantheism of

Spinoza were three quite independent developments of Cartesianism.

Malebranche's work appeared in lG7ri, although he knew Drscartes'

work in 1C04. Spinoza had parts of his Ethics ready in I GUI and all parta

assembled for his friends in Itkj.-!. The similarities in these three teachings

prove that there was in the air, so to speak, a common trend of philo-

sophic thought in France and the Nelherlauds at this time. The tradi-

tional theory is incorrect that the Cartesian philosophy gut a cumulative
development at the hands first of Geulincx, then of Malebranche, who
passed it on to Spinoza.

* As in Augustine's doctrine, moral responsibility was also to Male-
branche an enigma and the freedom of the will Insoluble. Geulincx said

that God acts in me ; Malebranche said that (lod also thinks in me.
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be contained in God because He is spirit. However

He is creator and He must have created bodies. How?
He has in Himself the archetypal Idea of body (Neo-

Platonism) ; and actual bodies are modes of this Idea.

Our minds are the modes of God's mind ; bodies are

modes of the archetypal Idea in his mind.

How, then, do we, being minds, know material

bodies ? We can have no direct knowledge of bodies,

for body and mind are mutually exclusive. There is no

mteva.GtioQ (^injluxus ])hyslcusy between body and mind.

While to Geulinox we have no control over bodies, to

Malebranche we cannot even think bodies. Our knowl-

edge of bodies comes only in a roundabout way through

God. " We see all things in God.'' Our ideas partake

of the archetypal Idea of body which resides in God.

The actual world may exist or not. We have no means

of knowing its existence ; we know only its ideal exist-

ence in God.

Malebranche thus gave the Cartesian dualism a con-

sistency by completely sundering the scientific world

of matter from the religious woild of mind. He made

the two worlds analogous and reduced both to uni-

formity. He universalized Cartesianism into a complete

pantheism. Indeed, he has been called " the Christian

Pantheist." Accepting the Augustinian doctrine he

blended seK-consciousness with the consciousness of God
and thus gave us a living pantheism without emana^

tions ; but it is a perpetual miracle at the expense of

the actuality of niatter. The contrast between this reli-

gious conception of the living omnipresence of God and

Spinoza's equally religious conception of the lifeless

omnipresence of God is the more marked because of

their propinquity in time. Spinoza, to whom we now
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oome, is the truest utterance of his time in bis effort to

make all problems scientifically clear; and tbis is not

contradicted by the fact that he bad little influence in

shaping contemporary thought.

The Historical Place of Spinoza.* Spinoza did not

get full standing, nor was he widely read, until Lessing,

one hundred years later, resurrected bis teaching and

Goethe adopted it. Ke produced what the Renaissance

was striving for, but what the Renaissance could not

yet grasp— the complete logical formulation of its

deepest thought. Spinoza produced the only great con-

ception of the world during this period, and it excited

the hostility of contemporary Catholics, Protestants,

and free-thinkers alike. The product of his thinking

was a new systematic scholasticism, wliich, if the time

bad been ready for it, would have entirely superseded

the mediaeval. He succeeded in placing metaphysics

upon a scientific and mathematical basis, for his phi-

losophy was not only logical in its content but matlie-

matieal in its form. Spinoza's philosophy is the Re-

naissance expression of mediaival scliolastieism,— the

expression of that rationalism which underlies both the

thought of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. It

is as if Thomas Aquinas had been transported into the

Renaissance, and finding that science would not sup-

port and explain dogma, had conformed dogma sys-

tematically to the new science. Mathematically science

was the new dogma. Spinoza is the last word of medi-

aevalism, although his language is the science of the

* Read Royce, Spirit of Moderm Philosojihij, cbap, iii;

Baldwin, Fragments in Ph'dowphy, j)]). 24-42 ; Eucken,

Problem of Human Life, pp. 362-380. Inexpensive trans-

lation of Spinoza'i chief works by Elvves in Bohn Library.
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lltiuaissance. The utterance of Spinoza sounds strange

because, while his thought is mediaBval, his expression

and form are scientific.

Spinoza strove before everytliing else for a unitary

system, and yet it is interesting to see how much he has

been honored from different quarters. Artists, religious

devotees, poets, idealists, materialists, and scientists

have found in him their truest expression. This is not

only because each has found soiiiething different, but

because his philosophy had actually a many-sided char-

acter. His teaching had the advantage of being thor-

oughly radical. It is the most impersonal of all the

systems; aud yet it grew out of the most genuinely

personal piety.

The Influences upon Spinoza.

I. His Jewish Training. Spinoza was born a Jew
and remained a member of the Synagogue until he was

excommunicated at the age of twenty-four. Although

he was the original genius who ti-anscends his limita-

tions, his young mind was moulded after the Jewish

type. He received the strictly religious training of the

Jewish boy iu the Jewish academy at Amsterdam, where

he learued a tratle' in connection with his studies. He
studied the Talmud, medi:eval Jewish philosophy,^ and

the Cabalistic literature. In a Jewish curriculum the

"Jassical languages had no place ; and mathematics^

except arithmetic, was generally overlooked. His early

instruction emphasized above everything else the unity

:ind the supremely transcendent, theistic character of

God.

* TLo trade, the ^iading of optical lenaea, which 8pino/.a learned ii

the Kabbiaical school, was hin nieaiiM of support in later life. This r*
(luired some knowledge of physica aud niatliematics.

* Especially Maimonides, Gersonides, aud Chasdai Creskas.
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However, his separation from the Synagogue at this

early age could not but modify his theology. It made
him a free Jew. He was no longer under the restraints

of Jewish traditions. While he never abandoned his

belief in God as a unity, he gave up his belief in the

transcendent theistic God of the Hebrew prophets ; and

he differed from the contemporary Jewish Cabalistic

teaching of emanations from God. He seems to have so

modified the orthodox Hebrew conception of (iod that it

rather resembles that of the mediaeval mystic Christian.*

2. His Impulse from the New Science— Descartes'

Influence. The "free-thinking" for which Spinoza was

excommunicated by the Synagogue was obtained first

from his instruction hi the seliool of Van der Ende, a

physician of daring naturalistic tendencies. This was

when he was eighteen. Spinoza had already learned

Italian and French ; Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and

Hebrew were his native tongues ;- Van der Ende taught

him German and Latin, and introtlueed him to the sci-

ence of the time. It was then that he read Descartes,

whose philosophy he made the point of departure of his

own. Spinoza was not an inventive genius like Des-

cartes and Leibnitz. He was one of those systematic

thinkers who are obliged to carry their thought through

its logical conclusion. The matliematical method of Des-

cartes fu'-'iished him the method, and Van der Ende

gave him the encouragement for carrying out his inde*

pendent thinking luirelentingly. His statement of hit

modified Jewisli conception of God in matliematical

terms makes him the most complete representative of

Rationalism.

• The Short Treatise, wLich became known in tbo middle of the nin«

teenth century, shows the powerful iuflueuct^ uf Bruno upon hiiu.

' Curiously enough, be spoke Dutch with diiiiculiy.
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3. His Acquaintance with the Collegiants. After hii

expulsion from his kindred, he lived for seven yeaw
with a sect of Baptist Quakers called Collegiants. This

was a dissenting religious body without priests or aet

forms of worship. 1 The members were simple, pious

people, who regarded moral living as superior to creed

;

and Spinoza's life in their midst must have determined

to some degree the lines of his thought. To a man of

Spinoza's simplicity of mind and kindly disposition, the

Collegiants would prove to be not only congenial com-

panions in his hours of distress, but they would confirm

his own love for tlie ethical as an ideal. Spinoza says

that the motive of his philosophy is a practical one;

that he is seeking that which would "enable me to en-

joy continuous and supreme and unending happiness."

He is seeking a theory of life that would aid in allaying

the unrest of his time; and he is the only philosopher

who has called his metaphysics Ethics. The humane-

ness of his doctrine, the pi-actical purpose of his writ-

ings, and the ethical ideal that informetl his whole life

had at least their reinforcement, and perhaps their ori-

gin, in his contact witli the Collegiants during this criti-

cal period. His life with this sect influenced him in his

refusal to accept the chair of pliilosophy at the Uni-

versity of Heidelberg, and to remain content to be the

obscure grinder of optical lenses.

The Life and Philosophical Writings of Spinoza*

(1632-1677). The history of philosophy presents in the

person of Spinoza a lovable, interesting, and striking

character, as well as the autlior of one of the profoundest

* Read Auerbach, SjJiJioza, an historical romance.

^ This was one of the offsLoota of the practical mystical moTement
which had its origin in Deveuter.
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of philosophical systems. His life was one of social isp*

latioQ and retirement rather than of solitude. The Jews

to whom he belonged lived a kind of double exile— they

were exiled from their home in Spain, and they lived by

themselves apart from the people of Amsterdam. When
Spinoza was excommunicated by his brethren, he suf-

fered, therefore, a threefold exile. Moreover, Spinoza

was not only excommunicated by his people, but he was

hated by the contemporary Catholics, Protestants, and

the prevailing Cartesian school. Even the free-thinker,

Hume, spoke of him as " the infamous Spinoza," and

another philosopher described his i)iiilosophy as " the

hideous hypothesis of Spinoza." But his isolation was

far from solitude, and he had many eminent and faith-

ful friends and a notable correspondence. Of his short

life of forty-five years, he spent twenty-four, or more

than half, as a member of the Jewish Synagogue. Dur-

ing the next seven years he found refuge among the

Collegiants. In the last fourteen years of his life he

became widely known, mainly tln-ough the Theological-

Political Tract, published in 1070, the only one of his

writings which he himsulf published. This brought him

the call to the University of Heidelberg, which he de-

clined. His life may be conveniently divided into three

periods, as follows :
—

1. In Israel (1632-1656). During this period he

wrote a compendium of a Hebrew grammar, of which the

date is doubtful. He lived in Amsterdam. InlGSGhewas

excommunicated by the Synagogue. The charges brought

against him were that : (1 ) he denied that the Old Testa-

ment taught the doctrine of immortality
; (2) he affirmed

that angels may be only phantoms or ideas in men'a

minds ; (3) he afdrmed that God may have a body.
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2. Ill Itetircment (1656-1663). Spinoza spent thia

time with the Collegiants, and this was his most fruit

ful intellectual period. He brought his ontology, ethics,

politics, and physics into a unified system ; and he for-

mulated his theory of determinism and his mathematical

method. In 1658-1661 he was writing his so-called /SAori

Treatise, "concerning God, man and his well-being."

This was the first draft of his Ethics. In 1656-1662

he was writing his Improvement of the Understanding.

In 16G2-1663 he wrote a summary of the principles

of Descartes.

3. la the Public Eye (1663-1677). During this

period Spinoza lived at or near the Hague, where he

had many visitois and a large correspondence.* He was

an intimate friend of the brothers DeWitte, who made
so large a part of the political history of tlie country.

In 1662-16G5 he was writing his Ethics, his monu-

mental work. In 1663-1670 he wrote and piiblished

the Theulogic(d-Political Treatise, the only work pub-

lished during his life. Although received with horror,

it was widely read. It aimed to show that the Bible is

history. In 1673 he declined the call to the University

of Heidi'lherg. Just before his death, in 1677, he wrote

the fragment of tlie Political Treatise.'^

* Read Bolin's Libraries, Spinoza, vol. ii, pp. 275 ff., for

Spinoza's interesting correspondence with notable men.

* Freudenthal, Das Leitn Spinozas, gives the following chronology of

Spinuza'a writings: —
1U11-C'_'. Short Treatise.

Improvement of Understanding.

KKi'?. Ethics, 1.

16tJ'JH!3. Principles of Descartes.

IGIJS. Ethics, l-m.
ICifift. Theological-Political Tract.

HJ7rj. Ethics, i-v.
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The Method of Spinoza. The method which Spinoza

employed in writing his Ethks mustuot be regarded by

the reader as a fantastic dress that he capriciously chose.

It had for Spinoza a real and not merely an external

significance. On taking up tlie book, one finds philoso-

phy treated exactly as Euclid treated his geometry.

Beginning with a number of definitions and axioms,

there are deduced, step by step, propositions with ap-

pended scholia and corollaries. To Spinoza this was

not pressing philosophy into an artificial and rigid

form, but was only the natural mode of philosophical

expression.

Ancient philosophers— the Pythagoreans and Plato

— had used arithmetical schema to explain the relation

of the Idea of the Good to other Ideas. Si)iuoza turned,

not to arithmetic, but to geometry for his instrument in

the solution of the problem of pantheism. In the earlier

centuries of the Renaissance the Euclidean geometry

had attained the position of a demonstrative science and

of ideal rational proof, because it neglected the intuitive

factors contained ia the proof. To Descartes, with his

deep insight into mathematics, this method of proof

was only incidental ; to Spinoza, this method was every-

thing.

What a contradiction is Spinoza's Ethics !— the most

inspired and delicate religious mystic feeling attempting

to find voice in the driest and coldest of rational forms

— geometry ! And more than this : geometry is not so

much the form of its presentation as it istheimderlying

principle. Spinoza's philosophy is methodological root

ind branch. It is the jidnthehmofmethod. Its method

makes it the pantheism that it is. In the first place,

Spinoza intended to bring the world of spirit into har-
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mony with the world of nature by using the same mathe*
j

matical method to both worlds. In the next place, Spi-

noza thought geometry to be the only natural method

to apply to the spiritual woi-ld. To him God is the

fundamental ground of all things ; and all things are

derived from Him as consequents. If, therefore, in our

reasoning we assume the existence of God as axiom-

atic and then infer deductively all finite forms from

God's existence, the order of our reasoning about

phenomena will exactly correspond to the real order

in which phenomena stand to God. Spinoza could

thus divest himself of the inductive part of Descartes'

method.

The Central Principle in Spinoza's Philosophy. The

philosophy of Spinoza seems to be Cartesian in every

respect except one ; and that one difference was like the

leaven in the lump— it transformed his philosophy into

a radically different one from that of Descartes. Spi-

noza's point of departure was the philosophy of Des-

cartes, all his presuppositions are the fundamental prin-

ciples of Descartes, and the structure of his system

seems to be that of Descartes. He has the same respect

for the power of the reason to know all truth, the same '

faith in the omnipotence of the mathematical method,

the same general conception of substance, the same

idea of the qualitative diffei-ence between the worlds of

thought and extension, the same belief in the mechani-

cal structure of the world of nature. He made these his

own and accentuated them. But he added to these a

new and transforming principle : be conceived that the

aubatance, God, is not merely one object of knowledge, J
hut^ilM.lke^Qnl!LjQhii.Qi Qf hioxoledqe . He is the only

substance, and finite things are only modifications of
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HifisrHPmite thmg3"aT5~aiifee-^it-bettofflT-*»<i-to_know

tbem_truIy48-ttrkno-w-€hjd.

'

This new .principle transforms all the Cartesian ele-

ments in Spinoza's teaching. It changes the Cartesian

theism into a pantheism ; it supplants Descartes' theo-

logical orthodoxy with a naturalism and Descartes' doc-

trine of freedom with a determinism ; and it turns the

cultured aloofness of Descartes into a benevolent mys-

ticism. This new piineiple becomes " the head of the

corner." Th-e nnf^neas and universality of God is the

single proposition from which Spinoza deduced his wliole

philosophy. God is the ultimate ground whose existence

must be real, because it is conceived. The intrinsic

scholasticism of the philoso})hy of Spinoza appears in his

definition of substance, for it is only a condensed state-

ment of St. Ansehn's argument for the existence of

God. Spinoza says, " By substance I mean that-which

is- in itself and-eeneeived—tkrangh—itself -afene." There

are, therefore, two kinds of things : thf filing .tWfe-tia<»

existence injtself and tlie things that have_fcxisi;fiiice in

something else^. God stands alone in the first class ; all

other things make up the second class. Spinoza's world

is divided into two parts: God/and the modes of God.

God is self-explanatory and self-existent, while every-

thing else is explained through Ilim. The only object

of knowledge and the single presupposition of existence

is God. In a phrase that has become classic, Novalis

described Spinoza as a " God-intoxicated man."

Three Central Problems in Spinoza's Teaching. It is

one of the examides of the irony of history that Spinoza,

' It can be truly said that t)ie one motive in Spinoza's mind and con-

duct waa hi» fove for God. lie wrote his books because hia love bud
npon Lim the duty of making clear to lumnelf and to others the prinoipU
and the couteut of this love.
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the chief e:sponent of ''clearness and distinctness,' has

produced one of tlm most difficult philosophies to inter-

pret, llow simple his philosophy at the first blush ap-

pears to be— the world is God and his modifications I

The inherent difficulties in Spinozism do not arise from

its having a novel point of view, for, on the contrary, it

is one that appeals strongly to the popular imagination.

Its difficulties arise from its very simplicity, for, after

all, life is so rich and varied that a simple formula

will hardly express it. From beginning- to end Spinoza's

thought has a vagueness for which the beginner in vain

strives to find the cause. The cause lies in the simple

pri iK'iplft-tlifif f4n<l jq nil f.liaf. rpally pvists, p.tul ypt. thft

woxld-eetts«>ts-of-6«d-a^i4-otlie5-tbiHgs.

From Spinoza's effort to simplify matters emerge

three central problems: (J') The problem of the all-

inclusiveness of God— the problem of pantheism
; (^)

The problem of the unity of God— the problem of

mysticism; (3^) The problem of the salvation of man
— an ethical problem. We shall now consider these

problems in order.

The Pantheism of Spinoza — The All-Inclusiveness

of God. That Spinoza's philosophy is a pantheism ap-\

pears at the outset in his conception of substance ; for

tlt£ substance is all that , really is^, " The substance * is

that which is in itself and conceived through itself

alone."

If we think at all, we must think of substance as all-

inclusive. One might suppose that this preliminary state-

* Deacartes had conceived of three substances, — God as the absolute

Bubstuuce, and mind and matter as the two relative substances. But to

Spinoza there can be only one substance; for if there were two or more,
no one would be substance, since each would be oouceived through tbt
others.
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ment would be all tliat Spinoza could say about life

:

all that really is, is substance ; other things do not ex-

ist. But that would be a misinterpretation of Spinoza.

He-^es nut nreaa-that-^tiite -things are mero nothingar
They-Cjas^-aa-unjealitiea-f-they-exist aa-negationa of the

9uhstar«e&. If you prick into the finite world, it does not

collapse, like a balloon. It still exists as an unreality.

No person ever had the idea of infinity so profoundly

as did Spinoza. His idea of infinity is not merely that

of the infinity of time and sjjace, which indeed affords

a tremendous variety of possible constructions, since

space and time are each infinite. To Spinoza the infin-

i^my of the substance is much more than these possible

,\. G^i combinations of time and space, for corresponding to

^ 'i'l^^~the time and space series is a series of mental states.

Cf^^ Every event has a reason . Every one of the infinity of

events in the world of extension is paralleled by some

state of thought. But this is by no means the whole

I story about Spinoza's conception of infinity. Besides

the infinite world of time and space and the infinite

world of corresponding thought, the fiiMw^^ nof> ti> ftpi.

nnza-^tosseaaea qn infinity of nfliejC- attributes, each of

which is infin ite. Spinoza piles up infinities upon in-

finities, and thus conceives the substance as an infin>

ity in an overwhelming sense. Only two of the infinite

attributes appear to our limited human__disceiiuaent

:

the infinity of the attribute of extension, and^heJnfin-

ity-of_tlifi_attribiite of thought.

Spinoza begins at once to toll us about-the forms in

which the all-inclusive God appears to us. This may be

presented in the following diagram : '—
' This bare skeleton of our rich and varied world appears very much

the same as that which ouu might tiud beneath Descartes' philosophy.

However« tSpiuoza's coaceptiou of substauce trannforms it into a fnuor
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Substance = God (infinite)

1
Attributes * = Thought Extension (Infinite unknown number)

Modes = Intellect Will Motion Rest

The question before us is, How did Spinoza so define

the attributes and modes as to give God the character

of an all-inclusive being?

1. What are the Attributes ? An-attiibute, says Spi-

noza, " is-that which tlifc_intellect perceives as constitut-

ing the essence of the substance." What does Spinoza

mean by this? Critics disagree.^ The interpretation

most consistent with Spinoza's mathematical method is

that Spinoza had a geometrical conception of the attri-

butes. They bear the same relation to God that the

three dimensions bear to space. They are not qualities

of the substances in the usual meaning of the tergij^|it

are directions^injvhich the reality of^the^ substance is

work of a very different kind of philosophy. Since God is the inclusive

reality of it ull, we have here a pantheism instead of a dualism. The i

antithesis which iu Descartes' philosophy was between extension and
thought, now in JSpiuoza's teaching is between God and other things.

i Each attribute in its turn manifests itself in modes: thought appears

in the modes of intellect and will, extensiou in the modes of rest and
motion.

^ Some interpreters maintain that the attributes are merely human
ways of the seeing the substance — as if we see God now as thought
and now as extension. The jt-wo attrihules are, accojding to this view,

not real a iinlit'"" of tlte pubotano o, buljQcl^ human constructions. Some
maintain that the aggregate of the attributes equals the substance —
that God is the sum of the attributes, thought, extension, and the other

infinite unknown number. Other critics choose the simplest interpreta-

tion and assert that the attributes are the different spheres of activity

of the substance. The differences of interpretation show that the prob-

lem of pantheism has not been made cogently clear by Spinoza's geo-

metrical method. lie has not succeeded in showing how the variety of

qnalitiea and the particular phenomena are derived from a contentlesi

4uhiaofr
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elahoiatfid. The substance stands at one extreme, the

loodes (which we shall discuss later) at-tha_other ex-

treme ; the attributes are a kind of middle term between

them. An intjiition of all tlie attributes exhauatg the

meaningLDf-the-substance.

It is here that Spinoza's idea of infinity plays its

part. Xbe-ttttfibutos must be infinite in number be-

cause God is an infinite bein^. Our human eyes can

see only two of this infinite number -— thought and ex-

tension ; but if God had only two or a thousand attri-

butes, He would be only a finite being. Furthermore,

^jiP ^tfi'iV^ii fpg -ir.ti.jtiat. nnly infinite ip Tiiiiiil^Ar, l>iif pnnVi

isjniiiiitejji-itself. The thought-aspect of God and the

extension-aspect of God and each of the other infinite

aspects of God is each infinite " afteiuits--kind "— each

fully expresses an aspect of God without depreciating

the value of any other. Eaoh^js^ully adequate, just

aa a table may h^ ]}ntli whitft_and Inrd uriflimiPptflipr

quality infringing o" t.bft other.

2. However, this theory of the attributes has not car-

ried us very far into an explanation of the world around

us, although it has told us a good deal about the nature

of God, the substance. The nature of God is exhausted

by the attributes, and his infinity is revealed by the in-

finity of their number and content. Jha phenomena of

thfl wor^d arfl mprply grO"P'?d by tlm ^ttrihntptt into

leparatfi-spheres. Spinoza has not yet explained how thf

things of the world— tliese individual objects of na

ture— are included in God. Therefore we now come ti

his teaching of the Modes.

What are the Modes ? A-meda, says Spinoza, "ji
the_aiQdificatiou_.4affectionX'*f-*ubsAancej_or that which

e^ta int.andi8 conceived through sotna^^^hing nth?''jj**"
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ijs^." What we called men, women, and the various

objects of the landscape, are designated by Spinoza as

" modes." He is perfectly justified in using this term

;

for he says tli nt, the renl nature of such particular

thiags^is different from what it is popularly supposed

toube. He, Spinoza, the philosopher, does not take ob-

jects at their face value, "^ht'ir fcii-e viilne is their pop-

ular value which depends on their relations to one an-

ot}ii£riu__Spiuoza would assess their real value, which

dpp(>7ids np \}wir vtlnfipps to (xot^. In their mutual

relations they are known as objects of nature r— subject

to change, under the Javvs of time, and related to the

human senses . In their i-ehition to God they are modes,

and this is their real relation . Motion and rest are the

modes of the attribute of extension. Ideas and volitions

are the modes of the attribute of thought.

Now, what kind of reality have particular things

if they are to be regarded in this religious way— as

modes of God ? ' I f they have any renlity :BLhilb''>^vt^r

iigs not an intrinsic part f>f tlifmgpWpg^ l uit due to the

fact that they are mo'^'f^'^'nti^ns '>f (jfd They come

forth from the being of God by a kind of mathematical

necessity. They participate in God just as geometrical

forms participate in mathematical s])ace aud are in-

cluded in it. The geometrical series is not derived from

space as a single temporal event or as the result of a

creative act. Tlie,3et4e6-TS ail etenittl- condition and has

a timeless relation of 'Ipppndence on space. So the

modea^re related to the substance. They are the eter-

* This problem ia teuhiiically known in philosophy aa the problem of
tnUnudiiaUun. .Spinoza ia oblitjeJ to Holveit from the puintof view of liis

pantlieisiu; und it is just in this problem that the t'eonietrlcal method b
ubjected to its supremest test aud reaches its Mulniiuation in the his-

tory of philosophy.
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nflLp.ni>flit,ipq of the clalinratinn of tJin Btthatanfic. God
is the cause of the world uot in the }K>pular meauing

of the terra as tlie uuraoved mover of matter and the

teleological cause of thought. lie is the capse in the

sense that the triangle is the cause of its three sides.

To Spinoza as a religious man all things, therefore,

are included in Qn/l l>P/-;mt;ft TTp
i<^

jho. i-iflomql ^ymnwl

(ratio esttendi) or lo^^if.-il reason for their being. \YJien

from the attributes nor from the substance. Spinoza

is very fond of identifying God with nature (deus sive

mitura). (^tod- is nut only the universal principle in-the

things (natiira nuturans'), bat He la alwo the sum total

of, things (natnra nuturu,ta). Spinoza repeats this rela-

tionship of nmtual existence in his famous distinction

between finite and infinite modes. ^ livuitjt^mtirttung

jq c\ nio'l'^ "f G'^fl ; HP nlin in tlif infiiiitf intf'ri^<^uili!i^'ti"n

of-iijiite-thiiigi>-armode

—

^aii inriuite- mode. There are

three of these infinite modes6> the infinite interconnec-

tion of the universe as a whole; the infinite intercon-

nection between spacial objects ; the infinite iutercon-

> nection between ideas.

iforej_caunot be the creator of the world,

for He is the Tyorld. Hecannot be"^ self-conscious in-

dividual like ourselves, for although the thought-aspect

of God includes our thought, it is the very different

infinite thought ; and although the extension-aspect of

God includes our bodies, it is the very different infinite

body. God IS— an unchanging being whose modifica-

tions reveal the necessity of his divine nature.

^ The doctrine of the Infinite Modes has been the source of a great

variety of interpretatioiLS. Kuno Fi.scher expluins the Infinite Mode aa
" tlie connected sum of the modes — the uou-iiuite siuu-total of the

finite."
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The Mysticism of Spinoza— The Unity of God.

Mysticism usually goes hand in hand with pantheism.

[Eitiitheism refers to the alLinclnaivfl T>atu_rg_<>f God ;

I lU^tsttctsfltr refers to the unity^-er-oneness of such an in-

clusive nature. Spinoza's geometrical pantheism was also

a mysticism, and we shall point out some of its charac-

teristics.!

More often than otherwise mysticism is animated by

a religious motive, and, as we have said, Spinoza's phi-

losophy is profoundly religious. S]iijiQga's religion was

a reIitdon^--tl^e--uttellect_tli_at not only divested jife of

eyei^humaii~atti4hiU,ioii,-Jb«t-al«o4«y-ha*e-araiatheniati-

cal-&keIeton beneath. To the religious longing of the

Renaissance for a greater unity in life, he responded

with a dry geometrical demonstration ; bnt- he"4}el4#¥ed

that anyjlescripli()n_of_God or nature in anthropomor-

phic terms disunites life. Spinoza dehumanized the uni-

verse to prove his pantheism ; and this dehumanized

pantheism was the basis of his religious mysticism.

Nevertheless, in tliis way he magnified philosophy into

a religion and deified man. Descartes could only say

that when I think, I am, while Spinoza could say that

when I think, God thiidis. A dehumanized universe

!

1 We have already seen similar mysticiBm in tlie Orphic-PythagoreaD
sect which funned so great a peril to Greek culture in the sixth century

B.C., in the Neo-Pythagoieans and Neo-Platonists at the beginning ot

this era, iu many of the Churchmen of the Middle Ages, especially

Scotua Erigena and Meister Eckhart. Bruno and many of the Human-
ists were mystics, and if we should wish to go outside our field, we
should iiud mysticism to bo the prevailing attitude of mind of the great

Oriental peoples. Mysticism frequently is accompanied by belief in occult

spiritual appearances, but that is not necessarily the case ; nor was it

the case with Spinoza. Spjnoza's mysticism was purejy Jritellectual.

Although a religious philosophy with an immediate ethical bearing upon
conduct, it- was—a~sfcitjLuiifr~-rationalism thal^could Bjjt ^tolerate the

miracuIou»-«ad_tlLfi~abiiorual,psy-clu>lQgicalj>heuomena (such as clair-

voyance, lifilluciuatioiiB, etc.).
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Yes, but an apotheo8i2ed humanity I A world reduced

to mathematics ! Yes, but mathematics venerated as a

religion

!

Spinoza's God is the most-abatract unity whiclLit is

.^jsaihle-to-CQaegive^ All thing^s fall outside Him. No
qnaUly-eaB-be-predicatod of Iliui, foEJxu-defeBe-Him is

toJiuut-Llim. After the manner of the "negative the-

ology '^J^ee vol, 1, p. 283), Spinoza refu^ed__to_ascribe

*^any''^ali^»to God^ He does not feel, think, or will as we

do, nor can extension be ascribed to Him in the sense

of finite spaces. We can say only that He is not this

and not this. fipinoza
'

s -Ciaicejjtion of God is reached

by dropping oif all determinate qualities, untjlj^e most

generaLand mostabstvact term is i4;iiiied>-Xhe-barren-

ness of this logical conTieptfen , its absolii te einptiness

and abstractng5a^JiutJ4^^-alI-doscriptieB-ef-4fe4RipossTble.

' God is a bloodless entity,,an absolute logical necessity

and the most abstract universal. Outside of Him falls

all that we call life. If this is God's character, is He

J Spinoza's mystic unity brings us into the inner circle of the coldest

abstractions. Wbjn_he says that God thinkfljiie means only that the

rfiaIky-frf-»ti-thrmeh4jA-fjjid, lle-iloga meanjhat GodJi-as-fliii ii^'lllK Kk

e

those nf hnntan beings. God is the reality of everytliint? (ens realissi-

mum). ApY-finite ij ualitv. such as love, hate, enioyiiieiit. creating: and
destroying, cannot be|qttribiitpd^ to God. Qod possesses th ese in their

reality^ But the question comes, How can God be a real unity~of the

I
vorld, if He does not unify in Himself these unrealities — these " other

things " ? We have here the problem of the concrete universal which has

engaged the attention of so much of modern philosophy. A concrete uni-

versal not only ct utains all finite existences, but unifies tliim all in a

self-consistent way. In contra.st w^th the concrete universaljsjlie-ait-

strnrL-unii'ersnt, which—ia-nat_a_^real unity because hnite existences—
these- " other tliiiiu'o

'

-^-=-£fl.ll outsiile i . \V4t4Jc it w^-unxloubtedly the

cnntn-fttft-Miiiversal that Spinoza sought, his method leads_ifl_nKt.liing

tnf.Pt) nfiityiiii; iliMii tliii iiliiiiiiiiiiLimiyprKals of i'lato and the schoolmen.

yThe world of finite unrealities is unified by Spinoza's God in the same

way that blocks are unified by a string which has been tied around

them. They are still outside the string, for the string has not incorpo-

r«t«d the blocks into itself.
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everything or nothing? If the process of abstraction

rises so far above every limitation to an ens realissimum,

et generalissimuin^— to the most real and most gen-

eral entity, — if all content falls away from God, what

does sufh an empty form amount to ? The paradox in

Spinoza's philosojjhy appears here as in the case of all

mysticism— for the mystic revels in paradoxes. This

empty generalitv is all that really is. God is every-

thing, and .SplnQza^-painta--QiUL_empirical proof of this

by insisting that the transitory life of man has its only

meanijigJn-siteh-arsTrbBtaBGe.

The relation of the attributes of thought and exten-

sion, however separate they must appear in their quality

and causal dependence, is an example of the abstract-

ness of the Spinozistic njystic unity. Both are aspects

of the same substance, in the one case in the form of

extension, and in the other in the form of thought. In

the idl-inclusive nature of God, presumably each moment
has an infinite number of correlative moments corre-

sponding to the infinite number of the attributes of

God. Since to human beings only two of these worlds

lie in sight, only two corresponding modes appear, but

always two. This correspondence of the physical and

psychical throughout nature is called iu later timespcTi-

psychism; in the relation of the body and mind of a

human being it is called psycho-physical paralhlism.

This correspondence helped Spinoza to solve the ap-

parent dualism of the two worlds. \Vjiilii,i(leas^are de-

teuuiiiiuLjauly. by ideaSv aiul, niQtiona byniotiQus, Foth

series p^in-t-belewttrTlrirdivine substance Vvliich is the

significance of bath. They are like the top and bottom

sides of a piece of paper, neither side constituting the

piece of paper, but both being necessary to it. The sub-
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stance is immanent in thought as well as in extension.

Both thought and extension are aspects of God. God is

not matter ; He is not spirit. He is the reality of both.

Nevertheless, this reality is an abstraction which is the

unity of no content, for it contains no finite thing.

Spinoza's Doctrine of Salvation. Spinoza divided his

Ethics into five parts. The first is a treatment of the

nature of God ; the second, of the nature and origin of

the mind ; the third, of the emotions ; the fourth, of hu-

man bondage ; the fifth, of human freedom. This most

important writing of Spinoza, the only treatise on meta-

physics which has been called Ethics^ shows Spinoza as

looking at life from two points of view: with reference

to the nature of man ; and with reference to the nature

of God. We have discussed tlie first poiiit. The nature

of the human being in his relations to God is the other

pole of Spinoza's philosophy ; and this second topic in-

volves primarily the problem of human freedom.

The magnitude of Spinoza's doctrine of salvation

appears before us when we remeuiber that it rises out

of his absolute necessitarianism. His theory of necessity

is so thorough that he leaves no loophole for free-will

in the ordinarily accepted meaning of the term. In con-

trast to Descartes this great thinker impresses us as

absolutely sincere to his own thought. He is not content

merely to picture the world of nature as the eternal

mathematical consequent of the divine nature— as ne-

cessitated by the substance, as the three sides of the

triangle are necessitated by tho nature of the triangle

itself. He goes further, so that there may be no equivo-

cation. The particular things in nature are also neces-

sitated by one another. The modes are under the law

of two kinds of cause : the infinite or eternal, the finite
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or temporal. Einite_Qr temppral causality is a rigid law

that holds between the modes of each attribute. Within

the attribute the modes form a chain of strict deter-

mination without beginning or end. Ideas— the modes

of thought— are caused by other ideas ; movements,

— the modes of extension— are caused by other move-

ments. Since the attributes are entirely independent—
in psycho-physical parallelism (see p. 377)— no rela-

tion whatever exists between thoughts and bodily move-

nients. This is the Spinozistic necessitarianism, and it is

not, after all, very different from the general assumptions

of the natural scientist of the nineteenth century. We
ask contemporary science, How can you have moral

freedom in your theory of life? This question Spinoza

attempts to answer.

In the last analysis ethics is to Spinoza only psy-

chology, and religion is only intellectual study. The soul

is a congeries of ideas (" idea of body "). Ideas are of

three kinds: imaginations (or sense-perceptions), reason-

ings, and intuitions ; and these have their accompany-

ing affective modifications— the will and the active and

passive emotions.'

Spinoza is impressed by the fact that consciousness

bulks large with sense-perceptions and their accom-

Soiil (=: aggregation o( ideas causally determiued)

I I

1. Cognitive processes 2. Non-cognitive processes

I

I

(a) Imagination
|

(sense-perception) accompanied by (a) Passive emotions
(i) Reasoning " "

(i) Will and Retire emotiou
(c) Intuition " "

(c) " " " "

Intellectual analysis reveals no abatement in the law of absolute ne-

cessity ; but it discovers a real difference in the values of the ideas.

Sense-perception makes us slaves ; reason and intuition make us free.

The emotions and will are only expressions or functions or modiiicatioua

of the ideas. This is pure intellectualisni and ia not different in principla

from the {general philosophy of the sixteenth and seventeenth oentariea.
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panying passive emotions. Most people are in slavery

to -the unclear ideas of the senses and their emotions,

both of which are in turn dependent on external objects.
"

The ideas of the reason and the intuition are in com-

parison to those of sense-perception few
; yet they are

all-important. They are clear and distinct ; they have

substantiality like the substance they conceive; they

have a truth which is independent. They are accompa-

nied not by the emotions, but by the will. The will ia

their function, and only through them can man be frea

Reason is the lower stage and intuition the higher

stage in the program of salvation, lleason gives the

rationalistic method and intuition the mystic goal for

salvation. Based on reason Spinoza develoj)s a practical

ethics ; based on intuition he develops a mysticism. The

former is intellectualism ; the latter is asceticism. We
strike here the nerve of the deep inner contradiction in

his teaching ; for by means of the reason we can over-

come the modes of imagination, sensation and emotion;

by means of intuition we can avoid them. Let us con-

clude our exposition of Spinoza's philosophy by a brief

discussion of these two forms of his ethics.

Spinoza's Practical Ethics. At the first blush it is

difficult to see how Spinoza could find any criterion in

actual finite life to reconcile him to the living of it.

There is nothing in the finite world which is good in

itself. We do not, therefore, desire a thing because

it is itself good, but it is good because we desire it and

bad because we avoid it. What is the use of attempt-

ing to live a moral life when we know it to be illu-

sory? The answer is contained in Spinoza's definition of

virtue. Knojaledge of the character of the finite world as

finite is itself virtue because it gives us power. Virtue
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is power through knowledge. Here ia the Baconian

motif playing the role in the Spinozistic philosophy

that the same motif played in ancient times in the So-

cratic philosophy. Virtue has for Spinoza the ancient

meaning of virtus or excellence, the ability of self-pres-

ervation and self-development. The instinct of self-

preservation is to Spinoza the only one from a phys-

iological point upon which a practical ethics can be

grounded. "Thou must increase thy power." The clearer

our reason conceives the geometrical scheme of nature,

the more distinct appears the unreality of the modes and

the reality of the substance— the gi-cater the joyous

consciousness of power, i

To be free from the passions and senses we must

understand their nature; for to understand a thing is

to be delivered from it. Our knowledge is the measure

of our morality. An illusion is not an iUusiou, if we

know it to be such. To know that our sensations, im>

aginations, and emotions are but modificatious of God
is to dwell within the reason. Thi.s is the same as see-

ing each finite thing as eternal. Any concrete thing may
be regarded by the human being as a finite and isolated

tiling out of aU relation to other objects ; or the same

thing may be regarded as a detail of infinity. Looked

at by itself, the thing is seen partially and falsely, for

' Spinoza alao employed the Aristotelian untitlieuis of aetirity and
passivity to develop his definition of virtue as power tlii'ough knowledge.

Activity and paasivity respeotively mean to him reality and negation of

the finite thing. Imagination is passive, while reason and intuition are

active. The large majority of our emotions are passive. But ho also

pointed to the group of active emotions through whose blessedness the

passive emotions must be overcome so that human nature may perfect

itself. These consist only in the activity of the pure impulse toward

knowledge. They grow in activity with the growth of the power of the

clearness of rational ideas, and thus Spinoza constructed an ideal of

ethicti which reaches the height of the Greek Ocixpta.
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no finite thing has its explanation in itself. It is, how-

ever, truly seen when it is regarded, to use Spinoza's

own celelirated phrase, " under a certain form of eter-

nity" (^sub specie ceteriiitutia^.^

Spinoza's Mystic Ethics. Nevertheless, the ultimate

and highest freedom is not a struggle at all. It is the

mystic intuition of God. Intuition is the highest kind

of knowledge, and has as its sole object God and his

eternal necessity. All other ideas, even the reason, are

derived by this necessity from God's reality. The intu-

ition of God alone contains in itself the victory over

passion. It alone absolutely releases man from slavery

to the world and makes him truly free. This intuition

of God is euKiueipation from the world. It is mystic

asceticism and yet it forms the key-stone to the Spino-

zistic philosophy. From the point of view of the phi-

losoj)her, there is nothing in the world that is morally

good or bad,— nothing which merits his hatred, love,

fear, contempt, or pity,— since all that occurs is neces-

sary. The philosopher's knowledge of the determinism

of the world lifts him above the usually conceived

world of finite things to this mystic world, reconstructed

by his intellectual love of nature or God. Love for

God will give to everything its proper value. It is the

highest form of human activity. Love for God is an

absolutely disinterested feeling, :uul is not therefore

^ This conception of eternity is one of the moat admirable in Spinoza'a

(teaching. When man rises through the reason to the consciousness of

the eternity of the truth of u thing, the thing itself is transfortned, and
the man himself has gained salvation. Any circle that I may draw is

imperfect, every loaf upon the forest trees is defective, all moral activi-

ties are wanting, if regarded in their time-limitations. But below all the

imperfections of the universe is its absolute mathematical perfectness.

There is nothing so abortive and evil that it dues not have its aspect of

eternity.
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like human love, which is the passing from a less state

to a greater. Love for God is peace, resignation, and

contentment, for it is oneness with God. In fact, the

love of man for God is the love of God for man ; it is

the love of God for Himself, since man cannot love

God without becoming God. Thus man intellectually

recognizes his oneuess with God, and rejoices. Immor-

tality is absorption in the eternal and necessary sub-

stance of the world. It ia^ cxmimou-iuisconception that

immortality is duration^ after death ; immortality con-

sists in looking at things under the aspect of eternity.

The finite man perishes, but man's real self, which is

God, survives.

Leibnitz as the Finisher of the Renaissance and

the Forerunner of the Enlightenment. Leibnitz is the

last of the icmarkable group of Rationalists of the

Renaissance, who so fully represent the spirit of its

Natural Science epoch. But Leibnitz also carries us

into the next period of modern philosophy— the En-

lightenment. He is the transition philosopher. His

conception of the infinitesimal as a dynamic individual

makes him the forerunner of the Enlightenment. To
classify Leibnitz as a rationalist is, therefore, not to

describe him fully, i

^ If the reader will examiue the dates of hia life, he will observe that

Leibnitz lived until twenty-five years after the Enlightenment was ush-

ered in by Locke'a Essay on the Human Understanding (1690). But as

Leibnitz had already formed his own philosophy by the year 1686, even
so versatile a mind an his could not then renounce the RationaUatic

point of view for a new one. Some of his writings, snch as his Corre-

spondence with Clark and Bayle, his Theodicy, and his New Essayt,
show that he participated in the new movement of the next period. Yet
the majority of his philosophical writings show him to be a Rationalist.

Although he may be called tho " father of the Enlightenment," the
body of his thought belongs to the Renaissance. Of the Rationalist*

Leibnitz speaks for the future, just aa Spinoza for the past. Leibnitz

unites the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, just aa Spinoza joins the
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The Life and Writings of Leibnitz (1646-1716).

Compared with Descartes and Spinoza, Leibnitz liad

a life that was long in time and rich in experience. In

striking contrast with Spinoza's career, there was no

time iu the life of Leibnitz after his graduation from

the university that he was not in public service. He
held the ofifices that would naturally go to the hanger-

on of princes— some of them grandiose ones,* While
theoretically the interests of the three Rationalists were

the same, Leibnitz differed from his predecessors in

that his study of philosophical problems always grew

out of some practical problem or political occasion.

Leibnitz was not an academic thinker, and his " writ-

ings were called foith to estimate some recent book,

:

to outline the system for the use of a friend, to meet

some special difficulty, or to answer some definite criti-

cism." Philosophy was only one of the interests of

Leibnitz. lie was jurist, historian, diplomat, mathe-

matician, physical scientist, theologian, and philologist.

Leibnitz was as much at home with the theories of

Plato and Aristotle of ancient time, with those of St.

Thomas and Duns Scotns of mediaeval time, as with

the science of Descartes and Galileo. He was preco-

cious, had a prodigious memory and a reactive mind.

KenaisHance and the Middle Ages. Kpinuza is the Rationaliat who utters

the final word of schulautic realism, while Leibnitz presages the coining

individualism. Spinoza's pliilosophy is science buried iu traditionaliam
;

Leibnitz's is science breaking tlirougli traditionalism. Spinoza harks,
back to univeraals and particulars, substance and forms ; Leibnitz

points forward to vortex rint,'8, energy, and dynamics.
1 He was in the service of the Elector of Mainz and later of George 1

of England when Qeorge was only Elector of Hanover. He was dis-

tinguished by Peter the Great of Russia and Kinst August, iJuke of
Hanovur. He corresponded with Eugene of ."savoy and he was am-
bassador to Louis XIV of France. Sophie Charlotte of Hanover, who
married the King of Prussia, was especially interested in him, and he
wrote for her hia Theodicy.
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In the wealth of his iuformatiou and the productive'

ness of his genius, he stands with Aristotle as un-

equaled.

The literary production of Leibnitz was enormous,

consisting of some lengthy works, but mainly of corre-

spondence (at one time with a thousand persons) and of

dissertations to learned journals and societies. I^o one

book contains his philosophy—- the Monadologij com-

ing the nearest to doing so. His most considerable work

is his Theodicy. He himself published in book form

only two works : his university dissertation on Individ'

nation and the Theodicy.*

In spite of his many successes, the life of Leibnitz

was not happy. From death or other causes his noble

patrons changed, until he was left without a patron.

His life went from bad to worse, and his death occurred

almost unnoticed.

The seventy years of Leibnitz's life fall into four

periods. That he passed through three of these periods

by the time he was thirty shows the voracity and ver-

satility of his mental powers during their formative and

acquisitive state. It also reveals the unusual length of

his productive period— from his thirtieth to his seven-

tieth year. Ten years after his productive period be-

gan, when he was forty, he had completed his philo-

sophical theory, so that the last thirty years of his life

* A good selection of Leibnitz's works for the student to

Tea,A. \& : Discourse on Metaphysics (1G90), Letters to Ar-
nauld, Monadology (1714), New System of Nature (1G95),

Principles of Nature and Grave (1714), New Essays

\1704), and the Theodicy (1710), Correspondence tuith

Clark (1715). See also Calkius, Persistent Problems in

Philosophy, p. 74, note.
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were free for its elaboration and elucidation, and in

part for his departure from it. The details of Leibnitz's

life are as follows :
—

1. Leipsic and University Life (1646-1666).

Leibnitz was the son of a professor of the University

of Leipsic' lie entered the University at the age of

fifteen ; received his bachelor's degree at seventeen, and

his doctor's degree at Altdorf at the age of twenty,

lie was offered a professorship on account of his thesis,

but he declined. He published as his bachelor's thesis,

T7ie Principle of Individuation (1663).

2. Mainz and Diplotnaaj (1666-1672).

Meeting Baron John of Boiueburg, who becanae his

patron, Leibnitz went with him to Mainz, and entered

the service of the Elector of Mainz. At this time Leib-

nitz wrote many pamphlets at the Elector's request^

on the religious and political questions of the day. He
wrote A New Physical Hypothesis in 1671.

3. Paris and Science (1672-1676).

Leibnitz began this period with a dij[)lomatic mission

to the court of Louis XIV in 1672 ; but during the

year both Boineburg and the Elector died, and Mainz

was no longer his home nor diplomacy his interest.

He remained in Paris (and London) three years

longer, and spent the time in acquiring the " new sci-

ence." In Paris he met Arnauld the Cartesian, Tschirn-

hausen the German mathematician, logician, and most

discriminating critic of Spinoza, and he studied with

Huyghens the Dutch mathematician. In Loudon he

* The three great Rationalists came from different strata cf society.

Descartes was a nobleman's son, and he voluntarily relinquished the life

that Leibnitz was ambitious to enjoy. Spinoza came from the lower

class. Leibnitz was the sun of a coUep:e professor and belonged to the

upper middle class. The ambitious of Leibnitz reached for large ends,

u often happens among educated people in the middle walks of life.
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met Boyle, the chemist, Oldenburg, secretary of the

Academy of Science, Collina, the mathematician, and

he corresponded with Newton. On his return to Han-

over he called on Spinoza, who showed him the manu-

script of the Ethics.

4. Hanover and Philosophy (1676-1716).

Leibnitz became court councilor and librarian to the

Duke of Hanover (Brunswick-Liineburg). He was in-

volved in a multitude of administrative, historical, and

political tasks, and he carried on an enormous corre-

spondence. Among other things he wrote the history

of the reigning family, which necessitated his goiwg to

Rome and Vienna. In 1684 he published his discovery

of the differential calculus, over which arose the cele-

brated controversy as to whether he or Newton made
the prior discovery. In 1686, in his fortieth year, he con-

structed his philosophical system. However, he showed

his affiliation to the coming age by introducing into his

system in 1697 the term "monad." Nearly all his im-

portant works Lvcre produced in tJiis jjcriod. In 1700

he founded the Academy of Sciences in Berlin. He was

instrumental in founding an academy at St. Petersburg,

and he planned academies at Dresden and Vienna.*

The Three Influences upon the Thought of Leibnitz,

(1) His Early Classical Studies. The father of

Leibnitz, who was a professor of moral philosophy at

Leipsic, died when his son was young. Left much to

himself, the boy spent his time in his father's library.

At eight years he had acquired Latin ; at twelve he

had read Seneca, Pliny, Quintilian, Herodotus, Xeno-

phon, Cicero, Plato, the Roman historians, the Greek

' He had in mind a family of European Gcientifiu acadeuiea as an*

thoritative centers for the scientiiic life of the time.
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and Latin fathers. He became so absorbed in scholastic

studies that his friends feared that he would not leave

them, " not knowing that my mind could not be satis-

fied with only one kind of thing."

»

(2) The New Science and Ills Own Discoveries.

Leibnitz was more fortunate than many of his contem^

poraries in that his university had already included in

its curriculum the study of mathematics. At the age of

fifteen he was devoting himself to mathematics at Jena,

and he said that the study of Kepler, Galileo, and Des-

cartes made him feel as though " transported into a

different world." Later in life he said of himself, that

at fifteen he had decided to give up the scholastic

theory of Forms for the mathematical explanation of

the world. He became acquainted with the theories of

Hobbes and Gassendi in 1670, when he was at Mainz.

In 1672, at the age of twenty-six, when he was in Paris,

he made himself possessor of all that the celebrated

circle of Parisian scientists liad to teach. He had gone

to Paris a dualist ; he returned to his native land with

the Aristotelian teleology side by side in his mind with

the Spinozistic conception of identity and necessity, the

Spinozistic method, and the mathematical theory of the

significance of infinitely small particles. The next ten

years (1676-1086) were spent in overcoming his own

dualism by systematizing these new theories acquired

from so many sources. In 1680 he had universahzed

* There can be no question that this Bcholaatic training gave him s
first hand and sympathetic appreciation of scholastic philosophy. The
Aristotelian conception of cosmic purpose, which he got at this time,

never left him. Among the writers of the Natural Science Period he
alone returned to Aristotle. He made Aristotle's teleological cause an
integral piu-t of his doctrine. While for a time he turned from Aristotle

to Descartes, in his final ooustruotiou of his theory he borrowed mora
from Aristotle.
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the concept of force so aa to apply it to both souls and

bodies. In 1684 he published his discovery of the dif-

ferential calculus, iu which he has had to share honors

with Newton. In 1G85 he asserted that the centers of

force have individuality. He was led to this conclusion

on account of the discovery of small organisms by the

microscopes of Swaumierdam and Leeuwenhopk. In

1686 he successfully organized his collected material

into his final system, although it was not until eleven

years later (1697) that he called these centers "mon-

ads." Probably he got the term " monad " not from

Bruno, but from the mystic cliemist. Van Ilelmont.'

(3) Political Presnurc for licUfjious lieconcilia-

tion. When Frederick the Wise of Saxony in 1519

refused the crown of Emperor, Germany was thrown

into internal strife that in one hundred and thirty

years destroyed all its material wealth and depopulated

the country. This terminated in the Thirty Years' War
(1618-1648) and the Peace of Westphalia. Leibnitz

was born two years before peace was declared. The
Germany into which he came was wearied of confes-

sional strife, and yet even after the wars had passed,

the rigid orthodoxies still remained entrenched. The
Catholic universities were saddled with the old and

the Protestant universities with the new scholasticism.

The Pietism which was previously widespread among
the people disappeared. 2 The learned world was engaged

1 Not only the content, but the form of his philosophy was determined
by his mathematical studies. Ilis philosophical diction is remarkably
lucid. Mathematics reinforced his early resolve " in words to attain

clearness and in matter usefulness." His later discussions contain many
terms that he had borrowed directly from mathematics.

'^ It disappeared durintf the Thirty Years' War and reappeared in

» powerful movement under the leadership of Spener (1C35-1705) and
Francka (1663-1727).
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in word-splitting and iu heaping up useless wisdom.

There was no tolerance or mental freedom. During the

seventeenth century Germany had no part in the for-

mulation of the gi-eat philosophical and political prin-

ciples which in the eighteenth century it shared with

the other nations. Moreover, the epochs that pi-oduced

the Elizabethan poets of England and the brilliant lit-

erary minds of the court of Louis XIV had no echo in

Germany. With the exceptions of the teachings of

Leibnitz, the intellectual stirrings in Germany of the

seventeenth century were mainly impoi'tations.'

The Method of Leibnitz. Descartes' method had a

peculiar fate. His followers misunderstood it, exactly

reversed it, but obtained fruitful results. Descartes had

hoped to see inductions employed in most metaphysical

problems, and he regarded deduction as a synthetic

progress from one intuitive fact to another. The deduc-

tive synthetic metliod of mathematics became a deduc-

tive amdytic method in the hands of the successors

1 Ilirnhaym (1037-1070), an oi-thodux preacher who combined with his

orthodoxy a mixture of Parucelsianism, Platonism, and Aristotelianiam.

Jung (15U7'-lii57), whose writiii|;» show the iufluence of Bacon and the

mutlieinatical science— who had influence on Leibnitz.

The influence of the astronomical theory of Kepler,

The influence of Descartes, which came first by way of Holland in the

teaching of Clauberu ; then later through the Ilufnienota, who in their

migration from France were received with open arms by the German
people; then in the German universities the doctrine of Descartes ap-

peared especially in the teaching- of J. C. Sturm (1G35-1703) of Altdorf

;

then Cartesianism combined with the geometrical method in the teaching

of Weigel (Jena) in mathematics and in that of S. Puffendorf (Leipzig

and Jena) (lC32-16i)3) in law.

SpinozisM was generally attacked with passion until the time of

Lessing in the eighteenth century, but he liad isolated exponents at this

time like Lorcnz Schmidt who translated his Ethics, but interpreted

him as a materialist.

Materialism was widely spread at the end of the seventeenth century,

due to the influence of Gassendi and Hobbes, and was represented by
Pancratius Wolff.
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of Descartes. It became the old method of the syllo-

gism, i
•

Leibnitz's early endeavor to reconcile warring phi-

losophies took this methodological form. He hoped to

annul intellectual strife in the schools by a method

which should mark a mistake in thought as quickly as

a mistake in mathematical calculation. " Mathemati-

cians are the only ones," said he, " who can prove what

they assert." He followed Hobbes, who had maintained

that we must reckon with words as with numbers.

Leibnitz never lost his interest in the so-called Art of

Lull.2 In the schools' formulation of logic, the indefinite

use of letters as symbols of the subject and predicate,

as well as the mathematical sign of equality, appeared to

* This tendency after Descartes is first seen in the Port Royal logic.

-Spinoza perfected it. Forgettiii(< that mathematics is progress indiscoy-

ery, he identified matheniatical proof with logical proof. lu the hands
of the Occasionalists and Woltf, philosophy tlius reverted to the old scho-

lasticism, which had employed only analysis and the syUogiam. The
method spread into general literature, as is seen in the practices of the

German Cartesians and iu the preparations of academic textbooks. Ex-
amples of this are Jung, Weigel, who was Leibnitz's teacher, and Puf-

fendorf, who tried to deduce by the geometrical method the entire sys-

tem of natural right from a 3in;,'le principle of human need. In the next

century WoUI iLsed this method in writii\g his Latin textbooks.

When this aspect of Spinoza's teaching was gaining a foothold in Ger-

many, Leibnitz came into sympathy with it through his teacher, Wei-
gel, and at first was one of its most ardent supporters. In jest he showed
by this geometrical, syllogistic method in sixty proijositions that the

Count Palatine of Neuberg must be elected King of the Poles. In seri-

ousness ho believed that all philosophical controversies would ceaae

when philosophy should be stated like a mathematical calculation.

* Raymond LuUy (LuUus) (1235-1315), in his Ars magna, had a proj-

ect for discovering a kind of machine which would create thought— an
attempt which shows how conscious the mediaeval mind was of its own
sterility. The machine consisted of a number of movable disks ar-

ranged concentrically, upon which certain fundamental concepts were
written. Turn these and they systematically brought together combina-
tions whereby new concepts were created. Leibnitz was greatly influ-

enced by this project and the pains which Brono had taken to improTe
it, as well as by the conviction of Descartes that geometry is the art of

discovery and invantiun.
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him to be only the beginning of the process of mathe-

matical reckoning. Let the symbols stand for more

exact truths; then we can derive others from them

by exact mathematical calculation. Metaphysics would

then be no longer a verbal strife but an exact science.

Furthermore, this would abolish the national languages

and supplant the moribund Latin as the medium of

scholastic expression. The time was calling loudly for

a non-phonetic universal language, and Leibnitz took

part in this widespread movement to form what was

called a Lingua adamica— a universal language which

should discover fundamental philosophical conceptions

and apply logic in the operations of their combination.

It was, in brief, a movement to construct a linguistic

calculus.

Yet Leibnitz's scientific mind could not undervalue

experience, as Spinoza had done. He did not merely

repeat Spinoza's rationalism by depending on deduc-

tion and refusing to include the empirical element.

Here is the peculiarity of Leibnitz: although lie was

filled with the ideals of mathematics, he could not get

away from the brute facts of life ; and although he was

a Rationalist of the most conservative type, he gave the

empirical element so prominent a standing in his logic,

that he developed no uniform methodoK^gy. He does

not even attempt to reconcile the two elements— the

rational and the empirical.

What, then, asked Leibnitz, are the fundamental

truths of all knowledge?— just as Galileo had asked,

What are the elements of physical nature? What are

the highest truths, "the first truth" (^primce veritates,

or 2)rim(e possibilitates'),, the truths so immediately

and intuitively certain that they force themselves upon
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the miud as self-evident? They are of two classes : (1)

the universal truths of the reason; (2) the facts of ex-

perience. The truths of reason are forever true (yerir-

tes eternelles) ; the facts of experience have a truth for

that single instance (verites de faii). The two classes

are alike in being intuitively true, certain, and irredu-

cible. Leibnitz did not attempt to formulate a method

for discovering these first truths, nor does he enumer-

ate them. He merely points out the two classes.

Leibnitz has several ways of contrasting these two

kinds of truths. (1) Sometimes he calls them a priori

and a j)osteriori. The a priori is the innate or rational

truth ; the a posteriori is the empirical fact.i (2) Some-

times Leibnitz contrasts these two kinds of truths in

purely logical terms. Rational truths are those whose

opposite is impossible to conceive. Empiricid facts are

historical occurrences whose opposite is possible to con-

ceive. We cannot conceive the three angles of a trian-

gle being equal to anything but two right angles. A
rainy day, however, might have been pleasant. At first

Leibnitz conceived this distinction between truths as

applying to the mind of man, but not to the mind of

God; God is able to make so clear an analysis of all

truths that their opposite cannot be possibly conceived.

Later Leibnitz turned this purely logic-al distinction

into a metaphysical one, and he conceived this distinc-

tion between truths to be one in the nature of things.

God cannot Himself see empirieal facts so clearly that

' Kant took the meaning that Leihnitz gave a prion and a posteriori,

but he put them upon a strictly episteniologieal biisia. Leibnitz got them
from scholastic sources and changed their meaning. The scholastic an-

tithesis between the two terms goes back to Aristotle's jiporcpov r/j <)>virti

and jipuT«poi' irpos iinat. In scholasticism a priori meant knowledge ob-

tained by reasoning forward from causes to effects ; a posteriori meant
knowledge obtained by reasoning back from elfects to causes.
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their opposite is inconceivable. The world of reason

and the world of brute facts are distinct. Thus emerge

two important logical principles which summarize the

method of Leibnitz: rational truths depend upon the

Principle of Contradiction; empirical truths depend on

the Principle of SuflBcient Reason.

(3) Leibnitz sometimes calls rational truths " neces-

sary " and empirical facts "contingent." Ilei'e both

the necessity and contingency are rational. Both have

rational existence. The nature of both consists in

the conception of the possibility (or impossibility) of

the opposite. What is thought as absolute— without

a (tonceivuble possible opposite— exists as absolute

;

what is thouglit as c(jntingent— with a conceivable

possible opposite— exists as contingent. Therefore

Leibnitz made the Cvnvcpt of Posfiibility fundameri'

till to Truth and Superior to Truth. Logical possibility

must precede all actuality. Spinoza's contribution to

modern philosophy was the enrichment of the concep-

tion of infinity ; Leibnitz's contribution was the eleva-

tion of the conception of possil»ility,

How did this concept help Ijeibnitz to reconcile

science and religion ? By saying to science : " We ac-

cept all your results. We believe that the world to the

farthest stars without, and within to tlie circulation of

the blood, is a mechanical and measurable world. But

we believe that below the world of mechanical nature is

a world of infinite possibilities— a real world of spirit

of which the mechanical world is but the expression."

Leibnitz left the mechanical conception of nature in-

tact; theu he went behind it with his logical concept

of "possibility," spiritualized it, and developed it into

a religious philosophy.
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The Result of Leibnitz's Examination of the Prin-

ciples of Science * —A Plurality of Metaphysical Sub-

stances. What was the developed scientific principle

of Leibnitz's time? And what was the result of his anal<

ysis of it? The principle was the mathematical prin-

ciple of Galileo in more complex form, for there had

been added to it since Galileo's day the concept of the

atom. That is to say, the fundamental scientific prin-

ciple was that nature consists of the measurable move-

ments of atoms. From his analysis of this, Leibnitz

obtained as follows his conception of a plural number

of substances, which he called monads.

1. Leibnitz first scrutinized the scientific conception

of motion. His analysis of motion into infinitely small

impulses by the method employed by Galileo, Iluy-

ghens, and Newton had already led him to one im-

portant discovery— the differential calculus. Now he

scrutinizes it further and discovers that the funda-

mental gi'ound of motion is force. There is no absolute

motion nor absolute rest. Motion and rest are relative

to each other. Descartes' theory that thex-e is conser-

vation of motion is incorrect. Motion and rest are the

phenomenal clianges of force. Force alone is constant

and conserved. Physios points beneath itself to meta-

physics ; motion points to force. Force is " that which

in the present state of things brings about a change in

the future." ' Therefore force as the substance of na^

ture is super-spatial and immaterial. The basis of the

new physics ought to be dynamic metaphysical substance.

* Read Hibben, Philosophy of Enllyhteiiment, chap, vii;

Windelband, History of Philosophy, pp. 420-25.

^ Force is the infinitely puasible. The relation here described, if stated

ID modern teriDB, is that between potential and kinetio ener^.
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2. Leibnitz next examined the scientific conception

of the atom, introduced by Gassendi.^ Leibnitz agreed

that the atomiat was perfectly correct in saying that

material bodies consist of simple parts or atoms. But he

insisted that the atomist erred in thinking such simple

parts to be physical. However small and simple the

parts of a bit of matter may appear to be, they are not

really simple but they may be divided aji^ain and again

to infinity. The atom is the extended, and the materi-

alists were wrong in attributing substance to the ex-

tended. Substance must be the unextended. Is there

anything really simple below the physical atoms ? Yes,

the indivisible, metaphysical atoms. In order to reach

the simple, we must pass beneath the physical into the

metaphysical.

3. Therefore force (the reality of motion) is identified

by Leibnitz with the metaphysical atoms (the reality

of the physicid atoms) and the result called by him the

monads.'^ The spiritual is thus placed at the center of

things. The world extension and niotion becomes phe-

nomenal. Nature at heart is not a single infinite and

non-resistant substance (Spinoza), nor an infinite num-

ber of material substances (Descartes), but an infinite

number of spiritual force-centers, each possessing in-

finite possibilities. The mechanical principle of mate-

' Greek atomism had been generally accepted, by scientists and com-
bined with the mathematical hypothesis of Galileo. Leibnitz had known
Gasseiidi in Paris, and he took the hard, inelastic atoms of Gassendi

under examination.
2 There are three kinds of points, or units, or " simples." There i*

the mathematical point, which is simple enough, but it is only imag:i-

nary. There is the physical point, or atom, which is real but not sim{>le.

There is, lastly, the metaphysical point, or monad, which is both real

and simple. The mutapliysical point is the only true point. To call tho

material atoms real, only shows "the feebleness of the imaKiuation,

\rhich is glad to rest, and is, tharefore, iu haste to make aa eud of

division and analjrsia."
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rialism is illuminated by a spiritual monadology. Na-

ture is alive with possibilities. There are as many

monads as there are things.' Thus does Leibnitz rein-

troduce vitalism into philosophy in a more mature form

than is seen in Neo-Platonisni.

Representation, the Monad's Fundamental Char-

acter. The dead pluralism of scientific materialism was

as revolting to Leibnitz as the etjually dead and formal

pantheism of Spinoza. In the former theory the world

falls apart ; in the latter it collapses. In his conception

of the "representative" 2 power of the monads Leibnitz

tries to avoid the perils of pantheism and pluralism.

Each monad " represents " (stands for, expi-esses)

eveiy other monad and thereby the whole universe.

The monads have no physical unity nor can they di-

rectly affect one another (^i7ijluxus physicus^. Their

unity is ideal, and their mutual influence is ideal and

not physical. Each has the same endowment of aU.

Each is the universe " writ small "— a microcosm.

Leibnitz hits upon two catch-phrases which state his

conception of the physical isolation and ideal unity of

the monads. He says that the " monads are window-

less," meaning that each monad is " like a separate

world, self-sufficient, independent of every other crea-

ture." But since the " monads have no windows by

which anything can enter or depart," the monad can

perceive only its own states. Yet this self-perception

is the representation of all, for all monads are endowed

alike— each " mirrors the universe."

' To Descartes matter is a dead niucliine, the mortification of force

;

to Spiuoza matter is a logical form ; to the Occasionalista matter is a
divine opportunity. To all three matter is quite separate from force.

^ Leibnitz borrowed this conception either from Bruno or the Dutch
ehemist, Van Helinout.
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Thus the physical isolation of the monad vanishes in

its possession of this ideal quality of unity ; and the

way is open for a unity of individuals who would other-

wise have been hopelessly sundered. The possible ideal

unity of the monads is more real than their actual

physical separation. An infinite number of individ-

uals, all so physically different, have unity because as

living centers (and not as atoms) they dwell together

through the possibilities in their power of representation.

The Development of the Monad. In their repre-

sentation of the universe all monads must have the

same endowment. What is this endowment? (1) Each

has the same perceptions as every other, and (2) each

has a "constitutional appetition," a Pi itonic Ei'os,

which impels it to pass from one state to another. The

monad-soul is the only thing in the universe which may

develop through many changes and itself not change.

Through its " constitutional appetition " its perceptions

change into apperceptions, i This is the key to Leib-

nitz's theory of development : the passing of the per-

ceptions from vmclearness to clearness. The original

perceptions are apperceived (1) into sensations (con-

fused perceptions), and then (2) into conceptions (dear

perceptions). The monad by this process passes from

imconsciousness to consciousness. Since it is ideally

the world, since the world's laws are the laws of its

thought, its development through its appetition is ideally

the development of every other monad. Therefore, when

Locke said, " Nothing is in the intellect tliat has not

been first in the sense," Leibnitz replied, " Except the

mind and its ojjerations."

1 The word " apperception " originated as a philosophical temi with

Leibnitz. It became a very important conception with Kant and later

with modem psychologists.
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The Unconscious and the Conscious. Underlying

the above doctrine of development is the psychological

hypothesis of the existence of the unconscious, i To
Leibnitz every monad represents the Universe, although

it is not conscious of its representation. One pole of

the universe is matter, which represents the universe

in entire unconsciousness ; the other pole is God, who

is fully conscious of his function. The perceptions of

matter are altogether confused ; the perceptions of God
are altogether clear. Between matter and God are in-

finitesimal grades of conscious energy. Therefore, no

two things in the universe are alike. If they were alike,

they would be identical and one would be superfluous

;

but there is nothing superfluous in nature. This is

called by Leibnitz the Princ'qilc of the Identity of
Indiacernibles. That is to say, every monad must be dif-

ferentiated from every other intrinsically, or according

to the clearness of its percejitions.

The infinitesimal unconscious parts of which the

monad is composed, may not have singly a conscious

quality,^ although en 7nasse they may rise into con-

sciousness. Leibnitz calls these small impulses petites

perceptions. These are the basis of what is called to-

day The Lato of Continuity and it is fundamental to

the modern doctrine of evolution. There is perfect con-

tinuity between states of mind and between objects of

nature.3 Nature makes no leaps. The Law of Continu-

^ This waa only an hypothesis with Leibnitz. It has been verified in

modern pathological psychology by means of hypnotism,
' This was directly opposed to both Rationali.sm and Empiricism,

which contended that the mind is composed only of conscious states.

" Leibnitz's mathematical calculus helped him here. Just as an infi-

nite number of infinitely small particles make a quantity of real size,

so a mass of unconscious perceptions make a consciousness of actual
anerg7.
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ity and the Principle of the Identity of Indiscemibles

supplement each other. They are also reinforced by the

Law of Sufficient lieason, which asserts the unique-

ness of each monad in the total whole. Each monad
plays its own part and cannot liave an understudy.

Every finite event has, so to speak, its own formula.

Each term in the nature series has its own individu*

ality.i Life is full of meaning because at every point

each part has meaning. How vital life appears when

mechanical members are now seen in their reality as

living units. The law of mechanical necessity remains

as an instrument and partial expression of the surging

of the individual forces which constantly renew nature's

possibilities.

The Two Forms of Leibnitz's Conception of the

Unity of the Substances. The principle of unity

among the monads is called by Leibnitz a ^reestablished

harmony. He presented this principle of harmony in

two ways. In part the harmony comes out of their

constitution, as he conceived it to be. In part Leibnitz

artificially superimposed it upon the monads for theo-

logical reasons. In either case it is preiistablished.^

1. The monads, from the first point of view, have

an intrinsic unity. They have a family resemblance,

' To Spinoza nature phenomena Is a series of terms wliich are homo-
geueoua, quantitatively alike, and therefore without character. Life

to Spinoza was without meaning because each term can have its substi-

tute. In Loibuitz's teaching- Aristotle superseded Denuicritus.

^ Leibnitz used his celebrated figure of the two clocks to illustrate

the hamiony of the monads. Two clocks keep the same time, not be-

cause they influence one another (interaction), nor because the maker
mores the hands of one (Occasionalism), but because they have been
thus constructed by an intelligent Creator. Thus the harmony of the

world implies a personal God. Leibuitz's philosophical Rationalism here

passed into theology, and his metaphysics became an ethics. Leibnitz

began with a monadology, and by means of the conception of harmony
pawed to an optimism.
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from minerals and plants, which are " sleeping mon-

ads " with entirely unconscious ideas, animals which

are " dreaming monads," man who is a " waking

monad," to God, who in full consciousness of his ac-

tivity reproduces the imiyerse in clear and distinct

ideas. There is no inert matter ; no soul-less bodies

nor body-less souls exist. The smallest portion of dust

is the habiliment of aniuialculai. Nothing is dead,

and nature is a gradation of different degrees of ac-

tivity.

The phenomena of nature, viz., plants, animals, and

men, are groups of monads. An organic thing is a

combination of monads with a central ruling monad.

This central monad is the soul of the group ; the sub-

ordinate ones form the body of the organism. The
influence of the soul or ruling monad upon the body-

monads is purely ideal. They all strive for the same

end, which the soid represents more clearly. The group

acts spontaneously and together, not from any outside

influence. An inanimate object differs from such a

living organism, inasmuch as it is a group of monads

without a soul or a ruling, central monad ; and there-

fore such a monad is both soul and body. These groups

of monads are in an intrinsic cosmic unity because of

their original endowment. " Their natural harmony re-

sides in an ideal of perfect activity, while in actual ex-

istence they are independent." The ideal which unites

them is God, the last term in the gi-aded series of the

monads. He is the monad of monads, because lie is

perfect, conscious activity. Just as the various groups

of monads are ruled by a central soul-monad, so the

woi'ld of these groups is an hierarchy, which derives its

unitary and "harmonious character from this dominating
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monad. The world may be likened to a pyramid with

God at the apex.

2. When Leibnitz turned his philosophy into a the-

odicy or justification of the nature of God, his concep-

tion of the unity of the monads takes on a different

form. Instead of being derived from the nature of the

monads themselves as an unattained ideal for which

they strive, the unity becomes a superimposed unity

supported by all the scholastic proofs for the existence

of God. The highest monad becomes now an actual

personality who exists apart from the other monads.

God is not now the goal of tlie actualization of infinite

possibilities, but a perfect and actual person whose

reason impelled him to construct the best possible

world.

This leads us finally to Leibnitz's optimism. The
world in which we live is the world which God chose

to create. Now it is perfectly conceivable that a dif-

ferent world might have been created. Why did God
choose to construct this world? There is no necessity

for its construction— no i-eason in logic but in fact.

The fact is its excellence. Spinoza said that the only

possible world exists. Leibnitz said that the best pos-

sible world exists. Look about you. Is it not so?

The best possible world is a world of free agents

whose acts are rewarded and punished according to

their deserts. Evil is, therefore, an incident in the

harmony of the whole. Evil comes from the free

agency of man and God is not responsible for it.' It

is better to have evil and free agency than no evil and

' The optimism of Leibnitz is in respect to the world and not in re-

spect to the inJiviiluul. On the other hand, freedom is in respect to the

individual and not in respect to the world. The world Is pre&itablished

;

(uun ia free.
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no free agency. Evil, after all, ia not positive and

arises from the clouded vision of man. It is only the

absence of good, just as cold is the absence of heat.

Thus a preestablished harmony was constructed by

Leibnitz which does not come out of his original philo-

sophical premises.



CHAPTER VI

THE ENLIGHTENMENT (1690-1781)

The Emergence of the "New Man,"— Individual-

ism, lu passing to this period we should recall the two

objects of interest that distinguish modern from me-

diaeval thought: the "new man" of modern Europe;

and the " new universe "— new in its geographical out-

lines and in its intellectual materials. We have already

found that the two hundred and more years of the

Renaissance, the fii'st period of modern thought, was

absorbed in exploiting the second of these objects—
the " new universe." In fact, the " new man " had been

so interested in the " new universe " that he had not

thought of studying himself. He had systematized the

great wealth of his acquisitions and had constructed

great systems of science and metaphysics.

This second period of modern thought— the En-

lightenment— begins when the " new man " turns

away from his intellectual struggles with his environ-

ment and attempts to understand his own nature. Thus

the more important of the two objects emerges last;

and this turn to self-reflection constitutes the century

of the Enlightenment. The mental activity of the Re-

naissance had been vital, spontaneous, and unconscious,

like the awakening from sloi;]); that of Enlightenment

was self-conscious and attitudinizing.

It was an age to have satisfied Plato's heart— when

either philosophers ruled or rulers philosophized ; when

philosophy was the topic of conversation in the salon
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and the court. Common life was permeated with philo

Sophie doctrine. Indeed, the poetry of this epoch had so

philosophical a coloring that it is difficult to distinguish

the history of philosophy from that of literature.

Erdmann has well expressed the meaning of these

nine decades of the Enlightenment as " an effort to

raise man, so far as he is a rational individual, into a

position of supremacy over everything." It was during

this period, which we are now about to enter, that

Herder brouglit into currency in Germany the word

"humanity." In England the same sentiment was ut-

tered by Pope in 1732 in his Esmij on Man:—
"Know tlit-n thyself, presume not God to scan;

TLo proper study of luaukiiul is man."

Man in his supremacy occupies the entire foreground,

and interest in the " new universe " fades away. The
" new universe " is now seen in the light of one's per-

sonal interests. Man is supreme, and to his word there

can be no exception. There is constant reference dur-

ing this time to the " light of reason "— to a bright

inner, rational illumination in contrast to the vagaries

of mysticism and the obscurities of dogmatism. The

worship of genius arises and with it a contempt for the

unenlightened. " Thus would I speak, were I Christ,"

said Bahrdt. No wonder that (loethe described the

P^nlightenment as an age of self-conceit!

The Practical Presupposition of the Enlightenment

— The Independence of the Individual. The individual

became the original datum of this period into which

we are now entering ; he was considered to be the only

thing that is self-iutelligible ; he was the starting-point

from which aU social relationships were to be explained.

Among the many problems that arose, the independent
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existence of the individual remained unquestioned. It

was the period of " liberty, equality, and fraternity."

The problems were about the relations of the individual

;

never about the individual himself, for concerning the

individual no pvoblem could arise. The individual rejoic-

ing in the exuberance of his own powers, the " monad
enjoying himself," dominated everything. The individ-

ual was the practical assumption of the period.

The Metaphysical Presupposition of the Enlighten-

ment. Although the eightcentli century despaired of a

successful metaphysical construction of the " new uni-

verse," and although its attention was riveted on an

an.alysis of human relationships, it must not be supposed

that the period was without its metaphysical bias. Such

is not the nature of human history; and if an epoch

refuses to discuss metaphysical questions, it is because

it assumes some metaphysics as true. The assumption

of the independent individual implies the independent

existence of matter. The Enlightenment assumed the

Cartesian theory as correct, although many were the

polemics against metaphysical speculation. Here within

is the independent existence of mind ; and it would natu-

rally follow that there without is the equally independ-

ent existence of matter. The conception might fade into

a ghost-like dualism, as in Berkeley and Ilunie, but

the dualism never entirely vanished.' This has since

been known as the philosophy of " common sense," and

is to-day the easy attitude of those not interested in

metaphysical discussions. ''Common sense" means the

opinion of the majority as to truth. Most people to-day,

* Following the example set by Locke the philosophy of the Enlight

enraent left this metaphysical problem open. In 13erkeley and Hume
it has a striking; epiatemological form in the antithesis of outer and inner

ezperieuce.
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as then, accept without question some sort of dualism,

usually the dualism of mind and body.

The Problems of the Enlightenment. The area of

inquiry was thus very much restricted during this pe-

riod. Nature lies beyond our ken. God is still more

incomprehensible. From the study of nature and God,

let us turn to a study of the problems of the inner life.

Yet while the field of study was restricted, the prob-

lems within it were multitudinous, and there was an as-

tonishing breadth and universality, a tenacity of every-

thing, a disdainfulness of nothing. Within its own

field the Enlightenment sought to systematize and to

stand by any idea in spite of all opposition.

The problems may be divided into two classes,—
utilitarian and critical,— both having reference to the

individual man in his relations, i

(«) Utilitarian Problems. The Enlightenment was

curious about the interests, the happiness, and the many
powers of the individual. Empirical psychologists and

brilliant ethical scholars api)eared. How much can man
know, and what are the limits and extent of his knowl-

edge ? To the thinkers of the Enlightenment the most

important ideas—-yea, the only ideas of service to us

— are those derived from experience. We should be

happier if we confined ourselves to the facts of every-

day life, and did not try to deal with things beyond

experience. Let us give metaphysical theories to the

Churchmen. Empirical psychology thus took the place

of metaphysics, and became known as philosophy. It

was the favorite science of the time, and the basis of

ethics and epistemology. Philosophy thns came out of

— ^Tbese include the problems of psychology, epistemology, sociology,

economics, politics, etc.
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the school, and became a public utility. It was based,

to be sure, upon theological preconceptions, but it was

to be put to the service of man. It was to be an instru-

ment of discovery as well as a means of grace. With
this psychological incentive great schools of moralists

arose, especially in England: studying morality as based

on the intellect, on the feelings, on authority, on the as-

sociation of ideas.

Empirical psychology led to self-inspection, and this

is the age when self-inspection was universal. It is the

age of the founding of " societies for the observation

of man." It is the age of sentimental diary writing.

Rousseau wrote his autobiography in France, and it was

followed by a flood of autobiographies in Germany.

Even memoirs of such scoundrels as Laukhardt were

written and read as matters of public interest. Reli-

gion, too, took the form of personal experiences and

individual convei^sions ; and the Church was moi'e inter-

ested in the experiences of the saved than in the dogma

of salvation. The Methodist movement arose in Eng-

land and spread over the Continent and to America.

Individual opinions were more important than conven-

tions; friendships than marriage; societies than corpora-

tions. The historical was lost to view because the per-

sonal and particular occupied the foreground. Gibbon

said, "All ideas were equally true in the eyes of the

people, equally false in the eyes of the philosophers,

equally useful in the eyes of the magistrates."

(6) Questions of Criticism. In the second place,

the Enlightenment is a period of criticism and stands

in contrast with the constructive Rationalism of the

Renaissance. From Locke's invective against innate

ideas to Hume's skepticism of the law of cause, from
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Voltaire's examination of the foundations of religion

to Rousseau's polemic against society, the age was one

of the criticism of authority. The psychologists, moral-

ists, deists, and sociologists were revolutionists — all

striking directly or indirectly at absolute political sov-

ereignty, against the theoretical dogmatism and the

ceremonious morality in which the Renaissance was

complacent. The revolution began in the realm of the

intellect and spread to political society. It was natural

that the beginnings should be made in the apparently

harndess theoi-etical examination of the grounds of

knowledge and the principles of morality; but the out-

come was a general sweep of historical criticism, in

which authority and science, the Church, the State, and

education came under censure. The spirit of man was im-

patient. Man became indlfiferent to "learning." In con-

trast with the Renaissance, this was a time when books

were little read, proper names infrequently appeared in

writings, authorities were little cited. Let man study

himself If he would learn about history and understand

the world. Man stands above the scholar, the Chris-

tian, the German. He is independent of tradition, and

should substitute the useful for the historical. Cosmo-

politanism takes the place of patriotism. The Enlight-

enment is practical and yet imaginative. Its criticism

aims to strip man of all his artificialities and to find his

natural state. Its emphasis is negative and destructive.

The Enlightenment and the Political Map of Europe.

The revolt of the Enlightenment against the past appeared

in remarkable changes in the political map of Europe.

The politicid Europe of medlfeval times had hardened

in the Renaissance into national social absolutisms in

which the despotic powers of Macchiavelli (1460-1527)
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in the early part and Richelieu (1585-1642) in the

latter part were typical. How, then, did the individual-

ism of the Enlightenment g^ow out of the absolutism

of the Renaissance? The Renaissance nations did not

contribute equally to the coming period. Italy after

•Macchiavelli suffered from the Counter-Reformation

and contributed nothing. Germany was held back by

similar political circumstances, especially by the Thirty

Years' War. It contributed nothing and did not par-

ticipate in the Enlightenment until the middle of the

eighteenth century. Even then its progress in indi-

vidualism was entirely inspired by importations from

French and English sources. The Enlightenment was

most pronounced in France, but France was not the

source from which the doctrines of the Enlightenment

sprang. The French got their original inspiration from

England. The great ideas of the Enlightenment had

been fermenting in England in the political revolutions

of the last century of the Renaissance. English politics

of the seventeenth century gave to all the nations of

Europe their theories of individualism of the eighteenth

century. (See pp. 68, 215.)

In consequence politically as well as intellectually

absolute niediaevalism in Europe bi-oke to pieces in the

Enlightenment. New-comers forced their way into poli-

tics and the Enlightenment was marked by the rise of

Russia, Prussia, England, and the American colonies

France and Austria, representing the past, were ar-

rayed against England and Prussia, representing the

future of Europe. The conflict between them was that

of the old idea of military despotism, non-commerce,

and non-toleration against the new spirit of individual

freedom. From the Peace of Westphalia (1G48) to the
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Seven Years' War (175G-1763) occurred many con-

flicts which presaged the breaking down of the old

boundaries. The ohl regime received its death-blow at

the hands of Frederick the Great in the Seven Years*

War ; and a half-ceutury later (180G) the Holy Roman
Empire came to an end.

In all countries there were vigorous political move-

ments in support of the rights of the individual. In

England the House of Couunons began to rise to power

and the colonies in America to assert their independ-

ence. In France the Bourbon family was fast losing

its grip, to be completely overthrown in the French

Revolution (1789). The current was entirely in the

same direction in Germany. This was the time of Adam
Smith and the rise of economic theories. It is a matter

of no little significance that this period from the point

of view of pliilosophy begins with Locke's psychologi-

cal J^ssay and ends with Kant's Critique; and from

the point of view of politics it begins with the Revolu-

tion of 1(j88 in England, and ends with a revolution in

France and another in the American colonies.

The Many Groups of Philosophers of the Enlighten-

ment. The Enlightenment teems with philosophers, for

its secular life was permeated with the reliective spirit.

The pliilosophers are also often notable men, whose

names are familiar to the modern reader. Nevertheless

the number of constructive philosophers was exceed-

ingly few, Locke, Hume, Rousseau, etc. In personal

talents and importance to their age the others seem to

go in groups or to be part of the secular spirit. On the

whole the history of the Enlightenment is that of so-

cial movements, and the philosophers seem to be tb

exponents of such movements.
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Some of these important groups are as follows:—
In England :—
1. Associationalist Psychologists: Peter Brown (d.

1735), Hartley (1704-1757), Search (1705-1774),

Priestley (1733-1804), Tooke (1736-1812), Erasmus

Darwin (1731-1802), Thomas Brown (1778-1820).

2. Moiul Philosophers: Shaftesbury (1G71-1713)
;

morality based on intellect, Samuel Clarke (1G75-

1729); AVollaston (1650-1724); morality based on

feeling, Ilutcheson (1694-1747); Home (1696-

1782); Biuke (1730-1797); Ferguson (1724-1816)

;

Adam Smitli (1723-1790); morality based on author-

ity, Butler (1692-1752); Pidey (1743-1805); ethics

basetl on associational psychology, Bentham (1748-

1832) ; in an isolated ethical position, Mandeville

(1670-1733); the Platonist, Price (1723-1791).

3. The Ihi.sts: Toland (1670-1722), Collins

(1676-1729), Tindal (1656-1733), Chubb (1679-

1747), Morgan (d. 1743), Rolingbroke (1678-1751).

4. T/ie Scottish School of Philosophy : Thomas

Reid (1710-1796), Oswald (d. 1793), Beattie (d.

1805), Dugald Stewart (1753-1828).

In France :

—

1. Skeptics: Bayle (1647-1706), Voltaire (1694-

1778), Maupertuis (1698-1759), d'Alembert (1717-

1783), Buffon (1707-1788), Robinet (1735-1820).

2. The Scf7siiali,sti^: La Mettric (1709-1751), Bon-

net (1720-1793), Condillac (1715-1780), Cabanis

(1757-1808).

3. TheEncydopccdists: Diderot (1713-1784), Vol-

taire, d'Alembert, Rousseau (1712-1778), Turgot,Jau.

coui-t, Duclos, Grimm (1723-1807), Holbach (172?

1789), Helvetius (1715-1771).
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4. The Political Economists and Constitutional-

ists: Montesquieu (1689-1755), Quesuay, Turgot,

Morelly, Mably.

5. The Sentimentalist: Rousseau (1712-1778), thf

most notable figure of France during the Enlighten

inent.

6. Philosophical Pevolutionists : St. Lambert

(1716-1803), Volney(1757-1820),Condoreet(1743-

1794), Garat (1749-1833).

In Germany:—
1. Thomasius (1655-1728), the first of the Enlight-

enment.

2. The Wolffians: Wolff (1679-1754), Bilfinger,

Knutzen (d. 1751), Gottsched (1700-1766), Baum-

garten (1714-1762).

3. The Geometrical Method and its Opponents

:

Hansch, Ploucquet, Crousaz, Riidiger (1671-1731),

Crusius (1712-1775), Budde, Brueker, Tiedemann,

Losslus, Platner.

4. The Psychologists and Related Philosophers:

Kniger, Hentsch, Weiss, Irwing, Moritz (1757-1793),

Basedow (1723-1790), Pestalozzi, and Sulzer.

5. The Independent Philosophers: Lambert (1728-'

1777), Tetens (1736-1805).

6. The Deists: Schmidt, Sender (1725-1791), Rei-

marus (1699-1768), Edelmann.

7. The Pietists: Spener (1635-1705), Franckf

(1663-1727), Arnold, Dlppel.

8. The Popular Philosophers : Mendelssohn (1729-

1786), Nicolai (1733-1811), Basedow, Abbt, Engel,

Feder, Meiners, Garve.

9. The Writer on Philosophical Religion : Leasing

(1729-1781).
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10. The Writer on Faith Philosophy: Herder

(1744-1803).

The philosophers of greatest importance in this pe-

riod are given below. To help the reader keep in miud

contemporary philosophical influences other names are

given with them in a parallel table.

Bacon
15G1

Hobbes
1588

Descartes

1596
1626

1650
1677

1679

Spinoza
1032

Newton
1C42

Leibnitz

1646

Locke
1632

Volff
1679 Berkelej

Voltaire 1685
1694

1V04

1716

1727

Hume
1711 Rousseaa

1712
Lessing
1729

1764
1753

1778
1776

1778
1781





CHAPTER VII

JOHN LOCKE

The Enlightenment in Great Britain. The history of

the philosophy of Great Britain includes the teachings

of Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and the Scottish School.

With the exception of the teachings of the reactionaiy

Scottish School, all the important philosophical teach-

ings appear in the first half of the eighteenth century.

We need to understand, first, the philosophical position

of Locke, who was the fatlier of the Enlightenment.

Our discussion of the philosophy of Bacon and Hobbes

has been followed by that of Rationalism. It would,

however, be a mistake for the reader to infer, as we are

about to take up the study of Locke, tliat a long period

of time intervened between Hobbes and Locke. A
chronological comparison of their lives shows that they

were contemporaries for forty-seven years. Both lived

through the reign of Charles I, during the Conmionwe.ilth

and the Restoi-ation. Hobbes died eleven years before

Locke publishetl his only philosophical essay. We nmst

remember, too, that the English empirical philosophers

of the Enlightenment were not insulated from the Ra-

tionalists of the Continent. On the contrary, there was a

lively interchange of ideas. Descartes influenced Hobbes

and Hobbes influenced S])inoza. The influence of Des-

cartes upon Locke was not inconsiderable, and Leibnitz

felt the influence of Locke. Berkeley and Leibnitz ar-

rived at idealistic conclusions from independent points

of view.
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The English Enlightenment was the natural devel

opment of the English Renaissance. Locke was the

successor of Bacon and Hobbes. On the other hand,

the English Enlightenment is similar to that in France

and Germany. The first half of the English Enlight-

enment— from 1690 to 1750— was absorbed in phil-

osophical discussions ; during the second half, the pe-

riod abandoned philosophy, and was engaged entirely

in politics. The classes that won in the Revolution of

1G88 had little trouble in maintaining their place of

power. The peaceful coming of William and Mary gave

well-ordered conditions for intellectual development and

for a powerful literary movement. The Jacobites were

crushed, and there ensued a period of political peace.

In the latter half of the century, however, another set

of topies came to the front. After 1750 politics super-

seded philosophy ; and whereas the keenest English

minds had been employed upon the theoretical " study

of mankind " in literature and philosophy, they now be-

.-lame engaged in practical political questions. Political

parties developed. The Court was arrayed against the

families of the Revolution ; the American trouble, and

the Wilkite agitations were looming large. England was

sucked into the political maelstrom that was involving

all Europe. Instead of deistic controversies with the

theological orthodoxy, dangerous political questions were

appearing. Instead of Hume's EsBciy and Butler's Anal'

orjy we have Burke's speeches, Adam Smith's Wealth

of Nations, Junius's Letters, and political pamphlets.

In the first half of the period Bolingbroke had left poli-

tics for philosophy ; in the second half Priestley left his

laboratory for politics. The great change in English in-

tellectual interests is shown in Hume himself. In 1752
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he turned from philosophy, because there was so little!

interest in the subject, to the writing o{ his history oi

England. Theology was paralyzed ; deism was no longer

ridiculed; orthodoxy slumbered in its victory. The only

philosophic tones came from France, where Voltaire, the

Encyclopaedists, and Rousseau were carrying out a move-

ment that had its origin in England; and, on the other

hand, from Scotland and its reactionary school. But the

political movement always remained pulitical in Eng-

land, because its institutions were not inflexible and be-

cause the English people are by nature constitutional.

In England there has never been a revolution, in the

true sense, but England's progress has always been con-

trolled by tradition. Even the revolution in the English

colonies in America was caused by an abridgmeut of con-

stitutional rights, and not by political theory, although

the formal Declaration of Independence was framed

under the influence of French philosophers.

John Locke, Life and Writings (1632-1704). The
life of Locke falls into four periods.

1. Student Life (1C32-16GG). Locke passed his

first fourteen years at home, which were the troublesome

years of the Civil War. The next six years were spent

at the Westminster School in London. The last four-

teen years of this period were spent, first as student and

then as lecturer in Oxford. He took his Oxford degrees

in 1660, the year of the Restoration and the year in

which the British Royal Society was founded at Oxford.

His dislike for the classics, which was begun at the West-

minster School, was confirmed by his Oxford studies.

Consequently, during the years of his perfunctory lec-

turing at Oxford (1660-1666), his main interest was

in physics. He was engaged in chemical, meteorologi-
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cal, and especially medical observatioua. He was also

engaged iu au amateur medical practice, in partnership

with an old physician.

The fii'st turning point in his life came in 1666, when

he was called to attend the first Lord Shaftesbury, who

had fallen ill at Oxford. This accidental meeting was

the beginning of a lusting friendship with the Shaftes-

bury family, sustained by their common love for polit-

ical, religious, and intellectual liberty. The first Lord

Shaftesbury was the most notable statesman in the reign

of Charles II ; the third Lord Shaftesbury was the

greatest of English ethical scholars. Locke was the

trusted friend and beneficiary of the first Lord Shaftes-

bury, the tutor of the second, and influenced, more than

any one else, the ethical productions of the third. Locke

wrote some notes in this period on the Roman Com-

monwealth, au essay on toleration, and made records

of physical observations.

2. As Politician (^l(j(j6-l(jS''i'). During these seven-

teen years Locke's outward fortunes were intimately

connected with the political career of Shaftesbury. He
held public office. He was made a member of the Royal

Society iu 1GG8. The winter of 1670-1671 was im-

portant for his intellectual fortunes and marks another

turning point in his life. It was then that he started

the inquiry that led to his famous &say.^ The E»say

^Jas in the process of development during the next nine-

teen years. He passed four years in retirement and in

study in France (1675-1679). He also at this time

first conceived his Essays on Government. Shaftes-

bury fled to Holland in November, 1682, and Locke a

few months later followed him.

^ See Eisay, introductory epistle to the reader.
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8. As Philosophical Author (1683-1691). The
year 1689 divides this period into two important parts.

The first pajt (1683-1689) is not only the period of

his exile in Holland, but it is the time in which he is

composing and completing his three most important

literary works— Essay Concerning Human Under-

standing, the two Treatises on Govemment, the three

Epistles on Tolerance. During the second pai-t (1689-

1691) he published these, which was the time immedi-

ately following his rc^turn to England. Newton's Prin-

cipia was publisliod in 1687, and Locke's Essay in 1690
— the one the foundation uf modern physical science,

the other the beginning of modern psychology. The ap-

pearance of these two works togctlier witli the Revolu-

tion in 1688 makes this point of time an important one

in the history of the world.

4. As Controversialist (1691-1704). Locke then

began to write upon almost every conceivable subject

— the coining of silver money, the raising of the value

of money, the cultui-e of olives, etc. He was also very

busy in defending his philosophy against attacks. For

him, until 1700 the period was one of controversy. At

that time he retired from all activity, and after four

yeai-s of failing health died in 1704. His period of pro-

duction was confined to the eleven years between 1689

and 1700.

The Sources of Locke's Thought. 1. His Puritan

Ancestry. The ancestry of Locke is little known, and

not much that appears in his })ersonality c:\n be ex-

plained by it. Both his father and mother were Puri-

tans, and he seems to have inherited the severe piety,

prudent, self-reliant industry, and love of liberty, that

were common in English Puritan families of the middle
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class in the seventeenth century. During the first fou^

teen years he was schooled by his parents.

2. His Training in Tolerance. If Locke inherited

in the least degree any temper of intolerance from his

Puritan ancestry it entirely disappeared with his expe-

riences before and during his life at the University of

Oxford. In 1G46, at the Westminster School, his mind

revolted at the cruel intolerance on both sides in the

events just succeeding the Civil War. He also rebelled

at the stern scholastic training which he received. These

negative influences were supplemented by positive in-

centives to freedom and toleration during his univer-

sity life. John Owen was the liberal Viee-Chancellor of

Oxford at that time, and the university granted freedom

of thought to all Protestants. Locke felt Owen's influ-

ence throughout his whole life. The fact that Locke's

intimate friend at Oxford was Professor Pococke, the

most outspoken Poyalist in the university, shows that

whatever Puritanism there was in Locke's nature had

been ameliorated. Tolerance and liberty of opinion be-

came now the key-note in the life of John Locke. " A
gentle disposition, great love for his friends, an honest

seeking after trutli, and a firm faith in the importance

of personal and political freedom are the traits most

remarkable in Locke as we know him fi'om his books

and letters." His toleration was not of the same sort as

that of his contemporary Leibnitz. Leibnitz sought to

reconcile discordant elements by combining them into

a new dogmatic theory ; Locke neglected disagreements,

sought no perfect harmony, l)ut pointed out a via media

that any individual might take. Leibnitz set forth a

metaphysical system ; Locke gave a practical method.

He had great directness, and was a man of honesty of
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thought. Not being a partisan he had no' side to defend

;

and he was not a partisan because philosophy was not

his trade. Philosophy was to Locke the accomplishment

of a gentleman who was interested in the puzzles of life.

His diction is for ordinary people ; it is simple and ex-

pressed in short Anglo-Saxon words. He shows no logic

of thought ; and while any sentence is admirable, the

paragraph and the page are dull. His Essay is a chaos

of plain truths, only here and there illuminated by im-

agination. He shows no poetic power, and the world in

which he lived never fired his imagination. He studied

the human mind as he would read the thermometer. To
our fathers his Essaij was a philosophical Bible. To us

the Essay stands, not like a completely planned builds

ing, but like an enlarged cottage, very habitable, but

making no single impression.

3. The Scientijic Influence. As a fellow-country-

man of Ockaui and the two Bacons, Locke shows the

game anti-mystical and positivist tendencies. He was

a thorough Englishman in taste and temperament.

Wheu the " new philosophy " was finding its way into

the Oxford circle, he was one of the first to welcome it.

It came to the University through books; the lecturers

were still true to Aristotle. Descartes and Hobbtis

were widely read, as was also Gassendi's exposition of

Epicurus. Locke himself writes concerning the influ-

ence of Descartes upon him. He gave up all thought

of becoming a clergyman ; and his personal friendship

for Bayle, a famous chemist, and for Sydenham, a no

less famous physician, interested him in the empirical

method as they applied it to chemistry and therapeu-

tics. He owed his philosophical awakening to Descartes

and the Poi-t Royal logic. The lucidity of Descartes
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came to him as an inspiration of Intellectual liberty,

although he afterwards used the principles that Descarte*

had taught him to controvert his teacher's doctrine.

During the first period of Locke's life (1632-1666)

he was nothing more than a student of medicine and

a meteorological observer. He was the retired scholar

who led so placid a life that it portended nothing note-

worthy. He was a creditable scholar and teacher, but

his life was negative in character. He had passed

through stirring times, and they did not stir him.

4. Tlte PoUtical Influence : Locke's interest in poli-

tics began when he was thirty-four years old— when

he met Lord Ashley at Oxford. For fifteen years ha

shared the home and fortune of this most remarkable

man of affairs in the reign of Charles II. This Lord

Ashley (Earl of Shaftesbury) fled to Holland in 1G82,

and died there the next year. After the death of his

patron Locke left England for exile in Holland until

1689, when he returned to England with AVilliam and

Mary. In Holland he found a brilliant company, exiled

from all countries ; and he formed an intimate friend-

ship with Limborch, the leader of liberal theology in

Holland. Some of the time he lived with a Quaker,

Locke's friendship with Shaftesbury and his residence

in Holland confirmed him in his belief in political lib-

erty. So when William entered England and needed

literary justification for the Revolution, he got it in

Locke's two Treatises on Government. Locke thug

became the philosophical defender and intellectual rep-

resentative of the Revolution that now after fifty years

had reached its culmination.

Simunary. On the whole, the inherited Puritanism

of Locke was easUy modified not only by his own mod-
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«rate disposition, but also by his scientific interests and

by his large political experiences. He naturally grew

\o be the apostle of the via media between traditional-

ism and empiricism. He published practically nothing

before he was sixty years old. After his return from

exile his principal works appeared in swift succession.

Two accidents formed turning-points in his life. His

accidental meeting with Shaftesbury in 16G6 turned

him to polities; and secondly, at an informal meeting

of friends in the winter of 1070-1671 the question

about the nature of sensations was accidentally raised,

out of which grew his great Esaaij. His life was pri-

marily one of aftairs and of large acquaintance with men
and things. Ti* iilm life was the first thing, his interest

in politics came second, and his philosophy third. That

his ideas should have been the basis of extreme phil-

osophical and political beliefs on the Continent is

natural enough when one remembers the perils of mis-

interpretation to the man who preaches the doctrine of

the via media.

The Purpose of Locke. In the historical perspective

of two centuries we to-day see Locke in his Essay Con-

cerming Human Understanding delivering the inau-

gural address of the eighteenth century. He is making

the first formal declaration of the intellectual rights of

the individual in a lengthy, dry, and erudite psycholog-

ical dissertation. Of course he never knew the historical

importance of his own work. It grew out of the need

of the hour. He would have been astonished to find

himself the spokesman of the century of French Ency-

clopaedists, materialists, and revolutionists, of English

deists, of German Illuminati, of Hume, and of Voltaire.

He had in mind to answer the restrictions of the high
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Churchman on the one hand, and the arrogant claims

of the atheists on the other, as to the power of the hu-

man intellect. He states that bis design is to ^' inquire

into the original, certainty, and extent of human knowl-

edge." In this declaration Locke foreshadows Kant,

but he falls short of the insight of Kant. For Locke

speaks for the spirit of the eighteenth and not the

nineteenth century, and (1) he must keep within the

range of concrete facts
; (2) he must state only what

can be stated clearly; and (3) he must be practical.

It was, however, in its larger meaning a declaration of

human freedom. Locke shows what limitations the hu-

man intellect has, what it can and what it cannot know.

When the Enlightenment got momentum, it forgot the

limitations to knowledge that the sober Locke had set

down, and read in his words only a declaration of license.

The Essay differs from any previous modern philo-

bophieal writing. ISIan and not the universe is thes

subject. Locke translated the rationalistic cosmology

of the Cartesians into the language of empirical psy.

chology.

But it is the via media for which Locke stands, and

not the lawless excesses of the eighteenth century. The

human reason is not all-knowing— cannot solve all

problems, is not endowed with divine ideas ; on the

other hand, the human reason is not merely a string of

sensations. The human reason is just this : it is human.

It stands midway between divine intuition and animal

sensation. Man is free, but free under his own limita-

tions. " If by this inquiry it may be of use to prevail

with the busy mind of man to be more cautious in med-

dling with things beyond its comprehension— we should

then not be so forward, out of affection for universal
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knowledge, to perplex ourselves and others with dis-

putes about things, to which our understandings are

not suited and of which we have not any notions at all."

Human freedom stands between the absolute freedom

of God and the absolute necessity of the animal. Hu-

man freedom lies within the limits and bounds of human
ideas— the via media; and analysis of those ideas will

show what those limits and bounds are. There can be

no knowledge without ideas. Sojue ideas may be erro-

neous and out of all relation to reality. On the other

hand, there may be ideas to which no experiences fit.

Intellectual freedom consists in having not isolated

ideas, but ideas in their relations, that is, in the form

of judgments. Locke was moved in making his analysis

of ideas by a general moral purpose to correct the faults

and fallacies in mankind and in himself. " Man's facul-

ties were given him to procure the liappiness which this

world is capable of," says Locke, and it might have

been Bacon who had said it. The search for the via

media is justified by its practical and utilitarian ends.

The via media is the way of freedom.

Two Sides of Locke's Philosophy. The search for

the via media is an attempt to find " the limits and

extent of human knowledge." This involved Locke in a

discrimination as to what should be aecej)ted and what

rejected of the past. It gives his philosophy a positive

and a negative aspect. In brief, on its negative side he

makes a show of rejecting the entire past by rejecting

all innate ideas, but really he inconsistently accepted

from the past its conception of substance and of indi-

viduality. On its positive side he builds up from ex-

perience a theory of knowledge which he divides into

intuitive, demonstrative, and probable. That is to say,
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while Locke affirms that all our knowledge must be

derived from experience, it never occurs to him to

doubt the traditional Cartesian theory of the existeno

of God, man, and matter.

(a) The Negative Side— Locke and Scholasticism.

Locke issued an avowed defiance to scholasticism in

the introduction of his Essay. Of the four books into

which the Essay is divided, the first was composed last

and added as an introductory declaration of independ-

ence. If it had been the only part ever written, the

anarchism of the eighteenth century would have been

right in finding its justification in the Essay, To a

modern mind this first book looks harmless enough, but

in Locke's time it had a deep sociological and political

meaning. It expresses his practical moral defiance of

traditional mediievalism. " There exist no innate ideas,"

says Locke. Innate ideas mean to him the tyranny of

tradition — unexamined and unsubstantiated beliefs,

conceptions unverified by fact. They stand for church

dogma imposed upon the unthinking masses, the abso-

lutism of monarchy and the divine riglit of kings, the

inherited superstitions about nature. Spinoza had de-

duced his entire philosophy from the innate idea of sub-

stance ; Descartes liad found at least three innate ideas

;

Leibnitz believed all ideas innate because he believed

that the mind has unconscious ideas. Locke held that

the mind functions only consciously, and of course his

ethnological and psychological arguments (that the law

of identity, for example, would be unkno\vn to savages,

idiots, and children) miss fire, since none of the Ra-

tionalists maintained the existence of innate ideas in

his meaning of the term. Besides, modern psychology

has proved the existence of unconscious mind and an-
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nulled Locke's arguments. But Locke is aiming at

somethiug more vulnerable than innate ideas themselver

— he is attacking the mediaeval habit of the individual

who takes a thing as true because it has the weight of

traditional authority. He is pleading for the personal

right of the individual to examine ideas.

(6) The Positive Side— The New Psychology and

Epistemology. If inherited ideas have no weight for

Locke, he was bound to show the kind of ideas upon

which we can rely. The mind enters upon life with no

stock of ideas in trade ; how do they arise ? The logical

outcome of Locke's disclaimer of scholastic psychology

obliged him to construct a new psychology and theory

of knowledge. He must offer a psychology as a con-

structive program for the individualism of the En-

lightenment. In his second book Locke states tlie posi-

tive side of his doctrine by saying that the mind is like

a white paper without any original markings ; that it

gets its markings from the impressions made upon it.

Thus to deny innate ideas and to affirm that all ideas

are empirically aroused, are the negative and positive

sides of the same doctrine of individualism. They are

two ways of saying that the mind of the individual is

free to judge for itself of the truth or falseness of its

experiences.

In his denial of the existence of innate ideas, in his

use of the formula that " nothing is in the intellect that

has not been first in the sense," or in his employment

of the figure of the " white piece of paper," Locke does

not intend to state anything further than that the mind

is free. He merely means that the individual starts

without trammels and prejudices. He does not mean

that the mind is completely passive and at the mercy
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of its environment, as his French followers interpreted

him. Locke is a sensationalist, but he does not belong

to that class who believe that our mental states are

merely translated sensations, and that the mind itself

is merely jjassive. lie believes that the mind does not

create its ideas, but that they are presented to it. The
mind has original powers upon which it can reflect.

The mind can operate with its ideas and make them

into compounds. Thus one must read Locke's Essay

to the end to get his double point of view. In the sec-

ond and third books he frequently discusses the con-

tents of the mind as if the mind were passive, in the

manner of modern psychologists. In the fourth book

he develops an epi.stemology on the assumption that the

mind is active and free.

Locke's Psychology. The second and third books of

the Essay are a discussion of the empirical sources of

our ideas. One notes the Cartesian dualism of mind

and matter iji the background. All ideas have their

source either externally in the impressions upon the

bodily senses, or internally in the operations of the

mind itself. The sources of ideas are either sensations

or reflections, or, as Locke calls them, " outer and inner

perceptions." Locke also calls them " simple ideas,"

being the units out of which the complex ideas are con-

structed. We understand easily enough what Locke

means by sensations, but " reflections " is a word pecu-

liar to him, which has not been taken up by philosophy,

He means by " reflections " a consciousness of the ma-

chinery of the mind. We are, that is to say, conscious

of our willing, loving, remembering, etc. As to the

order of their appearance in the mind, the sensations

are prior to the reflectiou-s and are the occasion for the
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appearance of the reflections. The reflections are not

the process of transmitting the sensations, but they are

.

;he later ami mechanical transmutation of the sensa-

tions. It is important to note that throughout Locke's

psychological analysis, he regards the mind as passive,

even with respect to the ideas of reflection. The reflec-

tions, as faculties of the mind, are dependent on the

sensations, and both sensations and reflections make im-

pressions Jipon a passive mind.

These " simple " ideas come into the crucible of the

mind and form " complex " ideas of various sorts. There

are three general classes of these complex ideas: sub-

stances, modes, and relations. The construction of

" complex ideas " out of " simple ideas " and the objects

to which the complex ideas refer receive a great vari-

ety of illustration at Locke's hands, but the details of

his lengthy discussion need not detain us. He is very

painstaking ; he shows hard common sense ; but he is

deficient in logical classification and he often betrays

much indecision. His Ji^ssai/ is of encyclopaedic charac-

ter in its derivation of all common notions from " sim-

ple ideas." The laws of association form the chemistry by

which he welds the " simple ideas " together.

Thus far Locke is empirical and consistent. How-

ever, the dualistic background of the thought of his age

makes him deviate from his avowed empiricism. Be-

sides thedear and simple ideas of sensation and reflec-

tion Locke introduces the idea of the Self. What is the

idea of Self? It is not a sensation nor a reflection. It

is not a complex idea, djrived from sensations and re-

flections. " It is an internal, infallible perception that

we are." It is an accompaniment of the processes of

thought. It stands beside the ideas, which are empiri-
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cally derived, as an unexplained reminder. The result

of Locke's psychological analysis is therefore that our

knowledge is restricted to the combination of the simple

ideas of sensation and reflection plus the unexplained

idea of the Self.

Locke's Theory of Knowledge. Although Locke says

that the purpose of his Essay is to show the limits and

extent of human knowledge, he does not reach this un-

til the last book. The first three books form a long in-

troduction to the fourth book and his real theme. Here

for the first time he treats the mind as active ; and here

for the first time in the history of thouglit the attempt

is made to show what questions man can answer with

certainty, what with probability, and what are beyond

man's knowledge.

All the difficulties in the assumptions of the En-

lightenment come out in Locke's treatment of his main

theme. Locke defines knowledge as tlie " perception of

the agreement or disagreement of our ideas," and yet

he says that knowledge is real only as ideas agree with

things. That is to say, Locke had assumed (in Book II

of the Essay^ the existence of the material substance

of things of the outer world, just as he assumed the

existence of the spiritual Self-substance of the inner

world. What is the nature of the outer material sub-

stance? Locke hesitates, and the best he can answer is,

" It is the unknown support and cause of the union of

several distinct, simple ideas." Substance, to Locke, is

a word for something unknown. But do the ideas of the

mind yield us no information wliatever about material

substance? They do; they tell us that something exists

without us ; and they give us knowledge of its effects

on us. This power of the material substance to produce
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an effect on us is called by Locke (following Robert

Boyle) its quality. The effect, however, cannot resem-

ble the substance itself any more than a written word

is a copy of the thought inspiring the word. The effect

produced is the idea. Our ideas show that thei'e are

two kinds of qualities of material substance—primary

and secondary. The primary qualities are constant and

unchangeable, always present when matter is present,

absent when matter is absent. They are called pri-

mary because they are inseparable from matter, such as

extension, solidity, motion and rest, duration and posi^

tion in time. The secondary qualities " are nothing in

the objects themselves but powers to produce various

sensations in us by their primary qualities." They are

variable and changeable, such as color, sound, odor, etc.

The primary qualities, therefore, have two kinds of

effects : (1) they produce direct ideas which resemble

themselves ; (2) they produce secondary qualities which

produce ideas in us unlike the primary qualities. The

ideas of secondary qualities are the indirect product of

the primary qualities. In other words the substance to

Locke stands as merely the nominal support of the

primary qualities, and the primary qualities are the

cause of the secondary qualities. This revival of the

Democritan conception by Locke was quickly discred-

ited by Berkeley except among some circles of materi*

alists.

Locke, therefore, would naturally agree with Ilobbes

(p. 66) that truth does not consist in the agTcement of

ideas with things but in the agreement of ideas with

one another. Truth is not a simple idea but the relation

between two ideas. There are four kinds of such rela-

tionship : (1) identity and difference ; (2) modal and
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causal relations; (3) coexistence; (4) necessity of the

existence of actuulity.

The individual stands forth free in the development

of his ideas, but he is an individual circumscribed by

his dualistic world. He belongs to the world of an un-

explained spiritual substance on the one hand, and he

13 surrounded by a world of an unknown material sub-

stance on the other. There are three kinds of knowl-

edge: inUdtlve, demonstrativey and probable.

The individual is intuitively certain of his own ideas.

He has also demonstrative knowledge— he can reason

logically and matheiuatieally. But Locke's real problem

does not lie with intuitive and demonstrative knowledge.

The question tliat concerned him was rather. What is

the character of our knowledge of the external world ?

The individual in the Enlightenment lived in a spiritual

independence of matter, yet he liad a feelingof uncer-

tainty about his hold upon a world of matter so differ-

ent from himself. It was a world foreign to his spirit-

ual essence. With the deepening of the mind within

itself and with its growing independence, the ecpially

independent material world grew more difficult and dis-

tant. Locke feels this difficulty. How can man know

this external world? How can tlie individual, with all

his freedom, bring the external world under his control ?

The highest degree whieli our knowledge of the ex-

ternal world can attain is probability, or an inference

from many sources. Such knowledge is mere opinion,

which supplements certain knowledge and operates in

the large field of our dally existence. The spiritual indi-

vidual stands in a kind of twilight region with the dull

wall of the material world of probable existence looming

up before him, the outlines of which he can barely dis-
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oem. On either side of this twilight existence lies the

broad daylight of intuitive and demonstrative kuowl-

edge, and around it all the absolute darkness of igno-

rance. Our knowledge is much loss than our ignorance

because our knowledge is limited to our ideas and their

combinations. Locke stood in the very presence of the

philosophical Sphinx, but he made uo attempt to solve

its riddle— how the subjective series of ideas can have

objective validity. For the answer to this we have to

wait for Kant.

Locke's Practical Philosophy. Locke pursued the via

media in his discussion of the practical problems that

were at that time of bui-ning importance in English so-

ciety. He always kept iu mind the spiritual man who

is circumscribed by his own limitations. Morally, reli-

giously, and politically tlie individual has to conform

to the conditions in which he lives. But morality, reli-

gion, and government cannot get their authority from

ideas inborn in the mind. All are the outgrowths of

experience. Divine revelation can and has proclaimed

only those laws which agree with human reason. Keve-

lation may transcend but cannot contradict experience.

Positive religion agrees therefore with natural religion

but is less restricted. Having its shrine in the heart of

tlie independent and free individual, religion needs no

police protection. A free Church in a free State ! This

can be attained only by the separation of Church and

State. (See Locke's Letters on Tolerance; also his

Sketch oj^ the Goveraijienl of North Carolinafor Eight

English Lords.')

On the other hand, the moral law is a law o£ nature,

although it is at the same time a law of God. Morality

is rooted in authority of thi-ee kinds : the will of God

:
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the law of the State ; custom and public opinion. Obe-

dience of the moral law is happiness and happiness is

the summum bomim. This is reached by the control of

the mechanism of the desires. In both morality and re^

ligion the individual is final judge, for the individual

is arbiter of his own happiness,— and happiness is of

more value than all else.'

Locke's political theory is along the same via media.

In his two Treatises on Government he seeks to make
good the title of King William to the British throne

by a political theory, and he defended this theory

against both absolutists and republicans. England has

the honor of having the first constitutional monarchy

and the first theory of constitutional monarchy. Locke

could perfect Algernon Sidney's theory (^Discourses

concerning Govern/neiU^ because Locke had before

him an actual model in the English government. He
justifies the right of the individual to revolt under cer-

tain conditions. Political government is not a sacred

innate idea, but has arisen out of experience as condu-

cive to the happiness of man. The individuals and the

government make a contract to serve each other. When
either violates the contract, the State is at an end. To

the advocates of the divine rights of kings, like Filmer,

^ Locke's theory of education ia quite as unsystematically worked
out aa )u8 ideas on ethics and religion, yet his ideas on all these subjecta

proved more influential than any system. His pedagogical ideas were
the inspiration of European educational theory of the eighteenth century.

The conception of the free development of the individual, the educa-

tion in independence, learning through play, the free exercise of the

body, the value of intuition in instruction, regard for personal peculiar-

ities and development of personal character— all these pedagogical ideas

are found in their kernel in Locke's Thoughts concerning Education. They
ar« there stated in a more noble and comprehensive form than by
Rousseau for they are founded on the ethical idea of the family. This
prudent Locke lays out a conservative path.
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political law antedated " nature "
; to Hobbes, law came

after " nature " ; to Locke, law is " nature." To Filmer

" nature " was a golden age ; to Hobbes it was a shock-

ing state to be got rid of ; to Locke " nature " is har-

mony. Thup according to Locke the individual has

through his experiences constructed his morality, his re-

ligion, and his government because they are conducive

to his happiness, and at the same time they have their

ground in the " nature " of things. The individual

stands free among them, the central figure in the world.

The Influence of Locke. The philosophy of Locke

became the fountain-head of the many divergent schools

of thought of the Enlightenment. His Essay did not

contain anything fundamentally new, and its presenta-

tion has little originality ; but it voiced the thought of

the eighteenth century so easily, and with such skillful

avoidance of pitfalls, that it made Locke the most

widely read and the most influential philosopher of his

time. How is this to be explained? Locke gave to

the contemporaneous interest in man a psychological

method, just as Descartes had given to the Renaissance

a mathematical method for its interest in nature. In

the narrower sense Locke's method may be called psy-

chogenetic and this governed the entire Enlightenment.

Four separate movements had their source in him:

(1) From his theory of knowledge, in which the empha-

sis is laid upon the mind as active, came the empirical

idealism of Berkeley and Hume ; (2) from his psycho-

logical analysis in the second and third books of the

Essay, in which the mind is regarded as passive, came

the sensationalism of the French ; (3) from his theory

of religion came Deism; (4) from his associational-

istic ethics came the utilitarian ethical theories of the
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English moralists. The most constructive followers of

Locke were Berkeley and Hume. The others may be

called the lesser Lockian schools; for although they

may have exercised a much greater influence upon their

own time, they were nevertheless only partial inter-

preters of Locke. We shall deal briefly with Deism

and Ethics in England, next consider at length the

philosophies of Berkeley and Hume, and then present

in a summary but articulate way the development of

the Enlightenment in France and Germany.

The English Deists. We have seen how Rationalism,

especially in the case of Descartes, tried at the begin-

ning to reconstruct theology without breaking with es-

tablished dogma. Gradually, however, rationalism and

revealed religion showed signs of divorce. Some of the

rationalists came to take the stand that if reason can

understand the nature of God, revelation is either in-

credible or superfluous. The revealed religions differ.

The god of the mediaeval people is not the same as the

god of the heathen nor as the Jehovah of the Jews.

There are many religions and many sects in each reli-

gion. There must be to them all a common basis, which

is the true religion. This was the creed of Deism or

Natural Religion. Positive religions are only the aor-

ruptions of natural religion, or the religion of reason.

Deism sought to separate religion from special revela-

tions, which were looked upon as the irrational elements

of religion. Bacon and Descartes hatl freed natural

science from church dogma ; Hobl)es had freed psychol-

ogy from the same dogma ; Grotius had freed the con-

ception of law from dogma. The Deists would free

religion from dogma.

Deism was founded on three principles; (1) the
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origin and truth of religion may be scientifically inves-

tigated ; (2) the origin of religion is the conscience

;

(3) positive religions are degenerate forms of natural

religion. The tendency of the Enlightenment was de-

istical, and the movement was powerful in England,

France, and Germany. Deism was quite consistent with

the central principle of this period— the self-sufficiency

of the individual.

In England the first deist Was Herbert of Cherbury

(1581-1G48), with his "five fundamental propositions

of religion." The body of English deists, however, got

their cue from Locke's identification of the moral law

with the law of nature ; but Locke himself was not a

deist. The literature of deism coincides for the most

part with the English moral philosophy of the period,

but usually the group of English deists is suj)posed to

include only Tolund, Chubb, Tindal, Collins, Morgan,

and Bolingbroke. Tliese men lived in the first half of

the Enlightenment. Tliey were much despised by the

scholars of the time as being mere dabblers in letters.

" They were but a ragged regiment whose whole am-

munition of learning was a trifle when compared with

the abundant stores of a single liglit of orthodoxy

;

v/hilst in speculative ability they were children by the

side of their antagonists." *

The English deists passed from view at the end of

the first half of the eighteenth century, crushed by the

weight of the attack upon them. The more powerful

orthodoxy, with its greater tah^nt, was itself rationalistic,

and could beat them on their own ground. The Cluirch-

raen showed that the objections against the God of

* Read Leslie Stephen, History of English Thought, voL

I, .pp. 86-88.
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revelation would be equally effective against the deistic

God of nature. The classic argument along this line

against the deists is Bishop Butler's Analogy of Re-

ligion. The battle was unequal, and the character of

the books published during the controversy reveals the

inequality of the contest. The deistic publications were

small and shabby octavos, and were published anony-

mously. The orthodox publications were solid octavos

and quartos in handsome bindings, witli the credentials

of powerful signatures. Even if the orthodoxy had not

employed the arm of the law against the deists, the

deists would have been broken by the intellectual force

against them.

The English Moralists. Just as the motive of the

deists was to free religion from the authority of theol-

ogy, so the motive of the celebrated group of English

moralists of the Enlightenment was to find a basis for

morality outside of church dogma. Many of the English

moralists were also deists in belief. Their number is

legion, as the list given below will show. The greatest

among them was Shaftesbury.

The school began with llobbes and received mo-

mentum from the associational psychology of Locke.

All the members of this group sought to find an ulti-

mate basis for morality— some seeking it with Locke

in experience, others in innate ideas. Yet the starting-

point with each of these moralists seems to be Hobbes

and his selfish ethics, for nearly all ethical scholars

have his ethics in mind, either to attack or to defend.

For many years llobbes was regarded by ethical schol-

ars either as an evil spirit or as an inspired genius. In

any case, his influence was felt in ethical discussion foi

a long time.
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Chronological Table of the English Moralists.

1000 1000 1700 1800

Hobbes 88 . . 70

Cudworth 17 88

Locke 32

32

. - .

04

18

59 24

ro

Cumberland. .
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Wollaston

Mande\rille ... 33

Shaftesbury . .

.

Clarke
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29
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Berkeley . 8S 53

Pope .88 44

Butler .92 52

Hutcheson .... .94 47

Edwards 03 58

Hartley 05 57

Tucker 05 r4 . . .

.

Reid 10 )6 .. ..

Hume 11 re ....
Smith 23 H)

Price 23 )1 .. ..

Paley 43 05 ..

Bentham 47 32 ..

Stewart 63 28 .

.

Whewell .. i)5 ..66
Mill •• 06 73



CHAPTER Vni
BERKELEY AND HUME

The Life and Writings of George Berkeley (1685-

1753). In Bishop Berkeley we have the finest type of

Irish miud. In his brilliant mental powers and idealistic

theory he reminds us of that wonderful Irish scholar

of the Middle Ages, John Scotus Erigena. Berkeley was

acutely critical, and yet he possessed a childlike reli-

gious faith. lie combined an insatiable longing for

knowledge with an ardent missionary zeal. " Berke-

ley was a born child of Plato, a lineal descendant of

a race whose origin is afar off and is divine." He
was one of those exceptional minds that begin to bring

forth their intellectual offspring when tliey are young.

Berkeley began to publish at the age of twenty-four,

Hume at twenty-eight, Descartes at forty-one, Locke

at fifty-eiglit.

We shall divide the life of Berkeley into three pe-

riods.

1. His Early Training (1685-1707). Nothing is

kuown of Berkeley's early years, except that he was

born in Kilkenny, Ireland. He was educated at the

Eton of Ireland, the Kilkenny school, where Swift had

been a pupil ; and it is known that one of Berkeley's

schoolmates was Thomas Prior. Berkeley entered Trin-

ity College, Dublin, at fifteen, and gi-aduated at nine-

teen. Scholasticism was still influential at Trinity, but

new sciences, such as botany, chemistry, and anatomy,
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had been added to the curriculum. There, too, the

young Berkeley found that Locke's Essay was much
discussed, and that Newton, Boyle, Malebranche, Des-

cartes, and Leibnitz were widely read. From this early

date Berkeley began to keep a book of his own philo-

sophical reflections, calling it his Commonplace Book.

From it and fi'om his pliilosophy it woiUd appear that

Locke and Malebranche were the most powerful philo-

sophical influences upon him.

2. As Author (1707-1721).

Berkeley remained at Dublin aa tutor and fellow

five years after his graduation. In 1709 he was ordained

deacon in the English church. lie published two mathe-

matical tracts in 1707, his Theory of Vision in 1709,

his Principles of Human, Knowledge in 1710. The

T/ieory of Vision and the Principhs of Human
Knowledge were practically a statement of his philo-

sophy. They have been compared thus : the Theory of

Vision teaches that " all that we see is our sensation "
;

the Principles of Human Knowledge teaches that " all

that exists is our knowledge." Berkeley then went to

London, where he was admitted to the court of Queen

Anne and also to the circle that included Steele, Swift,

Addison, and Pope. Berkeley sliowed himself humble,

wise, considerate, and unselfish, and although he was

shocked at the court life, he on his side charmed every

one whom he met. He wanted to make his idealism

better understood, and so he published it in the form

of a dialogue between a rcalis*; and an idealist. This

publii^'ation was called Three Dialogues hetu^een Hylas

and Philonous (1713). He then made two journeys

to the Continent— 1713-1714 and 1716-1720— and

spent much of the time in Italy, where he absorbed
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its literature. The South Sea swindle turned him to

economics, and in 1721 he published an Essay toward

Preventing the Ruin of Great Britain.

3. As Priest and Missionary (1721-1753).

Berkeley was appointed Dean of Derry in 1721 at a

salary of .£1100. Although he threw himself into his

work with liis accustomed zeal, there had already ap-

peared in his mind the conception of an ideal society,

where Church and State would be united. He was dis-

gusted with the worn-out European society, and wanted

to remove the youth to a colony where there would be

no temptations. He raised a large sum of money for

this purpose, and obtained the promise of a grant from

the government of £20,000, gave up his deanery, and

sailed for America. lie intended to settle in Bermuda

and there to found an ideal state, which should also be

a center for the conversion of the American Indians

to Cliristianity. The promised grant from the English

Government did not come, and Berkeley got no far-

ther than Newport, Rhode Island, where he lived three

years. While at Newport, he wrote Alciphron, the

Minute Philosopher, and published it in England in

1732. The records of Trinity Church in Newport show

that he preached there many Sundays. He gave sev-

eral books to Harvard and Yale Colleges. At Newport

he was visited by Samuel Johnson, an Episcopal mis-

sionary, who afterwards became president of King's

College in New York. Johnson was converted to Berke-

ley's idealism, and through Johnson the doctrine was

known to Jonathan Edwards, his pupil.

From 1734 to 1752 Berkeley was Bishop of Cloj-ne.

He was devoted to missionary work among the poor,

and many of his people being afflicted with an epidemio
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of influenza, he treated them effectively with tar-water

— a remedy he had learned from the Indians. He pub-

lished Siris, an essay on the philosophical virtues of

tar-water, in 1744. In 1752 he went to Oxford to live,

and iu 1753 he died.

The Influences upon the Thought of Berkeley.

Berkeley's philosophy shows little development after

his first publications. With the exception of Siris^

which contains much Platonic idealism, the later works

of Berkeley are scarcely more than an elaboration of

his early thought iu the Theory of Vision and the

Principles of Human Knowhih/e. We should infer,

therefore, tliat the only pliilosophical influences upon
Berkeley were the original springs ut which he drank as

a youth. Moreover, he always speaks with the dogmatic

certainty of one who has drawn his material from but

few sources. Never does he exhibit the indecision of a

man who is embarrassed by many points of view. The

two chief influences upon him were Locke and Male-

branche. The influence of Locke was partly of the na-

ture of a reaction : Berkeley accepted Locke's psycho-

logical analysis, but reacted from Locke's " common
sense " dualism as early as the time of his student life

at Trinity. Malebranche, with his theory of " occasional

causes," reinforced his opinion along the line that his

reaction took. But Berkeley's own incisive genius had

a relatively greater influence in dictating the course of

his philosophy than is usually the case. His mind was

precocious, fertile, and continuously versatile. Further-

more, Berkeley's simple religious nature seems to have

been an important factor in determining his intellectual

belief. His peculiar idealism coiUd take root only in 9

mind inspired by faith.
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The Purpose of Berkeley. The life and teaching of

Berkeley were dedicated to the true interests of reli-

gion. He may be called the religious Enlightener. He
would not, like the deists, strip religion bare of dogma,

but he would unlimber dogma and rational philosophy

so that they would be of service to religion. His pur-

pose was to free scholasticism on the one hand, and

rationalism on the other,from uhstraclions and ohsctire

terms, and thereby bring about a union of faith and

knowledge. Berkeley looked upon himself as a crusader

who would retake the Holy Land for the spiritual indi-

vidual.

We have remarked that one of the presuppositions

of this period of the Eulightennient is the independence

of the individual. The individual around which Berke-

ley's philosophy centres is the spiritual individual, and

is therefore unique even for this period. Such an indi-

vidual is superior to his environment because he be-

longs not to a matirial world, but to a community of

religious beings who can talk and walk with God. The

English Enlightenment passed from Locke to Berkeley.

The inner life came into complete ascendency and the

spiritual individual emerged. From the Lockian phi-

losophy, with its many contradictory motives, there ap-

peared the audacious one-sided j)hilosophy of Berkeley,

with its proclamation of the reign of spirituality. It

stood in marked contrast with the development of the

Enlightenment in France— a development of material-

ism and material atoms. The spectral although stub-

born boundaries of the unlaiowable material world,

which Locke supposed to shut around the powers of

the human intellect, crumbled before the hand of

Berkeley.
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The casual reader of the history of thought ia, how-

ever, often disconcerted at tlie appearance of such a

philosophy as Berkeley's in this period of empiricism,

and especially as the immediate follower of Locke. The

English school is called the empirical school, and yet

Berkeley is also called an idealist. But we must re-

member that empiricism and idealism are not antitheti-

cal. Enipiricisni refers to the source of our knowledge ;

it means that all our knowledge is primarily derived

from sense-perceptions. Tliese sense-perceptions may

.

be of two kinds: they may be (1) psychological facts,

or (2) materi:J facts. Berkeley was, like Locke and

Hume, an empiricist of the first class ; and yet because

he denied tlie independent existence of materitd facts,

he was also an idealist. He was an emjHric^l_idiialist,

just as the French philosophers of the Enlightenment

were empirical materialists. The critic may find that

Berkeley is not a consistent empiricist, to be sure, but

neither was Locke. Berkeley started out by affirming

the testimony of experience against scholastic specula-

lation and abstraction ;
yet all along he assumed the

scholastic conception of mind. Nevertheless, this a»-

Bumption of the individual makes Berkeley a true child

of the Enlightenment.*

Berkeley's General Relation to Locke and Hume.
The growth of this English school from Locke to Hume
is not difticult to understand or to remember. It is

not so much a page in the history of metaphysics (the

nature of reality) as in. episteaaology (the theory of

' Berkeley and Uunie were really also dualists, like Locke and all

other Enlinliteners. The ideas were substituted by them for material

substances. As objects of knowledge the ideas were aatithetieal to tho

kuowinpf process. Uume tried to overcome this dualiilm, but he was not

«ucceH.sful in his attempt
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knowledge). Locke asks, What can we know? And he

replies to his own question, that we can know our

" ideas." At the same time he assumes the existence

of a spiritual substance on the one side, and a materia?

substance on the other. Neither of these is an idea, in

the sense that it is an object of knowledge. The advance

of Berkeley from Locke and of Hume from Berkeley

was one of cancellation. Berkeley cancelled the material

substance, because the material substance is not an idea.

Hume then consistently enough asked, Why not for

the same reason cancel the spiritual substance ? The
spiritual substance is not an idea or object of knowledge.

We have no more right to assume it than the material

substance. The only things we know to exist are our

ideas. The development of the English school may be

briefly put as follows :
—

Locke, Spiritual substance— ideas— material

substance.

Berkeley, Spiritual substance— ideas

Hume, ideas.

Hume is Locke made logically consistent. Berkeley

went only halfway. Hume among these three was the

only self-consistent empiricist. On the assumption that

all knowledge is derived from sense-perception the his-

tory of the English empirical school was a history of

the restriction of knowledge.

Berkeley's Points of Agreement with Locke. Berke-

ley starts from Locke's psychological analysis as the

basis of his own theory. The purely scientific aspect

of the contents of mind as classified by Locke does not

call for particular criticism from him. Logical classifica-

tion does not seem to concern him very much, and while

he accepts Locke's analysis, he often calls Locke's classes
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by other names. He commits himself to Locke's psycho-

logical empiricism in the first sentence in his J^rinciples :

** It is evident to any one who takes a survey of the ob-

jects of knowledge, that they are either ideas actually

imprinted on the senses ; or else such as are perceived

by attending to the passions and operations of the mind

;

or, lastly, ideas formed by the help of memory and

imagination— either compounding, dividing, or barely

representing those originally perceived in the aforesaid

ways." Our knowledge, therefore, deals only with ideas.

There are the simple ideas of sensation and reflection,

and ideas compounded from these.

Besides accepting the psychological analysis of Locke,

Berkeley also adopts without question the assumption

common to Locke and all the philosophers of the En-

lightenment,— the assumption of the independence of

the individual soul. " But besides all the endless variety

of ideas or objects of knowledge, there is likewise some-

thing that knows or perceives them— what I call mind,

spirit, soul, or self. By which I do not denote any one

of my ideas, but a thing entirely distinct from them,

wherein they exist, or, which is the same thing, whereby

they are perceived."

Berkeley, therefore, (1) agrees with Locke that all

knowledge is derived from sense-perception, i. e. he

agrees with Locke's empirical psychology, and (2) he

also agrees with one of Locke's assumptions, viz., that

the spiritual substances exist.

The Negative Side of Berkeley's Philosophy. We
have now pointed out Berkeley's general relation to

Locke and Hume, and more in particular his agree-

ments with Locke. We are now prepared to examine

the teaching of Berkeley by itself.
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Berkeley was obliged to devote a good deal of time

to the negative side of his philosophy. Just as Locke

could not construct an empirical psychology until he

had disclaimed all allegiance to innate ideas, so Berke-

ley could not construct an idealism until he had

brought to bear in a polemical fashion all his forces

against abstract ideas. Of his two masterpieces he de-

votes the entire essay on the Theoi^y of Vision and a

good part of his Principles of Jluinun Aiiu/rledge to

this end.

1. In proof of this he advances his analysis of al>

stract ideas. He not only denies that abstract ideas

have a corresponding external reality, but he even de-

nies that abstract ideas exist in the mind itself. The
deception in abstract ideas arises from the use of words
as general terms. "Words are always general ; ideas are

always particular. There is never an idea that exactly

corresponds to a word. Words are useful not as a con-

veyance of ideas, but for inciting men to action and
arousing the passions. Whenever a word is used, what
we think of is the particular sense, idea, or group of

sense objects that give rise to it. For exam])le, the word
" yellow " cannot be employed by us except in connec-

tion with the thought of some particular yellow thing,

lierkeley is a nominalist of the extremest type.

2. Again Berkeley seeks to show, by demolishing the

distinction between primary and secondary qualities,

that matter as an abstract idea has no existence. This

distinction was as old as the Greek, Democritus, and
was accepted by Locke. We have already described

it
:
of a thing like a lump of sugar, the sense qualities

of \vhiteness, roughness, sweetness, etc., are secondary

because they depend upon our sensations for their ex-
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istence ; they are the ways in which our organisms tat

affected, and not true copies of things ; the matheiuati

cal qualities, form, size, density, impenetrability, are pri«

mary because they exist independent of our senses and

are true copies of things. liobbes had already shown

that such a distinction is erroneous, and Berkeley fol-

lowed him by maintaining that all qualities are second-

ary. The size and impenetrability of a body depend

as much on sense-perception as its sweetness and color.

At some length in his Theory of Vision Berkeley takes

up the question of the solidity, or third dimension, of

a material body, and shows that it is an inference

depending on sensations arising from the convergence

of the two eyes and complicated by the sensations of

touch.

Berkeley professed to be pleading the cause of the

man in the street who wants a philosophy that is real

" common sense." He maintained that the conception

of matter is only a philosophical subtlety for those phi-

losophers who seek for something beyond perception.

The man in the street wishes to explain things as he

finds them, and not to seek mysterious abstractions

which philosophers say in one breath that we know,

and in another that we cannot luiow.

Therefore, while Berkeley agreed with Locke's as-

sumption of the existence of the spiritual substance, he

departed from Locke in denying the existence of a ma-

terial substance. Berkeley accepted, therefore, one of the

two assumptions common to the Enlightenment, but he

denied the other. Now Berkeley was trying to prove a

thesis. He was controlled by the ideal of his ardent re-

ligious nature to free religion from false philosophy. He
felt that the foes of religion— atheism and materialism
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—had employed effectively abstract ideas, which had

been one of the weapons of religion, against religion

itself. Berkeley concentrated his attack against the

traditional scholastic conception of abstract ideas in

general and the abstract idea of matter in particular.

Abstract ideas have no existence ; the idea of a material

substance is an abstract idea and therefore has no ex-

istence. Berkeley was bound from the beginning of

his religious crusade to explain away the existence of

material substance.

The Positive Side of Berkeley's Philosophy.* In

the construction of his theory in a positive way Berke-

ley abridged the dualism of " common sense," and as-

serted that the abridged form was better. He converted

the dualism into a religious hypothesis, but it was a

dualism still, — a dualism of minds and their ideas.

Berkeley then set to work to show how much better

his theory would explain the problems of knowledge.

" Berkeley sought to humanize science." He set the

spirit free by relieving it of the falsities of the old

dualistic assumption, but the usefulness of his abridg-

ment lay in its solution not of metaphysical, but of

epistemological problems.

1. Berkeley's theory may be summed up in his own
abbreviated statement of it,— Esse est ji^Tc'qji (to be

is to be perceived). Or it may be stated in that figura-

tive and oft-quoted paragi-aph, " Some truths there are

so near and obvious to the mind that a man need only

open his eyes to see them. Such I take this important

one to be, viz., that all the choir of heaven and the fur-

niture of the earth, in a word all those bodies which

* Read Hibben, The Philosophy of the Enliffhtenment,

chap. ill.
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compose the mighty frame of the world, have not any

subsistence without a mind— that their being is to be

perceived or known." Or we may state Berkeley's posi-

tion in the terms of a modern interpreter * of him : " All

objects are mentally discerned ; all objects are men.

tally constituted." Berkeley means that the existence

and character of all objects are within the confines of

consciousness, and there are no objects outside of con-

sciousness. As sense-perceptions they have reality ; as

memories they lose their warmth and distinctness; but

they are not objects at all when neither perceived nor

remembered. These objects are always colored by the

sense-perception. They are received through the con-

sciousness, and constituted by the consciousness. Minds

and their ideas are all that exist.

2. Berkeley does not try to prove the existence of

the mind or soul, nor does he attempt to show that we

perceive the soul. But in the spirit of the Enlightenment

he hardly questions its reality, lie takes its existence

for granted, and like the philosophers of the period he

makes a direct appeal to consciousness. " I know I am
conscious of my own being." Like Locke and Descartes

he alleges the direct intuition of the self. In the Prin'

ciples he speaks of " a notion of our own minds or

spirits." Since the ideas are copies of other ideas, there

can be no idea of the soul ; but the " notion is like the

spirit that knows it." We have therefore direct know-

ledge or notion of ourselves in knowing our ideas ; we
have direct knowledge of something superior to the

ideas, an activity whose reality consists not in being

perceived, but in perceiving. Indeed, he made the as-

sertion in his Commonplace Book, which he began in

1 Hibben, Phil, of Enlightenment, p. 64.
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college, that nothing properly does exist but conscioos

persons. All other things are not so much existences as

signs of the existences of persons. One is absolutely

certain of what one means by " I."

3. Spiritual substances are sufficient and adequate

to explain all ideas. There is no difficulty in explain-

ing the images of our own minds, for our minds con-

trol them. But what explains the existence of our per-

cepts over which we have no control ? What substantial

support have they if we remove the " material hypothe-

sis "? Suppose I giant that I exist and have control of

my imaginative ideas, and that other minds exist and

have control of their imaginative ideas, how then, I ask

Berkeley, am I to explain the great world of percep-

tions over which neither I nor other men have control ?

Berkeley's general psychological position nmst be sum-

marized here in order to answer this important question.

It is as follows: (1) All things are notliing more than

perceptions. (2) All ideas, both perceptions and images,

are passive, and must be caused by something in itself

active. (3) Souls are active and the cause of ideas. The
question then is, AVhat soul is the cause of our percep-

tions? Perceptions are ideas, are passive, but they are

the ideas of whom ? Repudiate the material substance,

and what is the cause of perceptions ?

Perceptions are not originated by me ; they cannot be

self-originated, because they are passive and not active

;

they cannot be originated by a material substance, be-

cause it does not exist. Their origin must be sought in

the infinite spirit, or God. If you will examine the ideas

which constitute what we call nature objects, you will

observe these significant characteristics about them, to

which attention has already been called. They have, as
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we have said, a strength, liveliness, distinctness, and

orderliness that distinguish them from imaginations.

They are God speaking to us in His orderly way. Na-

ture objects are the language of God. The regularity

and dependability of the world of nature reveal the char-

acter of the Being whose language the worhl of nature

is. They reveal a Being who is intelligent, infinite, om-

nipotent, and benevolent. The regularity of the chang-

ing seasons, the constancy of the heavenly bodies to

their orbits, the provision of the earth for man— all

the laws of nature are the language of au orderly Being.

Now we see the importance of Berkeley's deviation

from Locke in his (Berkeley's) conception of aU ideas

as passive. All ideas being passive, there must l)e a

cause of them. The only active causes are spirits. I am
the cause or perceiver of my own imaginations. I per-

ceive another's movements and know that another person

or spirit nmst be the cause. When nature speaks in its

invariable and purposive harmony, I know that an in-

finite spirit is the cause. We are indeed living in a

society of spirits, who speak to one another in their own

language.

The doctrine of Berkeley strikes beginners and people

who temperamentally cannot understand it, as absurd.

The reduction of the trees, sky, etc., to ideas is a theory

that has brought down all kinds of ridicule upon it.

When Dr. Johnson heard of it, he is said to have stamped

his foot upon the ground, and thereby refuted it. Byron

is quoted as saying, " If there ir, no matter, and Berkeley

has proved it, it is no matter what he s.aid." Others

have asked if we eat and drink ideas and are clothed

with ideas. But Berkeley never doubted the existence

of material objects, and the point of bis theory is missed
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if we think that he did. What he denied is the exist-

ence of an unknown substance, matter, behind external

abjects, " The table I write on exists, that is, I see and

feel it; and if I were out of my study I should say it

existed, meaning thereby that if I were in my study I

might perceive it or that some other person does per-

ceive it."

Another question has been asked of Berkeley which

goes deeper. If to be is to be perceived, what exist-

ence has a tree in the forest that no one has ever

perceived. What existence have past events that are

forgotten? Berkeley has considered this objection and

has answered it. When he says that existence depends

upon perception, he does not mean merely my own
perception. Berkeley is not what in philosophy is

called a solipsist (^solus and ipse), i.e., one who be-

lieves that nothing exists but himself and his modi-

fications. A thing may have existence in the mind of

some one else. If the thing has never been perceived

by any human being, it is perceived, if the thing ex-

ists, by the mind of God. The modern scientist assumes

the existence of matter in the whole universe. Berkeley

assumes the existence of a perceiving God. One is the

materialistic and the other the religious explanation

of the universe.

The Life and Writings of David Hume (1711-1776).

Hume's life bears some marks of external resemblance

to Berkeley's. After periods of training that differed

very greatly in point of discipline, but were almost the

same in point of time, both produced, at about the age

of twenty-five, their most important philosophical works.

Both turned from philosophy to other pursuits —
Berkeley to missionary work at the age of thirty-six,
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and Hume to politics at the age of forty-one. There

the resemblance between the two men ceases ; for they

were antipodal by nature, and animated by different

purposes.

The enthusiastic nature of Berkeley is in marked

contrast with the unimpassioned nature of the Scot.

Hume was unimaginative to the last. He was unim-

pressed by the legends of the border where he lived

;

he had no love for nature and no appreciation of

art. " While Hume's intellect was imperial, his sym-

pathies were provincial." Berkeley's sympathies were

imperial and his intellect was in their service. Hume
was a man of kindly disposition and of moderate temper,

yet he was vain, and interested above everything else

in his own reputation. No object seemed woi'th while

to him, unless it made for the improvement of his tal-

ents in literature. The failure of the Treatise was a

blow from which he never recovered. Always afterward

he had an eye to popularity, and this is important in

making up our judgment about him. All his works after

the Treatise were written to please his readers and for

personal success. Locke the Englishman, Berkeley the

Irishman, and Hume the Scotchman came from the

same middle class of society, had university training,

were engaged in public service, and are to be classed in

the same empirical school of philosophy. But they were

personally very different kinds of men, and were types,

although perhaps not representatives, of their nation-

alities.

1. Period of Training (1711-1734). Hume was

born in Edinburgh and lived there and at Ninewells on

the border. He was a student at Edinburgh University

(1723-1726) and studied law the next year. He waa
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in busiDess in Bristol in 1734. In all the occupations

of this period he was unhappy.

2. Period of Philosopher (1784-1752). From
1734 to 1737 Hume was in retirement in France,

especially at La Fleche, where he wrote his Treatise

on Human Nature. He returned to Edinburgh in

1737 and published his Treatise (1739-1740) It was

read by robody and was an absolute failure. So he re-

wrote Book I in 1748 and called it the Enquiry con-

cerning Human Understanding. Hume's full statement

of his theory of knowledge is contained in the Treatise

and not in the Enquiry. He rewrote Book III in 1751

and called it the Enquiry concerning Principles of

Morals, " of all my writings, incomparably the best,"

and in 1757 he published Book II as an Essay on

the Passions in Eour Dissertations. He became ac-

quainted with Adam Smith in 1740 ; he published

Essays, Moral and Political, in 1741-1742, and was

a tutor in 1745, because he needed money. In 1746-

1748 he became secretary in the English military em-

bassy to Vienna. In 1751, the same year that he was

recasting the third book of the Treatise, he wrote his

Dialogues concerning Natural licUgion, which wa?

not published until 1779. His autobiography was alsc

published posthumously.

3. Period of Politician (1752-1776). In 1752

Hume published his Political Discourses, " the only

work of mine that was successful on its first pub-

lication." In 1754-1701, while librarian at Edin-

burgh, he wrote and published his History of England.

This work was the first serious attempt since the Revo-

lution to give an impartial account of the earlier strug-

gles against the Stuarts. Thi-ough it he at last got
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great fame, and fortune followed in its wake. In 1757

came hia restatement of Book II of the Treatise.

[n 1763-1765 Hume was secretary of the English

Embassy at Paris, and he was made much of by French

society.

The thought of the French Enlightenment had ad-

vanced far enough to entertain him and his doctrines.

Hume met Rousseau at this time. Later Ilume waa

visited by Rousseau in England and was badly treated

by the eccentric Frenchman. He says that Rousseau

sins at the foundation. Hume was appointed Under-

Secretary of State in 1766 ; he returned to Edinburgh

in 1769, and died in 1776.

Influences upon the Thought of Hume. The writ-

ings of Hume show no erudition, and for that reason

it is uncertain what were all the sources from which

he drew. He does not mention Descartes, for example,

although he wrote his Treatise at La Fleche in the

shadow of the school where Descartes was educated. It

is probable, however, that Hume was influenced at least

by the Greek philosophers of the llelknic-Roman Pe-

riod, and by Locke. During the years after Hume's stu-

dent life at the university, he pored over the writings

of the Roman Stoics in the library at Ninewells, and

he felt the influence of Cicero, Seneca, and Plutarch.

Hume read extensively, and he reacted from his reading.

He became so dissatisfied with the past that he ])ut it

aside, in the belief that the true philosophy had not

yet been written. In this reaction from the past he

was influenced along the lines of Locke and Herke-

ley. He admired the advance that Berkeley had made
over Locke, and naturally took a further step in the

same direction. Hume was also acquainted with the
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writings of Hobbes and with the history of the English

theories of morals.

In 1740 he became acquainted with Adam Smith,

the political economist, and Hume's PoliticalDiscourses

(1762) anticipated Smith's classic Wealth of Nations.

At this time (1752) he turned with all other English-

men from the discussion of philosophical to political

topics. There are many points of resemblance between

Smith and Hume, especially in their ethical doctrine.

Dogmatism, Phenomenalism, and Skepticism.

Hume liked to speak of himself as a skeptic, but philo-

sophically speaking he was skeptical only of the dogmatic

Rationalism of the Renaissance, which had made un-

limited claims for the human reason. Hume maintained

in the spirit of the Enlightenment that the human mind

deals with ideas and not with reality. Human know-

ledge has therefore its limits. More consistently tlian

Locke or any one else in the Enlightenment, he tried

to show the limits and extent of human knowledge.

Pure skepticism is the denial that there is any such

thing as truth
;
pure dogmatism would be the deductive

explanation of all problems from a set of infallible prin-

ciples. It would be hard to find an absolutely true ex-

ample of skepticism or dogmatism, for generally phi-

losophical theories are a mixture of dogmatism and

skepticism. Pyrrho is often given as an example of the

pure skeptic, but Pyrrho, like all other Greeks, never

for a moment doubted the existence of an external, ma-

terial object (vol. i, chapter xii). Spinoza is a fairly

good example of a pure dogmatist, but he developed his

Ethics by means of inter})olated principles not in his

original assumptions. A thorough-going skeptic would

have to be a modern— not a Greek— who would deny
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that truth can be known and that things exist. This was

not Hume's contention. He affirmed the validity (1) of

mathematical reasoning (2) and of matters of fact, and

(3) the probability of the natural sciences. Hume may
correctly be called a phenoraenalist, a positivist, or an

agnostic. So far as he maintained that there are some

things which the reason cannot know, he is an agnostic.

In his affirmation that we can know ideas and only

ideas, he is a positivist. In his affirmation that ideas are

the only existences, he is a phenomenalist. Are external

objects the cause of sensations? Experience is dumb.

Have external objects an existence? Experience is

dumb. Are souls the substance of our thoughts? Expe-

rience is dumb. But mathematics has truth, experience

is beyond question, and the workings of nature are

probable.

We shall find Hume to be the keenest critical mind

of this critical period of the Enlightenment He is pro-

foundly serious in his examination of the roots of the

intellectual life. He is past-master in the art of raising

questions. He not only shows that the fundamental

theoretical problems are still unsolved, but he also calls

to account the hitherto untested assumptions of practi-

cal life. But this is criticism, positivism, phenomenalism,

or agnosticism, and not skepticism. He speaks of his

doctrine as like that of the Middle Academy, in contrast

with that of Pyrrho. He says that excessive skepticism

upsets activity, employment, and common occupations.

The conclusions of the intulloct never agree with our

natural instincts. Every time positive skepticism ap-

pears, nature destroys it.

Hume's conclusion as to the practical attitude of the

positivist toward life can best be stated in his own word*
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(Treatise, Book I, Conclusion) : " Shall we then estab-

lish it for a general maxim, that no refined or elaborate

reasoning is ever to be received? If we embrace this

principle, we run into the most manifest absurdities.

If we reject it in favor of those reasonings, we subvert

entirely the human understanding. We have, therefore,

no choice left, but between a false reason and none at

all. Most fortunately it happens that since reason is

incapable of dispelling these clouds, nature suffices to

that purpose, and cures me of this philosophical melan-

choly. I dine, I play a game of backgammon, I converse,

and am merry with my friends.— No : If I must be a

fool, as all who reason or believe anything certainly are,

my follies shall at least be natural and agreeable. In all

the incidents of life we ought still to preserve our skep-

ticism. Where reason is lively and mixes itself with

some propensity it ought to be assented to."

The Origin of Ideas. Locke did not proceed to the

construction of his theory of knowledge until he had

disclaimed at length his belief in tlie existence of in-

nate ideas. Berkeley went further and made his polemic

against the existence of all abstract ideas. Hume went

stiU further and denied that any ideas existed except

those derived from impressions. Locke's attack upon

innate ideas was an attack upon unverified tradition
;

Berkeley's attack upon abstract ideas was an attack

upon materialism ; Hume made a general attack upon

rationalism. The psychology of Hume is thus made

simple. It is a cancellation of the factors incompatible

with strict empiricism — the factors which he found

in Locke and Berkeley. Hume's empirical psychology

is simply this : everi/ idea is the image or cop]/ of an

impression.
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What is an impression? Impressions are of twc

classes : (1) sensations or outer impressions
; (2) feel>

ings or emotions or inner impressions. Impressions are

never mistaken, because they always have a very lively

and vivid character. What is an idea? It is the copy

of an impression. An idea should never be mistaken for

an impression, because it is fainter and more feeble than

the impression of which it is the copy. For example,

the sensation of yellow is more vigorous than the thought

of yellow ; the feeling of anger more vivid than the

thought of anger. Impressions are simple and elemental.

Can we go back of them and find their origin ? We can-

not. We receive unpressions ; echoes of impressions

linger as ideas ; ideas may be compounded with other

ideas. Hume deals in his criticism mostly with the com-

pounding or combining of ideas, but this is the sum and

substance of his psychological analysis of our mental

life. The following table will help us.

Perceptions

(= mental

states)

1

Sensations or outer impres-

sions

Feelings or inner impres-

sions

Memories or an exact re-

production of an impres-

sion or of a combination of

Ideas impressions

(=derived) Imagination or a combina-

tion, separation, and trans-

position of impressions ao-

cording to the imagina-

tion's own laws.

It should be noted, however, that the above classes

are not coordinate according to Hume. Impressions ar*
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prior to ideas, and of the impressions the feelings or

Inner impressions are '* posterior to the sensations and

derived from them." Hume is a sensationalist, for the

most original of the impressions are sensations.

The Association of Ideas. Since nothing can enter

the mind except through the two portals of outer and

inner impressions, every idea in the mind is the copy

of one or several impressions. How then can there be

any such thing as error ? Error arises from the under-

standing and imagination in their manipulation of the

impressions -— from the faculties of the mind combin-

ing, separating, and transposing the impressions and

their memories. An idea resulting from such transposi-

tion may and often is referred to an impression different

from the one of which it is the copy.

What does Hume mean by the faculties and powers

of the mind ? He does not mean that the mind with

its functions exists as a reality, since all that exist

are impressions and the copies of impressions or ideas.

Hume means by mental faculties and powers the va-

rious modes by which ideas combine. Hume makes no

distinction between memory, imagination, judgment,

conception, etc., except (1) as different groupings of

ideas and (2) as accompanied by different feelings.

77ie lohole mental life and the facMlties of the mental

life are nothing hut an association of ideas. Isolated

ideas are explained as copies of isolated impressions

;

and from these ideas are derived groups of ideas which

we call trains of thought. Why do ideas group them-

selves together ? The only answer is that it is the na-

ture of ideas. Hume frequently speaks of these associa-

tive relations as " the manner of conceiving ideas." He
also says that there is a " gentle force " or " determinar
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tion " of the ideas to relate themselves with other ideas.

Given the impressions and their relations, and Hume
will explain the whole knowing process. Associative

relations take an important place in Hume's theory,

but some critics say that they are interlopers ; that he

has introduced them by a back door ; that they are not

mentioned in his psychological inventory.

But to Hume there is nothing mysterious about the

association of ideas. They are combined, transposed,

augmented, and diminished according to fixed rules un-

der mechanical laws. Their relationship takes place with-

out freedom. Impressions occur in the way they happen

to occur. Ideas combine in the way they happen to com-

bine. Relations between ideas are accidental and ex-

ternal. There is only one quality of ideas that does not

depend on its accidental relation to other ideas. This is

the quality of non-contradiction. This is the necessary

property of an impression. An impression nmst be what

it is, and cannot be conceived as having properties con-

trary to its own nature. The quality of identity in an

impression is intrinsic and necessary.

According to Hume, tliere are three fundamental

ways in which ideas associate, called the three laws of

association. (1) There is the law of resemblance or

contrast, by which the occurrence of a thing calls up

a similar thing or its opposite. Mathematics is based

upon this law of the resemblance, the contrariety, and

the quantitative relations of ideas. (2) There is the

law of contiguity in time and space, by which things

happening together in time and space are recalled to-

gether. Upon this law are based the descriptive and ex-

perimental sciences. (3) There is t\m Iato of causation,

upon which religion and the metaphysics of the world of
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nature are based. The question with Hume is, How is

he to explain all these laws of association as derived from

impressions ? If they cannot be derived from impres-

sions, then his theory that all knowledge is derived

from impressions goes to the wall. The Rationalists and

even his predecessors, Locke and Berkeley, had con-

ceived mathematical propositions and causation as un-

derived and in the nature of things. If Hume is to es-

tablish his doctrine of complete sensational empiricism,

here is his test.

These associations, and not isolated impressions, are

the objects of human interest, inquiry, and investiga-

tion. Hume makes a further reduction of associations

by his well-known classification of them as either " re-

lations of ideas " or " matters of fact." Associations of

contiguity and associations of causation are " matters

of fact," while associations of resemblance are " rela-

tions of ideas." Furthermore, Hume looks upon asso-

ciations of contiguity as those of outer impressions, asso-

ciations of resemblance as those of inner impressions,

while associations of causation are not what they are

alleged to be, but are derived from some inner impres-

sions.

f 1.

' Matters of

Fact

Contiguity

associatioa

Outer
impressions

Descriptive

Sciences

Objects of

Knowledge

Causation

association ^

Inner

impressions

Metaphytk33

RelatioD8 ( 3,

of Ideas (

Resemblance
association

Inner
impressions

Mathematics

The Association of Contiguity. This is the most ele-

mentary of the three classes of association, and concernfi

the spatial and temporal order in which impressioQf

' Cansal events are to Hume merely alleged matters of fact
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come to us. Two impressions come at the same time or

in succession, and when one of them is remembered,

the other is likely to be remembered also. We see a

man and hear his name ; when we remember the mac's

face, we may remember his name also. Hume main"

tains that this, association of succession or coexistence

is given with the impressions themselves. It is the order

of the outer impressions. We perceive the order of the

outer impressions with the same certainty that we per-

ceive the contents of the impressions. This is the only

certainty we have about ^^ matters of J'act,'^ — a cer-

tainty of the exact order of our immediate outer im-

pressions. We know the order in which our impressionij

do occur, but, as we shall see, when we argue from this

that our impressions nuist recur in the same order we
are involved in a fallacy. Any order may recur. The fact

that the sun rises in the east to-day does not make cer-

tain that it will rise in the east to-morrow. It is only a

matter of probability, however many times repeated.

There is no certain science of " matters of fa^^'t."

The Association of Resemblance. This is a clear

and distinct association which is given with the impres-

sions. When we have an impression, we see intuitively

its similarity or difference to otiier impressions, and the

degrees of likeness and unlikeness. The face of one man
reminds us of another man, or we contrast it with a

brute's face. This association concerns only inner im-

pressions, while the association of contiguity concerns

outer impressions. This has to do with the " relation of

ideas," while the association of contiguity has to do with

" matters of fact."

I. Mathematics. But there is this difference be-

tween the association of resemblance and that of coa>
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fciguity— upon resemblance is founded a demonstratiTe

science. This is mathematics— the sole demonstrative

science. The subject-matter of mathematics consists of

the possible relations between the contents of our ideas

— the possible relations between our inner impressions.

These relations are intuitively known by us, and out of

them we get a science of complete certainty. We make

a comparison between the magnitudes in the contents

of ideas, and we analyze their regularity. This is mathe-

matics, and it is a perfectly legitimate science. Because

it confines itself to the relations between ideas, and has

nothing to do with " matters of fact," it can be a de-

monstrative science. All mathematical knowledge is

restricted to the study and verification of ideas, and

has therefore nothing to do with the external world.

2. The Conception of Substance: Hume's Attack

on Theology. But the association of resembhmce has

been made the basis of a common illusion. It has been

made to transcend its proper sphere of a relationship

among inner impressions; and resemblance between

ideas has been taken by people generally to mean meta-

physical identity or substance. It has been transformed

from a relationship between ideas to a relationship

between " matters of fact." Now substance is evi-

dently not an association given with the impressions,

like their temporal and spatial order in the asso-

ciation of contiguity, nor is it mere impression of re-

semblance. Substance is the conception of an un-

known, indescribable something back of impressions.

There is the conception of the material substance or

matter, and the spiritual substance or the soul. How
did such illusory conceptions arise? If Hume rejects

them as matters of real knowledge, he must neverthp-
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less explain their psychological origin. The Illusory

idea of substance originates from the similarity of the

frequent conjoining of certain impressions. The impres-

sions— sweet, rough, white, etc.— occur together so

often that the imagination creates the conception of

the substance of sugar behind them. This arises not

from the first experience, but after the association of

impressions has been observed a large number of times.

From the frequent association of ideas arises i\x& feeling

of their necessary coexistence. Thus do we come to have

the idea of a material substance.

Hume evidently follows Berkeley in his criticism of

material substance. But Berkeley went only halfway.

Berkeley had found that bodies were only conjunctions

of sensations, and he had rejected as meaningless the

unknown substance behind them. He did not see that

the same attack could bo made upon spiritual sub-

stances. Berkeley's argument against the substance oC

the cherry could be used against the Ego or the SouL

Have I the impression of my Ego? Can I touch it d
see it? The simple test shows tliat I know nothing

about it, and I cannot affirm whether or not it exists.

But if the conception of the Soul has no reality as an

object of knowledge, how can it be psychologically ex-

plained ? How does it arise in the mind ? The idea of

the Soul is due to the frequent reappearance of the

same trains of thought in my mind. Their similarity

,
gives rise to the feeling that a metaphysLual identity, or

Soul, exists behind them.

The Association of Causation: Hume's Attack on

Science. Among the many traditional conceptions upon

which Hume turned his critical examination, that of

causation occupies the most of his attention. \\o dis-
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cusses it both in the Treatise and in the Enquiry. He
is the first philosopher since Aristotle to give it compre-

hensive treatment. He saw that all philosophical, theo-

logical, and indeed scientific knowledge rests upon this

conception of causation. It was accepted without ques-

tion by the Scholastics of the Middle Ages, the Ration-

alists of the Renaissance, and the scientists of his own
time. If the conception is valid, Hume's criticism goes

for naught ; for " by means of that relation we can go

beyond the evidence of our memory and senses." In

that case what becomes of Hume's psychological analy-

sis that all knowledge consists of impressions and ideas ?

And if Hume's psychology falls, all his criticism of the

spiritual and the material substance falls also. Upon
the validity of the concept of cause depend many of

the scholastic arguments for the existence of God, whose

existence we can demonstrate although He is not an

object of sense impression. Imagination can then go on

unrestricted ; for God is accepted not only as cause, but

as first or imcaused cause. Descartes, Leibnitz, and even

Berkeley and Locke had accepted the causal argument

for the existence of (iod, although the latter two had

pretended to restrict knowledge to sense-perceptions

and ideas. Again, the causal concept has been the

foundation for the belief in a functioning soul behind

the mental and physical activities of a human being

;

and on the same causal concicpt nuin has argued from

sensations to their material substrate. All this is un-

warranted and unrestricted knowledge because it " goes

beyond the memory and senses." Not only theology,

but science itself has gone " beyond the memory and

senses." Hume dares to doubt the certainty of the

causal principle even in scientific knowledge. Is there
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any necessary connection among events so tluit with

certainty we can predict the occurrence of one event

if another is given ? Is there in nature and history any

causal law so binding that every event is a necessary

result of what has gone before ' and a necessary cause

of what will come ? The question of cause is, therefore,

paramount with Hume. If he is successful in impeach-

ing cause as he has been in the case of substance, scien-

tific theory must fall with theological dogma.

In his review of the conceptions of time and space

(association by contiguity), Hume had found succes-

sion to be a quality of impressions and to be given with

them. But that is all that can be said— the relation is

one of time order, but not a relation that is necessary.

The outer impressions happen to occur thus and thus
;

they need not have occurred thus, and may never occur

in this order again. This tejnporal order is not by any

means a causal order. The idea of cause is that of

power transferred, but we have no impression of power.

Impressions come as sequences, not as consequences

or as powers. Sequences of impressions are the only

" matters of fact "
; consequences are not " matters of

fact." They must, therefore, be only " relations between

ideas " and have no objective reality. From Hume's

point of view this is sufficient to show that cause is not

valid and real.

To deny that we have the concept of cause would,

however, be nonsense. We do have the concept, and

how is its psychological origin to be explained? How
does the idea arise? It does not originate (1) as an

a priori concept, /. e. by an analysis of ideas, nor (2)
as an outer impression, i. e. a sensation, nor (3) as

memory, since memories are images of impressions. The
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idea of cause originates from an inner impression

—

^
strong and lively feeling connected with the imagina-

tion. But how does it happen that the feeling is so

strong that it makes us believe the idea, with which it

is connected, is a reality? The feeling does not arise

from a single instance of conjunction of two impres-

sions, but from the conjunction of two ideas repeated

many times. The heltefin cause is a feeling originating

in the constant conjunction of im2)ressions. This ex-

plains why the ideas that fire will burn, that poison will

kill, that water will wet— are so lively. The conjunc-

tion occurs many times, and an inuer necessity or com-

pulsion arises to imagine the second impression after

the first. Given the first idea, we learn to expect the

second. Repetition produces nothing new in objects,

but it produces in the mind a new feeling to pass from

one idea to the idea usually attending it. Necessity ex-

ists in the mind and not iu the objects.

The Extent and Limits of Human Knowledge.
What remnants of knowledge remain after Hume has

applied his destructive criticism? His critics would an-

swer that, if Hume had been consistent, no knowledge

whatever would remain. Upon the basis of pure posi-

tivism, that all knowledge is composed of impressions

and their copi'js, knowledge is an impossibility. But

he introduced an additional element, " relations," that

made knowledge possible because it afforded synthesis

and allowed distinctions.

Taking Hume's doctrine as it stands, his results are

these. There are two classes of sciences, the formal and

the empirical. The formal includes logic and mathe-

matics, and consists of knowledge of relations between

ideas. Such knowledge has certainty and validity. Env
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pirical sciences consist in knowledge of matters of fact

Such knowledge never amounts to more than probability.

There is no certainty or demonstration in natural sci-

ence. Its results call forth not conviction, but belief.

Beyond these subjects we have no knowledge whatever.

Metaphysics and theology are only fictions. Beyond im-

pressions and the copies of impressions we can make no

assertions. The tendency of thought to trench beyond

its own territory is the cause of all our metaphysical

difficulties. It tries to do what it was not intended to

do, and the result is abstract ideas. Reason and the

relation of resemblance give us the erroneous idea of

spiritual and material substance ; imagination and the

relation of cause give the erroneous idea of the funda-

mental principle of nature.

Hume's Theory of Religion and Ethics. Hume is

so true an empiricist to the end that he is a remarkable

exception among the philosophers of the Enlightenment.

He alone among pliilosophers shows the historical sense

in the application of his positivism to religion and mor-

als. In general the Enlightenment took no account of

the past ; in this Hume differs from his contemporaries.

Hume was the destroyer of deism because he ad-

vanced historical evidence against deism. Deism had

three principles : that religion is the object of scientific

investigation ; that religion had its origin in the reason
;

and that " natural religion " is the oldest form. Hume
agreed to the first proposition, but he revealed his his-

torical instinct by showing that religion did not originate

in the reason, but in the feelings ; and that not " natural

religion," but idolatry, etc., is the oldest form. Further-

more, he stood almost alone among philosophers of the

period in building ethics upon the feelings rather than
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upon the intellect. The ethical motives of man are plea£<

ure and paiu, and not an idea of the reason. Hume's his-

toric sense led him to this conclusion.

Both morals and religion should be empirically inves-

tigated. As in science, so in them the most cogent con-

clusions are only probable and not intuitive. Our moral

activities are under the same kind of law of cause that

exists in the world of nature-phenomena. The will is

determined by the feelings, and the reason is the slave

of the passions. Our moral judgment is based on the

feeling of synipathy (Adam Smith). It is practically

probable that there is a purpose in the world and there-

fore a God. But this cannot be established. On the

same principle of probability the world nui}' have grown

up mechanically or by chance. Keligion is naturally

reasonable enough, but its doctrines cannot be proved.

The Scottish School. This school represents in Great

Britain the reaction from the sensualism of the Enlight-

enment. The Scottish School was the Biitii:h reply to

Hume, just as Kant was the German reply. They were

the late eighteenth century reactions in two countries to

the Enlightenment. The teaching of Kant was, however,

also the beginning of a new movement and a new period.

The Scottish School has no such importance.

Thomas Reid (171 0-17 9G) was the founder. Reid ad-

mitted that Berkeley and Hirnie drew legitimate conclu-

sions from Locke's general assumption that the objects of

thought are not things, but ideas. Therefore Ileid main-

tained that Locke's position must be given up. Still

empiricism remains tenable and must be applied to the

plienomena of mind. What are the data of conscious-

ness ? Not individual ideas, as Locke said, but complex

ideas or judgments. The elements will be discovered
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later by analysis of these complex states which are first

given. The mind is not a blank piece of paper upon

which simple characters are first inscribed, and then

later the unclorstaudiug introduced to form judgments

and the reflection to add belief in the existence of ob-

jects. Our knowledge stai-ts rather from judgments, which

involve certain original truths or "natural judgments,"

Mankind possesses the faculty of " common sense," and

this faculty makes these truths a common possession.

Among the principles that " common sense " includes

are self-consciousness, the reality of objects perceived,

and the principle of cause.

The Scottish School called attention to the impor-

tance of self-observation. The members of the school

made their attack upon sensualism from the point of

empirical psychology. Philosophy became in their hands

the perfecting of psychology as a science of inner ob-

servation. Thus they were in accord with the school

of the Enlightenment, althotigh opposed to its sensual-

istic outcome. The prominent members of the school

were Reid, Dugald Stewart, Brown, and Sir William

Hamilton.
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CHAPTER IX

THE ENLIGHTENMENT IN FRANCE AND GERMANY

The Sittiation in France in the Enlightenment. The

movements which compose the French Enlightenment

are : —
'(a) Skeptical Basis begun by Mon-

1. Native taigne (1533-1592), which af-

forded good foundation both

(1) mysticism

(2) orthodox Augustianism.

(6) Scientific Power which appeared

first in Cartesianism and later in

the development of Newtonian-

ism, "for under Cartesian ban-

ners did French Newtonianlsm

win its victory."

2. Imported— English Philosophy and Political The-

ory— the Deists, Hume, and

especially Locke. The French,

however, expressed these impor-

tations from England in their

L idiomatic way.

The history of the French Enlightenment presents a

peculiar difficulty— its thought is so interwoven that it

is impossible to trace it to its authors. Paris was an in-

dividual being ; and the proper history of this period

would be that of the individual, Paris, whose mind

contained great masses of contradictory ideas. When it

is necessary to isolate a philosopher, we find him a mix-
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ture of elemental thoughts with perhaps some one em>

.

phasized. To this Bousseau stands as an exception.

The historian of the French Enlightenment has to

take aecouut of the reign 'jf two kings ; that of Louis

XIV (1643-1716) and thatof LouisXV (1715-1774).

Together they cover the long period of one hundred

and thirty-one years. The reign of Louis XV marks

the actual development of the Enlightenment, while

that of Louis XIV contains the causes. The long reig^

of seventy-two years of Louis XIV had been an abso-

lute, arbitrary, and personal government. It had been

an age unsurpassed in literature and eloquence, but also

an age in which all those subjects that did not redound

to the glory of the Church were suppressed. It had

been the age of Moliere, Corneille, Racine, La Fon-

taine, and Fenelon ; an age when art was encouraged, but

also an age in which political and philosophical origi-

nality would not presume to breathe. Tlie Newtonian

physics was not accepted in France until 1732— forty-

five years after its publication in England. Upon the

death of Louis XIV the artistic glories of his reign

lost all their value for the nation. In their place was

set the problem of the material misery, which had been

caused by the long wars and the extravagance of pater-

nal government.

The reign of Louis XV seethes with the struggle of

social forces. It is a period in which the individual is

striving to gain his rights under the institutions that

have so long repressed him. The development of the

French Enlightenment is identical with the struggle for

political liberty. In no other period of history— except,

perhaps, the Age of Pericles— is the history of philo-

sophic thought so intimately connected with political
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history. The fifty-nine years of the reign of Louis XV
are tilled with exciting events which interest both the

philosopher and the historian. The French Enlighten-

ment is the " reaction against that protective and inter-

fering spirit which leached its zenith under Louis

XIV." With Louis XV the magnificence and the util-

ity of ecclesiastical and political absolutism could not

be maintained. For the hierarchy of the Church was

unable longer to keep up its claim of independence and

morality ; and the State was rapidly exhausting its

power by exhausting its financial resources. Each event

in the histoiy of France in the eighteenth century had

therefore two aspects— each led to the Kevohition, and

each was a step in the development of the P^nlighten-

ment of the individual. The pioneers in the movement

could not have been conscious of the end to which their

criticism would lead ; but to us looking back upon tha

century the result seems inevitable. A comparison with

the situation in England is interesting. While in Eng-

land the political and ecclesiastical institutions were

so elastic that they could without disintegrating absorb

the movement of the Enlightenment, and while they

were so little bound to traditional institutions that the

growth in individualism wouhl be constitutional, the

situation in Fzance was exactly opposite. (1) In France

the Church and the political institutions had become

inelastic bodies under Louis XIV. They had reached

the limit of their devcIoj)ment. So deeply rooted in ab-

solutism and special privileges were theythat they were

not open to innovation or reform. During the reign of

Louis XV the only question was, which would be

crushed —the new individualism or the old institutions.

No compromise was possible. The institutions, having
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aurvived their usefulness, gave way. (2") In the next

place the French Church and State had for many
years been identified with oppression and tyranny, while

the English people had within a century gained many

needed reforms by beheading one king and forcing out

another. Consequently the Englisli Government of the

eighteentli century was identified with the liberty of the

individual. In England political and religious specula-

tion followed and did not precede political reforms. In

France the opposite was true. To the mind of the French

people the Church represented only superstition, and

the State only profligacy and tyranny. The more they

seemed to support each otlier in one social structure, the

more rapid, virulent, and excessive would naturally be

the reaction against both when once individualism got

a footing.

The result was that while in England the Enlighten-

ment always remained critical and negative, in France

it became an obstinate and positive dogmatism. Beliind

French criticism was developing a philosophical creed.

The French Enlightenment was a social cause and a

self-sustaining idea. The French philosophers of the

eighteentli century, on the whole, were not su])erior men

intellectually, for they were inclined to make the small

look large and the large great. But althougli their per-

spective was inaccurate, they had an enthusiastic faith

in progress and humanity.

The English Influence in France. Louis XTV and

his two predecessors had made Paris the intellectual

center of Europe, and up to 1690 it had no rival. The

French language had taken its phu^e beside the Latin

as the language of science. The circle of scientists ex-

isting just before and at the beginning of Louis XIV's
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-reignrhaA its equal nowhere in Europe. We remember

how Hobbes found Euclid in Paris, Locke spent four

yeai'8 at or near Paris, Leibnitz gained there all bis

mathematical erudition and training. During the seven-

teenth century Paris was the center of scholastic in-

fluence, and this is seen directly or indirectly in the

writings of all seventeenth-century philosophers. The

English had taken their cue from the French ; but on

the other hand, it is doubtful if as late as the death of

Louis there were a half-dozen Frenchmen that knew the

English language.

About the time of the publication of Locke's Essay

the intellectual center of gravity began to move from

Paris to London. The founding of the Koyal Society

in Oxford in 1G60 was the beginning of the organiza-

tion of British scientific influence. Newton's physics

(1687) then began to supplant the Cartesian physics,

and Locke's psychological doctrines the dogmatism of

the Rationalists, among the thinkers of western Europe.

Newtonian physics and English empiricism became th«

scientific watchwords of the eighteenth century ; and

although the French were late in accepting them, it is

said that at the end of the Enlightenment there was no

cultured Frenchman who could not read English. We
find that such notable Frenchmen as Voltaii-e, Montes-

quieu, Buffon, Brissot, Plelvetius, Gournay, Jussieu,

Lafayette, Maupertuis, Mirabeau, Roland, and Rous-

seau visited England during the period from the death

of Louis XIV to the Revolution. Poets, mathematicians,

historians, naturalists, philologists, philosophers, and

essayists all agreed to the necessity of studying the

language and people on whom their fathers had not

deigned to waste thought except in contempt.
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But perhaps the political motive was quite as strong

as the scieutific in turning the French of the eighteenth

century toward England. The English Government was

the example of political liberty of that time. The rising,

inquisitive thinkers of France had no alternative but to

turn to free England for spiritual support against their

own decrepit tyranny. The first French visitors were

amazed at English prosperity, even though the Crown
had decreased in power— amazed at the hberty of the

press and Parliament, amazed at the control of the rev-

enues by the representative body. England thus became

the school for all the tliinkers of Europe, and through

her literature taught the lesson of political liberty first

to France, and then to all Europe.

The Two Periods of the French Enlightenment. The
eighteenth century divides itself in France much the

same as it does in England. There are two periods

:

the first extending to the middle of the century, when

the Enlightenment of the individual is thought to lie in

intellectual cultivation; the second, when his salvation

becomes social and practical. The first period is domi-

nated by Voltaire, and advanced by Montesquieu and

the Encyclopaidists ; the second is dominated by Rous-

seau, and results in the Revolution.

The two periods have a common fundamental motive,

although the means used are radically different. Both

represent a gradual progression toward the elevation of

the individual in his reaction against the institutions of

the seventeenth century. But the first was an intellectual

Enlightenment and all that this means, while the sec-

ond was emotional and social. The first was aristocratic,

while the second was democratic. Yet the whole move-

ment was a gradual filtering of the doctrine of individ-
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ualism from the upper to the lower elassea. It naturally

took the form, first, of intellectual culture, and then of

an appeal to spontaneity. The intellectual theories of

the first period were bound to find practical expression

in the second. In the first period the champions of the

ancient monarchy were forced to defend it on their oppo-

nents' own ground— that of rationality. In the second

period, the monarchists had to change their battleground

and make some practical reforms. In the first, the attack

was made principally on the Church, in the second on

society. While the attack on the State began early, it

attained significance not until the middle of the century.

The Intellectual Enlightenment (1729-17G2). Vol-

taire, Montesquieu, and the Encyclopaedists. The first

representatives of the French Enlightenment were Vol-

taire and jMontesquitiu. Voltaire went to England in

1726, and Montesquieu in 1728, and they both returned

to France in 1729. Voltaire published his Letters on

the English in 1734 and \\\s> Elements ofthe Philosophy

of Newton in 1738. i Montesquieu had puljlished a fierce

invective against the political institutions of France in

1721, a discussion of the decadence of the Romans in

1734:, and his famous Spirit of the Laws in 1748, sell-

ing twenty-two eilitions in eighteen months. Voltaire

introduced and espoused the religious theory of Locke

in deistic form, and Montesquieu expounded Locke's

theory of government. Their writings were widely read

by the upper classes, and this theoretical revolutionary

movement against all existing institutions got momen-

tum about 1735.

1 Voltaire's Letters on the English were written in 1728, published first

in London, and appeared in France in 17.14. His Elements of the Philot-

ophy ofNewton was published in Amsterdam in 1738, but was not allowed
to be publiahed in France uatil 1741.
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The aim of this movement was entirely aristocratic.

The solution of the existing predicament in Franco lay

for them in the greater care of the masses by an en-

lightened tyranny. The dualism of the classes was always

assumed. The few are to be cultured; for them reason

is to take the place of dogma. The masses are not amen-

able to reason, have no capacity for education, and for

them religion suffices. To free the individual from terror

of the supernatural, to release his morality from Jesu-

itical dominance, to give him intellectual independence

of State and Church— this was the working idea of the

intellectual Enlightenment. Thought should be free,

and the conscience of the individual should be untram-

meled, because the reason is a sufficient guide. Being

thus rationalistic, the movement was aristocratic. A
new aristocracy should be substituted for the old— an

aristocracy of the cultured instead of the corrupt and

ignorant, who were then the dominant French classes

in Church and State. The illuminati should participate

in the existing political privileges.

Voltaire (1G94-1778). Voltaire was a deist when

he went to England, and he was therefore very much

impressed by the prevalent English deism. Among
the English deists, Bolingbroke had the gi-eatest influ-

ence over him, and he was the " direct progenitor of

Voltaire's religious opinions." Bolingbroke's light and

supercilious infidelity of the man of the world was

suited to Voltaire. A universal genius, Voltaire wrote on

every subject ; but " not one of his books but bears marks

of his sojourn in England." He read with familiar-

ity all the English philosophers— Ilobbes, Berkeley,

Cudworth, Locke ; but always returning to Locke.

" Harassed, wearied, ashamed of having sought so many
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truths and found so many chimeras, I returned like a

prodigal son to his father and threw myself into the

arms of that modest man who never pretends to know
what he does not know ; who in truth has no enormous

possessions, but whose substance is well assured."

In his Philosophical Letters Voltaire makes invidi-

ous comparisons between Locke's Empiricism and Des-

cartes' Rationalism, between English Deism and French

Catholicism, and between the English Government and

the French Government. Toward Christianity, as he

saw it in his own country, his hatred amounted to fa-

naticism. His strictures were so scathing that Chris-

tians have looked upon him as an atheist. He was,

however, a deist, who believed that, while we can know
God's existence, we cannot know his nature. He was

fond of bringing all dogma under criticism, and " while

he denied nothing, he cast suspicion upon everything."

He called himself the " ignorant philosopher." To him

atheism was preferable to dogma and superstition. His

passion for invective against the French clergy was so

great that his constructive statements about God and

immortality were cold and impersonal.

The Encyclopaedists.* In modern times the French

have been unequalled in their encyclopaidias and dic-

tionaries. The famous Encydopedie or Dictionjiaire

Raisonne was what its name implies. It was published

in seventeen volumes during the years from 1751 to

1766, and had an addition of eleven volumes of plates

(1766-1772). Thirty thousand copies were printed in

the first instance, and in 1774 it was translated into

four foreign languages. The moving spirit and editor-

in-chief was Diderot (1713-1784) and his chief assist-

• Read Morley, Diderot, vol. i, chap, v, pp. 113-71.
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ant d'Alembert. Tbey were assisted by many notable

French writers like Voltaire, Rousseau, Grimm, von

Holbaoh, etc., who wrote separate articles. There was

a host of unsolicited contributors. Two years before the

jEncyclopcedia, Buffon had begun to publish his Nat-

ural History in forty-three volumes, the last volume

appearing in 1789. The Encyclopedia had two prede-

cessors— Bacon's chapter on Experimental History

and Chambers's Encyclopcedia. The articles in the En-

cyclopaedia were presumably scientific explanations al-

phabetically arranged, such as would appear in any

work of the sort. Frequently they were disguised at-

tacks upon existing French institutions. Often a de-

tailed description, as on the subject " Taxes " or " God,"

would reveal existing French conditions. As Comte

says, " The Encyclopcedia furnished a rallying ground

for the most divergent efforts without any sacrifice of

essential independence, and made a mass of incoherent

speculation appear like a coherent system." The two

successive periods of the movement of the Enlighten-

ment unite in the Encyclopcedia against the common
enemy of authority.

There are two things to be noticed in connection

with the Encyclopaedia : the men who wrote it went

much further toward individualism and skepticism than

did Voltaire ; and the Encyclopcedia reached a wider

circle and different classes than did the works of Vol-

taire. Instead of the deism of Voltaire we find contri-

butions from skeptics, atheists, and materialists— men
who are becoming more negative in their opinions as the

century advances. The thorough-going agnosticism of the

Encyclopaedist group reached a point where it ceased

to be a philosophy. Diderot had said that the first step
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in philosophy is unbelief, and his associates went so far

as to think that unbelief is all of philosophy. Their ex-

treme sensationalism, naturalism, and materialism some-

times appeared in disguised form in the Encyclopaedia,

but more often in independent writings. The Encyclo-

2)(Edia became the source of information for everybody.

It spread information among all classes and under-

mined their reverence for French institutions. The re-

sult was that what had been sacred to the court and

the laborer because it was traditional, now became the

object of scorn to all.

The most profoimd of the sensationalists of this time

was Condillac (1715-1780), who does not, however,

appear to be connected with the EncyclopCBdia. He
published his Treatise on Sensations in 1754, which

reduced Locke's psychological analysis to a pure sensa-

tionalism. The well-known figurative statue endowed

only with the sense of smell was conceived by him. He
introduced Locke's psychology into France, whence it

was carried into Germany.

The Social EnUghtenment (1762-1789). The sec-

ond period of the French Enlightenment begins with

the publication of Rousseau's Contrat Social in 1762

and culminates in the Revolution. The influence of

Rousseau dominates the second period as that of Vol-

taire dominated the first. Voltaire had never aimed at

a social revolution. His objective point was to reinstate

the understanding, to emancipate the individual by self-

culture and by freedom of thought. He was not histo.

rian enough to see that he could not revolutionize intel-

lectual France without pvdling down the social structure.

He did not realize that in striking at the tyranny of

the Church he was dealing a fatal blow at the structure
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of French society. The literary fencing between Vol-

taire and the adroit Churchmen might have been amu»-

ing, had the issue not been so serious. But although

superficial and vain, Voltaire was downright in earnest.

At one time it seemed as if the intellectual Enlighten-

ment would work itself out in the Church. But the

causes of the revolt were too deeply social, the malady

against which Voltaire was aiming was too vital ; and

besides, at that moment attention was being directed to

the character of the State itself.

Rousseau (1712-1778). Kousseau was under the

influence of Voltaire at the first and received from

Voltaire his original productive impulse. lie was there-

fore a pupil of the French intellectual enlightenment,

but he became its most violent opponent. The concrete

right of individuals, and not their abstract intellectual

freedom, was what appealed to Kousseau. Strict mod-

eration and literary freedom were too negative, half-

hearted, for a reformer of Rousseau's t^'pe. Public

opinion was not to be found in Versailles, as Voltaire

thought, but in the streets of Paris. The Revolution

then came to a head, and we find the schools of Voltaire

and Rousseau locking horns. Voltaire's theoiy of mod-

eration was represented in the Constituent Assembly

and the upper and middle classes, while Rousseau's

radicalism was introduced in the Convention and fully

expounded in the sections of the Commune of Paris

which attacked the Convention. History shows how im-

possible the aim of each school was, and how the con-

test had to be fought over again in the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Although Rousseau was the greatest of the thinkers

thrown up by the whirlpool of the French Revolution,
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his personality is as interesting as his thought. His

Confessions is one of the most notable diaries of this

diary-writing time ; it shows many lights and shades of

his outer and inner life and, like all public expositions

of the intimacies of private life, the Confessions is a

coquetting on the part of Rousseau with his own weak-

nesses and his excellences. He lived a wandering and

adventurous life, full of hallucinations and self created

trouble. His theoretical dogma of the original goodness

of human nature was coupled with his practical distrust

of everybody. He made many friends, only to quarrel

with them. He was half insane, and his career inspires

both disgust and admiration. Hia numerous works fill

twenty-two volumes, the most important ones being two

prize essays published in 1750 and 1773, which repre-

sent the negative side of his doctrine; Ilelo'ise, 1761;

]£mile, 1762 ; and Le Contrat Social, 1762, which con-

tain his constructive thought.

Rousseau was at first a contributor to the Encyclo-

pcvdia, but at heart he cared nothing for the diffusion

of knowledge and art. He did not understand the com-

prehensive intellectual ambition of Diderot ; he resented

the utilitarianism of Helvetius and the materialism of

Holbach. When he wrote his prize essay in 1750, he

suddenly perceived how absurd the intellectual Enlight-

enment was amid the distressing social state of France.

He turned against both the existing order and the

would-be intellectual reformers. The temporal order of

things was to him awry. Study, knowledge, and culti-

vation were to him only a gloss over the deep-lying

degradation. Society, as it is constructed, is artificial,

and all organization is a tyranny. God exists, and He
is good. Man was good until civilization and art in<
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vaded his simplicity, corrupted his virtues, and trans-

formed him into a suffering and a sinful being. Conr

trast culture and its moral wrongs to the ideal of the

golden age I What have culture and the cultured classes

done for France? This was the burning question of

the hour. Rousseau answered : culture tears the happy

child from the bosom of its mother and merely spoils

its thought and its will. The Renaissance had deified

science ; the Enlightenment had worshiped the reason

of man which had made science possible. But the real

question is, said Rousseau, lias this scientific culture

made us happy ? The central question in Rousseau's

teaching is, What is the relation between culture and

happiness ? In Helo'ise (17G1) he speaks of his home-

sickness for the mountains of Switzerland, where he

spent his youth, as expressive of the universal home
sickness of the cultured man for the natural simplicity

of bis youth. The Faust-impulse of the Renaissance had

played man false. Alone Rousseau stood in his condem-

nation of the entire past— alone with the masses of

France behind him. Let us go back to nature, and in

the simplicity of that idyllic state let children grow up

undirected except by their own uncorrupted instinct—
that " immortal and celestial voice." Rousseau's great

significance lies here : he gave the philosophicalformu-

lation to the problem of culture for all modern life.

But Rousseau is not merely a critic. He goes deeper.

He finds the cause of the unhappiness of mankind.

He seeks for the source of the harm in culture. Cul-

ture is harmful because it develops inequalities among
men. Since the Renaissance, culture and inequality

have developed side by side. And is the remedy an-

archy? Rousseau is not an anarchist. The goal exists.
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To be sure, the state of nature is forever lost, but

there is befora us the problem of approximating that

original simplicity through education— not through

the education furnished by history, but through educa-

tionfrom within. Society is not an aggregation of in-

dividuals— it is an organic unity. The true remedy

for society is a subjective education of the body politic

which begins with the equality of aU and develops the

original rights of all.

The Rousseauan theory of education is the evangel-

ism of the feelings and of elemental energy. In his

Emile Rousseau shows much that is borrowed from

Locke, as bodily development, and the education of the

personal character. But Rousseau goes further by in-

sisting that the elements of character— the feelings—
have lost their original rights in all territories through

the tyranny of rational reflection. Man is essentially

a unity of spontaneous feelings. Culture has crushed

these out with its generalizations, abstractions, and dry,

judicial calculations, iiniile is the test child whose ed-

ucation shall consist of an untramraeled growth of his

pure feelings.

Religion, then, to Rousseau, as to Pascal, shall be

the outspringing of natural feeling, which is in itself

religious. Materialism and deism and orthodox theol-

ogy are alike, in being mere products of reason— mere

abstractions. Rousseau stood against the mediaevalism

of the Roman Cliurch and the newer products of the

Enlightenment, and he was opposed by the one side

as too little religious and by the other as too much so.

His theory of law in the Contrat Social has the same

foundation— the law of the best State is founded on

the feelings of freedom and of social equality. Social
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inequality is inevitable when connected with culture,

whether that of medisBval ecclesiasticism or Renais-

sance learning. The only corrective is absolute legal

equality before which all legal differences vanish. The

State must actualize the demands of nature.

In an age tired of oppression and corruption Rous-

seau struck a sympathetic chord which made the intel-

lectual Enlightenment sound false. Ilis contemporaries

did not inquire into his inconsistencies. They did not

then see that he was a doctrinaire holding up an un-

practical ideal in contrast with their present state. He
alone in all France was the one to appeal to man's self-

respect, lie alone appealed to the only motives that will

result in action— the human emotions. His plea was

for every Frenchman, and his words for the unfortu-

nate were given with such eloquence that the fortunate

were compelled to listen. They were a majestic language

of wide compassion and sympathy. lie saw in the

French monarchy the greatest misery for the gi-eatest

number, and no one of its supporters appeared to the

people so generous and true as he. His influence not

only upon his own time but upon the nineteenth cen-

tury was extraordinary, and some have said that he

is the greatest modern. At all events he sounded the

keynote of our own civilization, especially in art, litera-

ture, and education ; for he showed the fundamental

correlation between Nature and the passions.

The Revolution was the natural consummation of the

Enlightenment in France. The bmncdiate issues out of

which it grew were the practical ones of finanei*, legisla-

tion, economics, and policy. The growth in the physical

sciences (beginning 1760), in the study of political

science, in the theory of government, as. well as the
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financial distress of the French Government, the succesB

of the American Revolution, the advance of the French

middle class to a position of power, the foolish and half-

hearted measures of the French statesmen— all these

were factors that at the end brought on the crisis. Yet

the words of Rousseau, falling on fruitful soil, were the

real cause. In the years immediately preceding the

Revolution there was a world-wide agitation, an enthu-

siasm for nature, an exaltation of man, and a contempt

for the age and for the society then existing. There was

a vague presentiment of impending change, which most

people were prepared to welcome. Thinkers were full

of illusions. Even such despots as Frederick the Great,

Catherine of Russia, and Joseph of Austria affected a

radicalism, and Spain, Portxigal, and Tuscany, as well

as England, France, and Germany, were moved with

great humanitarian sentiments. The debate was univer-

sal as to the condition of the human race. Rousseau was

the eloquent expression of this world-wide movement.

Summary of the German Enlightermient.

I. 1648-1740. Period of slow intellectual and material re-

vival of Germany.

(a) The Philosophical Situation.

Strength of the Lutheran orthodox theology of

Melanchthon.

Philosophical Importations, — Cartesianism,

Splnozism, Materialism, etc

Revival of Mysticism— Spener (1635-1705),

Francke (16G3-1727).

Growth of Rationalism— Leibnitz (1646-1716)

and his contemporaries, Tschirnhausen, Puffen-

dorf, and Thomasius ; Wolff (1679-1754) and

the formation and development of the Leibnitz-

Wolffian School.
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(b) Situation in Literature.

Meager German literary productions imitating

the French— Opitz as absolute leader until

1700.

1730-1750. Period of Experimentation —
Gottsched as absolute leader, the Swiss, the

Anacreonticists, etc.

(c) 1694. Founding of new Prussian University of

Ilalle. Professors Fraucke (Mystic) ; Wolff (in

1706) and Thoniasius (from its foundation)

(Rationalists)— the Mystics and Rationalists

united against common enemy, the orthodox

theology.

(d) 1723. Rationalism attacked by Mystics —
Wolff expelled from Halle.

(e) The growth of the little Electorate of Branden-

burg into the powerful Kingdom of Prussia.

II. 1740. The German Enlightenment Officially Inaugu.

rated with the crowning of Frederick the Great—Wolff

recalled to Halle— Gottschedism begins to decline.

1750. Voltaire comes to live with Frederick at Berlin.

PkUosophical Development.

The Leibnitz-Wolffian School is

now the recognized philoso-

phy in German universities—
general use of Wolff's text-

books, popular because syste-

matic and mainly written in

German.
Influence of Locke appears and

study of psychology among
younger WolEGans.

Study of Esthetic feelings ab-

sorbs attention— reason neg-

lected— " the beautiful soul

"

— age of seutimeutality.

Growth ofthe German Literature.

1 759-1 7G5. heasing's Letters con'

cerning Modem Literature—
death-blow to Gottschedism

and to absolutism in literature

— beginning of Romantic re-

action against Rationalism.

The literary movement sprang

from the people. Frederick

and the aristocracy always

clung to French models.

175G-1763. Seven Years' War.
1773-1787. Storm and Stress Pe-

riod— Enlightenment proper

at an end.*

^ Is a real sense the German ELlightenmeut has never oome to on end
ClaMiciam and Ronianticism were a oontinnation of it.
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Rousseau's influence appears —
reason has limitations.

Eclecticism.

The Leibnitz-Wolffian School

did not completely lose its au-

thority in the universities mi-

til the last decade.

1777. Leaaing^B Education of the

Human Race— conceptioa of

development in history.

1787-1805. Classicism (Schiller,

d. 1806).

1795-1850 (approximately). The
Romantic movement in litera-

ture and philosophy.

1850. The Realistic movement.

The Political Situation in Gennany. We have al-

ready seen bow deplete was the vitality of Gennany

during the last decades of the Renaissance and how re-

markable was the philosophy of Leibnitz, who would

have been great in any age. The old Empire of Ger-

many, the Holy Roman Empire, was never reinstated

after the Thirty Years' War. It was not abolished in

fact until 180G ; but from 1648 to 1806, it existed only

as a collection of States under a nominal government.

The idea of the Empire as an absolutism persisted in

the social consciousness. The government was a specter

hovering over this disintegrating nation. ' Some new

force would have to clarify the German political atmos-

phere in the eighteenth century, if Germany were to

participate in the general European Enlightenment. It

* The Thirty Yeiirs' War had degraded the nation, desolated the land,

reduced the population from seventeen to five millions, left the people

impoveriuhed, the nobles prolligate (except at Weimar), the universities

without influence. Nevertheless, this outstanding fact remains — during

all these years of inevitable dissolution, the idea of the Empire existed

as a stubborn political idea, vhich in its actual feeble sovereignty was
declared by I'uffendorf to be a monster. The idea of the Holy Roman
Empire remained as a force to be reckoned with — which shows how
muih more persistent ideas are than things. Its actual absolutism could

only be seen in the several States that composed it, for within them each
petty monarch was dictator of the intellectual, religious, and political

opinions of his subjects. The condition of Germany in the Enlightenment
is in contriust to the splendid absolntism of France which grew from the

efforts of Richelieu and Louis XIII (1610) to the great protective idei*

of Louis XIV-
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appeared in Frederick the Great and the development

of the little Electorate of Brandenburg into the power-

ful Kingdom of Prussia. ' This was the political basis

of the German Enlightenment.

The year 17-10— the year when Frederick the Great

was crowned King of Prussia—marks the heginning of

the period of the Enlightenment in Gerwaiiy. The re-

forms which Frederick immediately inaugurated, the

religious toleration which he granted, his recall of

Wolff to the University of Halle, his avowed support of

intellectual things, and the Seven Years' AVar (176G-

1763) in which he fought single-handed against the

political absolutism of Europe— Austria, Kussia, and

France— was an inspiration to all lovers of liberty.

The German people came to see that their great foe was

the German Empire itself as personified by the Catholic

Austrians and Saxons ; and as a result political reforms

took place in the other German States, in Russia and

Austria.

Not only did Frederick give the death-blow to the

Holy Roman Empire, but he set before modern Europe

the example of a new political idea in an autocrat who

professed to be the servant of the State. ^ The State

I In spite of its Bufferings during the Thirty Year*' War, in spite of

the fact that the rights of its citizens were entirely taken away by its

princes, and its government was as harshly absolute as elsewhere, the

powerful Prussian Kingdom, with a strong and patriotic army, was built

up and its dominions were extended. It came to be feared by all the

other German States and in tlie latter part of this period it was a forc«

to be taken account of in the councils of Europe. Itself an absolutism

in its Protestantism, it was the refuge of Protestants ; and therefore it

alone was the vigorous political force that could destroy the traditional

absolutism of the Ilapsburgs and the Holy Roman Empire.
^ Frederick looked upon himself us the greatest of the Illuminati. He

had become denationalized by his early training. His father was fond of

what was German, hia motht-r of what was English, and ha himself of

what was French. He had studied liayle, read French philosophy, and
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should become enlightened whether it wanted to be so

or not ; and to this end he established the principle of

religious and phUosophical freedom, and of political

equality of his subjects before the law.

The Influence of Leibnitz. We have seen why Leib-

nitz marks the trausition of German thought from the

Renaissance to the Enlightenment— he reconciled ra-

tional knowledge with empirical knowledge by means of

his conception of the developing individual, the monad.

However, the influence of Leibnitz did not end with

his "unnoticed and almost unmourned death" (1716).

His figure dominated the German Enlightenment and

all German thinkers of this epoch were under his influ-

ence. The conciliatory and unheroic character of Leib-

nitzianism lent itself to the popularizing tendency of the

Enlightenment. (1) This appeared immediately in the

philosophy of Wolff and the Leibnitz-Wolffian School

— in the effort to popularize Leibnitz's thought in a

systematic form in the German language. (2) It was

also seen in the great impetus which Leibnitz as a sci-

entist gave to the philosophy of mechanical science.

(3) A half century later Leibnitz got his truest inter-

pretation in the great literary movement begun by

Lessing in 1759. We must think of the philosophy of

Leibnitz as the fountain-head of the German Enlight-

enment— of it as spreading into widening circles of

become acquainted with the Rationalism of Wolff and the Empirioiaa
of Locke. He was at one time an atheist and materialist ; bat deism waa
his natural attitude of mind, for he emphasized morality above specula-

tion. Conceiving himself, as the most enlip;htened, to be the great serv-

ant of the State, he undertook the enlightenment of his people. All
Prussia must be enlitrhtened by him, and therefore no restrictive institu-

tions, such as guilds and corporations, could be permitted. The best

man should rule, and ho was the best man. Since the people are incapa-
ble of looking after thnraselves, they must be compelled under his be-

nevolent autocracy to be enlightened, rational, and happy.
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popularity by drawing upon many elements foreign

to it.»

Wolff and the Leibnitz-Wolffian School. Christian

WoMf (1679-1754) systematized and expanded in the

German language for popular use * the teaching which

Leibnitz in French and Latin bad left in scattered let-

ters and documents for the few. He resented having his

friend, Bilfinger, attach the name ' Leibnitz-Wolffian-

ism " to the doctrine which he expounded ; and, indeed,

the resentment was justifiable, since he omitted the

most characteristic feature of Leibnitzianism.> Leibnitz

had distinguished empirical from rational truth in order

to reconcile them. Wolff set the two kinds of truths

into opposition. Leibnitz had accomplished the recon-

ciliation by his conception of the possibilities of the

developing monad ; and his theory of knowledge was

subordinate to his metaphysics of the monad.

Leibnitz

1. School—philosophy 2. Philosophy of 3. Poetic philoaophy.
— Leibnitz-WolfSaniBin. mechauical science.

Leibnitz's influence in mechanics and literature exists to-day. Its for-

malism in the Rationalism of the Leibuitz-WolfSan School changed ita

character upon the death of Wolff (1754) and came to an end with the

Storm and Stress Period.
^ In 170(5, through the aid of Leibnitz, Wolff obtained the profeasor-

ahip of mathematics in the new Prussian university of Halle and there

he had as colleagues Francke aiid Thoraasius. Francke, the Pietist,

aimed at popularizing religion ; Thomasius and Wolff sought to popa-

larize philosophy by making it rational. Here Pietism and Rationalism

were armed against the common enemy, the Lutheran orthodoxy, in their

attempt to enlighten the individual layman. After this had been accom-
plished, the incompatibility between Rationalism and Pietism became
evident, and the Pietistic officials at Berlin expelled Wolff (1723). Hia
recall to Halle (1740) by Frederick the Great marks the highest point
in the ascendancy of rationalism in the German Enlightenment.

' Probably he had no comprehensive knowledge of Leibnitz's teach'
ing, since the New Essays, Leibnitz's most important work, had not

been published and remained hidden until the middle of the century.
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To Wolff the theory of knowledge is the ceDtral

issue ; he omitted the concept of development altogether.

What was the result?— the Leibnitzian philosophy

with Leibnitz left out. Bent upon systematizing and

disseminating philosophy, Wolff developed more clev-

erly than any of his contemporaries a popular and sys-

tematic epistemology. He was able only to set rational

and empirical truth over against each other in their ex-

ternal aspects, in the opinion that in reality they are

the same and are only different points of departure.

He concluded, therefore, that there is for every object

a rational and empirical science which agree absolutely

in their results. Fundamental in all this is the principle

of contradiction, from which the principle of sufficient

reason is deduced. The world is a rational mechanism,

rationally perceived, and thus the reign of Rationalism

was now begun in Germany. It must be further said

that all the technical German philosophers of this pe-

riod were absorbed in this epistemological problem of

the relation between rational and empirical knowledge,

and they differ only in their emphasis on one of these

two terms.

Wolff became the schoolmaster of the German peo-

ple— the philosopher of the commonplace man; and

therein lay his contribution to German intellectual life.

He was the first German founder of a " school " of phi-

losophy. He gave a unity to German thought which h

had not before possessed ; and he impressed upon it a

vocabulary which it stiU uses. With the cleverness anc

pedantry of a college professor, and in a prolix series of

textbooks, partly German and partly Latin, he extended

his teaching. His " rational " textbooks were used in all

German Protestant universities. Although he drew the
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blood out of German thought and left a skeleton with

divisions and subdivisions, nearly all the technical phi*

losophers of the German Enlightenment belonged to

the Leibnitz-WolfiBan School or were indirectly con-

nected with it.'

G. E. Lessing (1729-1781). The true interpreta-

tion of Leibnitz came in the second haU of the eight-

eenth century in what is knov/n as the German Roman-

tic movement— the first promises of a strong, native

literary movement in modern Germany. Its real origin

was in that part of the teaching of Leibnitz which the

Wolffians had neglected, but which was the most essen-

tial part of Leibnitz's thought— the concept of the

developing individual. The movement was championed

first by Lessing. Then foreign elements entered into it

;

individuality was exaggerated ; the normal course of the

movement was interrupted by the Storm and Stress

Period ; 2 the ideas of Voltaire, Locke, Rousseau, and

' The school was only the central point around which the enlif;hteii-

went of the intellect developed. After Wolff waa returned to Halle in

triumph, and Rationalbm was further 8trent;thened by the kint; of

Eulighteners, Frederick, u development 'within the school appeared.

Locke's influence was seen amon^ the younper Wolffians. Empirical

study of the soul was demanded. What are the intellect, the will, and
the feeling^s, especially the ajsthetic feelinp^ ? Rationalism received a
check when other factors of the mind beside the intellect were discov-

ered. The iuflucnco of Rousseau comes to the surface. It was the time

of " beautiful souls." The fourteen years of the Stonn and IStreas Period

was at hand. It is the period of "sentimentality." One studies himself,

and writes his feellng^s in diaries and books. Then tlie reason becomes
conscious of its own limitations. An Eclecticism grows up and Ration&l-

ism dies. The age awaits Kant.
* From 17tJ0 to 1780 there was every indication of a tremendous social

upheaval in Germany as in France. The Storm and Strciss movement of

1775-1787, which had been set in motion by tlie wide currency in Ger-

many of Rousseau's Hiiu'ise and Emile, the spread of republican theo-

ries, the attitude and "enlightened " remarks of Frederick, and the

iniitatiou of him by all grades of society, the formation everywhere of

secret societies, especially the lUuminati — all these things showed that

Germany was being stiired from its foundation. Writers glorified tho
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Spinoza appeared. The transformation of all these ele*

ments and their application was due to Lesslng, Winck-

elmann, Herder, Hamaun, Goethe, and Schiller. All

these inspired minds had grown up in the Rationalism

of Wolff in philosophy and Gottsched in literature—
that all truth was accessible to the reason and could be

formulated into rules. All burst through the claims of

such self-imposed omnipotence to see that truth is a goal

and not an acquisition, that things grow and are not

artificial. To use technical terms the genetic conception

of life supplanted the mechanical. Evolution and possi-

bility instead of Inuility were the working ideas in this

great literary movement which possessed Germany in

the last half of the eighteenth century.

Leasing was the greatest philosoplier of the German
Enlightenment. He is not mentioned by the older his-

tories of philosophy because the history of philosophy was

then supi)osed to be the chronicle of school doctrines.

He \|^s like Leibnitz in not being a professional phi-

losopher. He was a polished man of the world, a writer

of epigrams, fables, and comedies, a dramatic and lit-

erary critic, a translator and essayist, a writer upon art,

and a student of philosophical and ecclesiastical his-

tory. Modern German literature began with him. He
rejected the French models accepted by Gottsched; he

introduced Shakespeare to the Germans ; he surpassed

all his contemporaries in literary and artistic reforms,

social enlightenment, and religious emancipations. Al-

individual, called man back to primitive and uncorrupted nature, de-

nounced civilization, and for twenty years it seemed as if at any moment
the German Enlightenment might follow the sentimental appeal of Rous-
seau. There are three reasons why it did not: (1) the German princei

adopted somewise political reforms; (2) in the segregated States of Ger-

many concerted action was dii&cult; (3) a new intellectual and aesthetic

uiovement began in Germany, for which Leasing was the spokesman.
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though his philosophy appeared through the medium of

literature, and although the best of what he wrote was

not effectual until after his death (1781), he, the critic,

was the only creative philosopher in Germany between

Leibnitz and Kant.

Lessing's importance to us here is that he gave

Leibnitz's conception of the evolution of the individual

in history so clear a statement that it could be service-

able in literature. He himself said that if Leibnitz had

chosen an interpreter, he vyould not have chosen Wolff.

Lessing's wide reading of history made him conscious

that the period in whicli he lived was a transition

period. He was certain that neither Rationalism nor

contemporary sentimentalism was rci)resentative of

this period. He held no lUtimate metaphysical thesis;

but he was convinced of two things: (1) that the

periods of history differ in their results
; (2) that they

are alike in their inner strivings. Rationalism with its

possession of eternal truth was helpless before history. ^

It was Lessing's sympathetic appreciation of the past

that made him see in the heart of the Leibnitzlan

teaching the explanation of history. He saw In the man
of history the Eteknal Striving, the microcosm in

the macrocosm— the striving of all parts in continuity

and harmony. History is the universal individual monad

striving to actualize its possibilities. This doctrin<

^ Ab an example of Lessing's application of Lis principle, we may takt

hia disousBion of the burniiit; question of that day, namely, the place of

Christianity in history. The religion of Christ was to him a different

thing from the Christian religion. The Scriptures and their picture of

Christ are but an episode in the development of religion. Christ is a step

in the total progress of the race. The ultimate truth has not been and
neverlwill be revealed. And, indeed, said Leuaing, it is better so. For he
said in his Duptik in the oft-quoted paragraph, if God offered him the
choice between the completed truth and the pursuit of truth, he would
choose the latter. " The chase is butter than the prey." (Iluffdioi;.)
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of an evolutionary pantheism underlies, consciously or

unconsciously, all the German writers from Lessing to

Goethe, excepting the productions of the Storm and

Stress Period. Leibnitz's principle was projected be-

yond the eighteenth century by the instruments of that

century.



CHAPTER X
KANT

Gennan Philosophy and its Two Divisions. The

period of German philosophy extends from the publi-

cation of the Critique of Pure Reason by Kant in

1781 to the death of Hegel in 1830. In it all the germs

of the Enlightenment come to efflorescence because the

German land is filled with inspired men. The Pietism

of Spener, the sentimentalism of Rousseau, the psy-

chology of the English, the Rationalism of Wolff, the

mathematical rigorism of Newton, the pantheism of

Spinoza, and especially the evolutionary pantheism of

the wonderful literature— all these motifs come to the

surface first in thie Critical Philosophy of Kant and

second in the greac idealistic group which follows

Kant. These form the two divisions of the period of

German philosophy. The philosophy of Kant, which

forms the first division, is the point of convergence of

all the forces of the Enlightenment and it is also the

point of departure of the idealists who follow him.

While in a sense Kant marks the transition from the

Enlightenment, and in another sense he introduces Ger-

man idealism, in reality he forms an epoch between the

two. The problem in the Kantian philosophy wa£( like

that which Wolff set before himself ^— the problem of

episteniology, the relation between rational and empirical

knowledge. The second division of German philosophy

contains the names of the great German metaphysi-

cians who followed Kant— Fichte, Schelling, Hegel,
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Herbart, and Schoi^enhauer. This epoch includes also

Goetho, Schiller, aud the many German Komanticists,

for at this time literature aud philosophy were closely

allied. Jena, then the chief university of Germany, was

near Weimar, the chief literary center. These philoso-

phers are interested in that other problem in Leibnitz's

. doctrine, tlie metaphysical problem of the universal,

evolving, striving monad ; nevertheless, they all build

their metaphysics upon the new e])istemological basis

laid by Kant. It will be observed that the philosophy

of this new epoch returns to the school. It is the phi-

losophy of professors in universities and is taken almost

completely out of the hands of the layman. It becomes

more and more mystical ; it is profound, rather than

external ; and is based upon a questioning of the inner

and spiritual life. And further, it is cosmic, for these

new philosophers were not ignorant of the world or of

science. As Madame de Stael said, " There was noth

in^' to do save for him whose concern was with the uni-

vei'se."

In this chaj)ter we are concerned with the philosophy

of Immanutl Kant.

The Influences upon Kant. The development of

Kant's thought was modified by influences from at

least five different sources.

1. Pietism. This was the earliest influence upon his

life, aud was due to his parents and to F. A. Schultze,

the teacher of the high school of Konigsberg. It will be

remembered that this ethical Puritanism was a moral

reaction against the formalism of the churches in the

period after the Thirty Years' War. Kant never lost

his attachment for the Pietists ; and his later rigoristic

ethical theory, as well as his own personal life, sprang
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from his early Pietistic training. Schiller wrote to

Goethe, '' There is always something about Kant, as

about Luther, which reminds one of the monk, who

has indeed quitted his cloister, but who can never quite

rid himself of its traces."

2. The Leibnitz- Wolffian Philosoj)liy. This influ«

ence came during his academic training in the Univer-

sity of Konigsberg, which he entered upon at the age

of sixteen years. This was in 1740, the same year in

which Frederick was crowned and Wolff was recalled

to. Halle— the time when the Leibnitz-Wolffian phi-

losophy was at the fullness of control of Germany. It

' must not be forgotten that this philosophy remained

dominant in German academic circles untU Kant's own
theory supplanted it in the nineties. Kant was an

avowed disciple of the Wolffian school for the next

twenty years (until 17G0), and he never shook off the

Wolffian metaphysical dualism.

3. The Physics of JVcwton, To his university train-

ing Kant was indebted also for his acquaintance with

Newton. The antagonism between the metaphysics of

Wolff and the physics of Newton was, at least at the be-

ginning of Kant's career, of decisive importance in his

development. One of Kant's teachers at the university

was Martin Knutzen, whose lectures included philoso-

phy, mathematics, and natural science. Through per-

sonal intercourse with Knutzen, the young Kant was

introduced to the Wolffian philosophy, and also to the

Newtonian mathematics and physios. During his activ-

ity as a teacher Kant showed, even into his later period,

a predilection for natural science, especially for physi-

cal geography and anthropology. The same year in

which he entered upon his career as teacher in the
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University of Konig^beig (1755), he published his

celebrated Theory of the Heavens, in which he antici-

pated Laplace by forty years in the formulation of the

nebular hypothesis.

4. The Humanitarianism of Rousseau. Kant got

from Rousseau a new evaluation of man. Kant had the

advantage of a prolonged youthful development. He
was well into his thirties when the movement, begun by

Lessing, became a social force in Germany. A new po-

litical consciousness appeared among the German peo-

ple, due to the influence of Frederick the Great and

to that of the Frenchmen, Voltaire and Rousseau. Kant

was thirty-eight (in 1762) when he read Rousseau's

Bmile. Kant had been brought up in the common

teaching of the early part of the Enlightenment to de-

spise the ignorant masses of people. Through Rousseau

he received in words of authority the conception of the

inherent dignity of the individual man. Through this

conception science and speculation came to have a new

value to Kant. They were no longer ends in them-

selves, but the means for moral develo})ment. The

moral in its primacy over the intellectual came to be a

permanent feature in Kant's doctrine. Ilis early Piet-

ism was confirmed, and Rousseau replaced Newton in

his regard.

5. The Skepticism of Hume. The influence of

Hume's skepticism was felt by Kant just before his

eleven years of silence, when he became engaged in his

construction of his critical problem. But Hume influ-

enced Kant in a negative way. The classic and oft-

quoted expression of Kant, that Ilume awoke him from

his " dogmatic slumber," refers to the dogmatism of the

empirical school to which Hume belonged, and not to
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that of the rationalistic school of Wolff. To Kant both

empiricism and rationalism were dogmatic ; the one be*

cause it assumed the validity of sensations, the other

because it assumed the existence of innate ideas. Thus

Hume effected a reaction in Kant against Hume's own
doctrine. But in thus reacting from Hume, Kant saw

that the answer was to be found not in the rationalism

of Wolff, but in an ideal conception of space and time.

Hume's influence was the last before Kant firmly es:ab.

lished his theory of knowledge in his Critique of Pure
Reason.

The Life and Writings of Kant (1724-1804). The
external changes in the life of Ininianuel Kant were the

fewest possible. He was born at Kijnigsberg in 1724

;

he went to the school of that city and then to its uni-

versity, and then acted in the capacity of tutor in fami-

lies in the province of Kijnigsberg. He became privat-

docent in the university at the age of thirty-one, and

professor of logic and metaphysics at the age of forty-

four. He was called to the University of Halle in 1778,

but he refused to leave Kijnigsberg. In fact, Kant

never went outside the province, and but little outside

the city. Nevertheless, in the eighties ho saw himself

become the most important figure in Kcinigsberg, and

in the nineties the most important power in German
academic circles. In 1794 lie came under the censure

of the reactionary government of Frederick William II

and " was obliged tt) refrain in the future from all

public addresses on religion," This was the only outer

conflict in his life. In 1804, at the age of eighty, he

died. The externals of his life were from the beginning

to the end an undeviating routine,— his lectures, hia

daily walk, his dinner with friends, his hours of refleo
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tion upon his gieat problem. These have been made
the subject of many descriptions.*

The life of Kant is notable because it is the history

of an unusual singleness of devotion to the solution of

a speculative problem. His youthful point of departure

was the rationalism of Wolff ; his point of attainment

was the Critique of Pure Reason, Between these two

points his history was a series of mental reversalsc

Kant spoke of his life as divided into two parts at the

year 1770 ; his pre-eritical and his critical periods. At
that time there was a change in the form as well as the

content of his v/ritings. His pre-critical writings pos-

sess a graceful, flowing style; his critical works are

heavy and artificial in their structure, and reveal the

labor with which his thought tried to reconcile contend-

ing motifs. So far as the content of Kant's thought is

concerned the pre-critical period will be seen to fall into

two subdivisions at the year 1760. Kant's life may
therefore be divided into three epochs : (1) 1724-1760,

the period when he was a Wolffian rationalist
; (2)

1760-1770, the period when he was an empirical skep-

tic ; (3) 1770-1804, the period when he was a critical

epistemologist.

In the first period he accepted the Rationalism of

^^''olff, but his main interest, as shown by his writings,

was in natural science. He was inspired by the natural

philosophy of Newton, which, in the latter part of this

period, led him to mistrust the metaphysics of Wolff.

That is to say, he began to suspect that the mere logi-

cal operation of concepts by the " pure reason *' could

* Read the quotation from Heine in E. Caird, Philosophy

of Kant, vol. i, p. 63 ; Stirling, Textbook to Kant, Bio

graphical Sketch.
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not be a statement about things In the real world. In

the next ten years— his second period— he became

convinced that the metaphysics of the Rationalists was

impossible, and yet that the metaphysics of the empiri-

cal school of the English was equally absurd. His writ-

ings during this time are more strictly devoted to ques-

tions of metaphysics and epistemology. Then came his

critical period. This was inaugurated by his celebrated

Dissertation of 1770, followed by a period of eleven

years of literary silence, a silence broken by the publi-

cation of his Critique of Pure Reason In 1781. Be-

tween 1781 and 1790 appeared the more mature works

from Kant's pen. Among them were the Critique of

Practical Reason (1788) and the Critique of Judg-

ment (1790), formed on the model of the Critique of

Pure Reason. Besides these, his minor writings were

very numerous, and one notes an essay by him in the

last year of his life. But the writings of Kant after

1790 treat in the main of the philosophy of law and

conduct, and show themselves to be the writings of his

declining years.

The Problem of Kant. The problem which Kant

placed before himself was that of epistemology. Episte-

mology is the theory of knowledge, and Kant set to

work to investigate the knowing process. The peculiar

significance of Kant rests upon the fact that out of the

various influences converging upon him and his time he

matured a new conception of the problem and of the

method of procedure of philosophy. He was convinced

that the problem of his time was not one of metaphysi-

cal speculation, although he felt the value of such spec-

ulation in the regions of religion and morals. Yet he

saw that the metaphysical rationalism of Wolff had
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proved itself inadequate because it was merely the logi-

cal operation of concepts, and bad not dealt with real

relations. He was equally sure that the empirical met-

aphysics of the Englishmen was inadequate because it

was never certain of any truth. Rational metaphysics

was logically tru^i, but not real; empirical metaphysics

was real enough, but never true. So Kant determined

to find out the relation between the logical process of

thought and the reality of things. He felt that the first

problem in his time to be faced and settled was the prob-

lem of knowledge,— the epistemological problem. He
planned to face later the metaphysical problem, but he

delayed this until too late in his old age. The problem

of Kaut can be put in the simple question. What can

we know? The metaphysical problem that he deferred

was, What is real ? Yet his pi-oblem was not nearly so

simple as this statement would seem to make it ; for the

epistemological problem which he set himself was com-

plicated by the Wolffian metaphysical dualism which

l.e always presupposed. Since Kant agreed with the

Wolffian dualism— the theory that a great gulf separates

mind and matter— his query about knowledge was not

the simple question, What can we know? but the longer

question. What can we know about the external world?

The Method of Kant. There is bound up with the

epistemological problem a new method of procedure in

solving it. How shall we find out what we can know?
Kaut calls his method the critical method. It is not only

a criticism in a general sense, in that it weighs carefully

the conditions of knowledge. It is also criticism in the

speciid sense of confining itself to a restricted field.

Kant pointed out tliat two methods may be employed,

the dogmatic and the transcendental. He asserted that
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the dogmatic method had been employed In the past

and had proved itself fallafnous. What is the dogmatic

method? All philosophy was dogmatic to Kant which

sought to find out what knowledge is true by showing

how it originated and developed. Dogmatism is no solu-

tion ; it is merely a psychological tracing of ideas to

their sources. These sources will be either innate ideas,

if we are Rationalists, or sensations, if we are Emjuri-

cists. The true method is the transcendental or critical

7nethod. What is this method? It is a study of the

nature of the reason itself. It is an examination of the

" pure reason " to see if its judgments have in any in-

stance a universality beyond human experience, and

yet are necessary to human experience. The logic of

such judgments must be absolutely reliable; and yet at

the same time the judgments must be applicable to the

world of things. The method being transcendental, such

judgments are transcendental; not because they tran-

scend our experience, but because they are necessary to

experience. The transcendental is not what is chrono-

logically but what is rationally prior. The transcen-

dental is the indispensable to knowledge. The critical

method is the finding of this indispensable condition.

Kant would search the whole fieltl of the reason for

this. Since to Kant thinking, feeling, and willing are

the fundamental forms of the reason, he sought the

realm of thought for the transcendental principles of

knowledge, that of the will for the transcendental prin-

ciples of morality, that of feeling for the transcendental

principles of beauty.

The Threefold World ' of Kant— Subjective States,

' The word " world " is used for lack of a better. The reader is, how*
•Ter, again reminded that Kant'a problem is one of epistemolo^ and
not of metaphysics.
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Things-in-Themselves, and Phenomena. In his search

for those indispensable conditions of knowledge of the

external world, Kant, unfolds the threefold character

of the realm of human life. To Wolff the world had

been twofold. In other words, Wolff had conceived the

world as dual, in which there was a correspondence,

part by part, of independent reality to the state of con-

sciousness. To Wolff reality is independent of conscious-

ness, and yet we are conscious of that reality. Now
Kant never gave up entirely the Wolffian dualism, but

he came to see that in such a situation there could be

no knowledge. For how can we be conscious of what

is absolutely independent of us? Consequently Kant

plundered the Wolffian worlds of independent realities

to build up an intermediate world,— a world of phe-

nomena. He dissolved the sharpness of Wolff's dualism

into a world with three di\asions ; and he gave to each

division a new epistemological value. These were the

realm of the subjective states or the inner consciousness

of the individual, the world of phenomena or the realm

of knowledge, and the world of absolute reality or that

of things-in-themselves. The value of the world of phe-

nomena consists in its being the realm of knowledge.

The other two realms have values of their own, which

we shall describe below.

Wolff's twofold world may be thus compared with

Kant's threefold world :
—

Wolff. Kant.

1. Mind. 1. Subjective states.

2. Phenomena— the realm of

knowledge.

2. Matter. 3. Things-in-themselves.
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1. The realm of subjective states evidently is not a

realm of knowledge. For it is the realm of intuition and

immediate apprehension of the individual's own ideas

and sensations ; and this ia not what we mean by knowl<

edge. This subjective world is that in which I live

alone. It is a realm of which nobody else is conscious,

a realm which gives to me my individuality. The only

connecting linkage between my various purely subjec-

tive states is the accidental order of time in wliieh,

empirically or by association, they occur. Animal intel-

ligence possesses only such sense-perceptions and sen-

sations, and these are modifications of its subjective

consciousness. Such a mental constitution has not the

capacity for knowledge, but only the haphazard associa-

tion of ideas. Kant looked upon the content of subjective

consciousness as the object only of psychological inves-

tigation.

2. The realm of things-in-themselves is not to Kant

the realm of knowledge. By things-in-theraselves Kant

distinctly does not mean things-for-us, not material

bodies, not nature objects. It must be remembered that

Kant has plundered the material realm of the dualist.

The things-in-themselves which are left behind as a

residuum lie outside all sense-perception and so beyond

all knowledge. A divine intelligence might have the

things-in-themselves as objects of knowledge, but not

we human beings. The thing-in-itself is the unknown

and unknowable. But if this realm of things-in-them-

selves is so absolutely independent of us that we can-

not in any way know it, how can we say that it exists ?

Kant replies to this : while we cannot say what a thing-

in-itself is, we are obliged to say that it is. For although

beyond even our sense-perception, it stands as a necea<
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sary postulate to perception, as a mere " problem."

Kant also calls tliings-in-themselves Noumena, and re-

gards them as "limiting concepts" to the divine non-

sensuous iuteUigeuce. Their reality is as little to be

denied as affirmed.

3. Kant pointed out that between or beside the

realm of subjectivity and that of the things-in-them-

selves lies the realm of human knowledge, which we in

our everyday speech call physical nature, and to which

he gave the name " the world of phenomena " or " the

world of experience." The subjective world is appre-

hended by the individual alone, the world of things-in-

themselves is known by no human being, but the world

of phenomena is the common object of knowledge of

humanity. Phenomena are not things-in-themselves, but

things-for-us ; they are physical nature, an interrelated

totality for us. They constitute not absolute reality, but

a reality relative to us. Phenomena are experiences in

their relations ; such related experiences are objects of

knowledge, and in their thoroughly organized and sys-

tematic form they constitute nature.

Thus the dualism which we ordinarily meet, like the

"• two world " theory of Wolff, has numy differences

from this critical theory of Kant with its threefold

divisions of one world. One of the most important is

that in Kant's theory the correspondence between states

of consciousness and reality has disappeared. Reality

touches consciousness only at one point,— at that point

where sensations arise. Sensations mark the boundary

between unknown reality and conscious life. On the

side of reality all is darkness; on the side of conscious

life all is the creation of our complex synthetic activity.

With the boundary line of sensation as a base, the two
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realms extend in opposite directions. In value the realm

<)f our conscious life is only relative ; that of reality or

things-in-themselves is absolute.

The World of Knowledge. There is this to be ob-

served about the threefold realm of Kant : the realm of

subjectivity and that of knowledge together make up

our conscious life. One is the realm of the conscious

individual, and the other the realm of the consciousness

of humanity. Kant conceived this further distinction

between the two rcahns : in a purely subjective state the

mind is entirely passive and its content is without con-

trol ; in a state of knowing tlie mind is actively engaged

in collecting and relating its ideas. This is called by

Kant synthesis.

When Kant was formulating his problem, there

gradually came to him in clearer outline the synthetic

nature of the activity of the human reason. He felt

more and more that the secret of the knowing process

was to be explained by its function of combining many
experiences into a unity. This conception of synthesis

is what separates the Critique of Pure Reason from all,

the previous writings of Kant. Furthermore, the three

books of the Critique are expositions of the different

stages in which mental synthesis completes itself: in (1)
perception, (2) understanding, and (3) reason. The

knowing activity of man develops in these three differ-

ent forms of synthesis, in which each lower sfcige is the

content of the higher.

What, then, is the central factor in knowledge? It

is the synthetic power of the mind. The mind is not

merely passively aware of its sensations as they come

seriatim, but it actively relates them and holds them

together. The mind is a dynamic agent whose activity
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consists in synthesizing in the present moment its ex-

periences of the past. The human mind is not like a

curtain upon which stereopticon pictures appear and

then disappear in turn. It retains its pictures, although

they are no longer being thrown upon the screen. Sup-

pose we hear the ticking of a clock. Now if we had no

synthetic power, all we should apprehend would be one,

one, one,— and so on. But we do have synthetic power,

and we say one, two, three, and so on. A\'^e count in a

series in which each term includes the preceding term.

Two includes one, and three includes two, etc. This is

knowledge. It is cumulative experience. The experience

of twenty animals, each having one experience, is not

the same as the experience of one man having twenty

experiences. In vain would nature act on man if the

mind of man through memory and imagination did not

carry over experiences. So the important thing is not

what happens, but what power the human mind has.

Knowledge, then, to Kant is the unifying of the manir

fold.
^

There are, therefore, two aspects to knowledge ; the

passive sensations and the active power of synthesis.

Sensations, on the one hand, are the raw material out

of which reason through its various forms creates the

finished fabric of knowledge. Sensations are the con-

tent of knowledge. On the other hand, there is the

active unifying power of the reason. Knoioledge con-

sists of sensations and synthesis in conjunction. Reason

alone deals with "thought relations" or imaginations,

whenever it tries to treat objects of which sensations

are not the raw material. Sensations alone, however,

are only subjective states. The oft-quoted sayings of

Kant, that " Only in experience is the truth," and that
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"Conception without perception ia empty, perception

without conception is blind," refer to the restriction of

knowledge to the sense-materials and to the synthetic

function of the reason.

The Place of Synthesis in Knowledge. What posi-

tion does synthesis occupy in the total process of

knowledge ? Is synthesis one of the factors or elements

of knowledge? Is synthesis on the same level with the

sensations, the feelings, the imaginations? No, it is

very different. Tho synthesis that Kant is describing is

not the product or conclusion from an inference. Kant

does not mean by synthesis the combination of facts as

a result, such as a biologist might make in framing the

law of tlie habits of animals from his observation of

them. The synthesis that Kant is talking about is not

so much the result of combining experiences as the act

of comhlning them. The frame of the unified manifold,

the law of its unification, the act of binding the isolated

experiences together is synthesis. Synthesis occupies a

higher level than the elements of knowledge or knowl-

edge itself. Synthesis is the knowing process rather

than the known product. It is constitutive ; it is crea-

tive ; it conditions experience and puts the material

of experience together. It nuist not be tliought to ha a

voluntary act of the mind, which the mind will or will

not do, as it pleases. When the mind acts, it synthe-

sizes.

Furthermore, the synthetic functioning of all human
minds everywhere is the same. However much their

sensations differ, they combine and orderly arrange

their sense-materials in the same ways. The synthesis

of the human mind is the source of the universality be-

longing to knowledge ; the sensations, the " given," ax"e
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the source of the difference in knowledge. Knowledge

is the result of minds that function in absolutely the

same way; and we should never have knowledge if the

order and linkage of the world depended on the acci-

dent of experience. Take, for example, such laws as

those of mathematics or the physical law of cause. These

are the same for everybody. They are universal laws.

The ordinary conception of them as independent prin-

ciples of an independent nature world will not account

for their necessity for everybody and their universality.

As independent principles they would differ for differ-

ent peoples just as sensations differ. In that case we

should have no knowledge. Human beings could not

then think about the same things, nor reason under the

same guiding principles. However, we do think alike,

we have the same geometry, the same physical laws, the

same time-estimates ; and simply because we function

alike synthetically. Knowledge is thus the common pos-

session of humanity because the synthetic functioning

of the different individual men is identically the same.

A very good way to get at Kant's central principle

of synthesis is to draw this picture. Suppose that be-

sides the race of human beings with its own peculiar

way of ordering its world, there were a race of angels

endowed with its own powers, another of hobgoblins

likewise endowed with its own powers, and so on to x,

y, and z races— any number you please. What would

be the situation ? In the first place, each one of the

groups would be absolutely isolated from each of the

others. No one would have the power to know even the

existence of the others. No one race would even have

anything in common with the others. The world of each

Would be different. In the next place each would be
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trying to interpret reality, and in doing so, each would

construct and order a world of reality of its own. The

members of each race would have a world in common
and the members would know one another. But that is

all. The members of each race would not be able to get

outside their own powers of synthesis. In Holy Writ

the home of the angels has been sometimes described as

having no time and space, but this means only that space

and time are aspects of our mental synthesis and not of

theirs. We live in our world of our interpretative con-

struction of reality, and they in theirs. The same would

have to be said of x, y, and z. None would live in a

world of absolute reality. But each would live in a

world made different irom all the other worlds by the

differing mental powers of each race. Yet the members

of each race would inhabit a world in common because

the individuals of each had common mental powers. The
particular world that human beings inhabit is called

physical nature, whose laws are known as the laws of

science. How can it be one world in which so many
millions of different human beings live? Because these

millions of human beings are under the same funda-

mental rational laws, and they construct the world in a

conunou fashion. The laws of nature are, after all, the

laws of our own minds. They are the laws of reason.

The laws of nature are not the laws of absolute reality,

but the laws of the human interpretation of reality. All

the linkage of facts, all the law and order of our uni-

verse, all the combination of the variety of objects of

knowledge — in a word, the entire body of science or

the world of physical nature is a human mental synthe-

sis. Does independent absolute reality exist? Yes; but

it exists behind the scenes for us as for the angels. Men*
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tal synthesis is constitutive of the world in which we
are actually engaged— mental synthesis is shot through

and through all our experiences. Mental synthesis is

the framework of the universe, and therefore Kant says,

*' The world is my representation."

The Judgments Indispensable to Human Knowl-

edge. It will be seen from the above discussion that

Kant does not believe that an idea or a sensation taken

by itself constitutes knowledge. Knowledge consists of

sensations framed together in a synthesis. That is, ideas

must be taken together with other ideas. This is caUed

in grammar a proposition, having a subject and a pred-

icate. In logic it is called a judgment. The only way
a human being can express knowledge is in the form of

judgments, but all judgments of human beings are not

necessarily knowledge.

Judgments are divided by Kant into two large

classes,— analytic and synthetic. The large class of

analytic judgments are not expressions of knowledge.

What is an analytic judgment ? An analytic judgment

merely expresses in the predicate something that is

contained in the usual meaning of the subject. Such a

jmlgment articulates the meaning of an idea by empha-

sizing some of its well-known attributes. Thus we say,

" Gold is yeUow." Such a statement about " gold " does

not show any knowledge. It is called sometimes an ex-

plicative statement. It is tautologous, but not on that

account trivial. Let us look then to synthetic judg-

ments to see if they express knowledge. But first, what

is a synthetic judgment ? A synthetic judgment is one

in which the predicate is not contained in the usual

meaning of the subject. It is a statement of something

new about the subject in hand. For example, the judg-
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ment, »* The watch is yellow " is a synthetic judgment

because the predicate ' yellow " is not a necessary part

of the meaning of " watch." A synthetic judgment

therefore brings two ideas together in a new relation.

It thereby enriches knowledge and is the expression of

discovery. The synthetic judgment is often called am-

pliative. (The double meaning which Kant gives the

term " synthetic " need not confuse us. Synthesis is

used by Kant to mean the framing constitution of the

mind, and also as one of the results of the activity of

the mind, i.e., a class of judgments. In the first sense all

judgments, both analytic and synthetic, are expressions

of synthesis.)

Are all synthetic judgments expressions of knowl-

edge? Kant replies that they certainly are not. He
points out that there are two classes of synthetic judg-

ments : one class he calls a posteriori and the other a

priori. By a posteriori he means judgments founded ia

some sense-perception, whicli are particular judgments

or judgments that are inferences from a greater or less

induction of sense-perceptions. For example, if I say,

" To-day is warm," or that " Swans, so far as I have

observed, are white," I am making a synthetic judg-

ment, because I am joining two ideas in a new relation,

and 1 am also making an d posteriori judgment, because

it is a statement founded upon sense-perception. Now
Kant rules such judgments out from those that consti-

tute true knowledge. This would rule out even empiri-

cal generalizations of high probability, such as "The
sun rises in the east." A posteriori judgments, or those

founded on experience, however large, do not give us

knowledge, but merely probability. The cases upon

which such judgments are founded are always lim-
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ited, and there may be exceptions beyond our obser-

vation.

The only kind of judgments that are the expression

of true knowledge must, therefore, be synthetic judg-

ments that are a priori. That is to say, they must ex-

press some new relation between ideas that is also uni-

versally and necessarily true. By a priori Kant means

the universal and necessary ; and, furthermore, he

maintains that the universal and necessary, and nothing

else, constitutes knowledge. He points out that we

make such judgments. When we say that the three an-

gles of a triangle equal two right angles, or that every

event has a cause, we are saying something universal

and necessary, something not founded on experience.

No one would admit that there were exceptions to these

propositions. The (piestion, then, that Kant tries to an-

swer in his Critique of Pare Rea&on is, How are syn-

thetic judgments a priori possible ? Or since to Kant

knowledge consists of synthetic judgments a priori,

under what conditions is knowledge possible ?

'

For the sake of clearness, let us state this problem of

Kant in another way. It is the nature of man to try by

mere thinking to discover the nature of reality. The
dogmatic school of Rationalists had attempted, without

calling in experience to its aid, to weave out of pure

thought answers to the questions about God, inuuortal-

ity, and nature. It had nuiintained that clear and dis

tinct notions have a reality corresponding to them, and

* Paulsen says (Immanuvl Kant, Ilia Life and Ttachimj, p. IJW) that

this formula of syuthotic judtpneuta a jiriori appears only in the iiitro-

ductiuu to tliu Criti(jiie and in Kant's later writin^js, and it would have
bciMi no misfortune if Kant had never discovered it. lint Windelbund
{Uistory of I'hitosopliy, p. 5Xi, n. 2) says, " No one who does not make
this clear tu hiiusolf has any hope uf utiJurstauding Kuitt."
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are therefore real. Judgments formed in this way are

analytic a priori; but it is evident that while such

analyses of thought have a cogency for thought, they

do not necessarily have a corresponding reality. On the

other hand, conclusions based on experience have a kind

of validity for the real world, but tl»ey yield no certain

truth about it. These are synthetic judgments a poster

riori. If Hume is right in saying that these are the

only judgments dealing with nature, then we have no

certain truth about nature. They give generalizations

that are useful on the whole, but their conclusions range

only from possibility to high probability, and never

reach certainty. Besides (1) conceptual knowledge and

(2) " knowledge of matters of fact," Kant pointed out

that there is a thii'd kind. This is the only valid kind.

This knowledge is based on synthetic judgments a pri-

ori. Such knowledge arises independently of experi-

ence, i.e., is a priori., and yet is valid for experience, i.e.,

is synthetic. Hume's statement that such knowledge is

synthetic a po:>ttriori is not accepted by Kant. Kant

is, therefore, bound to show how this third class of

synthetic judgments a priori is possible, and how pure

thought can be binding on experience.

The Proof of the Validity of Human Knowledge. If

we turn now to review what we have said about Kant,

we find that he undertakes to solve the problem. How
can we know f by a critical study of the forms of the

reason. We have found that the reason is essentially a

synthetic power, and is the framework of the world of

phenomena to which knowledge is limited. Knowledge

is the complex thing, consisting of sensations as its

woof and synthesis as its warp. To answer the question,

Under what conditions is knowledge possible ? we must
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Study not sensations, but synthesis in its several formB.

If Kant can show that the mind furnishes the a priori^

that is, the universal and necessary forms to knowledge,

he thinks he has proved his case. He has then explained

why human knowledge is valid and thus proved that

human knowledge is valid. Now Kant tries to show

what the special a priori forms of knowledge are and

in what the validity of such forms consists. In the first

book of the Critique ofPure Reason, the j^sthetic, he

undertakes to show what the a priori forms of mathe-

matics are and how they make knowledge valid by

being forma of mental synthesis. In the next part of the

Critique, the Analytic, he tries to show what the a pri-

ori forms of the knowledge of physical science are and

how they make physical science valid and objective. In

the last part, the Dialectic, he discusses the a priori

forms of the reason and shows why they have no valid*

ity in knowledge. These are three stages in which the

knowing activity develops as three different forms of

synthesis. The stages are perception, understanding,

and reason. Each higher stage has the lower as its con-

tent. Finished knowledge involves perceptions, repro-

ductions in the understanding, and a recognition of the

whole by a thinking subject. Perception, understand-

ing, and reason are not separate acts, but different

levels of one consciousness. These will be taken up in

succession.

I. In What does the Validity of Sense-Perception

Consist? Kant points out :
—

(1) Sense-perception has (a) a content of sense

qualities, like sound, color, etc., and (i) the relations

of space and time.

(2)' Space and time originally belong to the subject
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as its forms of sense-perception, and are not introduced

from without by experience.

(3) By means of space and time a priori knowledge

is possible.

If there is any validity in perceptual knowledge, it

depends upon the constitution of space and time ; not

upon the character of the empirical content, or the sen-

sations. The question about the validity of sense-percep-

tion, then, is a question about the reliability of mathe-

matics.

There are two elements in sense-perception : a nec-

essary and constant, and a changing and accidental.

Space and time are the constant element* They are

homogeneous, and ulsvays one and the same in quality.

They are unities, for there is only one space and one

time, and the many spaces and times are only divisions

of this oneness. All the diffei-enees in space and time

are due to the relation and movements of bodies, and

are not inherent in space and time themselves. How is

this unity and homogeneity of space and time to be ex-

plained ? By assuming that space and time are original

and uniform functions of perception, the forms of per-

ception, the ways of apprehension, the " prehensile or-

gans of our sensibility." They are the ways in which

we synthesize on the lower level of consciousness. If

they were given in experience, there is no reason why
the several spaces and times should not be intrinsically

different, like different bodies with different qualities.

However, by conceiving them to be mental syntheses in

the level of perception, they explain the universality of

the laws of mathematics. They are the colored specta-

cles that all human beings wear ; or, to use another

figure, they are the mould into which all sensations are
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nin. Being the unchangeable forma of our sensuous re-

ceptivity, they have a validity for the entire compass

of perception. Tiiey are universal because one experi-

ence of space and time is valid for all spaces and times

;

they are necessary because we cannot think of objects

apart from them ; they are perceptual syntheses because

they increase knowledge. Of course we are unconscious

of this perceptual synthesis of the sensory elements in

space and time. The process takes place automatically.

We can nevertheless analyze the process after it has

taken place, and speak of the sensations as the materials

of knowledge, antl the forms of space and time as the

a priori elements. But in actual conscious experience,

sensations never come to us in their rawness. They

are never turned over to the understanding unless

they bear the stamp of space and time. The process

of knowledge, therefore, starts with coinj)lex material

— complex because it has been synthesized below con-

sciousness. In other words, perceptions come into the

process of knowledge with tv/o aspects: (1) their per-

manent and necessary form ; and (2) their accidental

and changing content.

2. In What does the Validity of the Understanding

Consist ? Kant's discussion of the synthesis of the un-

derstanding is given in the Analytic^ the second part of

his Critique. His treatment of the understanding is

similar to that of perception. The understanding, be it

remembered, is regarded by Kant as the second stage in

the process of a complete synthesis of knowledge. It is

synthesis on a higher level than perception. Indeed,

perception is the material which the understanding syn-

thesizes. As in the yEsthetic Kant seeks to show : (1)

the a priori factors of the understanding and (2) that
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these a priori factors give to knowledge its validity.

The unifying principle of perception is the niathemat*

ical ; but physical nature, whitih is the subject-matter of

the study of the understanding, is more than mathemat-

ical, more than an aggregate of space and time forma,

5iore than shapes and motions. Nature exists as a con-

nected system of substances, causes, etc. Natural sci-

ence possesses besides its mathematical basis a number

of general a priori principles for the validity of its con-

clusions.

Kant's task was therefore only begun by showing

that perception possesses the universal and synthetic

principles of space and time. Perception is only the

beginning of knowledge. It is not knowledge, but only

subjective consciousness. On the other hand, the under-

standing is the faculty of knowledge, and therefore

Kant seeks to point out its a priori or universal ele-

ments, and by their presence prove its validity.

Since the days of Aristotle the general terms used

in reasoning have been culled categories. Any class-

term or genus may be called a category. There are cer-

tain suinint. genera, the most extensive classes or classes

with the lowest connotation, that have been tradition-

ally known as categories, because everytliing that can

be affirmed in a judgment must come under some one

or other of them. Aristotle names ten,— substance,

quality, quantity, etc. But these Aristotelian categories

are classes of analytical relations, such as formal logic

treats. They are the classes of the attributes and rela-

tions into -which objects may be analyzed. These evi-

dently are not what Kant is seeking. lie is in search

of synthetic categories. He is looking for the synthetio

fornxa of the understanding itself, which transform pei>
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leptions into objects of knowledge. He is not looking

laerely for abstract conceptions. For ideas become ntu

iure objects only when they are thought as things with

qualities universal to every human mind. The under-

standing creates out of the perceptions the objects of

thought which form the nature-world ; and the catego-

ries of the understanding are the constitutive principles

of such objects. The categories are the relating forms

of synthesis througli which objects arise. The most dif-

ficult part of the Critique is called the " Deduction of

the Categories," in which Kant attempts to derive the

synthetic forms of the understanding from the varioua

kinds of judgment. Kant's list is curious but unimpor-

tant, and only two of these categories are useful,

—

substance and cause. He divides the categories into

four general kinds and enumerates three categories of

each of these kinds, as follows :—
Categories of Quantity,— Unity, Plurality, Totality.

Categories of Quality,— Reality, Negation, Limita-

tion.

Categories of Relation,— Substance, Cause, Reci-

procity.

Categories of Modality, — Possibility, Existence,

Necessity.

These categories occupy the same position in the un-

derstanding that space and time do in the perception,

— they are the a priori principles. In respect to them

the perceptions are the a posteriori material. The cate-

gories are pure, innate, and transcendental. They are

the inner nature of the understanding. Thus the ob-

jects of the understanding contain both a priori and

a posteriori factors, and are syntheses of manifolds.

Perception synthesizes sensations, while the under
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staDding synthesizes perceptions, and states the synthe-

sis in the form of a judgment.

Having named the a priori forms of the understand-

ing, how does Kant show that by their means our

knowledge of nature has validity? Because when the

understanding functions, it prescribes these forms to

perception. Impressions would remain vague and form-

less, if we did not think them ; by moans of thought

we weld impressions into objects and give them a co-

herent reality. This is exacti}' what is meant by under-

standing. If nature were an independent thing and

prescribed laws to the understanding, the laws would

never be universal and necessary. The universality of

the laws of nature can be explained only by sui)po3ing

that the understanding prescribes its laws to nature,

not to nature as a Thing-in-Itself, but only so far as it

appears in sense-perception. Universal and necessary

knowledge of nature is possible only if the connections

and relations of nature are absolutely identical with the

modes of thought. The categories of the understanding

have objective validity, thei-efore, because the laws of

the understanding are the fundamental laws of nature.

The understanding has given such laws to nature. A
priori and therefore universal and necessary, synthetic

and therefore creative, the world consists of objects

under laws of the understanding. There are as many
kinds of natural objects as there are categories of the

understanding.

If we will examine what we call the world of nature,

we shall find that many of its objects have never been

perceived. Man has only partly explored the earth, and

there are vast regions in space that he has never seen.

He has seen the South Pole and the North Pole only
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recently ; he has never seen the other side of the moon,

and there are myriads of stars beyond even the reach

of his telescope. These are not perceptible things, and

yet they are the objects of the understanding— objects

of knowledge. How is it possible? It would not be pos-

sible if the laws of nature were limited to the empir-

ically perceived facts. It is possible because the laws of

the understanding are the laws of nature and apply

everywhere, whether the thing is actually perceived or

not. The moon must have another side because the hu-

man understanding conceives all substances in this way ;

the law of cause and effect obtains beyond the stars, and

at the South Pole, even though they have never been

perceived. The world of physical objects, or in other

words the world of objects of the understanding, con-

sists of both possible and actually perceived objects. If

the laws of nature were prescribed by nature to the

mind, then the world of objects would consist only of

actually perceived objects.

But look at the world of nature a little more closely.

It is one whole world with very many things in it. Why
is this the ease ? Would it ever be so if our knowledge

of the world was simply a reproduction of what the

world presented to us ? Of course not. There would be

as many different worlds as there are human beings.

The wholeness, the oneness of our world of many things

to many individuals indicates not only that the under-

Btanding is the source of the laws of the world, but also

that the faculties of understanding in all the millions of

human beings have a transcendental unity. Knowledge

has therefore a stronger proof of its validity, since what

is knowledge for one human being is knowledge for alL

Every individual man is conscious of the contrast be-
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tween his own subjective world and the world of laiowl>

edge which he shares with other men. His own ideas

have a movement of their own and have no validity be-

yond themselves ; the ideas which he shares with others,

however, are valid for all others because these ideas are

beyond. the control of anyone man. Each mdividual

man has to aeknowledgi; this control of his knowledge

as residing in something beyond himself. The categories

of each man's luiderstanding cooperate exactly with

those of every other man. The individual man is not

actually conscious of this process of cooperation in ex-

perience, but he accepts the objective necessity of it.

The individual consciousness is not therefore tne

creator of the objects of knowledge ; rather conscious-

ness in general— the consciousness of humanity— is

the creator. Kant is not a solipsist, but an idealist. A
higher consciousness, a super-conscious Self, must be as-

sumed to explain the compactness of human knowledge.

Kant does not call this super-conscious Self the " soul
"

or " spirit," but the " I think " or the " transcendental

ego," or by the more clumsy phrase " the transcendental

unity of apperception." He contrasts it with what he

calls the " empirical ego " on the ground that it is the

ego always identical with itself, rather than the Self at

this or that particular moment. It is the Self as thinker

rather than the Self as thought about. The super-con-

scious Self is always self-active and never dependent

upon empirical conditions. It must be accepted as the

postulate of all knowledge. It is the universal Self, and

through it the categories of the human understanding

become universalized. Just as space and time are the

unifying forms of synthetic consciousness on its lower

level
; just as the categories of the understanding are
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the unifying forms of the synthetic consciousness on a

higher level ; so the universal Self must be postulated

to explain the universality of the categories. It is a pos-

tulate only because it, not known in experience, is neces-

sary to explain the unity of knowledge. This theoretical

conception of the Self by Kant is thus very different

from the traditional notion of the soul.

Has the Reason by Itself any VaUdity? When Kant

calls his criticism the Critique of Pure Jieason,he uses

the term " Reason " in a wide sense as the whole luiow-

ing process. In the Dialectic he treats the Reason in a

narrow sense, as if it were a special faculty like the

perception or imderstanding. This is, of course, a con-

fusing use of terms, like his use of the term " Synthe-

sis " ; but it should cause no difficulty provided the two

uses are known beforehand. The term " Ideas " is also

used in two senses. In this place it has a special use.

While usually an idea means any thought, here it

means the synthetic form of the special faculty of the

reason, just as the categories are the form of the under-

standing, and space and time the form of sense-percep-

tion. The synthetic forms of the Reason are the three

Ideas, namely, God, the soul, and the totality of the

vmiverse.

What is the office of this special faculty of the Rea-

son and its Idea-forms ? They represent Kant's way of

stating the natural tendency of the human mind to get

from its knowledge the greatest possible unity with the

greatest possible extension. Consciousness is a synthesis

which is never satisfied in being partial and incomplete.

The partial syntheses of its faculties of perception and

understanding do not satisfy it. Perception and under-

standing teU us nothing about God, about the soul, and
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about the totality of the universe, tor these faculties are

fettered to experience. Yet God, the soul, and the total-

ity of the universe are very important matters. So the

Reason leaps over the boundaries of experience, and

thinks it is justified in poaching in the territory for-

bidden to knowledge. The reason is not content with

the partial and relational knowledge of mathematics and

of physical science, but it would deal with the unrelated

and the unconditioned. Indeed, we need only search

our own minds to see how true Kant is to fact. We
find that we ourselves are not satisfied with conditioned

things, which must be explained by other conditioned

things. On the contrary we long to know the absolutely

unconditioned, which alone will explain aU conditions.

We are forever seeking to make our synthesis complete,

and to render a rational and complete account of what

is nevertheless impossible to our knowledge.

Now it is evident that the Ideas of the Reason are not

indispensable to knowledge in the sense that the cate-

gories of the understanding and tlie forms of sense per-

ception are indispensable. Cause, time, and space enter

into aU knowledge. Physical and mathematical laws

exist as facts, and need no proof for their existence.

Kant asked about them, "How are synthetic a priori

judgments possible ? " But concerning the judgments

of the Reason, he asks a different question : not How
are they possible, but Are they possible?

The Reason and its three Ideas give what Kant calls

transcendent knowledge in distinction from the tran-

scendental knowledge of the understanding and its

categories. By transcendent knowledge he means that

which is beyond the limits of possible experience ; whilo

transcendental knowledge refers to knowledge about
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the necessary principles of experience. Kant, howevei\

is willing to acknowledge that the Ideas of the Reason

have a legitimate use. They are " regulative principles
"

in that, by showing what our limitations are, they also

show that human knowledge is not the final goal. Their

illegitimate use appears when they make a show of be-

ing true knowledge. Both science and theology will be

the gainers when the Ideas are no longer used illegiti-

mately. Kant says that he has destroyed knowledge of

God and the soul "in order to make room for faith."

The Idea of the Soul. Rational i)sychology had

taught that the soul had direct and intuitive knowledge

of itself. From the time when Descartes formulated

his famous " Cugito ergo sum," this conception of self-

consciousness has been popular. I can have myself as

the direct object of my own thought. Upon the basis

of such assumed intuitive knowledge that each soul has

of itself, the Rationalists had ascribed the (j[ualities of

simplicity, substantiality, spirituality, and immortality

to the sold.

Kant denies that we have any such self-knowledge.

If we turn back to his definition of knowledge we fuid

it to be a synthesis of a manifold. Knowledge, to be

knowledge, must (1) be based upon sensations, and on

that account (2) consist only of phenomena. The soul

is not phenomenal, but the deepest kind of reality.

How can I have knowledge of my soul? The soul is

spiritual and not phenomenal, even according to the

Rationalistic philosophy. Therefore the soul is pre-

cluded from being an object of knowledge. Further-

more the Rationalists' conception of the soul as simple

and immortal would make it an impossible object of

knowledge. An object of knowledge is not simple, but
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is the unity of a roanifoM. The unifying or synthesis

ing function is not an object to itself. Sensations are

synthesized by space and time into perceptions; but

space and time are not objects for the sensations. In

understanding, therefore, the " I think," which synthe-

sizes the perceptions into judgment, cannot be an ob-

ject for the understanding.

Kant points out that we must be careful to distin-

guish between the transcendental and the empirical ego.

We have referred to this distinction already. In Kant's

criticism of knowledge he maintained that there must

be postulated a "synthetic unity of apperception," if

knowledge is possible. But such an ego is only a postu-

late ; we can have no knowledge of it nor can we say

what it is. We know that the innnediacy of experience

or the sameness of knowledge from moment to moment

demands this. This is the transcendental ego, a,kind of

universal synthetic background.

But this is different from the empirical ego, which I

can know as an object of experience. The empirical

ego is what I can know of myself at any time— a group

of sensations, feelings, or thoughts. Now such groups

change from moment to moment. My knowledge of

myself consists only of my momentary, changing self.

This changing self is not the immortal, simple, and

identical soul of which the Rationalists have been speak-

ing. The empirical self is complex and transitory ; it is

an object of knowledge, and it is not therefore the same

as the immortal soul. "I think I" is impossible. "I

think me " is possible. To make the " I " an object is

to commit a fallacy.

The Idea of the Universe. The contratliction in rea-

soning about matters beyond the test of experience
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appears sharply with reference to problems about the

world as a totality. The inherent self-contradiction of

the reason attracted Kant's attention very early with

reference to the problems of infinity. Such self-contra-

dictions were put into final shape by Kant in the OW-
tique in the four following so-called antinomies:—

(1) The antinomy of creation. Thesis : The world

must have a beginning in time and be inclosed in finite

apace. Antithesis : The world is eternal and infinite.

(2) The antinomy of immortality (or the simple).

Thesis : The world is ultimately divisible into simple

parts which cannot be further divided. Antithesis: The

world is composed of parts subject to further division,

and no simple thing exists in the world.

(3) The antinomy of freedom, Thesis : There is free-

dom ; there are phenomena that cannot be accounted

for by necessity. Antitliesis : There is no freedom, but

everything takes place entirely according to the neces-

sary laws of nature.

(4) The antinomy of theology. Thesis : There is a

necessary being either as part or as cause of the world.

Antithesis : There exists neither within nor without the

world an absolutely necessary being.

Critics have pointed out that these problems as thus

stated by Kant are not altogether cosniological prob-

lems, but include the contradictions of psychology and

theology ; that is, all the contradictions of the Reason

when it is used dialcctically. They show how both Ra^

tionalism and Empiricism, as metaphysical theories, are

in their nature contradictory. When the universe is

treated as an object of knowledge, contradictory propo-

sitions can be maintained. The contradictories are both

proved and refuted. In respect to the first two antino
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mies, both theses and antitheses are false ; in respect to

the last two, both theses and antitheses may be true, if

they refer to different worlds. If the Ideas are applied

only to the world of phenomena, they involve inexplica-

ble contradiction. The Idea of free will and uncondi-

tional being may apply to the world of Noumeua ; while

the Idea of necessity and conditioned being may apply

to the world of phenomena.

The Idea of God. The Idea of the soul involves us

in a paralogism, the Idea of the universe as a whole

involves us in inextricable difficulties and contradic-

tions ; the Idea of God cannot be demonstrated. Kant

does not deny that God exists. He merely maintains

that we cannot make God an object of knowledge. The

Idea of God is to Kant the expression of the need of

the Reason for a perfect unity.

In one of his earlier writings Kant had constructed

a conception of God, which is the same as appears in

the Critique. God, purely as a conception, is constructed

by Kant as the sum total of reality, the ens realissi-

mum, who so includes all finite qualities in Himself

that they do not limit Him. He is tlie primal cause of

the possibility of all being. Now, can such an Idea have

objective validity ? No ; the Idea of a sum tot.al of all

that is conceivable is not an object of possible experi-

ence. Only particular things or phenomena are realities

for us. God as the transcending total of particular

things can have only a conceptual reality and a validity

for thought. The total has the reality that any idea has.

This is Kant's general criticism of the dialectic Idea of

God.

But the general conception of God had played so

important a part in traditional philosophy that Kant
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felt it necessary to examine the three important intel-

lectual proofs for His existence in order to show their

falsity.

He takes up first the ontoloyical proof oi God's ex-

istence, which originated with St. Anselm and liad been

accepted by the Kationalists. The Idea of God is the

idea of a perfect being. A being would not be perfect

who did not exist. Therefore the Idea of a perfect

being must include the quality "existence" among its

predicates. The essence of God must involve Ilis ex-

istence, because the unreality of the ens realissimum

cannot be thought. Kant replies thus : " Being is no

real predicate." It is not a quality like love, power, or

goodnesKS, for it adds nothing to the content of the sub-

ject. " A hundred doUars contains no more content than

a hundred possible or conceptual doUars." We cannot

reason from the concept of the actual to its existence.

The only test of actuality is perception.

The cosmoloffteal proof, which Kant examines next,

is an argument from the existence of contingent phe-

nomena to the existence of an unconditioned reality.

There must be some uncaused cause of existing caused

phenomena. Kant's reply is this : Cause has no mean-

ing if it is applied beyond the bounds of experience.

Within experience all causes are the results of causes,

-and therefore an uncaused cause is a contradiction in

terms. Every existing thing is contingent. A necessary

being can be only a thouglit, and would not be power-

ful. It would not be as powerful as a very great finite

being which had existence.

TVie phyaico-teleological argument comes next under

Kant's criticism. Tliis argument is based ujton the in-

ference that intelligent design found in natui-e implies
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an iutelligent designer of nature. Kant replies as fol-

lows : Even granting that the world exhibits the design

of beiiuty, goodness, and purpose in its construction, such

a beautiful, good, and purposeful world would only prove

the existence of an architect and not the existence of a

creator. Kant points out, however, that this proof is

the oldest, clearest, and the most popular ; and he thinks

it deserves to be treated with respect on that account.

The wonder and magnificence of nature nuist free man

from the oppression of any subtle argument against tlie

significance of nature. Nevertheless Kant feels that tiiis

proof lacks intellectual cogency ; for it is possible that

nature is freely acting and has power within itself.

The conclusion of the Dialectic, in which the Reason

attempts through his Ideas to soar beyond experience,

is that such speculation has never added to our knowl-

edge. Mere conceptual thought cannot be knowledge

of the reidity of the soul, God, and the world. Still,

the Ideas of the reason are an integral part of the hu-

man mind, and they must have their purpose. They

cannot be verified by experience, in which alone is truth,

but they can regulate experience. They are " regidative

Ideas" in that our experience is better governed if we

act as if there were a soul, as if God existed, and as if

the world were a totality of related things. Moreover,

while speculation cannot prove the existence of God,

the immortality of the soul, and the freedom of the will,

atheistic specidution is unable to prove the contrary of

all these propositions. Tlu; Ideas of the Reason clear

the way for faith based on morality.

Conclusion. The Critique of Pure Reason is what

its name implies,— a criticism of our conscious powers.

It points out the limits and extent of human knowledge.
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In one sense, it is constructive ; for it establishes against

skepticism the conclusion that knowledge has a validity

within its own limits. In another sense, it is destruc-

tive ; for it shows against dogmatism how futile our in-

tellectual striving is to explore many regions that have

been considered the proper realm of knowledge. No
knowledge is possible that is transcendent— no knowl-

edge beyond the limits of experience. Experience ties

our mental powers to itself Experience is the boundary

of the understanding. Reality, the Things-in-Them-

selves, are unknown and unknowable. But transcen-

dental knowledge is possible. Within experience there

are the transcendental factors that on the one hand

transform sensations into phenomena, and on the other

give to these phenomena a validity for all mankind.

These transcendental factors make knowledge reliable,

but they add not one whit to its content. On account

of these transcendental factors we can be rational with

one another and members of one world of humanity.

The value of knowledge is not lessened, but is defined.

Our world of phenomenal existence is now accurately

assessed as a world of relative reality. It is placed in

its proper perspective. It is seen as our own interpreta-

tion of what is really real. This is very important ; for

although the restricted form of oui* mental powers with-

holds us from knowing reality, we may nevertheless

think it. The pure intellection of reality will be of value,

if in some other way its contents can be assured. Kant

now points out that this assurance is found in the moral

will.

The Problem of the Critique of Practical Reason:

The Ethics of Kant. " Two things fill the mind with

ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the oftener
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and the longer we reflect upon them : the starry heavens

above and the moral law within." In this classic sen-

tence Kant showed that he had no desire to humiliate

the theoretical reason, which is the understanding. He
was merely assigning it to its place among the powers

of man, in order that it might do its proper work more

efficiently. The world of morality and tlie starry heaven

impressed Kant equally. Kant would not have the un-

derstanding chasing will-o'-the-wisps. After his criti-

cism of the understanding he turned to the will, or as

he calls it the practical reason, and criticized its func-

tions and scope. This ethical teaching of Kant appears

in his Metaphysic of Morality and in the Critique of
Practical Reason. His early Pietistic education, hia

reading of Rousseau, his study of the English moralists,

influenced his theory of morals ; while his investigations

into the history of civilization, his theoretical philoso-

phy, and his independent analysis of the ethical feeling

marked the route which his ethical development took.

The world of morality to Kant has primacy. In his

theory it is the real world, for compared to it the world

of scientific phenomena, the world of the theoretical

reason, is relative.

The central idea in Kant's theory of morals is that

rational spontaneity is exactly the same as freedom.

This contrasts his theory with Hedonism. The value of

man's life depends on what he does spontaneously, not

on what happens to him. This idea of freedom is the

central thought in all Kant's discussions of society. In

his theory of government the republic is to be preferred

to the monarchy, because of the opportunity to its citi-

zens of spontaneous freedom ; in religion the true church

is composed of free beings worshiping God freely; ia
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education self-activity is the sole principle of growth.

Ethics is a system of the pure rational laws of freedom,

just as science is a system of the pure rational laws ol

nature. If ethics has real validity its laws must be, as

in science, a priori or derived from the reason itself,

and synthetic or applicable to experience everywhere.

If the moral law be valid it must be indifferent as to its

content, and yet valid for all content irrespectively.

The source of the principle of morals is thus the same

as that of science : it is a priori. The principle of mor-

als is miiversal in its application to experience, just as

the a priori synthesis of knowledge is. However, just at

that point the difference is to be seen between the foun-

dation of science and that of morals— between the

reason as pure and the reason as practical. Reason in

the form of knowledge is restricted to experience ; but

reason in the fonn of the will, while applicable to ex-

perience, is not restricted tc experience. If the under-

standing is without the content of experience, it is

empty and useless. The understanding must always be

a synthesis of a manifold. On the other hand, the prac-

tical reason needs no content. It is sufficient in itself.

It need not be obeyed anywhere nor have any concrete

content in the phenomenal world. It has no reference

to what is but to what ought to he. The world of mo-

rality and the world of phenomena are different worlds.

The world of morality is absolute reality, while the

world of knowledge Is only relative. The world of mo-

rality is the unconditioned, while that of knowledge is

conditioned by experience. Morality applies not only tC

human beings, but to all rational beings, if any other

rational beings exist. Knowledge, however, belongs to

human beings alone. The moral law has not its home in
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^e empirical, but in the transcendent, intelligible world,

which to knowledge would be the world of Things-in«

Themselves.

The Moral Law and the Two Questions concerning

It. The questions of the Critique of Practical Reason

are the same as those of the Dialectic: (1) Is there

any a priori synthesis ? This is not the question of the

Analytic^ which is, How is an a j^riori synthesis possi-

ble? (2) Can the human being be moral and still be a

part of the woild of phenomena and necessity ? We
shall now comment on the first of these problems. If

the will has validity, it must be the expression of some

universal and necessary principle. Can we find any such

a prioi'i principle in our consciousness ?

1. The First Question concerning the Moral Law.

If we search our consciousness, we shall find that tliere

are two classes of incentiv:3 to action. The first are

called the inclinations, or periiaps better the impulses.

Wa may will because we desire to gain something, of

use, pleasure, perfection, etc. Such an act of will is de-

pendent upon the obje t that arouses it. Such an act

of will would not be an example for any one else ; for

the circumstances that called it foi th would be likely to

be different in each case. For example, there is no con-

sensus as to pleasure among individual men ; and what

is pleasant to one is unpleasant to another. The same

is true about objects of use and ambition. In all these

matters judgment does nor help us in making our se-

lection, for people who are the most discriminating

often are the most unhappy and useless. All these things

are indeed goods, but they are goods for tlie moment
-— goods that are dependent on something else, and not

goods in themselves. They are legitimate ends enough,
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but they axe so transitory that they cannot be valid. It

is evident that when the will is governed by inclination,

it is governed by an empirical (a posteriori), and not

by a universal and necessary (a priori') principle. Such

empirical principles are called by ICant hypothetical

imperatives.

Let us look to the reason itself to see if the principle

of its practice lies there ; for it is certain that we shall

not find the principle of universal validity for our will

among our impulses. The reason is a spontaneous syn-

thesis. It is a fact that any one may verify who will

search his consciousness— that man may will from rea-

son. The will may be impelled from within, and need

not be compelled from without. The will may be an

imperative in itself, proclaiming its right because it is

reasonable, justifying itself because it is reasonable,

functioning because it is the function of reason. Then

is the will the expression of reason. It is the reason in

practice. The will is unconditioned and free because it

is the unconditioned reason acting. It is then autono-

mous. It has thou validity because the reason is univer-

sal and necessary. This kind of willing Kant calls the

categorical imperative. It is the moral law. It is a law

unto itself, and it is the only basis for morality because

it is the universally valid reason.

The categorical imperative is unique-— there is noth-

ing like it in human nature. It is the one kind of will-

ing that has absolute validity ; and that is because it is

unique in having itself for its own end. The conscience

may he said to be its expression in the individual.

Kant formulates the valid command of the moral law

as, " Act as if the maxim from which you act were to

become through your will a universal law of nature."
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The various maxims of morality, like " Thou shalt not

lie," occupy the same position to the will that the cate-

gories do to the understanding. They are the forms of

the moral will. Actions should proceed from maxims

rather than from impulses, and the moral maxims are

adapted for all beings who act rationally. A specific act

may become good because the moral law, that inspires

it, is good. Nevertheless " nothing can possibly be con-

ceived in the world or even out of it, which can be

called good without qualification, except a good will."

The virtues or the gifts of fortune may be good and

desirable; they may also be evil and mischievous, if

they are not the expression of the moral wiU.

2. The Second Question concerning the Moral Law.
This leads us to the answer to the second question, How
can such a purely necessary and universal principle be

effective in human life ? Of what service to man is a

principle so formal that if the inclinations coopei-ate

with it, the act is no longer moral ? The moral law is

not only transcendental, but it is transcendent, for it

does not have experience as its content. It is its own
content. It is independent of aU experience in three

ways : (1) In origin, it contains only a formal principle

;

(2) In content, it contains only a formal principle;

(3) In validity, it is not concerned as to whether it is

obeyed or not ; it declares what ought to be, even if

what ought to be is never done. The question alwayj

arises about Kant's ethics. Of what service can such a

remote and formal principle be ? Morality takes place

in the world of experience ; and here is Kant's princi-

ple of morality existing in the world of unconditioned

reality. Of the usefulness of such a principle Kant's

explanation is not fully satisfactory. His ethics is fuiv
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damentally a rigorism, from which he is unable to esoap&

Duty and inclination are in antagonism. Only those acts

of will are moral which are performed solely from the

sense of duty. In themselves the natural inclinations

are indifferent ; when they oppose the moral will, they

become bad ; only wlien they are inspired by the moral

will ai'e they of ethical service. Moral action is there-

fore narrowed to that in which the imperative of duty

is consciously paramount.

•' The friends whom I love, I gladly would serve, but to this in-

clination incites me;
And so I :iin forced from virtue to swerve, since my act through

affection delights me.

The fiiends, whom tliou lovest, thou must first seek to scorn, for

to no other way can I guide thee;

'T is alone with disgust thou canst rightly perform the acta to

whicii duty would lead thee."^

The Moral Postulates. Kant's ethical theory points

away from the phcnomenul world rather than toward it.

To be sure, the natural inclinations take the color of

the moral law wlien they are inspired by it ; but the

moral law tells us of the world of reality rather than of

the world of phenomena. The moral law shows to man
that he is more a resident of the world of reality than

of that of phenomena. Man's nature is dual. Of its two

sides— the theoretical and the moral— the moral is

primary. Fundamentally man is a willing agent rather

than a thinking being. He is a phenomenal being,

bound to the laws of natural necessity; but he is also

a real unconditioned being, because the unconditioned

reason is his real self. What was implicated in the

^ Quoted from Falckenberp, History of Modern Philosophy, p. 387.

This is a paraphrase of soraa of Schiller's verses in The Philoiophers, a

aatirical poem of ohilouophical theories.
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Critique of Pure Reason becomes explicit in the Crit-

ique of Practical Reason. The understanding hints

at what the will makes plain. Human knowledge is a

jiiixture of transcendental understanding and empirical

sensations. God's knowledge would be pure under-

standing ; the knowledge of the brutes is pure sensa-

tions. Human morality, however, contains a dualism

;

for the practical morality of man consists of the formal

moral law inspiring the sensibilities although not heed-

ing them. The will as pure reason is the activity of

God ; the wiU as pure impulses is the activity of brutes.

But the true realm of man is this world of reason in

which he is one with God, although he is at the same

time hampered by being part of the world of })henom-

ena.

I. The Postulate of Freedom, The unconditioned

moral law is the basis of freedom for which all scientific

knowledge seeks in vain. An unconditioned will is a

free will. The will based upon the reason is based upon

itself and is therefore free. The consciousness of the

moral law within us implies freedom in its exercise.

The " I ought " implies " I can." We can have no

knowledge of freedom, for in the eye of the understand-

ing only causal necessity rules. But the reason com-

mands as well as knows. It states what ought to be as

well as wha*' is. Its mandate implies freedom, as its

knowledge states oxistenoe. When we will, we act as if

we were free, and our freedom is a postulate which cam

not be proved to the understanding. Freedom is not an

object of knowledge, but an act of faith. Freedom as a

postulate is the condition of morality, and the primacy

of the will over the pure reason is shown in the fact that

it can guarantee what the understanding cannot prove.
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2. The Postulate of the Immortality of the SouL
The goal of the inclinations is happiness. The goal of

the will is virtue. There is no relation or correspond-

ence between the two in this world. A man may be

happy and still not virtuous ; he may be virtuous and

not happy. Since a man belongs to both the world of

free spirits and the world of necessity, he is thwarted

in reaching for his highest good in this life. His high-

est good is the union of virtue and happiness. If this

is to be attained, another life must be guaranteed. Yet

this is only a postulate and not a proof. When man
wiUs, he wills as if he were an immortal being.

3. The Postulate of the Existence of God. Faith

in reaching forward must postulate God, as alone able

to vouchsafe future harmony between goodness and

happiness and alone able to distribute justly the re-

wards and punishments that are so disproportionate in

this world. When I will, 1 will us if God existed.

When I wiU, I create by my willing my freedom, my
immortality, and God's existence. But because my will

is an unconditioned law of my real being, my faith in

these things is well founded. 1

^ Kant's theory of Beauty, discussed in his Critique of Judgment,
through which lie tries to reconcile the antagonism of knowledge and
morality, is omitted here, although it had great influence upon Schiller.

His philosophy of history, of religion, his theory of the relation hetweoB
legality and morality are importaat for the advancad student in hbitory

and philosophy.



CHAPTER XI

THE GERMAN IDEALISTS

Idealism after Kant. Kant's criticism became the

point of departure of many differing systems. A mod-

em German professor in the University of Berlin has

been wont to say, " There are ten interpretations of

Kant's Critique, which are the ten kinds of philosophy

at the present time." The incoherence of Kant's philos-

ophy made it famous.

At the time that it became popular, the teaching of

Spinoza was resurrected from its long sleep and intro-

duced into Germany. Kant was the " all-crushing

"

critic ; Spinoza was the dogmatic mystic. Their opposi-

tion did not amount to a contradiction, but was of the

correlative sort. Kant and Spinoza became the two in-

tellectual foci about which revolved the thought of the

generation after Kant. All the succeeding philosophers

show Kant's influence upon them, for they all accept his

epistemology. They show the influence of Spinoza in

varying degrees.

The philosophers whom we shall now meet may be

divided into groups. The first group consists of Rhein-

hold, Fichte, Schelling, and Ilegel. These took the

lead in destroying the Kantian conception of the thing-

in-itself and in constructing a pure idealism. The second

group consists of Hex'bart and Schopenhauer. These

tried in different ways to develop a metaphysics of the

thing-in-itself . A third group consisted of the old Wolf-

fian Rationalistic School, which was, however, unsuc-
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cessful in its opposition to the spread of the doctrines

of Kant and Si)inoza. A summary of the leaders of the

German thought of this time would not be complete

without mention, lastly, of the miscellaneous group of

literary Romanticists, whose writings partook of the

philosophical spirit. The influence of Spinoza is es-

pecially prominent in this group. Jean Paul Kichter

(17G3-1825) was the forerunner of this movement, and

it included the names of Tieck, Wackenroder, the two

Schlegels, Novalis, the two Romantic women, -— Doro-

thea and Caroline,— Schiller, and Goethe. The poet

Schiller did much to popularize Kant's icsthetic and

moral doctrines.

Fichte, Schellmg, and Hegel. This group of disciples

of Kant can be understood sympathetically only in the

light of their age. They were not philosophical adven-

turers, otherwise the great representative of the age,

Goethe, would not have associated with Schilling and

4Iegel on etpial terms. They stood for the revulsion of

the period against all external systems, and for the real-

ization of a spiritual realm of free spirits. They sought

not a factitious and imaginary condition, l)ut tried

rather to discover the essentials of the spiritual life.

They would reclaim reality spiritually, and their only

defect was in their haste in carrying out their princi-

ples. Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel are shareis in one

common movement. They tried systematically to pre-

sent the evolution of the world as an unbroken evolu-

tion of thought. They went back to Kant, but they were

bolder than he. They sought to transcend the limita-

tions of thought which he had laid down. They would

set thought free, and, gazing in upon their own spirits,

they would find there the whole infinite universe. While
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Fichte, Schelliiig, and Hegel look at the world each in

hia own way, they are members of one common move-

ment toward spiritual freedom, and toward the reestab-

lishment of metaphysics.

The Life and Writings of Fichte (1762-1814).

Johann Gottlieb Ficlite was the most notable of the

immediate disciples of Kant. In contrast with the un-

disturbed and uneventful scholastic retirement of his

master, Fichte's life looms up as a series of conflicts,

sometimes with extreme poverty and sometimes with

hostile forces created by his own stubborn and irascible

disposition. Fichte's external life was throughout one

of curious contrasts, both of tragedy and romance. I lis

love for the moral and thoologioal appears in his early

youth in his voluntary self-denial and in his sermons

to the geese which he was herding. Again, he made

preparation to become a preacher, but his intellectual

training in the university drove him to abandon it. He
became a necessitarian and tried to square his life with

his philosophy, altliough it weighed his heart down.

Then came the so-called " Atheistic Controversy " when

he was professor at Jena, and his defiance of the au-

thorities and his dismissal. In the tumultuous days at

Berlin he turned his metaphysics into patriotic appeals,

and would have joined the army, ))ut his death inter-

vened. The inner development of Fichte, too, was dif-

ferent from that of Kant. Kant's inner development

was coincident with his long life. Fichte, on the other

hand, at the age of twenty-eight had read and accepted

Kant's philosophy, and four years later had created his

own. This was only slightly modified in his later years

in the direction of the pantheism of Spinoza. Kant'a

life was apart from the political current of his time,
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while his doctrine became fuudamental for all future

philosophy. Fichte's life and philosophy were more ex-

pressive of his time, but less lasting in their influence.

Fichte is the philosophic preacher to his time ; Kant is

the instructor of all time.

Fichte's life may be divided into four periods, which

are marked by certain external events.

1. His Education (1762-1790). He was the son of

a poor ribbon-maker. As a boy he worked for his father,

and again at the equally humble employment of herd-

ing geese. It was during this latter occupation that his

wonderful memory attracted the attention of a philan-

thropic nobleman, who gave him means for an educa-

tion. Fichte studied theology, philosophy, and philology

at Leipsic and Jena ; but he had to face extreme pov-

erty again upon the death of his benefactor. In 1788

he got a position as tutor in Zurich, and here he met

Pestalozzi, Lavater, and his future wife, a niece of the

poet, Klopstock. During this period his philosophy was

a necessitarianism, which he had evolved from the the-

ology in which he was trained and his reading of cer-

tain books on Spinoza.

2. Discipleshlp of Kant (1790-1794). Fichte re-

turned from Ziirich to Leipsic, and in the capacity of

tutor in philosophy he assisted a young man in the

reading of Kant's Critique. He was at once converted

heart and soul to the Kantian doctrine. In 1791 he

called on Kant at Kbnigsberg and submitted to Kant his

Critique of lievclation. The next year he published

this work, and by some fortunate accident his name as

author was omitted from the title-page. The work was

attributed to Kant, and was widely read as a master-

piece by Kant. Kant had to correct the mistake, which.
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however, made the real author, Fichte, famous. So he

returned to Zurich in 1793 to marry Friiulein Rahn,

who was herself now in comfortable circumstances.

3. His Life at Jena (1794-1799). The year 1794

was another milestone in the biography of Fichte. In

this year he was called to Jena, then the principal uni-

versity of Germany, to succeed Rheinhold. In this year

he published his philosophy in his best known work, the

WissenschuftsleJn'e. lie remained at Jena only five

years. At first his popularity exceeded that of the

popular Rheinhold, but he soon filled his life with con-

troversies, lie quarreled \nt\\ the students and the

clergy, and in 1799 the so-cuUcd "Atheistic Contro-

versy " arose, in which charges were brought against

his teaching as atheism. Brooking no criticism cither

of his teaching or of his official position, he defied the

authorities of the university and was dismissed.

4. His Life at Berlin (1799-1814). In 1799 Fichte

went to Berlin to live. At first he iiad no academic

affiliations, but he found a large and sympathetic pub-

lic, to whom he lectured. He was warmly received by

the circle of Romanticists— the Schlegels, Tieck, and

Schleiermacher. His philosophical system got little de-

velopment ; but the influence of Spinoza appeared in his

teaching. He lectured upon the ethical and religious

aspects of his philosophy, and upon political and social

subjects. In 1808 he delivered his famous Addressei

to the German People. In 1810 tlie University of Ber

lin was founded and he was called to the chair of phi

losophy, but he was connected with the university only

two years. For in 1812 came the call to ai-ms, and

Fichte was with difficulty dissuaded from enlisting. He
remained in Berlin and preached to the soldiers in camp
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His wife volunteered as hospital nurse and contracted

a fever, from which she recovered, Fichte, however,

who nursed her through her sickuess, died of the dis-

ease in 1814.

The Influences upon Fichte's Teaching. Any esti-

mate of the influences upon Fichte would be distorted

that did not recognize the caliber of the man himself.

Fichte was essentially a puritan reformer. He was im-

petuous and life-loving, hut withal a sinji)le-minded

man. All the philosophical influences which he was ca-

pable of feeling would naturally be turned by him into

ethical and religious sermons to reach the life of men.

He must be thought of as the crusader armed with ab-

stract truths, which he wields with a giant's strength

for tlje moral ui)Uft of mau.

It was natural then that the two principal influences

upon Fichte's doctrine should be Spinoza and Kant.

To be sure, such writers as Lessing, Rousseau, and Pes-

talozzi furnished him much material in his early years,

and the Romanticists in his later years. His wife,

Johanna Rahn, was also a source of power to him, and

through her influence after their marriage his aim be-

came clearer and his cliaracter lost nuu-h of its harsh-

ness. But the two great influences ui)on Fichte were

the two great philo.soplucal forces of this time, Spinoza

and Kant. Fichte's jjliilosophy has been described as

"Spinoza in terms of Kant," and also as "an inverted

or idealistic Spinozism." The influence of Spinoza upor

Fichte's thought is seen at l)oth ends of his life. At th(

beginning he was an amateurish Spinozist. He found

that the theological training of his boyhood was a neces-

sitarianism like Spinozism. He lost his faith in Chris-

tianity, and he was unhappy because he found Spinoza's
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doctrine of necessity was intolerable and yet unanswen

able. Then he read Kant and found a solution of his

difficulty without having to change the doctrine of

Spinoza. For Kant had placed behind the necessitated

world the free spirit. In the last period of Fichte's

life the influence of the mystical side of Spinozism ap-

peared, through Fichte's intercourse with the Romanti-

cists in Berlin.

Why We Philosophize. To Fichte philosophy was

distinctly a personal problem, and we feel in all his

words that he is wrestling with his own nature. He
found in his mind two very different classes of ideas,

and he was certain that philosophical problems arise

from their antagonism. On the one hand there are the

ideas about the world of physical nature, which are only

our experiences under the law of necessity. On the

other hand there are the ideas of the individual con-

sciousness, which are contingent and voluntary. Which
of these two classes of ideas is primal ? Fichte felt that

all philosophical curiosity arose from the contrast of

these two classes ; the solution of philosophy and the

satisfaction of our philosopliical curiosity would be

reached only by the reduction of one class to the other.

Fichte calls the philosopher a dogmatist who seeks to re-

duce voluntary ideas, which compose our individual con-

sciousness, to the necessitated series. Spinoza sought to

do this, and the pliilosophy of Spinoza depressed Fichte

as intolerable. But tliere is the alternative to the phi-

losopher to explain the necessitated series by voluntary

consciousness. This is idealism. The moment a man
begins to reflect, he must (;hoose between dogmatism, i.e.,

necessitarianism, and idealism. He is always confronted

by an Either-Or, a choice between freedom and necessity.
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The Moral Awakening. In his early life Fichte saw

to his despair no escape from the philosophy of neces-

sity. When he read the Critique of Pure Jieason a

great light came to him. He flung himself immediately

upon the side of idealism. He saw that necessitated

events were phenomena, and therefore the creations of

consciousness. Consciousness cannot he the slave of

necessitated events. Kant's philosophy was to Fichte a

work of art of the free spirit. The world cannot contain

man and compel him. Man may be oppressed by the

world, but he can see that such oppression is not real. In

his Vocation ofMan (1800) he gave in autobiographical

terms the story of the awakening and development of

the individual mind. At first one is overwhelmed by

the sight of the necessitated events of the world. Next

he comes to believe that all events are mere appear-

ances, and he is weighed down by the still greater de-

spair that no reality whatever exists. Finally he finds

the rock of hope amid the sea of appearances. He finds

an ultimate and irreducible fact in the categorical im-

perative of duty. "Thou must" is above necessity,

above the phenomena that are always reducible to other

phenomena. Duty means the freedom of my inner life.

That there is always lodged in me a duty to perform,

shows that I am superior to phenomena, that I am a

citizen of the supersensuous world. This " heaven does

not lie beyond the grave, but already encompasses us,

and its light dawns in every human heart." " That I

myself am a freely acting individual must be tlie funda-

mental thought of every true philosopher."

Every one must therefore choose between dogmatism

and idealism, if he would not fall a victim to skeptical

despair. Two motives will determine one's choice : one
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theoretical, the other practical. The primary motive is

the practical one, and since dogmatism and idealism

are equally consistent systems, man's choice will depend

mainly on the manner of man he is. If the individual

has a high sense of duty, he will ho disposed to believe

in his moral control over all his experiences, however

much they may seem to he necessitated. Conscious

freedom will seem to him to he the only satisfactory

explanation of practical life. Ihit thmi there will he

the additional theoretical motive. The man that chooses

either dogmatism or idealism must tbccretically make

his worlil consistent. The dogmatist cannot explain the

conscious facts in terms of determinism ; but, Fichte

thinks, the idealist can explain the necessitated facts in

terms of consciousness. At any rate the idealist has the

task of rethinking his scicntitic knowledge.

The Central Principle in Fichte's Philosophy. How
does Fichte attempt to draw uj) a consistent theory so

that he can overcome the dualism between the necessi-

tated facts of physical nature and the free states of con-

sciousness? As an idealist he must rethink the knowl-

edge of science. But how is this to be done? AVhat

principle will he ])lace at the central point of conscious-

ness, so to illuminate the manifold problems of life that

life's dualism will prove to be only apparent after all?

Here as answer we lind the outcome of Fielite's struggle

with his o\yn nature. He believed that the principle of

the true philosophy of life comes from the study of

consciousness. The nature of the Ego is the subject for

philosophical study. What is the essence of the Ego or

the personality? It is activity, will, vitality ; not intel-

lect and changelessness. But can we not get beneath the

activity of the personality and ask, Why does it act?
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Y()3, because it ought. When we have said this we have

said all. The essence of the vitality of the Ego is moral

jbligation. Ought is the foundation of life ; it is ulti-

mate ground of existence. If we ask why there is an

ought, the only answer is, there ought to be. The duty

exists that you and 1 shall have a duty. In order to be,

the Ego must act; and it acts in response to duty. This

activity is free activity. The Ego is unconditioned be-

cause it is acting out its own nature. Thus when Fichte

is talking about the Ego, tlie ought, the moral law or

freedom, he is talking about the same thing in differ-

ent guises. Fichte placed moral freedom as the central

principle of metaphysics and tried to rethink the world

of neecssitated experiences in terms of moral freedom.

He atteuipted to construct a monistic view of life, of

which the free moral personality should be its iimer

vitality. Monism and liberty was Fichte's war-cry.

Reality is in us ; there can be no reality independent

of us. The morally free Ego is the central principle of

life.

Such a message to the German people would appeal

to two sides of their nature. It would ai)p*'al as a meta-

physics to the mysticism in their blood ; it would find

also a practical response in the hunuinitarian and revo-

lutionary spirit of that revolutionary time. Be up and

be doing, for reality is not what peo])le commonly think

it is. Your environment is only apjiarently an independ-

ent existence beyond yoiu" control. Reality is not static.

Rethink it and make it dynamic. Not being, but acting,

and free acting, is reality. Such was Fichte's sermon

to the Germans of his day. His theory can be stated

in the terms of the Greek Heracleitus, "All things

change," provided the change be thought of as moral
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activity. To philosophize was to Fichte to think the

universe as free moral activity, to see inactivity nowhere,

to free ourselves from dualism and to participate in the

universal freedom. Freedom is higher than truth. Exist-

ence is derived from thought in action, and thus our

existence and our environment may be shaped by us.

Thought is essentially action^ and we shall educate the

world only through our own activity.

The Moral World. Fichte had a philosophy, the prin-

ciples of which he repeated over and over again as a

kind of habit. lie was a man of few but great ideas.

He was inspired by some general conceptions which he

did not carefully elaborate. His philosophy can be ex-

pressed in few words, and his point of view is not diffi-

cult to feel. Nevertheless, there is great difficulty in

restating his meaning. He maintained that Kant's early

pliilosopliy was not truly Kantian, and that he, Fichte,

represented the true Kant. In taking this stand he was

obliged to do two things : to exjjlain away the thing-in-

itself, and to rethink the world of necessitated nature in

terms of the activity of the morally free Ego.

If we start irom the heart of existence— the active

Ego— the world spreads out before us as a system of

reason which has been created by the activity of the

Ego. On this account Fichte's philosophy has been

called subjective idealism. In such a scheme of things

there is no place for the Kantian thing-in-itself. All

Being is only an extended product of the active Ego
and the object of its knowledge. The Ego acts because

it must, and then reflects upon its activity. Its knowl-

edge of its activity is in grades from sense-perception

to complete knowledge. Now Kant had referred sensa-

tions to the thinsf-in-itself as their source. But this is
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unnecessary, since sensations are only the activity of the

Ego. Sensations are the groundless, free act of the Ego.

They appear to be " given," because they appear to be

foreign and coming from without. They are, however,

only the lowest form of the activity of the personality

— they are unconscious self-limitation of the Ego. The
sensations have no ground that determines them, but as

the lowest form of the activity of the Ego they are ab-

solutely free. Thus the thing-in-itself becomes superflu-

ous, since it is not necessary to account for sensations.

The next task for Fichte is to rethink the series of

necessitated events of physical nature. If we will look

at these events from the point of view of the willing

Ego, which is reality, they will be seen to be products

of purposive action. Togother they will make a world

of connected rational activities rather than a mechani-

cal system. The necessity in nature is not causal, but

teleological. It is not the necessity linking the series of

events together, but iiither the linking of each event to

'

the acting Ego, and thus the connecting of the whole

series. Take the idealist's position and this illuminating

thought wiU come to you : a thing is not because some-

thing else is, but in order that something else may be.

As moral beings we have tasks. As moral beings we are

the impersonation of duty, and duty is reality. These

phenomena that so trouble us because we think them

necessitated are only contingent upon the performance

of our duty. The existence of one thing is not to be

explained by the existence of another, but by the exist-

ence of me, an Ego. Phenomena are little steps toward

great ends. When I rethink the world I see no causal

relationship, but the teleological means for the achieve-

ment of purposes by striving souls. History and nature
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— these are the material created by human beings for

their own activity. We not only create our human

ilrama, but we create also the stage upon which it is

performed. Being is not the cause of Doing, but Being

is created for the sake of Doing. Whatever is, is to be

explained by what ought to bt>. " The world is the the-

ater of morid action." " Nature is the sensible material

of duty."

God and Man. If Fiehte regarded the human per-

sonality from tliis moral height, he would natm-ally give

a new meaning to God, the absolute reality, (iod is not

a substance, a something that '* is." God is the luiivcr-

sal uioral process, the moral world-order. God is the

Universal Ego, a free, world-creating activity. God was

conceived by Fiehte as Matthew Ariiold's "something

not ourselves that makes for righteousness." When I

find in myself that duty is reality and not this or that

fixed and crystallized thing, when I find that my real

self is moral fuuitiouing and not a tangible form of

flesh and bones, tlieu I take the next stej). 1 then find

that God is universal duty, universal moral fluictiouing,

in which 1 am jjarticipatiug. W^a are not only part of

God— yea, we are lie. As the Holy Writ say.s, "Ye
are Gods." The aljsolute Ego manifests Itself in our

poor finite Egos. How dignified our humble lot is made

by thinking that in our acting, God is acting ! We are

fighting Goil's battle, and His victory is not won ex-

cept as we win. Duty in us is the (ilarion voice of (jod,

and we are persons so far as we express that voice. It

matters little whether I speak of my own duty or

the moral purpose of the world. They are the same

thing.

This enjoined labor upon every rational soul to per-
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form his duty of reaching high ideals, through his hum-'

ble tasks, of " fightiug the good fight and keeping the

fa'th," is to Fichte the meaning of coming to a con-

sciousness of one's self. What is myself, my real self?

It is not this phenomenal existence with its appearance

of necessity. It is the eternal and everlasting duty.

What is it to think myself? It is to think my duty;

and to thiidc duty is to think God. When I come to

consciousness of myself, the cosmic order is coming so

far to self-consciousness. Keality is so far attained. His-

tory is the record of this process of the moral order

coming to self-consciousness. The Unite Self strives to

become universal. The etermJly imfulfilled duty is the

principle of all existence.

In his later teacliing Fiehte succumbed to the victo-

rious Spinozism of the j)eriod. He conceived God as an

Ego whose infinite impulse is directed toward Himself;

he conceived finite things as products of this infinitely

active consciousness. The finite products find their vo-

cation in imitating the infinite producer, which imita-

tion consists not in tlie activity of producing otlier finite

things through the categorical imperative, but in the

" blessed life " of sinking into tlie infinite.

What a Moral Reality mvolves. Since reality is this

process of moral development, its conjitions will arise

out of itself and be its own creation. Since the world

is reason coming to itself, it nuist develop its own con-

.
ditions out of its original tusk. All the acts of history

must be explained as the original " deed-act," as Fichte

calls it. Fichte thought tliat the whole business of phi-

losophy consists in showing what is involved in this

original " deed-act " of consciousness, this attempt of

consciousness to think itself. Since self-consciousuess
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is reality, this will be the same as showing what reality

involves.

1. In the first place, consciousness always involves

the consciousness of something else. To use Fichte'a

technical language, the Ego posits itself (since it is a

. moral process) and in the same act it posits a non-Ego

(which is the necessary object of consciousness). " The

absolute Ego asserts a tlistinguisliable Ego against a

distinguishable non-Ego." It is like a boy who feels the

call to become a lawyer. lie asserts himself in that call,

and at the same time in that assertion he creates his

life's career. Ills career in the law is his non-Ego. Both

tlie Ego and the non-Ego are creations of that absolute

Ego, which is the ever surging duty or God. While

both the Ego and the non-Ego are the creations of that

absolute Ego, which is cosmic duty or God, yet each

limits the other. Ego and uou-Ego are correlative terms

;

both originate in the free act of God. The world is,

therefore, the creation of the real self as the condition

of its own activity. It even creates its sensations as the

given materials of its knowledge. The world is the ma-

terial of duty put into sense forms. While we create

matter in order that we may be active in it, the spatial

and temporal forms, its categories, limit our activities.

2. In the second place, this awakening of the Ego to

a consciousness of itself involves a curious contradic-

tion. Duty is by nature contradictory. Duty calls me
to know myself and to perform my task, and yet in that

call duty prevents the task from being performed. In

attempting to know duty completely I am always under

the condition of an opposing and limiting non-Ego.

The non-Ego is essential to the Ego and at the same

time thwarts the Ego's full knowledge of itself. So
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long as the non-Ego exists, no complete knowledge of

myself is possible. A limiting non-Ego makes the Ego
limited, and therefore prevents complete knowledge and

fulfillment of duty. Duty calls upon us to perform a

task, but under conditions such that it cannot be per-

formed. So long as the boy strives in his legal profes-

sion, duty appears ; but so long is duty rendered incom-

plete. Moral progress is endless, but that only shows

how contented we must be with the process of striving

and not with some static condition. To strive morally

is reality ; the goal is nowhere. The contradiction is

seen in the eternal contrast between what is and what

ought to be, between the moral task and the actual per-

formance. We are under the requirement to perform,

and in the requirement is the restraint. The dialectic

process is endless. First there is the stage which Fichte

calls the Thesis in the call of the absolute Ego. The
next stage is the Antithesis, seen in the mutually lim-

iting Ego and non-Ego. The next state is the Synthe-

sis, in which some acc()nii)lishment is gained, but which

becomes only the Thesis for another Antithesis ; and so

on infinitely. The terms Thesis, Antithesis, and Syn-

thesis are important, for they are employed by Fichte's

successors, Sehelling and Hegel.

Romanticism.* Romanticism was a great European

movement which lasted about a century from 1750 to

1850 ; and it would be perfectly justifiable to speak of

the intellectual period in Germany from Lessing to

Heine as Romanticism. Rousseau and the French Rev-

olutionists, Ossian, Scott, Wordsworth, Coleridge, By-

* Read Beers, History ofEmjUsh Romanticism in Eight-

tenth Century, pp. 1-25; Beers, History of English Ro-

ma7iticism in Nineteenth Century, pp. 132-39.
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ron, Shelley, Keats, and Wagner were iu the forefront

of this world-wide movement. The Storm and Stress

Period was a phase of it; and so even was the Period

of Classicism that followed. The Period of German

Classicism (1787-1805) was different from the Classi-

cism of the seventeenth centuiy, because it was thor-

oughly infected with Romantic germs. If one is to take

account of the different phases of German thought

after Lessing, one mentions first the Storm and Stress

Period, then Classicism, and then the Romantic move-

ment proper from 1795 to 1850.

We have seen how tlie Roaiantic literary movement

in its larger aspect was involved in the revolt against

the philosophical rationalism of the P^nlightenment. We
shall not he interested in it any longer except as it con-

cerns the little grou}) of Germans who were most active

at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the

nineteenth century. They constituted the Romantic

movement proj)er. Tieck, Wai-kenrode, the two Schle-

gels, and Novalis were among the leaders of this group.

Fichte, Schelling, and llegel are the philosophers who

embody its spirit in ditlerent degrees, but the true pliil-

osophical exponent of Romanticism in this restricted

sense was Scludling.

Whatever Romanticisni may mean in its general

aspect, as a world-wide literary movement,! it is not dif-

ficult to define the motifs of this restricted aspect of it.

Novalis expressed it when he said : " We seek the i)lau

of nature in the outside world. We ourselves are this

plan. Why need we traverse the ditH»!ult roads through

physical nature? The better and purer road lies within

our own mind." Tliis Romanticism drew from three

' See Beers, op. cit.
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sources for its inspiration : (1) from the Mysticism of

Spinoza which had grown so powerful in Germany at

this time
; (2) from the philo.sopliy of Kant which had

become authoritative; (3) from the doctrine of Evolu-

tion, which originated with Leibnitz. Such a weaving

together of motifs transformed philosoj)hy into an art,

which is a religion. '' Every single thing in life has an

inner connection with the whole of life " (Mysticism) ;

the principle of its unity is the synthesis of conscious-

ness (Kantian) ; the unity of the whole is not mechani-

cal but living— a series of progressive stages, each one

of which mirrors the whole (Leil)nitzian). The indi-

vidual consciousness, therefore, stands at each moment

of its development as a religious and artistic revelation

of the universe.

The Romantic individual was therefore a Law to him-

self, dominated by unrestrained fancy, a creature of feel-

ing and passion with a preference for the mysterious

and the vague. The only common duty among Komanti-

cists was the duty to disagree, to express tlicir individual

intuitions, to realize their fiercely egoistic wills. When-
ever the universe was not obedient to their individualis-

tic cravings, they challenged it. Such individualism gave

them a claim to aristocracy in the exclusiveness of their

culture, but it led them to be cowardly in confronting

the actual events of life. Nevertheless it may be said

that the ultimate effect of Romanticism on the German
people was very wholesome ; for it deepened their inner

life and revealed the intimate relations which the in-

dividual bore to himself, his companions, and his race.

Napoleon ascribed his downfall not primarily to diplo-

macy or to the bayonet, but to the resistance of the

German ideologists.
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Goethe.* Goethe and Schiller were too versatile in

their talents to be classed in any school. They were of

course a part of Romanticism in its wider meaning, but

they do not belong to this restricted school of Roman-

ticists of the Sclilegels and Novalis. " Goethe is the

poet thinker ; these Romanticists were poet emotional-

ists." 1 Goethe stood nearer to real life than either

Novalis or Schlegol. Both the Romanticists and Goethe

sought to discover universal types of humanity for their

artistic px'oduetions. While the types of Goethe exist

nowhere in the enii)iiit'al world, he derived them from

it by patient study; the types of the Romanticists are

derived from within and transcend external conditions.

Goethe's W'dhcJm Meister, for example, is the individ-

ual who seeks to adjust his prejudices to material

necessities.

However, Goetlie had much in common with these

Romanticists. He also was so much under the influence

of the pantheism of Spinoza that he has been called the

poetic Spinozist. His conception of nature was similar

to that of the Romanticists— its evolution in progres-

sive stages and the unity of the individual with nature.

He was a highly strung individual, as they were. But

Goethe believed that truth was realized when man is

in vital interchange with nature. ' While he longed for

the iufinite and for emancipation from the finite, he

sought his freedom in nature and not by transcending

nature. Man reacts upon the world ; he does not merely

appropriate its products. He resists it and becomes

alive to the joy of it. The world has a soul, since it

* Read Saiitayana, Three Philosophical Poets, pp. 139 ff.

' Waerner, Komanticism,
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gives clearness to the human soul ; and the way to our

own souls is not by neglecting natural phenomena, but

by interpreting them. Both nature and our own life

are real. Both move in prescribed orbits, but both are

empty if the connection is severed.

Romanticism in Philosophy. Schelling is the true

philosopliical exponent of German Romanticism.' The

pure Romantic spirit appears in him— in his intuitions

of the inner interconnection of the soul with the whole

of life, in his exalting of the individual impulse, in his

identifying of science with art and religion. Fichte and

Hegel were also speculative Romanticists, but in many
fundamental principles are separated from the move-

ment. The Romantic philosophers were friends and

sympathizers of the Romanticists, living in the same

city, sometimes in the same house, and were members

of the same spiritual family. But it must be remem-

bered that there was not one Romanticist leader with

many imitators, but that each Romanticist followed out

his own line. When we speak of Schelling as a Ro-

mantic philosopher we mean that he gives the specula-

tive tendency of the many Romanticists his own clearer

definition and fornmlation. The principles underneath

Schelling's philosophy will be seen to be the technically

philosophical statement of the motives in the Romantic

movement. They were as follows :
—

(1) Man's ideal is to expand his soul until it be-

comes one with God.

* Tlie Gennnii Romantic rnovenient was more critical, learned, and

8elf-con3ciuii3 tlian the parallel movement in En{;land. The instinctive

English Uomanticibm has nothing to be compared with Lessing's Lao-

co6n and Dramaturgie, with Schiller's Naive und sentimentalisciie Dich-

tung, with Goethe's analysis of Hamlet in Wilhelm Meister, or with the

peoulative Bygtems uf Fichte, Schelling, and Ilegel.
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(2) There is no Thing-in-Itself. The finite world is

only a liuiitation of the ego.

(3) Man and the nature world are essentially one.

Man has a knowledge of nature when he has a knowl-

edge of himself. In reading his own history he reads

the history of nature. The Romanticist drew a veil from

the face of nature and found there liis own spirit.

The Life and the Writings of ScheUing (1775-

1854). Of Sc'liL'Uing's long life of seventy-nine years,

the fifteen years from 1795 to 1810 were the most im-

portant productive period. Like Berkeley, he was a

many-sided genius, and began to write brilliantly in his

early years. He published his first treatise at sixteen

years, and before he was twenty he published several

essays of distinct merit on Fichte's pluloso})]iy, the suc-

cess of which led to his call to the chair of jdiilosophy

at Jena. All his technical works were written in an

academic atmospliere. After 1812 he, so fond of writing,

became silent, lie even ceased to deliver lectui'cs at the

University of Berlin when he found that notes of them

were published without his consent. Hogel, in conmient-

ing on Schelling, said that Schelling liked to carry on

his thinking in public.

Schelling and Fichte may be studied together because

they are alike in developing one side of Kant's doc-

trine. But their careers were very different. Contrasted

with Ficlite's life of poverty, struggle, self-created an-

tagonisms, long-delayed victory, and devotion to rigorous

morality, is Schelllng's life of early academic success,

prosperitj^ and romantic friendsliips. The life of Kant
was one of inner development and outward routine;

that of Fichte of early fornudated thought and exter.

nal warfare. Schelling's life, on the other hand, does
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not strike us as one of developnieut, either externally

or subjectively. It was rather a series of changes. He
looked upon his own philosophy as a development, but

its linkage is thread-like, due to his wonderful imagina-

tion and mobility of thought. With his great suggestive

power, he depended more upon analogy than logic ; his

argument and his ])hilo.sophy lie before us as if ever in

pi'ocess of cont'uuous readaptation. Schelling possessed

all the fervor and insight of the Romanticists, and all

their egoism and caprice. It is even more difficult to

characterize his philosophy than that of Spinoza, lie was

monist, panthuiht, and evolutionist
; parallelist, theoso-

phist, and believer in freedom; he accepted the doctrine

of the Trinity ; in all this he was the true Konianticist.

Sohelling's ])iiilosopliy of nature is intelligible only in

the light of the great artistic ferment of his time and

as the expression of his strong artistic personality. His

ideal of artistic insight into nature became for him his

idea of science. Reality is nature, and nature is a work

of art, self composed and self renewing. The endeavor

of Schelling was to fashion all human existence into

artistic form. At first he looked ujjon nature as rational,

but later he was impressed with its irrationality.

Schelling's life may be divided into six periods on

the basis of the changes of his thought:—
1. Earlier Period {1115-1191). Schelling was the

son of the chaplain of a cloister school near Tiibingen,

and was educated in history and speculative science in

the university of that town. After his imiversity edu-

cation he held the position of tutor in a nobleman's

family at Leipsic for two years. During this time he

listened to lectures at the University of Leipsic on

medicine and physics. Before he was twenty he had
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published several notable essays on speculative matters,

among them Tlie Ego as a Principle in Philosophy

;

and in 1797 Ideas for a Philosophy of Nature. These

led to his call to a chair in the University of Jena.

Schelling was early acquainted with the doctrine of

Leibnitz, but the most powerful influences upon him at

this time were Kant and, especially, Fichte.

2. The Philosophy ofNature (1797-1800). Schel-

ling was called to Jena tluough the influence of

Goethe, Schiller, and Fichte ; and it was here that he

completed what lie had begun at Leipsic— the supple-

mentation of Fichte's philosophy with a Philosophy of
Nature (written 1798). He was a colleague of Fichte

and afterwards a hL'li)ful friend of Hegel. Jena was

then the center of the Komuntic movement, the moving

spirit of which was Caroline, the wife of August Schle-

gel. Schelling was very successful at Jena as lecturer,

and his publications at this time were very n\any.

3. The Transcendental Philosophy (1800-1801)

While still at Jena he felt the influence of Schillei,

who had united the ideas of Kant and Goethe into an

^Esthetic Idealism. Under this influence Schelling re-

constructed the Fichtean philosophy of the Ego on a

Romantic basis.

4. The Philosojjhy ofIdentity (UOi-lSO-L). Schel-

ling now undertook to put his recast philosopliy of

Fichte upon the basis of Spinozism. This caused a

break between him and Fichte and Hegel. In 1803 he

married Caroline, the divorced wife of August Schlegel

and the idol of the Romantic circle, and the same year

accepted a call to the University of Wurzburg, where

he remained three years (1803-1806).

6. The Philosophy of Freedom and God (1804^
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1809). The doctrine of SchelHng now became mystical

and showed the influence of Boehme. In 1806 Schel-

Hng was called to the Academy of Munich.

6. The Philosophy of Mythologij and Revelation

(1809-1854). This may be well called Schelling's

period of silence, so far as publication was concerned.

He who had poured forth his thoughts in print now

became averse to publishing anything. He accepted the

call to Munich in 1806 and remained there, excepting

his seven years at Erlangen, thirty-five years (until

1841). During this tune he was much under the influ-

ence of Aristotle, Neo-Platonism, and the Gnostics. lie

had first an official position at the Academy of Munich ;

then he spent seven years as teacher at the University

of Erlangen (1820-1827); and in 1827 he entered

the newly founded University of Munich. In 1841 he

was called to Berlin to counteract the Hegelian move-

ment, and he became a member of the Academy with

the privilege of lecturing at the University. He was

now sixty-six, and he spent the remaining years in

elaborating his system. lie died in 1854.

A Brief Comparison of Fichte and Schelling as

Philosophers. We have already spoken of the relation

of Fichte and Schelling to the liomantic movement.

What is their relation as philosophers? Fichte's ideal-

ism is conunonly called subjective because of his em-

phasis upon the Ego at the expense of the non-Ego. In

non-technical terms Fichte gave no adequate philosophy

of nature ; for his assumption was that nature is only

material for the reason. Nature to Fichte was only the

stage upon which the reason could act. Fichte's keen

insight into human aff'airs blinded him to the meaning

of nature. The contribution of Schelling to the philos-
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ophy of nature was not therefore unwelcomed by

Fichte ; for he saw that such a philosophy could easily

be developed from his point of view, provided nature

be regarded as a unity in the service of the reason. In

brief, the development of SchcUing over Fichte was

this: (1) Schelling added a science of nature to

Fichte's science of mind
; (2) Then he Lransforraed

Ficlito's philosophy of mind into an aesthetic philoso-

phy of mind
; (3) Then he tried in several successive

attempts to find a common metaphysical ground for his

own philosophy of natiu'C and liis recast ])hilosophy

of mind. While the method of Schelling was not dif-

ferent from that of Fichte, his general motive was dif-

ferent ; for to Schelling the universe must not be re-

garded as the creation of an active moral Ego, but as

having an existence of its own. While for Fichte to

think is to produce, for Schelling it is to reproduce.

To the investigatiag mind of Schclling experience and

observation are the. sources of knowledge
;
yet it must

not be inferred that Schelling's philosophy was induc-

tive or that he (h rived the Ego from the non-Ego, as

if the Ego had been evolved from the non-Ego. These

were the days before the modern theoiy of evolution

Mind does not have its source in nature ; on the con-

trary, mind and nature have a common source in the

Reason. They have a parallel existence and develop

according to the same law. Nature is existing Keason,

mind is thinking Reason.

Schelling's Philosophy of Nature. SchcUing started

with Kant's early conception of nature as dynamic —
that matter exists through the interplay of the forces

of attraction and repulsion. The human organism is

the highest expression of such dynamic activity. In the
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world there is nothing dead. Matter is the lowest ex-

pression of dynamic activity ; the vegetable is next, the

animal next, and the human brain is the consummation

of this process of productivity. Thus matter on the

one hand and mind on the other are the two poles of

reason in nature. Everything is life movement; every-

thing is the oscillation between two extrenies, the inter-

play of contrary but correlative forces. In romantic

terms, nature is the Self in Becoming. Nature is a liv-

ing whole which manifests itself in an ascending scale

of rich and varied forces between matter and mind.

Such a conception met consistently the demands of

this Romantic period.* The high expectations of the

physicists of the previous century had been unfulfilled,

for they had not succeeded in obtaining a purely me-

chanical explanation of the derivation of life from mat-

ter. Darwin was still to come. Medicine, which was at

that time showing great progress, offered no argument

for the mechanical conception of the world. There had,

however, been many discoveries at this time in elec-

tricity and ujagnetism ; and these mysterious qualities

seemed to repudiate the mechanical tlieory. Vitalism

thus usurped the ])lace of mathematics. Spinoza rather

than Galileo was the model of the time. Nature must

be conceived as a unity in which the Divine manifests

itself in its fullness.

All these influences appear in Schelling's first philo-

sophical undertaking. He states philosoidjically what

Goethe states poetically. Nature is not to be described

in quantities nor measured by rule. It transcends

measurement. It is to be truly understood only as

productivity having organic life as its goal. Nature

* Read Shelley, Loue's Philosophy.
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is rational life, not mechanism. Everything has its

logically determined place. Schelling used the natural

science of his time to show how the connection of forces

and their transformation into one another were the man-

ifestation of divine cosmic purpose. The gaps he filled

in with teleological conceptions. He used morphology

with the same purpose as Goethe, lie felt the same

need of a deeper meaning of nature than mathematics

can give — the need of a rational purposeful meaning.

Goethe shows this iu his '^ Theory of Colors " wlien he

looks upon colors not as atomic movements, but as

something essentially qualitative. Schelling, too, was

not an evolutionist iu the modern sense, and he did not

regard one species as derived from anotlier. He thought

of species in an ascending scale, to be sure ; but he saw

in each only the preliminary stage to the next, and all

as the divine expression. One accomplishment of na-

ture merely precedes another in time.

The nineteenth century looked back on this Romantic

science as merely a fit of excessive sentiment that has

impeded the modern work of serious investigation. Yet

it may safely be said that the nineteenth century has

not settled the question, and that nature will always

need a rational as well as a mechanical ex])laiiation.

Schelling's Transcendental Philosophy. Tlic Philos.

ophy of Nature ends with the explunation of sensitiv-

ity ; and it is there for Schelling that the philosophy of

knowledge begins. When three years later Schelling

was ready to reconstruct Fichte's philosophy of mind —

«

when he was ready to break with Fichte — he was in-

fluenced by the great change that had come over the

thought of the Jena Idealists. This change was due cu-

riously enough to the philosophy of the intimate friend
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of Goethe, the poet Schiller. Here again the proximity

of Weimar and Jena was the cause of the reciprocal

influence of philosopliy and literature. Schelling was

the first to give this new thought its philosophical ex-

pression. The theory of Schiller is an jesthetic idealism

in which the artistic function supplants the moral law

of Fichte and Kant, and is the fundamental reality of

life.

When Schiller reshaped Kant's moral philosopliy he

was not concerned, as might be supposed, merely with

aesthetic results, but with conduct, history, and the

whole system of metaphysics. The problem always

uppermost in Schiller's mind was the ])lace of art and

beauty in the whole system of things. So when he tried

to reconcile Kant's theoretical reason and Kant's prac-

tical reason, he naturally looked to ait for such recon-

ciliation. What is there that is both necessary and free?

Beauty ! " Beauty is freedom in phenomenal appear-

ance." ^Esthetic contemplation apprehends the beauti-

ful object, and yet in so doing it transcends all the

trammels and bonds of experience. The artistic ecstasy

is freedom in necessity. It is independent of moral as

well as intellectual rules. Beauty is as little an object

of sense as of will. It does not have the quality of need

that belongs to sense phenoniena, nor of earnestness

that accompanies morality. Sense is obliterated ; the

stirrings of the will become silent. That which appears

was called by Schiller the " play impulse." Toward the

education of man Schiller thus offered art, while Kant

had presented religion. Art refines the feelings, tempers

the sensuous will, and makes room for the moral will

Yet the moral will is not the end ; for art is not onl}

the means of education, but the goal as well. Complete
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life comes when the conflict between morality and sense

disappears in artistic feeling. " Only as man plays ia

he truly man," The ideal that Schiller formulated for

this Romantic age was the " schone Kicclc.^^ While in

"^lie soul of man the Kantian rigoristic moral law exists

»hen sense stands in opposition to duty, the " beautiful

ioul " does not know conflict because its nature is en-

nobled by its own inclination. Tliis lesthctic humanism

Schiller expresses for his time iu antithesis to Kant's

and Ficlite's rigorism. Goethe impersonated this ideal

iu his life and represented it in his works. The lloman-

ticists carried this conception to its extreme both in

their practice and in their literary i)rodiictions. Thus

they came to stand for an aristocracy of culture, and in

them " ethical geniality " culminated. The Romanticist

contrasted himself with the " Philistine " who lives ac-

cording to rules. The Ronuintieist would live out his

own individuality as valuable in itself. He substituted

the endless play of the imagination for Fichte's moral

law, and was frequently very wayward and capricious.

This is seen in Sehlegel's Lucutde. Schleiermacher the

preacher tried to pieserve the purity of Schiller's doc

trine.

In his construction of his own philosophy of mind

Schelling adopted completely Schiller's theory of the

aisthetic reason in what he called Trdnsvendental

Idealism, lie looked upon the Fiehtean antithesis be-

tween theoretical and practical leason as the same as

that between the unconscious and the conscious activity

of the Self. Theoretically, or from the point of view of

the understanding, consciousness is determined by the

unconscious
;
practically, or from the point of view of

the wiU, the unconscious is the creation of conscioui^
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ness. The practical or willing Self re-shapes the prod'

ucts of the nature world. For a thinking being is not

merely a reflector or re-presenter of events as they oc-

cur in the nature world— as nature produces them.

Thinking man is not merely passive. He re-shapes and

transforms nature through the freedom of his morality.

But neither the series of passively apprehended

events, nor the series of events transformed by the

active moral will, is ever complete. Neither as a pas-

sive product of nature nor as a moral will is man a per-

fected being. In either condition man perpetually feels

the contradiction, since he is neither wholly passive nor

wholly active. The antagonism between will and sense

is ever present. Man realizes the fullness of his Ego,

when he transcends both will and sense, both morality

and science, in the conscious-unconscious activity of

artistic genius. Tliis is the highest synthesis. In Schel-

ling's lectures delivered at Jena on the philosophy of

art, after he had written his Transcendental Idealism^

he developed and applied this theory and it determined

the subsequent development of JEsthetics in the Jena

circle. Kant had previously defined genius as intellect

that works like nature ; Schiller had defined it as play-

ing ; Schelling looked upon it as aesthetic reason and

the climax of the philosophy of mind. Art, and not

logic, is the instrument by which the reason develops.

Artistic reason is the goal toward which the reason

aims.

The System of Identity. Schelling published his

Transcendental Idealism iu 1800. In the next year he

published his Si/stern of Identity in the hope of finding

some common ground for his two preceding points of

view. For Nature is not absolute, but is a limited ob'
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jective Ego ; and Miud is also not absolute, but is also

limited, although subjective. The Self perceives the

object as other than itself, and in subsequent reflection

it sees the object as a form of its own deeper Self. Sub-

ject and object, Mind and Nature, are one in reality.

The question then is. Does the absolute Self exist?

Yes, but outside the conditions of existence and beyond

aU contradictions. It is itself the highest condition, the

unconditioned condition. But what is the basis of these

two antithetical aspects of life ? The most suitable name
that Schelling could give it was Identity or Indiffer-

ence ; for other names would imply conditions. In this

attempt to constiui^t an absolute Idealism, Schelling

shows the influence of Spinoza, Identity reminds us

of Spinoza's substance,— a reality that is absolutely

indifferent to both mental and nature phenomena, and

yet is the reality of both. It is absolute reason undeter-

mined in its content. It was this turning to Spinozism

on the part of Schelling, that made Hegel break with

him and call his Identity "the night, in which all cows

are black." Schelling even came so much under the

influence of Spinoza as to imitate Spinoza's form of

presentation in the £Jthics. But Schelling regarded the

objective and subjective worlds not after the manner of

Spinoza as independent of each other. On the contrai-y

he looked upon every phenomenon as both ideal and

real, and as having its logical place according to the de-

gree in which the two elements are combined. Differ-

ences are what constitute phenomena ; the Absolute is

the Indifferent. Schelling illustrates this by the magnet,

which is itself an indifference of opposite poles of vary-

ing intensity.

In the nature series the objective factor predomi'
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nates, and in the mental series the subjective factor.

The universe is the most perfect work of art, the most

perfect organism, and the best expression of God.

Schelling's Religious Philosophy. Romanticism took

a religious turn at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury under the influence of Schleiermacher.' The mo-

tive of this movement was the thought that religious

feeling lies below art. Reason can be completed only in

religion, by which is meant not dogma, nor morality,

but an aesthetic relation to the world-ground, a pious

feeling of absolute dependence. It is the feeling of being

permeated by the Absolute. Schleiermacher taught in

the true Romantic spirit that religion is an individual

matter and is different from church organization. Thus

in this time of quickly passing shades of imaginative

thought Schiller idealized Greece and Schleiermacher

the Middle Ages. Susceptible as he was to every idea

of his time, Schelling embodied this teaching of Schleier-

macher in his later teaching. With the other Roman-

ticists he expected that the concept of religion would

furnish a final basis for the solution of aU problems,

overcome all antitheses in an inner harmony, and bring

about the eternal welfare of all.

Schelling now no longer named the Absolute as Indif-

ference, but God or Infinity, and he conceived Him as

possessing modes and potencies. In the development of

this new line of thought he introduced the Neo-Platonic

doctrine of Ideas as God's intuitions of Himself, and as

intermediaries with the world. Later Schelling pa.ssed

* F. E. D. Schleiennacher, b. ITilS ; educated in the Herrnhuten in

atitutionsand at the University of Ilalle ; in 17% preacher at tlie Berlin

Chai'itt^ ; in 1W2 court lu-eacher at Stolpe ; in 1804 professor extraordi-

nary at Ilalle ; in 1809 preacher at a church in Berlin ; in IblO professor

is Berlin University.
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through another change, and this doctrine grew under

his hands into a theosopliy and a theory of the irra-

tionah The influence of Sclielling was eclipsed by Hegel

after Schelling retired to Munich; and Schelling saw

his rival in control of German acailemic thought for

many years. But he had the satisfaction in his old age

of being called by the authorities to Berlin as the offi-

cial spokesman against the Hegelian doctrine.

Hegel and the Culmination of Idealism. On its po-

litical side this niovenieut culminated under the leader-

ship of the greatest of all political idealists, Napoleon

Bonaparte, in 1815 at Waterloo. On its intellectual

side it reached its completion in the philosophical sys-

tem of lle;4el. Hegel died in 1831, and his intellectual

kingdom, like the political kingdom of Napoleon, was

immediately shattered. But the observer of the currents

of history will find nmch significance in the stubborn

persistence of the intellectual phase of the Idealistic

movement long after its 2)()litical dominance had gone.

Hegel ruled the intellectual world of Germany from

Berlin for sixteen years after the battle of Waterloo,

and his ])hilosophy was officially recognized by the Ber-

lin authorities. This stubbornness of the realm of iileas

can be exemplified throughout history, for it requires

more than one political earthquake to demolish a well-

organized intellectual theory.

Hegel may be said to have drawn the scattered

threads of the preceding idealists into a system. Like

them, he firmly grounded bis philosophy on the Kant-

ian epistemology. Like them also, he sought to find ab-

solute reality by means of the conscious Ego. This only

means that all three were idealists. But Fichte's con-

ception of the Ego was only partially formed. It could
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not be an absolute reality, since it needed to be con-

fronted by a non-Ego in oi'der to assert itself and live.

Hegel was discerning enough to see that Reason was

more fundamental than either action, purpose, or con-

sciousness itself. To him both the Ego and the non-Ego

were in essence Reason. The Ego could not know

that it had created the non-Ego unless the Ego was in

the beginning rational. To distinguisli tlie Ego from

the non-Ego, there must be some ground of similarity

upon which both are based. In his seurcli for this

ground Hegel at first allied hiuiself with Schelling. The

brilliancy of Schelliug's thought dazzled him. Then he

saw that Schelling only led back to the abstract univer-

sal of Spinoza. A mystical '' black night " Identity was

not actual noidid it explain anything actual. It merely

said that the Absolutely Real is unknowable. This is

too easy a solution of the complexity of life. Having

neither meaning nor actuality, it cannot explain the

actual concrete and meaningful things. The Absolutely

Real must be a universal, but it must also be concrete.

History has been the Reason in its toil and travail. The

Absolutely Real must include history and it umst be

Reason. With Fichte the " deed act " had primacy,

with Schelling the a'sthetic feeling, with Hegel the

Reason as an articulated series of concepts.

Why Hegel remains to-day the Representative of

Kant. There were several reasons why Hegel remains

the representative of Kant:—
1. He had more learning and ability than the other

post-Kantians.

2. His own interpretation was an interpretation of

facts. By the other post-Kantians things are not repre-

sented as they are, but as they have been transformed.
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Hegel, however, was a respecter of things as they are.

Hegel was possessed of no sentiment. He was a satirist

;

although a romanticist, he was .an encyclopaedic histo-

rian as well. He was a philosopher in that old-time

sense of wishing to know the nature of things.

3. He was fortunate in his application of Kant's doc-

trine to evolution. It proved to be the beginning of the

movement which appeared later in Darwin. People were

going to be evolutionists in the nineteenth century, and

Hegel played into their hands and helped evolution.

4. Hegel gave to his philosophy the air of orthodoxy.

In the nineteenth century there was a desire for Chris-

tianity that was orthodox. Hegel offered no objection

to allowing that interpretation to be placed upon his

philosophy.

The Life and Writings of Hegel (1770-1831). The

slow movement of Hegel's diction is paralleled by his

gradual development in thought. He was the most pains-

taliini^ metaphysician that ever completed a philosophy.

While lie was lacking in the painful hesitatioia that

made Kant consume so mucli time in introductions as

to have little for the body of his discourses and none for

the completion of his philosophy, he was nevertheless

a plodding, careful, and prosaic thinker. As a boy he

showed these traits without showing any predominant

taste or capacity. " He was that uninteresting charac-

ter— the good boy who takes prizes in every class, in-

cluding the prize for good conduct." As a man he was

shrewd and reserved, overbearing to his inferiors and

opponents, and even patronizing to his superiors. He
was the type of the pedantic teacher who brooks no

opposition. Like Kant's, his life was entirely academic,

but unlike Kant's, his experience was in many imiver-
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sity circles— TUbingen, Jena, Heidelberg, and Berlin.

His thirteen years at Berlin were remarkable, not only

for his philosophical dominance, but for his influence

in society and court. The official recognition of his phi-

losophy by the Berlin authorities was a detriment in

the end; for immediately after his death, in 1831, it

lost its influence. Hegel had succeeded Fiehte at Ber-

lin, and by the irony of fate, Sehelling, already an old

man in Vienna, was called by the Berlin authorities to

combat Hegel's influence. Hegel's followers, after his

death, became engaged 'n angry disputes over tlieir in-

terpretations of their master's philosophy. His philoso-

phy was attacked by Herbart. The intellectual world

turned away from him to empirical discoveries and the

doctrine of evolution. In twenty years Hegel's influ-

ence was insignificant, and later his name was scarcely

mentioned in the lecture-room of a German univ^ersity.

His influence is, however, growing and powerful in

England and the United States. Still it must be said

that even in Germany no one has so dominated the di-

rection of jurisprudence, sociology, theology, a;sthetic8,

and history (a science whicli Hegel himself created).

Hegel's erudition, his ability to systematize, his power

of discrimination, are sufficient to explain sueh influ-

ence. The illumination that his philosophy gives, lies

less in his metaphysical theory than in his a])plication

of it to history and tradition. He won adheieuts, not

by his abstruse arguments that so few can umlerstand,

but by illustration ; not by his demonstration of the

Absolute, but by showing how that Absolute is what the

religious devotee seeks, what the moralist presupposes

and the historian recognizes. In carrying out his the-

ory in detail he arbitrarily fitted his facts to his theory,
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especially in the philosophy of nature, the history of

philosophy, and history, lu the realm of pure thought,

where conceptual facts are dealt with, this is not 90

apparent. He was successful, for example, in the science

of aesthetics.

Hegel's literary style is difficult, and his technicalities

are almost barbarous. He uses philosophical and com-

mon terms with meanings to suit himself. He loves

paradoxical phrases, and is pedantic in his insistence

on systematic arrangement.

1. Formative Period (1110-11^0)'). Hegel was born

at Stuttgart in 1770, and in the years between 1788

and 1793 he studied philosophy, theology, and the class

ics in the University of Tiibingen. Among his compan-

ions there were Se-helliiig and Hiilderlin. From 1793

to 179G he was a tutor in Switzerland, where he made

a further study of Kant.

2. Forimdutioii of his Philosophy (179G-180G).

Hegel formulated his pliilosophy for the first time in

the four years (179G-1800) of his life at Frankfort,

where he was acting in the capacity of tutor. In 1801

be became Privatdocent at Jena through Schelling's

recommendation. He edited a philosophical journal with

Schelling, and the two were friends so long as Hegel

found Schelling's assistance of value to himself. When,
in 1803, Schelling left Jena, Hegel began to criticize

his former friend's philosophy. Hegel was appointed

professor of philosopliy at Jena in 1805.

3. Development of his Philosophy (\mQ>-\^^\^.

180G. He wrote the Phdnomenologie, which was pub-

lished in 1807.

1807. The university was discontinued after the battle

of Jena, and Hegel went to Bamberg to edit a

newspaper.
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1807-1815. Hegel was at Nuremberg as teacher in its

gymnasium, and in 1811, at the age of forty*

one, he married.

1812-1813, He published his Loyic.

1816-1817. He was professor of philosophy at Heidel-

berg. He published his EncyclopcBdia, which

consists of three parts : Logic, Philosophy of

Nature, and Philosophy of Mind. This was en-

larged in 1827.

1818. Hegel succeeded Fichte at Berlin, where he met

with marked success, and where he exercised a

very wide influence. When Hegel came to Ber-

lin his philosophical theory was already formu-

lated, and his thirteen years at lierlin were spent

in illustrating and verifying it in history.

1831. At the height of his fame, he died of cholera.

Realism, Mysticism, and Idealism. Since " philoso-

phy lends itself to extended discourse," it is quite im-

possible to contrast these theories briefly in more than

a crude way. From the mystic's point of view, absolute

reality is that which can be immediately apprehended.

However, since immediate intuition is always undeter-

mined, the mystic's reality is a very vague and abstract

thing, although for him it is none the less real. Such a

reality is not usually sought in tlie " world of nature "

;

far nature objects are very definite, besides, being very

transitory. The mystic's world of reality is within
;

therefore God to the mystic is to be found within the

soul and is to be contrasted with the unreality of the

world of sense. There is only one reality, and that is

within the soul ; all else is an illusion. Reality is gained

by direct knowledge and never by the process of logical

reflection. Mysticism is frequently allied with sesthet-
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ic3 ; the love of God is appareutly the same as the love

for a work of art ; the immediate intuition that the

soul has of God apparently is the same psychological

process as the artistic ecstasy over a thing of beauty.

Both result in the absorption of the soul in its object,

and in the presence of eitlier all else seems illusory.

Now Realism is a theory that is more easily defined

than Mysticism. It is simply the conception of many
realities independent of one another and of the thinking

mind. Reality is not one, it is a plurality of independent

things, all of which are independent of the thinking

process. Such realities are not undefined. As in Ideal-

ism, our knowledi^e of them is a definite matter of

reflection ; but against Mysticism, such definite knowl-

edge is proof of their reality.

This can be illustrated by the series 1+ J+^+| ... 2.

Let the number " 2 " represent the reality or meaning

of the infinite series, which, however far extended, never

reaches " 2." Let the series itself represent the definite

processes of phenomenal nature. The Realist would say

that only the increasing series is real, and the "2" is

an unknowable. The Realist admits that the series is

fragmentary and incomplete, but it is quite definite and

certainly the best we can do. It is at least exact and

scientific ; and the goal of scientific knowledge belongs

to the realm of the attainable. On the other hand the

Mystic maintains that, since exact knowledge attains

only the changing and phenomenal, exact knowledge is

illusory. When we cannot attain the real by effort and

sense knowledge, why waste our time in seeking to do

so? Reality is right at hand— in one's self. To the

Mystic the infinite series of fractions is unreal, because

it is and always will be incomplete. The ideal " 2 " can
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be got by direct and intuitive knowledge. Thus to the

Realist the infinite series is real and the goal " 2 " is

unreal, while to the Mystic the " 2 " is real and the

fractions of experience are unreal.

Hegel felt profoundly convinced that neither Realism

with its definite realities nor Mysticism with its unde-

fined goal was an adequate explanation of the world and

life. The truly real must not only be definite, but it

must also be all-inclusive. It must not on the one hand

be incomplete, nor on the other must it be vague. It

must be both the number " 2 " and the infinite series

leading to " 2." A truly and absolutely real must be

the explanation of everything that happens,— joy, evil,

necessity in nature, every least event and change. In

the light of the idealism of Hegel the solutions of the

Mystic and the Realist seem to fade in importance,

and tlie problem of life seems to grow in significance

and meaning.

The Fundamental Principles of Hegel's Philosophy.

Hegel felt that both Fichte and Schelling were too

close to Mj'^sticism to be adequate representatives of

this splendid epoch. His own philosophy was, in his

intention as in fact, the last word of this Romantic pe-

riod, which had a reverence for the epistemology of

Kant ; which was permeated with the belief that every

single tiling had an inner connection with the whole of

life ; which delighted in describing this connection in

terms of evolution. He himself has been described as

the supreme Gnostic, more irreligious than the Agnostic

because his philosophy is so rationally all-explanatory

as to leave no room for faith. Hegel saw the problem

of his age with clearness : the universe must be con-

ceived as an organic unity and yet it must include all
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phenomena— all the contradictions and variations of

life.

The Hegelian doctrine rests upon two fundamental

principles : (1) As a unity, the world must be con-

ceived in terms of the reason ; not in terms of the will

(Fichte), nor of the intellectual intuition (ScheUing).

Hegel goes directly back to Kant : tlic organon for the

solution of this })rohlem is the human reason. The

world is the representation of the human understand-

ing. However, he goes farther than Kant, for Kant

had taught that the reason had no knowledge of the

supernatural. To llegcl there is no suj)ernatural, be-

cause all that is, is rutional. (2) A rational world is

essentially one of contradictions. Contradiction and

not consistency is the fundamental principle of evolu-

tion. In science and ordinary human problems we try

to get results that are logically consistent. In practical

life we set out witli ambitions wliich we intend to real-

ize. In science we seek to reduce the world to terms

of mathematical formula;. In politics we would univer-

salize our pet theories. All this is useful, but after all

consistency is only a veneer. It shuts us out from the

real nature of life. Incongruities, inconsistencies, and

negations certainly do exist in practical life ; and if we
shall take the pains to examine the nature of thought,

itself, we shall find that its essential characteristic is

inconsistency. Why have we, then, regarded thought

as a self-consistent process? Because the method of

formal logic is such, and formal logic has been assumed

to be the science of thought. If we look more deeply

into the nature of thought, we shall find that such con-

sistency is made possible by ignoring the inconsistencies

necessary to the very being of thought. The question,
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therefore, is not, Cau the cosmic whole, as rational, be

conceived as consistent ? but, What is the law of its

inconsistencies ?

Let us consider these two principles of Hegelianism

more in detail.

The Cosmic Unity. The evolutionary pantheism of

Romanticism— that all single things have an inner con-

nection with the whole of life, and that single things ex-

hibit the content of this whole in a series of connected

stages— became in the hands of Hegel an evolutionary

panlogism. It became a philosophy of tlie cosmic rea-

son. Some very old truths crop out in Hegel's teaching.

For example, he insists tliat reason is the life of the

world ; and such being the case reason, and nothing

else, constitutes the inner connection between particu-

lar things and the whole of life. Hegel also says that

the cosmic reason operates within the soul of man. This

is another old truth, although hitherto it hud been in-

terpreted theologically as if the reason were the logos

of an anthroi)omorpliic God, who " worketh in us to

will." Hegel emancipated this traditional conception of

the reason from its theological bondage. AVhile he calls

the reason Spirit, God, Idee, the reason is for Hegel

simply an impersonal, logical, cosmic ju-ocess, which in-

cludes all things, projects them, and controls them.

There is an inherent and necessary logic in the soul of

man and in the nature of things which controls them.

It makes itself valid in spite of empirical contingencies,

and it develops consequences without regard to the

human will. It creates all contradictions, inconsisten-

cies, and problems of the subjective and objective

worlds, but only to solve them. It is not correct to

say, therefore, that we think, but that thinking goes
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on within us. Life is logic, and the study of life is

logic.

If we have thus sufficiently explained what we mean

by the technical term " evolutionary panlogisni," and

how Ilegel participated in the spirit of the Romantic

movement, we can now see why Hegel's philosophy is

always spoken of as historical— as a systematic elabo-

ration of the entire material of history. Indeed, modern

students of Hegel are unanimous that his individual

conceptions are less interesting than his historical com-

binations. He was so carried away by his general the-

ory that his facts are often perverted; but his contri.

bution to the study of historical science is inestimable.

He maintained that only the study of tlie developmeu*

of the consciousness of the race will reveal the real na

ture of reason. Kace consciousness builds up an historit

structure above the development of the individual, and

therefore " the projjcr study of mankind is " not " man,'

but mankind. Although Hegel, as we shall see, is fat

from asserting that the study of history will reveal tho

absolute truth, yet he believed history to be the way

in which the Absolute appears in human experience.

Every form of life, carrying as it does a moment of

divine truth in itself, has significance because it is a jus-

tifiable step in the development of history. No discon-

nected and isolated moment is the entire truth. It is

not truth in any sense. It has meaning only as a part

of the historic logic of things. To paraphrase Matthe\T

Arnold's words, "There is something not ourselves that

makes for" logic. Hegel never asserted that all events

are rationally valid. When he says, " All that is, is

rational," he means that every event has rational sig-

nificance only as a moment in a connected whole— in
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a unity. The real ia rational and the rational is real. But

if you extract an event from its historical connection, it

falls into the nothingness of the historical contingent.^

So much for Hegel's relation to the Komantie move-

ment. Now, what relation did his philosophy bear to

that of Kant ? We remember that Kant's deduction of

the categories was important ; and when we read Hegel,

we find him discussing nothing else. His Romanticism

is a philosopliy of categories. His history is a movement

of advancing categories. However, tliere is a great dif-

ference between these two men in their use of the word
" category." Kant restricted the categories of thought

to the human understanding and therefore wrote an

epistemology. Hegel, on the other hand, universalized

the categories and they became for him dynamic forms

of the cosmos. What Kant called the transcendental, be-

came for Hegel the metupliysical ; and this was Hegel's

meaning in his Heidelberg speech against the timid-

ity of epistemology when he proclaimed " the courage

of truth." For if the reality of the world is conscious

reason the categories are not only forms of thought but

modes of Being. They are more real than Kant sup-

posed. They are a good deal like tlie "substantia*

forms " of mediaival scholasticism, except that they art

dynamic and not static ; and they must not be merely

' No book has ever shown the pure historical spirit better than Hegel's

Phdnomenolugie ties Cdsles. With a wealth of knowledjjo and a deep

insight into historical relations, Ile^rel in this book worked out a new
conception of history by idealizing history in the same Komantie spirit

that led Schetling to idealize nature. lie set the historical epochs into

such a logically articulated unity that the reader can assess for himself

their rational value and rolationsliip. However much the reader may
differ from Hegel in estimating the value and position of particular

•tages, yet Hegel has taught tliis great lesson to all men: the enumera-
tion of events is not history but chronolopry ; history consists io events

9M moments of an impersoual, logical movement.
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enumerated, but shown to be genetically connected.

Hegel's categoi'ios are also like the categories of em-

pirical science, except that they are living agencies and

not mere general terms ; and Hegel has in addition to

the empirical categories those of Being, Essence, No-

tion, etc. It must be remembered that Hegel's philoso-

phy does not go beyond experience. His categories are

metaphysical, but they are never transcendent.

To Hegel, therefoie, the categories are at one and

the same time the forms or moulds of thought and the

stages of eternal creation. The knowing process and the

cosmic process are the same— the one a logic writ

small and the other a logic writ large. Logic is the

genealogy of Being. Our abstract concepts are not iso-

lated thought, nor subdivisions of some larger class-

term. They are moments which we can read off in a

dynamic unitary develo])ment. Our knowledge, then, of

the Absolute Unity (God, Spirit, Idee) is a logical

notion or concept (^Begriff^, and not an intellectual

intuition (as in Fichte and Sclielling). It is not the

function of the understanding to know what the world

should be, but to find its nature and its goal. The log-

ical development of concepts tlu-ough the understanding

represents the development of things.

Just what, then, does Hegel mean by the Absolute

Idea which constitutes the unity of the world? He has

called it by several names— God, Spirit, Idee— which

have been interpreted differently by his followers.

Hegel's Absolute is even more pantheistic than the

God of Spinoza. The Absolute is all (^Das Wahre lift

das Ganze^. If in no sense the Absolute transcends

the whole, how is it possible to describe him ? This

unity of interconnected parts, this cosmic, Absolute
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Reason, which is universal necessity, is cosmic conscious'

ness coming to itself. It is, in spite of its conceptua.

necessity, a spiritual individual. It is the human syn-

thetic consciousness universalized. The categories of

the human reason have become cosmic and unfold or-

ganically. In their unfolding the unity of the Absolute

becomes more and more synthetically compact, for the

Absolute is becoming more and more conscious of him-

self. This conceptual development might be called free-

dom, yet it is not the freedom of the will, but the un-

folding of the reason. It is not like " the wind that

blowetli where it listeth." " It is tlie Idea that thinks

itself and is completely self-identical in its otherness."

The Hegelian Absolute is not a bloodless, abstract uni-

versal like Spinoza's substance, which is devoid of all

content. Here for the first time do we have the concep-

tion of the CoNCUETE Universal— a universal concept

with the world as its content. It is only in terms of con-

scious synthesis that such a concrete universal can be

conceived. The concrete universal is the only true uni-

versal. It is individual and unique. All abstract univer-

sals are shams. This is Hegel's permanent contribution

to metapliysics. lieality to Hegel is the Absolute cos-

mic spirit engaged in its own self-discovery and self-

appropriation by means of its own movement. The Ab»

solute is as Shelley makes the Earth picture man Id

Prometheus Unhoundy

" One harmonious Soul of many a soul,

Whose nature is its own divine control,

Where all things flow to all, as rivers to the sea."

Hegel makes us see the world as an individual self-con-

sciousness, including aU development as its content antf

thereby becoming more significant to itself and to u&
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The Cosmic Law. The Absolute, as a synthetic d&
veloping consciousness, must have a law for its devel-

opment. In our explanation of the unity of the Abso-

lute, we were obliged to suggest in some measure the

character of this law, since the unitaiy world to Hegel

is a developing world. If, as we have said, Hegelian-

ism is the rationalizing of Romanticism, it is the Ro.

mantic content of his thought— the law of the stages

of cosmic development— that constitutes this second

aspect of Hegelianisni.

Cosmic evolution is the unfolding of the whole. Or-

dinarily biological evolution restricts itself to the par-

ticular type under consideration ; it is partial ; and it

does not take account of the fact that the growth of

one type means the destruction of another. It looks

upon development as a process along an upward tan-

gent or like an infinite geometrical series of numberso

It does not view nature in a universal way and does

not consider that partial destruction equals construc-

tion, reaction equals action. Nevertheless the destruc-

tions, defeats, and reciprocal retrogressions must form

part and parcel of the unfolding of the Absolute Rea-

son. This conscious, cosmic unfolding, therefore, can-

not follow the law of logical consistency. The Spirit

splits up, causes another to emerge from itself as a

negation of itself, then from this antithesis forms a new
union. Logical contradiction and synthetic triumph—
continued self-renewal from one category to another

— to be, to be denied, to be transcended— process in

itself (qti sicA), out of itself (^fiir sick), return to it-

self (an iind fur sicK) ; these are the varied expres-

sions for the Romantic description of the Hegelian

cosmic law. The highest term in the serif's is reached
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when Reason is totally apprehensive of itself. The kw
of life— the law of Negativity— is that we die that we
may live so that we may die again, etc., until we see

that this is life's meaning. This is the true unfolding

of the Spirit in us as individuals and in the cosmic

Spirit of wiiich we are part. Every truth is only a half

truth except that final concept, namely, that all truths

are half truths.

While we cannot here go Into the details with which

Hegel has worked out this dialectic progiess, it will be

seen to be a series of triads and of triads within triads.

Any member of any triad expresses the whole process,

if it is seen in its inner connections. The Absolute Idea

by diffeientiiition with itself comes to itself: (1) in.

Logic through Being, Essence, and Idea; (2) in Na-

ture through matter, individual forms, and organisms

;

(3) in Spirit through consciousness, self-consciousness,

reason, right, morulity, social morality, art, religion,

philosophy. Logic is the Spirit aa sick ; Nature is the

Spirityiir sich ; Mind is the Spirit aii andfur sick.

Every finite phenomenon points beyond itself; and

yet every phenomenon is qualitatively essential to the

great AVhoh'. The results of the earlier stages deter-

mine the later; and yet the content is always the same.

Destruction of external existences is not a destrtxction

of what is essential, but, on the contrary, negation is

necessary to what is essential. Hegel's philosophy ie

"a magnificent attempt to extend hie law oi

Conservation of Force to the spiritual sphere.'

The values of existence are indestructible. They are

necessary steps to the truth of greatest value— that

every finite truth has its negative. Cosmic law is the

principle of Negativitiit. It is a dialectic process in
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the union of contradictories, of extremes meeting, ol

the equality of action and reaction. In Hegel's hands

contradiction becomes the very principle of cosmic har-

mony. It is the struggle of thouglit to comprehend it-

self by using its own contradictory and created experi-

ences for such comprehension. "The phenomenon is

the arising and passing away which itself does not pass

away, but exists in itself. It constitutes the movenient

and reality of the life of truth." The law of human
consciousness is this : Assume the truth of any doc^

trine. Examine it and you will find it in some detail

asserting not only its own contradiction or 0])posite,

but also the relation between its assertion and its con-

tradiction. The truth lies in the assertion that tran-

scends the two opposites. The law of the cosmic con-

sciousness is the same. Any stage of histoiy appears

in the conscious assurance of the truth of the princi-

ples upon which history is founded. But any such as-

sertion by any epoch arouses opposition ; and the next

stage in historical development is the assertion of prin-

ciples that synthesize the assertion of the previous

epoch and the opposition to it. The law of conscious'

ness drives history to oppose its own self-assertions and

then to a deeper apprehension of itself in a higher as-

sertion, until it finds rest in the knowledge of the Ab-

solute Idea

—

that Abfiolute Truth is continuous con-

tradiction.

Hegel's Application of his Theory. Fornudating his

theory in 1800, Hegel spent the most of his literary

career in exemplifying it. The P?:' lomcnologic (1807)
is an attempt to show the nati.ftJ';" story of thought in

experience. He shows there the styios of stages througli

which the mind passes,— stages corresponding to logic,
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to the growth of the individual, and to society. In the

dialectic movement, consciousness views the world in

an external way until it becomes self-conscious ; then

reason is evolved as a synthesis of the two: i.e., of

external consciousness and self-consciousness. Reason

then develops by eontinually turning back upon itself

into an ethical, n'ligious, and, lastly, an Al)solute Rea-

son. Ilegel wrote his Logic (1812) which discusses the

dialectic unfolding of the categories taken abstractly.

Then came his Encijch>j)a>dlu (181G), containing his

Philosophy of Nutnre imd PhUosopht/ oj' Mind. In

his Philosophij qfJValuir, nature is regarded as reveal-

ing the same dialectic as logic, in the external world.

Nature, therefore, stands to logic as its antithesis. The

Philosojthy oJ' Jiliiul^ places mind as the synthesis of

logic and nature, and elaborates the subject as mind,

objective mind, and tlie .synthesis of the two, or Abso-

lute Mind. Thns the dialectic of the Lo(jic is repeated

and applied to the Philosophy of Nature and the

J^hilosophy of iSjiirit.

' 111 liis I'hilosopliy of Miml lli'^el was led by liU life in thu Romantic
sc'lioul to K" ItoyonJ the uncifiit ideal of the State for his (iiud categories.

He finds them in the triad under Absolute Mind— in art, religion and
philosophy. This was the sphere where the empirical intuitions and
ideas have imuiPdiate relation to pure reason. While it may be panted
that there can be oflered only mtrative proof that these are the final

categories, yet certainly Hegel here shows his (jreutnesa in pointing to

"Jiu historic uecesuities out of whieb these tjubjects Lave grown.



CHAPTER XII

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE THINQ-IN-ITSELF

Herbart and Schopenhauer. Strong opposition to the

idealistic movement had developed even before Hegel's

death. There was a certain feeling at the beginning of

the nineteenth century that Kant's doctrine had not re-

ceived its due at the hands of the Idealists. Kant him-

self in his later years had protested against his " false

disciples " and bands of men, who were not professional

philosophers, but politicians and men of active service

had gathered to study Kant, even while Idealism was

dominant. Herbart was the most prominent of the em-

pirical psychologists and physicists who turned away

from the speculative tendency back to Kant. Schopen-

hauer was the early .spokesman for that mysticism and

pessimism which characterized the nineteenth century

and appeared in the music of Wagner, the literature

of Ibsen, and the philosophy of Von Hartmann and

Nietzsche. The common motive in Herbart and Scho-

penhauer was their emphasis upon the neglected aspect

of Kant's philosophy— the Thing-in-Itself. Yet both

were true to the spirit of Romanticism, for they could

not construct their teachings on education, psychology,

or art except upon a metaphysical background.

Johann Friedrich Herbart. As "a Kantian of the

year 1828 " Herbart claimed to have carried the Kant-

ian doctrine a step further by disclosing its psychologi-

cal grounds. He Insisted that analysis was the only

true method ; and he contended against Fichte that it is
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impossible to deduce the theory of the world from a

single principle. An all-inclusive principle may be the

conclusion, but not the premise, of a pliilosophy. Thus

his thought moved in exactly the opposite direction from

the monism of the Idealists and Sclileiermacher, with

which he was in constant hostility. Experience proved

to Herbart the existence of independent realities ; and

he could not reconcile himself with the a prio/'i doc-

trine of the ideolists, which begins by denying the ex-

istence of the Thing-in-Itself. On the contrary, phi-

losop'- y to lierbart had the Thing-in-Itself as its chief

concern. Herbart did not see how paradoxical his posi-

tion must be— how futile must be the results of at-

tempting to know the unknowable. He was impressed

with the depth of the problem of existence, and he felt

that, if it was to be explained at all, it must be along

scientific lines, especially in the fields of psychology and

education. The scientific method of Herbart was me-

chanics ; his Realism was the result of his method.

Herbart's programme at the beginning of his teach-

ing at Gljttingen in 1802 was as follows: He defined

philosophy in a general way by simplifying the con-

cepts that underlie the different sciences. Thus he (1)
reconstructed Realism, (2) restored the principle of

contradiction, and (3) established philosophy on the

same basis as science. Of all the philosophical schools

in the nineteenth century the Herbartian school was

the most numerous and compact. Hegel's attitude had

driven many thinkers into science, and the majority of

them attached themselves to Herbart for want of some-

thing better.

The Argument for Realism. Herbart agreed with the

Greek Skeptics and with Hegel that all the conceptions
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of practical life are self-contradictory, such as those of

inherence, change, continuity, and self-hood. The Skep-

tics had argued from this that there is no such thing as

reality, and tliought is to be discredited. Hegal incor-

porated contradictions into his conception of the Abso-

lute and thereby made them "the head of the corner."

But lleibart, in acknowledging the contradictions of

experience, did not find himself driven to either of these

alternatives and lie took as his fundamental principle

that experiences are not actual when they are sdf-con-

tradictory. Ilerbart restored the principle of contradic-

tion to its place in formal logic which it had occupied

during the Enlightenuient.

The self-contradictions in experiences show them to

be phenomena and not realities ; they also show that

they must have reality as their ground. Seeming is the

indication of Being. Here is the point at which Ilerbai't

parts company from Kant. Kant had reasoned from the

relativity of phenomena to the inner synthetic unity

of apperception, while the Thing-in-Itself remained to

Kant an nnknowable and irreducible remainder. Her-

bart reasoned from phenomena to the existence of outer

things-in-themselves.

Phenomena point to an independent, objective reality

rather than to a thinking subject. While in Kant's doc-

trine phenomena depend for their existence upon the

creative power of consciousness, to Ilerbart conscious-

ness has no creative power, but itself depends on the

existence and inde])endence of a plurality of independ-

ent Reals. Even the categories and the forms of space

and time are not innate synthetic forms. All are the re-

sult of the relationships among independent Reals, which

are the spring of all activity and existence, ilerbart
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thus gave to the things-in-themselves all the indepeudeut

fuDCtious that Kant attributed to consciousness.

The Many Reals and Nature Phenomena. To re-

move the contradictious of experience, we nuist posit a

plural number of Reals and then interpret phenomena

as results of relations between the Reals. The Reals

exist In " intellectual space " and therefore are not sub-

ject to any phenomenal limitations. They have " abso-

lute position " and may occupy one point of space at

the same time ; their plurality does not mean that they

limit one another.

However the Reals exist in relations. There are first

their actual relations. " They come and go in intel-

lectual space." We have no knowledge of these actual

relations. Human knowledge consists entirely of their

seeming relations, their relations in phenomenal spiice

— of inherence, continuity, and change. Pheuomfual re-

lations are " contingent views " (zuf'dUige Ansichteii)
;

they have a semi-existence and compose the world of

experience, or the world as it appears to us.

Herbart's Psychology—The Soul and Mental Phe-

nomena. Each Real has the single function, namely,

self-preservation. Therefore the " coexistence " of many

Reals produces disturbance among them in the form of

inner reactions. The Soul-Real is like the others: it

tries to preserve itself among its fellows and suffers

•".hereby inner reactions ; and while it itself is unknow-

ible, we can have immediate knowledge of its manifes-

tations. The science of the efforts of the Soul-Real to

preserve itself, the science of its inner reactions on being

disturbed, is Psychology. Mental plienouiena tlius take

their rise from the conflict of the Soid with other Reals.

Consciousness is, therefore, not the same as the Soul

;
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it is the sum-total of the acts of the Soul in self-prea*

ervation. Consciousness is the aggregate mental states,

and is not essential to the Soul. Nevertheless, isolated

souls do not think ; they have no states of consciousness.

Consciousness can arise only in a community of Reals.

Our knowledge consists therefore of ideas, which are

the results of the disturbance of the Soul-Real by other

Reals. These ideas live within the soul, which is merely

an indifference point where they are held together. The

ideas in turn disturb and inhibit' one another, and the

description of our mental life is a description of the

reciprocal tension of ideas. The tension among the ideas

modifies the intensity of each, and consciousness of an

idea is proportional to its intensity. An idea is just on

the threshold of consciousness when it has the lowest

degree of intensity, and is still actual. When it drops

below that threshold it is changed into an impulse. The
primary ideas are sensations. They are not the images

of things, but the primary acts of the Soul in its attempt

at self-preservation. All other mental states, like mem-
ory, imagination, feeling, and will, are to be described

as kinds of tension of the ideas. Feeling and will are

kinds of inhibitive tension. The coming of sensations

and the interplay of sensations can be reduced to a me-

chanical law. Tlierefore, according to Herbart, psychol-

ogy is the '• statics and mechanics of ideas," and must

be treated mathematically.

Herbart's contribution to modern thought lies in his

psychology. Modern thought has not accepted his met-

aphysics, but it has been influenced to a not inconsider-

able degree by his psychology. Herbart gave the death-

blow to the old " faculty psychology," and he placed

psychology upon the same basis as the natural sciences.
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The science of psychology was not to Herbart a discus-

sion of the nature of the soul, for that is unknowable.

It is the study of the aggregate of the contents of con-

sciousness. It is not a study of psychical faculties, but

of psychical elements. This reduces psychology to an

atomism, like other sciences, and thereby frees it from

the influence of theology. Thus was the so-called mod-

ern psychology made possible by Herbart. Herbart's

theory was also of incalculable value to modern educa-

tional theory. The conception of the influence of envi-

ronment upon mental life, the theory of the develop-

ment of mental life, tlie natural method of "preparation,

presentation, association, systematization, and applica-

tion " of an educational subject, the theory of the corre-

lation of subjects — all are founded upon his psychology.

Herbart's attempt to apply mathematics to the laws

of psychological phenomena was not so fortunate. At

one time, during the nineteenth century, psychologists

hoped much from mathematics in their science ; but the

hope has been practically abandoned. In recent years

the demand for exactness has been met in psycho-physics

which operates with mathematics in a different way.

Arthur Schopenhauer and His Philosophical Rela-

tions. Herbart's Realism consisted in interpreting

Kant's Thing-in-Itself as many realities ; Schopen-

hauer's Mysticism consisted in interpreting the Thing-

in-Itself as one reality. This shows how theories, seem-

ingly very different, can have the same source. In both

theories the consciousness, and with it the reason, were

conceived as derivations of the Thing-in-Itself.

The best approach to Schopenhauer's doctrine can

perhaps be made by contrasting it with his pet aver-

sion— the doctrine of Hegel. Schopenhauer was to
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Idealism what Mephistopheles was to Faust— he turned

Romanticism into pessimism. To Hegel the historical

development of the cosmos is the struggle of reason,

which with all its essential conti adictious is futilely

striving to come to itself. To Schopenhauer the history

of the cosmos is also an endless struggle, although a

struggle in which all reason is absent. Hegel could

conceive the histoi'y of the cosmos as a develojunent

worthy of investigation. Schopenhauer, on the contrary,

took no interest in history, because to him it could not

be a development. To Hegel, phenomena form an intimate

part of the cosmic struggle, since they are the content

of the cosmic-reason ; to Schopenhauer, jjlienomena are

the surface illusions of an ebullient, unreasoning Will.

As the first theoretical pessimist of Europe, Schopen-

hauer expressed for the nineteenth century one of its

most essential cliaracteristics. He got scant recognition

during his lifetime on account of the vogue of Hegel;

l)ut to-day it is Schopenhauer, rather tjian Hegel, who

has a popular influence, and is widely read. This is

partly on account of his masterly literary style and

partly by reason of the content of his doctrine. The
nineteenth century was carried along u])on a strong cur-

rent of pessimism because of (1) industrial problems,

which involved many cthi(!al considerations, and because

of (2) its breaking av/ay from traditional religious ties.

So long as the unbounded optimism of Idealism pre-

vailed, the world had little room for Schopenhauer's

teaching ; but when Kealism with its limitations took

hold of the nineteenth century, then did Schopenhauer's

day of recognition come. The po])ular mind has found

in Schopenhauer its best philosophical expression, and

representatives of his teaching have been numerous.
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The Life and Writings of Schopenhauer (1788-

1860). Schopenhauer was the kind of geuius who is

always an alien to the world of men. He lived a long,

lonely, isolated life, in which his inherited emotional

and brooding nature became more and more cynical and

pessimistic. Even iu his paternal home he found him-

self a stranger. His father pushed him into mercantile

business, which he hated ; and after the death of his

father his brilliant mother told him that he was welcome

to her Weimar home only as a visitor. The doors of all

academic circles were closed to him ; and he, in com-

menting on it, said that he had failed to get an acailemic

hearing, because the (ierman did not believe iu a meta-

physics which was so expressed as to be understood. But

the cause of his isolation lay mainly in hiuiself. He was

neurasthenic and peculiar— the subject of ill-temper,

night-terrors, causeless depressions and dreads. AV^ith

the genealogy of Schopenhauer's family on his father's

side before us, who could wonder?— the grandmother

insane, one uncle insane, one uncle idiotic, one neurotic,

and his father a suicide. Schopenhauer's own peculiar-

ities were not pathological. He had a genius that blos-

somed as early in his years as Hegel's blossouied late.

He wrote his two important works before he was thirty.

Schopenhauer's period of literary production was be-

tween the years 1813 and 1831. In 1813 he wrote the

Four-fold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason,

in the Thuringian Forest, when other German young

men were rallying to arms against Napoleon. This was

accepted as a doctorate thesis at Jena. From 1814 to

1819 he lived in Dresden at work on The World as

Will and Idea, which is the complete exposition of

his doctrine. The work is divided into four parts:
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(1) Theory of Knowledge; (2) Description of the

Forms of the Will
; (3) Art as a Deliverance from

the Will; (4) Morality as a Deliverance from the

Will. In 1820 he got a position as Privat-docent in

the University of Berlin. This was the only year of his

teaching and was an utter failure.

The Influences upon Schopenhauer's Thought. The

principal influences upon Schopenhauer's thought were

three: (1) Kant, from whom he got his transcendental

theory of knowledge (he always considered himself to

be Kant's true heir)
; (2) Plato, from whom he got

his formulation of eternal Ideas as offering an escape

from the Will
; (3) the Hindus, from whom he got his

ethical-Mysticism and the confirmation of his pessimism.

Schopenhauer is unique among the philosophers of

Europe, because lie denied all for which the Enlighten-

ment stood. Even such reactionaries against the En-

lightenment as Rousseau were a part of its essential

spirit ; for the presupposition of traditional theology

and philosophy has been that existence is essentially a

harmony. Schopenhauer, however, appealed to the dis-

cordances and the sorrow of existence, and drew the in-

ference that fundamentally existence is irrational. For

the source of Schopenhauer's unique teaching we have

to look, therefore, farther than modern Europe. The
preceding modern European philosophers whom we have

studied, developed their philosophies from purely Occi-

dental sources. Schopenhauer drew from the Orient as

well as from the Occident. The Romanticists had re-

discovered Orientalism. The study of the Hindus had

been interesting European scholars since the beginning

of the nineteenth century. Schopenhauer, who was in-

troduced to Indian philosophy by Goethe's friend, Fr.
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Mayer, read the Upauishads in a Latin translation;

and they contributed much to the development of the

theory which hia own emotional and cynical nature

had presaged. The Hindus had long felt that the main

problem of existence is moral and physical evil. Scho-

penhauer found in this teaching the statement of his

own attitude.

He esteemed the principles of Christianity and Bud-

dhism because their central requirement was faith in a

redeemer rather tlian a creator. Christianity had no

original metaphysics, but Buddhism on account of ita

metaphysics had an especial importance in Schopen-

hauer's eyes. It was not only a pessimism, but a phi-

losophy of pessimism. Our existence is only a blind

struggle for enlightenment and arises out of a flowing

chain of perennial re-births. Man needs to be freed

from the illusion of existence and released from re-

birth.

The World as Will and the World as Idea. In The

Four-fold Root of the Principle of Sufficient Reason^

Schopenhauer summarizes knowledge as, " The world is

my presentation," which is Kant's theory of knowledge.

I^'conscious subject vitalizes all things. But the pres-

entations have no corresponding reality in the outer

world. They are created by my own subjectivity from

the " principle of sufficient reasqny This has a fourfold

root : logic, cause, mathematics, and will-activity. "The
world of phenomena is my idea," and in 77^6 World as

Will and Idea Schopenhauer says, " This is a truth

which holds good for everything that lives and knows."

Man alone can reflect upon this truth. When man
comes to the realizing sense that the world is an idea]'

oonstruotion, he begins to philosophize as to the nature
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of the reality behind itJWo remember that Herbart

started from the same proposition. However, Schopen-

hauer departs from Kaat's teaching in one important

respect : although he agi-ees with Kant thatlthe Thing-

in-Itself cannot be understood by ideas or a chain of

reasoning, he holds that the Thing-in-Itself is knowable.

The World as Idea is a world of appearances, but we

can know the Thing-In-Itself by intuition— by "the

look of genius." Tiie certainty of this first-hand or im-

mediate knowledge shows how poor our second-hand or

mediate knowledge is. For even reasoned or mediate

knowledge in its most perfect form, namely, science, is

under the law of cause and can therefore reveal nothing

absolute. Science never gets below plienomena7|

If reason reveals only the World as Idea,^1iat reve-

lation does intuition give of the Thing-in-Itself? Intui-

tion reveals the Thing-in-Itself to be Will. Man finds,

first, the WiU to be in himself. He finds it objectified

in his own body and in its members. All the members

of the body are strnetures of some function. Every part

is the visible expression of some desire. Hunger, speech,

locomotion, have their different instruments. Will is

immediately known to us as the reality in us. In spite

of the exaltation of the reason by the modern Enlight-

enment, is it not secondary to Will ?

For behold ! Let me look beyond myself. The reve-

lation of the reality within myself illuminates the real-

ity of the outer world. My Will meets resistance in

other things. The everlasting striving of the Will ap-

pears in all nature. It appears in the fall of a stone,

the crystallizing of the diamond -— in all the mechanical

movements of matter. " The impulse with which waters

hurry to the ocean," the persistence of the magnet for
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the pole, the perennial push of vegetation, the motiva-

tion of animals, show by an analogy sti-onger than any

proof that the reality of the world is fundamentally

Will. All nature is in reality the " World as Will."

This ^Vill is always one and the same. Only in the

" World as Idea" do differences appear. Will is com-

mon to idl and is the only reality. Differences are illu.

sions, and the reason which exists only in man is one

of those differences.

rXhe World as Will and the World as Idea do not

stand in the relation of cause and effect, but the World

as Llea is the objectification of the World as Will.

AViU is to phenomena what essence is to expression.

Will is the freedom that is within all things ; and yet

all things are determined when they have the form of

ideas. There is only one Will, and so the world is in

reality a unity. In essence all things are the same— in

appearance they are different. The Will has no con-

tent ; it wills to will— to live— to be actual. In the

]
pantheism of the Will the World as Idea is an illusion.

The Will as Irrational Reality. Before Schopen-

hauer's time European mysticism had been of one gen-

eral type. However imiversal the character of illusory

appearances had been to the European mystics, there

had always been supposed behind the veil a rational

reality. Indeed, the illusions themselves had been proof

of the existence elsewhere of a governing reason. The

mediteval churchman often preached a mysticism, and

his exhortation to turn away from illusions of " the

world, the flesh, and the Devil," was based upon the

compensation to be found in Heaven and in God. The

ineffable rest in the bosom of God was reason enough

for avertiiig the eyes from the passing show of flensuoua
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things. Schopenhauer now presents to the Occident an-

other type of mysticism, and in this there is no refuge

from illusions. This conception had long been common
enough in the Orient. The Ruhdiydt of Omar Khayyam,
written about 1100, represents fundamentally the atti-

tude of the Persians of his time. " He is said to have

been especially hated by the Sufis, whose practice he

ridiculed, but whoso faith amounts to little more than

his own when stripped of the mysticism and formal rec-

ognition of Islauiism." i But in Europe Schopenhauer's

doctrine was unique, and he arrived at its construction

by stripping mysticism of all its religious elements.

Faith and belief are eliminated because they have no

reality as their object. /Reason produces only a world

of illusory ideas ; tlic \ViIl is a reality, but it is a reality

which is only a blind urgency— an instinctive blind

force. The essence of things is undirected striving.

Life is the expression of the absolute unreason of the

Will. It is a Will without an object. Nature is the ob-

jectification of the Will that perpetually creates itself

and is forever unsatisfied, unresting, and unhappy. I

" A Moment's Halt— a momentary taste

Of Being from the Well amid the Waste —
And Lo I the phantom Caravan has rencht

The Nothing it set out from — Oh, make haste !
" •

The Misery of the World as Idea— Pessimism.

The fundamental irrationality of the Will reveals the

* Read Rubdiydt of Omar Khayyam, FitzGerald's trans-

lation, 4th ed., quatrains xlvii-lxxiii ; Goethe, Sorrows oj

Werther, as an example of pessimism due mainly to environ-

ment.

> FitzGendd.
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absolute misery of the World as Idea. The despair of

pessimism follows from the very nature of the Will ; for

it must be remembered that Schopenhauer's pessimism

does not merely mean that the appearances of life are

illusory, but that reality itself is irrational. The World

as Idea is the objectification of such misery. Willing

has its source in want, and want arises from suffering.

Moreover the proportion of our wants that are satisfied

is very small. To one that is supplied there are many
that are not. Furthermore, while our desires last long,

their satisfaction is short and scanty, " like the alms

thrown to a beggar that keeps him alive to-day that his

misery maybe prolonged to-morrow." Our ever-spring-

ing wants make lasting peace impossible. The finite

world is nbt adequate to the infinite craving which it

contains, and there is no equation between the cares

and the satisfactions of life. The greatest evil that can

befall a creature is to have been born ; and this is a

thousand-fold worse in man than in any other. To live

is to go from willing to attaining and then to willing

again. Attainment means new striving, and the Will

shows "the ache of the not-yet-satisfied." After all is

said and done, satisfaction destroys not only the desire,

but the satisfaction itself. There is no meaning in life.

Pain is positive
;
pleasure is negative, and is merely the

absence of or respite from pain.

The Way of Deliverance. The relief from misery

that Schopenhauer offers is tinged with the grim de-

spair of life itself. It is an escape that he finds, rather

than a haven— an escape that consists in giving up all

that life means. Why not, then, give up life, since it is

misery and torment? But escape is not in suicide, for

the act of taking one's own life is the performance of
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the greatest act of affirmation of the Will ; and in the

Buddhistic doctrine the suicidal soul only passes by

re-birth (metempsychosis) into another form of Will.

Schopenhauer uses two phrases tliat have become classic

iu the description of the two attitudes possible to

man: (1) if man is merely a part of the World as Idea

he is '^ affirming the Will to life"; and (2) if he

seeks a way of deliverance he " is denying the Will

to life." Suicide is an act of affirmation of the Will to

life.

How may the Will be denied? and since we are in

essence Will, the question takes this form, How may
the Will deny the Will ? This question presupposes a

transcendentid freedom which may be sought in two

ways : one in which the freedom is temporary and the

other in which it is permanent.

1. The temporary deliverance of the Will may be

found in artistic contemplation (Schiller's disinterested

contemplation). Art deals not with particular forms,

but eternal types (Platonic Ideas). Art isolates an eter-

nal object from out the stream of the world's changes,

and places it beyond all relations of time, place, and

cause. Art not ouly removes its object from the World
as Idea, but it i-emoves the contemplator as well. The
contemplating subject and the contemplated object thus

become one, and the subject is temporarily saved, for

he is elevated above all desire and pain. This, however,

is possible not to the majority of men, but only to those

few possessing aisthetic fancy, and for them only at in-

tervals. Music is ranked by Schopenhauer as the high-

est form of art, — even above poetry,— and it is not

surprising therefore that among the Schopenhauerian

worshipers have been many prominent musicians.
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2. But artistic ecstasy is too fleeting and restricted

to offer lasting deliverance from the affirmation of the

Will to life and the World as Idea. Another act of

transcendental freedom will bring man into more com-

plete freedom ; but this act is a miracle and a mystery,

since it is the complete transformation of our nature.

This act must be supernatural, and the church is right

in calling it a new birth and a work of grace. Com-.

2)letefreedom from the Will comes throiujh moral de-

liverance.

^ This lasting escajx; from the Will is open to the

I
man who ai)preciates two facts : that all striving for

happiness is vain ; and that all men are alike manifes-

itations of the Will. To take this double view of life

involves the feeling of sympathy with others in their

misery. Sympathy is thus the only true moral motive

and the fundamental ethical feeling. The Will in us is

moral if we feel another's hurt as our own. But sym-

pathy is only a palliative, and it does not remove the

cause of disease. The misery still exists, and our sym-

pathy has only changed its form. Even though our

sympathy goes out to the whole world, the endless

tragedy would still pass on.

In the moral deliverance sympathy can be made com-

plete by absolute denial, and this wiU come by asceti-

cism, mortification, and complete eradication of want

and desire. The Hindu sannyasi shows the way. This

is the mystery of the Will. But Schopenhauer is not

quite sure that extreme asceticism can be made effec-

tive, since we are full of Will. At the close of his work

he says that even if we could be completely ascetic the

result would be Nothingness. " In thy Nothing I hope

to find the all." Schopenhauer despairs of deliverance
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for himself, but does not count it unachievable by

others. Absolute deliverance even by asceticism seems

impossible to him. The only hope is that through art

and science the Will may be some time overcome.



CHAPTER XIII

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Summary View. The nearer we approach our own

time, the more do events become a chronicle and the

less a history. There is no such thing as a history of our

own time, for the simple reason that an event to become

historical must be seen in the light of its assured future

as well as its past. Present events have but one back-

ground— the past. Historical events have two back-

grounds— the future as well as the past.

Thus it is that the nineteenth century seems' to the

eye of people now living to be filled only with individ-

ual philosophers. The individual looms large ; the cur-

rents of thought have become less and less distinct, and

an assessment of their value has become less and less

possible. From our contemporary near point of view

the systems of thought of the nineteenth century seem

to be in constant flux— some not fully formed, some

dissolving. The century has the appearance of an epoch

which has had no common spiritual problem— none in

which all have been interested. Each thinker seems to

have gone his own way, listening only to some sympa-

thetic fellow. Apparently there have been no schools

with inner connections, and few points of impact be-

tween repellent spiritual forces. Time is the only true

historian, and time has not sifted this contemporary

material.

1. In contrast with the preceding epochs of modern

philosophy the nineteenth century does not appear to
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have been engaged in reflection. Its spiritual interests

have been engulfed in the demands of science and pi-ac-

tical life. Its isolated systems have touched only the

periphery of thought and not the center. Just as the

Renaissance was interested in the " new universe,"

the Enlightenment in the "new man," German philos-

ophy in man in his spiritual environment, so the nine-

teenth century has been absorbed in the problem of
man in his material environment. The middle of the

century was the point when this interest was greatest.

In the last part of the century the special sciences felt

the need of a common basis and the call was back to

Kant. During the entire century, however, the pressure

of empirical discoveries and inventions has been felt at

all points.

2. The dominatuig direction of thought in the first

half of the nineteenth century was toward materialistic

realism. Our study of the history of philosophy has

shown us that Realism is one of those great types of

metaphysical thoiiglit whicli may affect a wliole civili-

zation. It is the belief that reality exists quite inde-

pendent of anybody's knowledge of it. We have found

three kinds of realism in history : the aesthetic realism

of the ancient Greeks ; the ecclesiastical realism of the

mediaeval people; and now the materialistic realism of

the nineteenth century.

Discoveries and Inventions. It was quite in the order

cf things for the materialistic Realism of the first half

of the nineteenth century to grow out of the sj)iiitual-

istic Idealism of the eigliteenth century, for the Ger-

man Romanticists were themselves deeply interested in

investigations in science. To be sure their researches

were mainly in the realms of history, literature, Ian-
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guage, and art ; but contemporary discoveries in elec-

tricity, magnetism, and cliemistry also greatly influ-

enced their thinking. Between the battle of Waterloo

and 1831 they had published a remarkable list of scien-

tific books. The greatest Romanticist, Goethe, was him-

self no mean student of physics. Hegel and Schelling

had to include the natural sciences in their cosmic

philosophies. The practical influence of these early dis-

coveries was delayed by the wars, by tlie interest of

scientists in classification, by the doctrine of vital force,

and by Romanticism, until about the time of the death

of Hegel (1831). In 182G Liebig establislied his chem-

ical laboratory and tlie twenty years following were

filled with discoveries, inventions, and scientific theo-

ries. Development in science has been remarkable and

empirical science has had a dominant influence over

the tljought of the nineteenth century because it has

changed economic ' conditions in every Western coun-

try. Tlie period of transition thereforefrovi Idealism

to Materialism was about the time of the death of

Hegel, for at that time empirical science got under

headway, and tlie generation of great Romantic leaders

died leaving no adequate successors.

The Problems of the Nineteenth Century. A cross-

section through any part of the nineteenth century

1 The iiineteentli century has tlms o\i;iiiipioned the necessary Ihws and

mechanical structure of the world. Man is a part of such a world. The
material universe is enthroned ; man has Income its serf. Human effort

has become sluve to its own projjrfas. Work has become apotheosized —
work in the outer world, work with th.- hands. The nineteenth century

thinks of man in the midst of steam, electricity, machinery, factories,

big cities, and the minute division of labor. The probltius are social and

economic rather than metaphysical. The present world needs reorgan-

ization ; the spiiitual world is far away, llegel would have said of the

nineteenth century that the c<jsmie reason is so engaged in objective

^iBalities that it hud no time to turn within and scrutinize itaelf.
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will show that philosophical discussion is engaged upon

two general problems : (1) What is the meaning of his-

tory as an evolution of man from his material origins ?

(2) What is the soul as placed in its material environ-

ment? The first problem was inherited from Lessing and

Romanticism ; the second was a necessary readjustment

of the conceptions of psychology in view of the new ma-

terial discoveries. The two problems modified each other.

The historical view of the world as an evolution would

naturally cause a revision of the conceptions of mate-

rial science and therefore of the functioning of the soui

;

a new conception of man's functions would naturally

give a new meaning to history. History and natural

science were drawn together without, however, produc-

ing a new philosophical conception which would include

them both.

The Cuhninating Point of the Philosophy of the

Nineteenth Century. This realistic movement was com-

mon to all countries in Europe and America and cul-

minated in them all about the middle of the century.

In England it reinforced the native Empiricism and

found comprehensive expression in the cosmical philos-

ophy of Evolution of Spencer. In Germany it was an

episode in German Idealism— an episode, nevertheless,

of fifty years. Here Idealism changed into Materialism

and got acknowledged publicity in the controversy which

broke out in the Convention of Natural Scientists, which

met at Gottingen in 1854. This was called tlie " Mate-

rialist controversy." In France the monarchical ideas

of the Restoration shaped the movement, and Realism

appeared in the socialistic Romanticism of Auguste

Comte between 1850 and 18G0. The philosophy of the

United States was then under the tutelage of Europe
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and followed it subserviently. This movement in the

different Western countries had the same period ol

preparation ; it culminated in the same decade (1850-

1860) ; it dissolved into investigations in the special

sciences. It varied according to the differing philosoph-

ical dispositions of the nations. It is impossible to make
at the present time any classification of the philosophies

since 18G0.

The following delineation of the national philosophies

of the nineteenth century is in each case preceded by a

diagram. The student will find the text to be an expla-

nation of the diagram and an amplification of the more

important philosophies.

I. The Nineteenth Century in England. A study of

our diagram will show England, as always, to be fun-

damentally Realistic iu its thought. Note the sweeping

movement from Hume, through the Assoeiationalist

psychologists, to John Stuart Mill, to Darwin and

Spencer— and then to Sidgwick, Huxley, Tyndall,

Clifford, and Romanes. Romanticism and Kantianism

never took firm root in the English mind. Even the

genius of Sir William Hamilton by uniting Kantianism

with the Scottish doctrine could construct a theory which

was only an episode iu British history of philosophy.

Although Romanticism in the great British literary

writers of the first part of the century— in Coleridge,

Carlyle, etc.— represented British feeling, yet the He-

gelianism of Stirling, the Cairds, Green, and Bradley

is apparently only an exotic growth. Realism is the

native philosophy of the British Islands ; and it was

never more firmly rooted and virile than in its Utilita-

rianism and Evolution theory of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Mill and Darwin are indigenous English prod-
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ucta of a growth which began with Roger Bacon in the

Middle Ages. Neither Koiuaiiticisni uor any other

motif has been a real rival, and consequently in Eng-

land Realism suffered no reaction in the nineteenth

century like that in France and Germany. Realistic

thought has practically occupied the whole field.

Before John Stuart Mill. The Associationist school

of psychology begins with Hartley, a contemporary of

Hume, who developed Hume's theory of as.sociation of

ideas systematically by applying the laws of association

to complex emotions. In his hands Ethics became psy.

chology,— a quasi-chemical matter,— and it was not

necessary for Hartley, therefore, to develop a criterion

for morality. Hartley's Ethics was not materialistic,

but his theory of association had the germs of Materi-

alism in it ; and these grew into a fuU materialistic

ethical theory with the chemist Priestley and the bot-

anist Erasmus Darwin in the second half of the eight-

eenth century simihir to that of their French contem-

poraries. This Materialism was further strengthened by

Combe's popular book on the phrenology of Gall. Thus
the first chapter of Associatiouism in England closes

in Materialism in the last years of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

The reaction to this line of thoufjht took two forms.

One was the contemporary Scottish school which ob-

jected to the whole Associationist Ethics and endeav-

ored by introspection to confirm through " common
sense "a complete set of ultimate ethical truths. (Also

Price, 1723-1791.) The other was the Utilitarian

echool of Ethics at the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury. The latter, as our diagram shows, is the source

of the main current of English thought in the nine.
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teenth century. These Utilitarians sought to j)reserve

the true character of Associationisui by going back to

Hume. Association is psychological and not physiolog-

ical, if Ethics is possible. If Ethics is possible, then a

criterion for morality must be found, and this criterion

must be general utility. Paley, who lived in the eight-

eenth century, had conceived utility to be a code of

divine legislation and his Moral Philosophi/ was used

as a textbook in England for fifty years. Hinthum con-

ceived utility to be the universal harmony of selfish in-

terests. It was, hoivever, James Millv'?iO])iit the whole

theory of Utilitarianism on a psi/choloyical basis by

simplifying Hume's theory of the association of ideas

into an association by contiguity. He showed that this

original simplicity had been lost sight of, because the

actual content of the mind has become very complex.

Peisonal pleasure and pain are the original simple mo-

tives ; and these have become unconscious as motives

on account of the growth of individual consciousness.

James Mill, therefore, completed the psychology of

Hume, and his Analysis (1820) is the most important

work on Associationist psychology.

In the same year with the publication of James

Mill's .1 ;jfl/*/.s/s. Sir William Hamilton brought forth

his Philosophy of the Unconditioned, showing that the

other reaction to the psychology of Hume, which had

been begun l>y the Scottish school, was still vigorous in

the British Islands. Tlie Scots had championed inner

experience against Hume's doctrine of outer experi-

ence. Hamilton had the final word to say for the Scot-

tish philosophy of "common sense," and he drew on

German philosophy for his weapons. Already German

Romanticism had appeared in general English litera-
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ture, especially in Coleridge's conception of life and

Carlyle's Romantic construction of the personality.

The doctrine of Kant was especially effective in Scot-

tish philosophy and thus appears in the harmonious

doctrine of Hamilton. Hamilton's philosophy of the un-

conditioned is a spiritual philosophy upon a psycholog-

ical basis. He strongly emphasizes the importance of

the activity of our inner experiences. He shows their

different strata by a fine analysis as they become

more and more externalized. Consciousness is synthetic

(Kantian) and those facts of consciousness which are

common to all have validity and necessity (Scottish).

The truth of a thing does not depend on whether it is

conceivable or the opposite is inconceivable ; but on

positive evidence. Is the fact iunncdiately intelligible?

Nevertheless, all human knowledge is relative and con-

ditioned. To think is to be conditioned. Even the law

of cause is a special form of the conditioned and rela-

tive. Of the Unconditioned we can have no knowledge,

because we can think only of finite things in their

relation to other finite things. When we try to think

of the Unconditioned, we think of Him either as a per-

fect finite or as an Infinite. (Here Hamilton develops

the Kantian antinomy.) God, the Unconditioned, can-

not be both ; we have no positive evidence that He is

either. We have, therefore, no knowledge of tlie Un-

conditioned. The Unconditioned is the " limiting con-

cept " which stands at either extreme of actual knowl-

edge. Our consciousness of moral obligation (Kant)

alone is the ground of our faith in the existence of the

Unconditioned.

John Stuart Mill (1806-1875). The English phi-

losophy of the first decades of the nineteenth century
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was therefore entirely absorbed in psychology. It was

presented in two opposed movements : (1) the Asso-

ciationist empiricism, made definite by James Mill;

(2) the Scottish philosophy, completed by Sir William

Hamilton through the help of French and German
thought.

John Stuart Mill was born within the inner circle

of English political radicalism and philosophical em-

piricism ; and he venerated the teachings of his father

and Bentham. His mental powers were remarkable and

he was fortunate enough to receive an education at the

bands of his father which gave him rich erudition and

a breadth of view. Just as his father had tried to

strengthen Hume's empiricism with a psychological

basis, so John Mill sought to throw it into absolute

form by creatine/ an inductive logic. AV^hatever his re-

sults, be is one of the outstanding figures in the history

of the nineteenth century, and he shares with Hobbes

the compliment of being the perpetual point of attack

for all English a priori philosophers. He is preemi-

nently the "great seeker" of modern times— the apos-

tle of tolerance par excellence— the man whose only

prejudice was his hatred of all prejudice.

What is the logical basis of the empirical sciences?

Mill's answer to this question was his System of Logic

(1843). In this most remarkable contribution to em-

pirical thought he tried to complete what Bacon had so

inadequately begun— to construct a system of induc-

tive logic to take the place of the Aristotelian deduc-

tive logic. He drew from his wealth of erudition and

from his knowledge of the empirical sciences rich illus-

trations of his four logical methods of empirical in-

guiry. These methods are: (1) method of agreement;
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(2) method of difference (the principal inductive

method) ; (3) method of residues; (4) method of con-

comitaut variations, lie had a larger view than Bacon,

for he acknowledged the need of deduction and hy-

pothesis for correction and verification when the cases

studied are large. But every syllogism is only the rea-

soning from particulars to particulars and a universal

term is only a terse form of expression. The reasoning

is the same whether I infer a particular from a partic-

ular or a universal from a particular ; it is an induction

from the known to the unknown and the conclusion

contains more than the premises. Although the final

test must be agreement with empirical facts, yet if we

wish to explain a fact (i.e., construct a science) we

must refer it to a law, or if we wish to explain a law

we must refer the law to a more general law. Expla-

nation (=^ science) must therefore always x*emaiu within

the realm of phenomena. Science deals with general

terms and not with the essence of nature. The uniform-

ity of nature is expressed by these laws which have a

greater or less degree of probability. Matter is the per-

manent possibility of sensation.

In thus analyzing the logical methods of the empir-

ical sciences Mill did not remain wholly true to the

Associationist psychology of his father and Bentham.

. He came to see that the Ego, regarded as a series of

impressions " with a background of possibilities of feel-

ing," could not know anything about itself. Thus, like

the ideok)gists in France, he revived Hume's " uniting

principle " as the explanation of the soul, which had

been forgotten by the preceding Assoeiationists. To
utilitarian ethics he added to the objective sanction of

self-interest the subjective of moral sentiment, therebj
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subordinating private ends to general utility, and he

graded pleasures, as the ends of moral action, not only

quantitatively, but qualitatively. These changes in his

own thoujjht from the tradition of his school ^ ^ve him

great grief and caused a crisis in his life which he notes

in his Autobiography.

Charles Darwin (1809-1882). There are three sci-

eutists whose influence upon the history of philosophy

has been revolutionary. These are Copernicus, Gali-

leo, and Charles Darwin. Of the first two we have

already spoken in this volume. Darwin's theory of

development was set forth in his Origin of Sjjecies

(1859), and was soon taken up oil the Continent of

Europe as the discovery of the age. Like Copernicus,

Darwin proposed his theory more as a working hypoth-

esis than as a dogma, but the simplicity of its formida-

tion has enrolled the army of scientists in its defense.

In brief, his hypothesis is this : Living beings are en-

gaged in the struggle for existence which involves both

them and their offspring ; those individuals will survive

which are best adapted to their environment— " the

fittest will survive " ; but the offspring of individuals

vary and those offspring which are like the surviving

parents, i.e., the fittest, will survive and the species be

maintained. While Darwin recognized the existence of

many factors in this fight for survival, the omnipresent

one is the environment, whose operation is purely me-

chanical in its " natural selection."

Darwin had many forerunners in the special sciences

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (see dia-

gram), but on the whole until his time the world was

looked upon as a graded series of types and no type

was supposed to develop into another. (See vol. I«
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pp. 180, 193 ; vol. 11, pp. 311 f.). In Darwin's hand*

natural science becomes history.

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903). Spencer had the

support of Huxley, Grote, Mill, Fraser, Hooker, and

Tyndall in his attempt to get a grant from the English

Government to apply the principle of evolution to the

various sciences. He failed to convince the Govern-

ment, but he nevertheless pei-severed in his scheme and

produced a work in nine volumes during a period of

thirty-three years. The first volume, The F'lr&t Prin-

ciples, appeared in 1860, the last, the The Principles

of Ethics, in 1893. From 1839 to 18G0 his own phil-

osophical and religious opinions underwent change and

he was gradually convinced of the truth of natural de-

velopment. His publications. Social Statics (1850),

Principles of Psycholoijij (1855), and Progress, its

Laws and Cavse (1867), thus precede Darwin's Ori-

gin of Species. In these he gradually worked out the

conception that the education of the individual man
does not depend solely on his own experiences, but on

the experiences of the race. This is a well-accepted fact

to-day ; and we can only understand its importance by

remembering that it then for the first time makes its

appearance in empirical philosophy. The fundamental

principle in German Idealism thus appears in the new

dress of empiricism— evolution is cosmic. All previ-

ous empirical theories had been individualistic. Even

Comte and Mill had assumed that a fixed method of

education would produce the desired individual charac-

ter. The individual's own experiences are the sole ex-

planation of the individual's mental growth. Whenever

evolution had been used by the empiricists it had been

applied only to the individual. Spencer universalized
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the concept of evolution. He had to answer two ques-

tions : (1) What basis is there for the theory of racial

evolution in the principles of knowledge? (2) What
basis is there for it in experience and science ?

(1) Spencer presents the new empiricism. He chal-

lenges both the old empiricism and Kant, and shows

the influences of both. Like Descartes, he assumes the

existence of thought, * for experience will not explain

the existence of the faculty of thinking and the crite-

rion of thought. So far Spencer agrees with Kant and

apparently puts his philosophy on a transcendental

basis. Then Spencer takes another step, and, introduc-

ing his evolution theory, his philosophy Itecomes empiri-

cism ; for the assumed faculty and criterion of thought

are a priori only in the individual. They have evolved

empirically in the race of men. Buck of the individual

man are generations upon generations of men— men
whose early primal nature has been subjected to the

incessant influence of changing environment, whose

mental life has collectively evolved faculties and the

necessary criterion of knowledge. " We are the an-

cients" (Bacon). We possess the wealth of the expe-

rience of the past. What the race has learned and

acquired by experience has become innate in us as

individuals,

' A perception does not become knowledge unless it is worked over

by a faculty of thought, which must be assumed ; a perception doea not

become a truth (or fakehood) unless it is referred to a standard, which
also must be assumed. The simplest form of such Itnowledge consists

in distinguishing likenesses and ditlerences. The highest form of it is

the recognition of the logical principle of contradiction — a profiosition

self-contradictory cannot be true. How can we get agreement between
ideaa and impressions unless wa assume an innate faculty for making
the comparison and an innate criterion to which the comparison is re-

ferred ? Experience will not explain the existence of such a faculty and
such a criterion. They are necessary postulates or a priori.
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(2) What basis is there for the theory of evolution

in experience ? Spencer clears the ground for his entire

discussion of this in his First Principles (1861). Here

he sets forth the principles of his theory^ He begins

by showing that there are limits to knowledge which

religions have not observed. The conception of God in

religion has always been quite inadequate, and religion

has itself proved this in its development. The higher

the religion, the more it acknowledges how God tran-

scends all definition ; the more it assents to the mys-

tery of the Absolute. Religious concepts end in mystery.

The same is true of scientific concepts, like time, space,

force, motion, personality, and consciousness. The Ab-

solute is the Unknowable. Why is the Absolute so in-

accessible to human knowledge ? Because knowledge is

relative (following Hamilton). Knowledge is the dis-

tinguishing and the likening of things. But the Abso-

lute cannot be distinguished from another, since there

is no other. Nor is He similar to another. When sci-

ence and religion both recognize the ultimate Mystery,

then will they be identical. Still the Unknowable is

not a mere negation ; He is unknowable and independ-

ent of our thought. To say that He is a Mystery

means that He is the "somewhat" that is constant

— the "somewhat" which our knowledge forms and

limits. VV^e can call the Unknowable, Power, after

the analogy of the mysterious " somewhat " in our

muscles.

If, therefore, human knowledge must be confined to

what is relational, we find that there are two classes of

relational facts. These are physical facts and the facts

of consciousness. Spencer does not reduce either of

these two classes to the other (although he shows some
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hcsitatioo). Spencer is a Monist and not a Materialist.

Psychical facts and physical facts are the expression of

the one underlying principle— uiystex-ious Power. We
can use the physical symbol, force, to state it. Is it not

true that all investigations, either psychical or physi-

cal, are inquiries about phenomena of force? What is

matter but force affecting us from without? What are

conscious ideas bat inner forces ? The scientific state-

ments that power is persistent, that motion is continu-

ous, that matter is indestructible must be true, since

they are the exhibitions of force. Force cannot be de-

stroyed, for something cannot become nothing. Spencer

then brings into use the word energy, as the phenome-

nal aspect of force— as the appearance of force in the

activities of masses and molecules ; and he says that the

conservation of energy (the law of cause) is the ulti-

mate presupposition of science. By giving all facts one

presupposition Spencer made a great advance in system-

atizing Positivism.

But Spencer systematizes Positivism in another way :

he gives to facts a common law. This is the law of evo-

lution. All phenomena have a history ; they begin and

end. Each science deals with its own particular kind

of phenomena, and the question for Spencer now arises

:

Are all phenomena of whatever kind under the same

general law of development ? He tries to show this in

two ways: (1) by the analysis of phenomena (induc-

tion), and (2) by deduction from the principle of con-

servation of energy. There are three characteristics of

the evolution of phenomena: (1) integi-ation, or con-

centration; (2) differentiation, or separation externally

and internally ; (3) determination, or the union of in-

tegration and differentiation— the differentiation of the
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parts only meaning a closely knit unity of the whole

Otherwise differentiation would be dissolution.'

II. The Nineteenth Century in Germany. In Gar-

many the situation was the reverse of what it was in

England : German thought has remained fundamentally

Komantic while Realism has been the episode. The

problem of man's relation to his material environment has

been merely an incident to the general Romantic prob-

lem of man's spiritual connection with the whole of

life. When the early generation of Romantic geniuses

died (Hegel in 1831, Goethe in 1832, see diagram)

and had left no adequate successors, and when at the

same time there was a sudden efflorescence of material

investigation, there appealed a great hai-vest of mate-

rialistic theories. The split in the Hegelian school, the

materialistic interpretation of the master's doctrine by

Feuerbach and the younger members, the Convention of

Naturalists in 1854 gave a temporary prominence to

the doctrine of Materialism in Germany, which is still

kept alive in popular writings of the present time (for

example, Haeckel's Riddle of the Universe^. Never-

theless, as our diagram shows. Materialism was only an

interruption to the native German Romanticism. In

the nineteenth century the greater German philoso-

phers are Romanticists : Herbart, Schopenhauer, Lotzo,

^ In his application of these characteristics of evolution in thevarioua

sciences, he attempts to verify his law. He conceives matter and motion

to be in continuous redistribution. It is the Heracleitan doctrine in the

t«rms of the more elaborate modern science and with great wealth of

material. There is the "Upward Way" in the integration of matter
and distribution of motion ; the reverse is the " Downward Way." It is,

however, necessary to point out that while Spencer applies the law of

evolution to all particular phenomena, he does not apply it to the world

as a whole. lie does not attempt to answer the questions Whence ? and
Whither? Thns his evolution conception is different in principle from
the cosmic evolution as developed by Hegel.
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Fechner, Nietzsche, and Haitmann. The call " back to

Kant " by Kuno Fischer and Lange shows that Ger-

man Idealism is still true to its source.

The Revolt against Hegelianism. The influence of

empirical discoveries and inventions upon philosophy

can be nowhere better seen than in Germany. The
speculative Komanticism of Hegel's teaching had been

official and authoritative for many years. Upon his

death the dogs of war, let loose by the new science^

sprang upon the body of his philosophy. Rebellion

arose within the school, and Romantic speculation it-

self was attacked from without. The controversy grew

in dimensions when the party of the Restoration claimed

flegel as an orthodox Lutheran and formed the so-called

Right Hegelians. The younger Hegelians saw in this

the destruction of all for which the Enlightenment had

been fighting. The old spirit of freedom became violent

and soon the Left Hegelians were revolting from every-

thing for which the old master had stood. Never oc-

curred a more suddenly complete reaction ! Riige, Karl

Marx, and Lassalle in sociology; Strauss, Baur, and

the Tiibingen school iu theology ; and Feuerbach in the

philosophy of religion are the chief representatives.

Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-186G) is typical of this

extraordinary development of Hegelianism. Already

before Hegel's death he had broken with Hegelianism

in his work. Death and Immortality (1830), in which

he claimed that Hegelianism was too much mixed up

with religion. He made a general proclamation of pan-

theism ; and maintained that Hegelianism was not a phi-

losophy of nature, but was a philosophy of the spirit,

which Hegel had expanded to explain history. In view

of the discoveries of science, how can the universal alone
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be valid and empirical nature be contingent? Hegel is

wrong about the place of religion. It must be explained

psychologically, and Feuerbacli, a fine spiritual nature,

appealed from the traditional documents to the spirit-

ual life of the individual.

Then Feuerbacli entirely inverted the Hegelian phi-

losophy, lie began to tcacth a nominalistic materialism.

Only particulars and what appeals to the senses exist.

Experience and nature are the basis for tliought ; and

he souglit by examples from science to prove man's in-

timate connection with nature which in turn would

prove the dependence of the spiritual world upon the

material. As if by magic, at the touch of Feuerbach,

the whole code of idealistic reasoning vanished and we

find in its place sensualism and materialism.

The WISH is the important psychological factor which

Feuerbach employed to make this transformation com-

plete. Religion has always been what man wishes for

himself. The racial natui-e of man objectively projects

that for which it longs. The primitive man placed no

limits to its wish and to the ideas founded upon its wish.

Doubt has arisen when the objective fact has been dis-

tinguished from the subjective wish, but even to-day the

wish breaks through the reason and constructs another

kind of being— a second world. Religion being a pro-

jected wish and therefore anti-rational, it is an illusion

and a misfortune. It is the cause of all past suffering,

for it has caused man to neglect the present positive

world and transfer his attention and his conduct to a

negative worhl. Heaven becomes valuable and the earth

empty. Man surrenders his conscience and his reason to

a wished-for God, so different from himself. Religion

and civilization in the past have been in inverse ratio.
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. Let us then turn from our wish to our experienca

What is our starting-poiut? Man, life, sense, thought.

These are original. They are untransfei-able. Man is

not the creation of matter ; he himself creates matter as

he also creates God. Man is all— man in love of his

race, in his desire for happiness, in his conduct founded

on Mltjreude, in his present world of sensations. Let

man be well and he will be clever and good. " Der
Menach ist was er isst " meant to Feuerbach that well-

being is of great ethical significance ; and if man is

healthy and free from care he will be good and share in

the joys of others. Happiness can never be egoistic be-

cause love is founded upon the universal impulse, sex-

ual love.

Materialism culminated in Germany in 1854 at the

Convention of Natural Scientists in Giittingen. Its de-

velopment into prominence lasted a period of about

thirty years. After 1854 it appeared maialy in popular

treatises and not so much in scientific circles, liiich-

ner's Force and Matter (1855) and Ilaeckel's Riddle

of the Universe have had an extraordinarily large cir-

culation.

Romanticism. 1. Lotze (1817-1881), professor at

Giittingen, succeeded Ilerbart, later professor at Ber-

lin. Hermann AVeisse was the teacher of philosophy of

Lotze at Leipzig and inspired him with Schelling's con-

ception of religion. Lotze was also thoroughly trained

in medicine and natural science and had first-hand

knowledge of these subjects. His prime interest was in

philosophy ; and his aim was to reconcile the contem-

porary mechanical view of the world with Komanticisra.

His problem was like that of the great Leibnitz, and

his solution of the problem very similar. Accepting the
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principles of modern science Lotze tried to show how

science transcends itself through its own theory. The

mechanical necessity of nature is only the form in

which the impulsive mental life of the soul realizes its

purposes. For a mechanical theory of the world tran-

scends its facts by being a theory about them. The
material atoms, regarded as material, can be infinitely

divided, but regarded as mental constructions they must

be conceived as monads or centers of force. These

monads exist in a state of living reciprocity through

one spiritual principle. One atom could not affect an-

other, if the two were independent. They must be re-

ciprocally related which means that they are states of

the same spiritual principle. Therefore, if we accept

the doctrine of mechanical nature, we must also accept

the theory of a spiritual unity.

The states of the soul are included by Lotze in this

cosmic spiritual interaction. The atoms interact, and

so does the soul act and react upon the atoms of the

body. Lotze participates in no way in the modern psy-

chological conception of parallelism between the states

of mind and states of body. The soul acts upon the

body through memory, reflection, and emotion. The
body acts upon the soul through sensation.

The knowledge acquired from the interaction of the

monads is very significant. While knowledge is only

appearance, it transcends mechanical cause and effect.

The significant facts about knowledge is that it is

Value. The world of Value transcends the mechanical

world and is the ultimate explanation of the mechan-

ical series and the knowledge series. From perception

to logical reflection, the knowledge series is stirred by

Value— by the teleological conception of actualizing
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the highest worth. Metaphysics and logio are therefore

controlled by ethics.

Lotze completed his work on logic, and that on meta-

physics, but unfortunately not that on ethics. This loss

is compensated by his philosophical anthropology, his

Microcosm.

2. Von Hartmann (1842-1906) —Theory of the

Unconscious. Hurtmann's Philosophic des Unbewus-

sten (1869) appeared when the nineteenth century was

at its lowest point of intellectual stagnation and pau-

perization. It had a wonderful effect in general litera-

ture. In twenty years ten editions were published, and

it drew a swarm of pessimistic ^v^itings after it, due

partly to the fact that there had been an undercurrent

of pessimism since Schopenliauer. Hartmann had found

in the last doctrines of Scht'lling the motives for recon-

ciling the Kational Absolutism of llegel and the Ab-

solute Voluntarism of Schopenhauer ; and his chief

contribution to philosophy is his recognition that pes-

simism must have some place in our view of life.

Whether or not Hartmann substantiates the "In-

duction " upon which he boasts to set his theory, he

insists that from material movements to ethnic history,

all is an example of the unconscious. Organism, in-

stinct, sense-perception, the association of ideas, the

feelings. Fate, Providence— aU these examples show

only a difference of degree in their processes. A supra-

personal principle underlies them all. There is no quali-

tative distinction between matter and mind. Natural

selection is not the explanation of new forms ; it is

only the mechanical process employed by unconscious

will. In fact, consciousness is analytic and negative,

while the unconscious is synthetic and positive. The
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unconscious is not so much irrational will, as will act>

ing as if it were intelligent— will which is intelligent,

although it knows it not.

There are three metaphysical stages: (1) Unconscioua-

ness; (2) the Cosmos; (3) Unconsciousness. The meta-

physical beginning and end of life are the same. The

primal beginning is unconsciousness ; the goal of exist-

ence is unconsciousness ; the middle ground is the history

of a miserable world striving to rid itself of its misery.

(1) As in the teachings of Boehme and Schelling,

the primal solitary beginning contained an inexplicable

element, and in some dark way a sundering took place.

Ilartmann says that the unconscious will and idea were

sundered and the world was born, but that originally

in this first metaphysical stage the will and idea were

one. (2) In cosmic history the idea and will become

more and more sundered until conscious life begins.

Consciousness now becomes a factor in history. What
does it see ? It has a two-sided impression of the world.

It sees mankind striving to be happy ; it sees mankind

striving for ideal ends. It sees the two sides as thor-

oughly incompatible. Ilegel was quite right in his con-

ception of rational evolution, for man is unfolding

continuously. Civilization is advancing and culture is

on the increase. But with this cultural advance man
ia growing continuously more miserable. Schopenhauer

was therefore also right. Evolution and pessimism go

on together. At first men expect happiness here and

now ; then they look for it beyond the grave (theolog-

ical) ; then they expect it in future socialism (Comte).

What is the real inductive fact? Discontent will in-

crease until life shall cease. Why not commit suicide

now ? Because that would be cowardly and it would do
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no good. The race must contiuue to live together, since

it must develop together, until the time of universal

discontent cornea. (3) Then in the last stage will the

independence of the will be annulled. The idea and

will will sleep together, and the deity, who in cosmic

history is suffering in atonement for the original sun-

dering of its elements, will have deliverance.

3. Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) —The Phi-

losophy of Values. It is quite jjossible that Nietzsche

will have a prominent place in the future histories of

philosophy on account of the ])olitical effect of his teach-

ings upon the Germany of 1914. He had deep intui-

tion hito the antitheses of life, but his lack of scientific

treatment of problems makes us uncertain whether to

classify him as a poet, a prophet, or a philosopher. The
contrast that he saw was the broad, stereotyped form

of the social life of the masses as against the personal-

ity of the suppressed individual ; the modern conscious-

ness with its awful load of traditions as against the

stifling of the new performance ; the fascinations of ex-

ternal culture as against the eternal mystic voice for

something superhuman ; the religious life grown stiff

into institutions as against religious life cailing for free-

dom of action. Therefore the values (of which Lotzo

spoke as originating in the mechanic.il world and yet

transcending it) can spring, not from the people, but

from the individual hero. The aristocratic thinker shall

create new values and shall make himself a lawgiver to

mankind. The hope of man— this new lawgiving—
lies therefore in the opposition of the individual to the

masses ; it is above good and evil ; it gives to the strong

a limitless will to power ; it lies in the mighty self-

asrertion of the hero ; it allows him everything that he
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can justify by actualizing ; it leads the way to a hip»

pier race. The super-man is the ideal of the personal

genius who stands in absolute and aristocratic opposi-

tion to the commonplace masses.

This was the first picture v/hich Nietzsche drew in

his earlier writings. In the last part of his sane years

this social dualism changed into an idealistic picture

of total humanity. He now pictured the super-man as

the new human type, who will differ as nmch from the

present type of man as man differs from the ape. The

whole human race longs for this ; and this is the justi-

fication of life in every form. Man is a totality, and,

as such, the evolution of one means the evaluation of

all. Evolution is in cosmic cycles. The present day will

return. There is no loss. All kinds of vital energy and

vital pleasure are conserved and life has value for all

as for one.

The Kantian Revival. The reaction from German

Materialism is not only seen in the spontaneous growth

of Komantii! Idealism here and there, but within the

circles of science itself. The single scientific pi-oblems

gave rise to the piopounding of two general principles :

the theory of the cbnserv ation "of energy and that of

evolution. Tiiese in their turn led to the general prob-

lem about the theory of knowledge. Do or do not uni-

versal laws reigii only in a world of phenomena or are

they ultimate and metaphysical? Schopenhauer, who

was still widely read, had always fallen back on Kant.

Kuno Fischer in 18G0 had only to give the impulse and

the movement became general. This happened when

Buch scientists as Ilelmholtz acknowledged Kant's posi-

tion that science after all deals only with phenomena.

The book which voiced this general movement waa
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F. A. Lange's History of Materialism. Thus the world

was again conceived to be divided into phenomena

and things-in-themselves ; and science was disallowed

its former claim to be materialistic. The Neo-Kantian

movement includes many of the most distinguished con-

temporary thinkers. (See diagram.)

Psychologism— Fechner (1801-1887). With the

decline of metaphysics and the reaction from specula-

tion, psychology began to loosen from its anchorage in

philosophy. Psychology, which had been a study of

mind, now became the study of the relation of mind

and body. The tendency was strong to make psychol-

ogy an empirical science, and by the use of the luctliods

of science to link it with physiology and biology.

Philosophy has been a nest in which aU the sciences

have been brooded. Psychology has been the last to

attempt to leave the nest, and to-day in some of our

large universities it is cooidinated in the curriculum

with the natural sciences. Dejjrived of a basis in phi-

losophy, psychology turned to natural science for sup-

port. Concerning the relation of the soul to the body

many solutions have been offered. The movement

started with G. T. Fechner, a man whose original incli-

nations were not without relation to the Romantic phi-

losophy, lie founded psycho-physics by invoking the

law of conservation of energy. The brain and the nerv-

ous system must come under this law, since they are

material. Therefore the mind cannot act upon matter

nor matter upon mind ; for in that case energy would

begin and end. The theory of interaction, therefore,

cannot be correct ; but some relation must exist between

states of mind and states of body. The relation is par-

allelism. Using the law of £. H. Weber he attempted
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to verify experimentally and set in mathematical termi

the parallelism of mind and body. This is now known
as the Weber-Fechner Law, and although acknowledged

as merely an hypothesis, it is the foundation of modern

experimental psychology.

III. The Nineteenth Century in France. English

and German philosophy of the ninc^teenth century has

been uniform and definite, compared to what we find in

France. England developed its native Realism with now
and then an interruption by Idealism, (lermany was

carried on by the momentum of its Idealism— with Ma-
terialism as an episode. French philosophy, on the con-

trary, has been complicated and interwoven.

At the first glance one sees at the beginning of

the century tlie ideology of Condillac dissolving into

schools of Sensism which are difficult to distinguish.

Then in reaction to this ideology there emerge three

movements: (1) Cartesianism encrusted with many
other doctrines

; (2) the traditional doctrines of the

Church ramifying everywhere; (3) Romanticism bulk-

ing large in a sociology. Later Kantianism shows its

many-sidedness in antagonistic movements. Then in the

last part of the century this whole picture seems to dis-

solve and we find the contemporary Frencliman ab-

sorbed in the special sciences, with here and there some
metaphysical teaching remaining. The whole looks like

some futurist picture.

The ideology of Condillac was the philosophy of the

Revolution. The three movements, namely, Cartesian-

ism, Catholicism, and Romanticism, expressed not only

a reaction against Condillacism, but against the Revo-

lution itself. They are three movements which stand

for the monarchical Hestoration.
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In the first place, there was the eclecticism based on

the psychology of Descartes. In a very true sense this

may be said to be the true expression of France in the

nineteenth century. The French mind in the nineteenth

century was everywhere eclectic. An eclectic philoso-

phy expresses the thought of a conservative people

;

and while the French people seem to be radical, they

are really the most conservative in Europe. The school

of Comte had originality and j)roniinenc'e in France

;

the Eclectic school of Descartes had neither. Neverthe-

less, it is French philosopliy ^jar excellence. Cousin, its

chief exponent, established in 1830 Eclecticism as the

philosophy of public instruction in France, in which

position it was for a long time entrenched. The Carte-

sian tradition has preserved its continuity to the pres-

ent time. Indeed, we can nowhere find a better illustra-

tion of the paradoxical character of French society than

in this conservative French Eclecticism. In the second

place, the Catholic Church expressed the reaction to

the Revolution on its own traditional lines. The influ-

ence of the Church in the nineteenth century in France

was everywhere and always present. In fact the mind

of the Frenchman is never freed from the influence of

ecclesiasticism. He is never indifferent to church doc-

trine ; he reacts for or against it. It is said that dur-

ing this present war the Church has more influence

than since pre-Revolution days. Thirdly, the persistent

pressure of material discoveries and inventions changed

the French Romantic movement into an industrial soci-

ology. The author of this doctrine was Auguste Comte.

He is the outstanding figure in French philosophy dur

ing this epoch, for he voiced the thought of the En
Tope of the middle of the nineteenth century. Comte'*
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sociologiofj positivism was the theory of an industrial

mouarchy. His own doctrine soon merged into politic

cal socialistic theories, and his followers have devoted

thetuselves to special sciences. Comte's name stands

beside that of Mill, Spencer, and Nietzsche.

Eclecticism— Maine de Biran (1766-1824) and

Victor Cousin (1792-1867). Of the three parties which

opposed the ideology of the Revolution and represented

the Restoration in France the most extreme was the

ecclesiastical. Of the other two Restoration parties—
the socialistic represented by Comte and the psycholog-

ical represented by Cousin— the psychological was the

most moderate and the most naturally French. This

psychological school, whose moot distinguished exponent

was Victor Cousin, was at first a spiritualism, but later

an eclecticism. Its originator was Maine de Biran, whom
Cousin called the most notable French thinker since

Malcbranche. Biraa arose from the circle of ideologists

and he held high political positions under the Republic,

the Empire, and the Restoration. His important works

were not published until after his death, the most re-

markable of which is his diai-y (^Journal Intime^. His

native temperament was peculiarly adapted for intro-

spection, and he was led much farther in this than Con-

dillae and his followers. He came to the conclusion that

the metaphysician could not know the nature of the

soul through intellectual concepts, nor could the sensa-

tionalist through outer impressions. Philosophy must

be founded on internal reflection, every man for him-

self ; and here begins in France modern introspective

psychology. He finds within himself a difference be-

tween the active and passive elements and then trans-

forms Descartes' teaching into a voluntarism

—

Jevevat.
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done je suis. The will unfolds Itself in the feeling

of resistance to its functioning. Like Fichte he found

in the felt power of the primal act the essence of per-

sonality, freedom, and teleological cause, characteristics

which belong to both God and man. In the last phase

of his life he shows the influence of Kant in his contro-

versy with de Bonald and Lamennais of the ecclesias-

tical party— in his adherence to Kant's distinction

between phenomena and things-in-themselves. This de-

velops into a mysticism that connects him with the

teaching of Malebranche.

Tlie literary form in which the fine analysis of Maine

de Biran appeared was not effective as philosophical

propaganda, but it was far superior to the crude one-

sidedness and noisy polemics of the extremists — the

ideologists on the one side and the ecclesiastics on the

other. It was the inspiration of the moderate school

which followed— of those who turned to the study of

the history of philosophy and to the Scots and Ger-

mans. This school consisted of literary writers and

academic teachers,— Ampere, Ancillon, de Gerando,

Royer-CoUard, Cousin, and Jouffvoy, who elaborated a

metaphysics based on psychology.

Victor Cousin had a long activity and made a perma-

nent impression upon France. He was the founder of

tLe study of the history of philosophy in France and

vras active as translator and publisher. His work on

the Middle Ages has been of the greatest value. He
was lecturer in the Sorbonne and the fame of his elo-

quence still remains. Under the July Monarchy he had

charge of the entire French Ministry of Education for

a short time
; yet long enough to make his philosophy

the philosophy of public iustru<>tJon, which it remained
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until his death. His philosophy was influenced by

Schelliug and Hegel, whom he met in Germany, by

Reid'a doctrine of immediate apprehension of reality,

by Locke, Kant, and by the psychological analyses of

Biran.

The Eclecticism of Cousin was not merely an ag-

glomeration, but a constructive philosophy. He tried

to find a compromise between the eighteenth-century

denial of aU metaphysics and the German absolute a

priori metaphysics. This via media was a metaphysics

based on Kant's psychological distinction between re-

flection and spontaneity. Spontaneity is an impersonal

reason that leads us out of oar solipsism. There are

three fundamental ideas of science : the infinite, the

finite, and the relation between them. Cousin's course

of lectures in 1828 marks the culmination and end of

his speculations. From that time on his thought be-

comes a kind of Cartesian introspective analysis.

Socialism and Positivism— Saint-Simon (1760-

1825)— Auguste Comte (1798-1857). Ideology and

its two opponents, tlie ecclesiastical school and the psy-

chological school, had more or less intimate relations

with the political parties of the time. Somewhat later

the two Restoration parties had support from the social-

istic movement. Socialism had been promulgated as

early as the Revolution, but one would be in error to

infer on that account that socialism had its roots in the

atomic society of the Enlightenment. French Socialism

is political Romanticism. In contrast to individualism

it is the concept that every single political entity has

interrelation to the whole political body. It had one

source in the traditional conception of the mediaeval

Church ; and in consequence industrial Socialism has
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always had a religious coloring, although in no case has

it compromised with positive religion.

Saint-Simon was a soldier of fortune, a journalist

and reformer ; and it is from his early socialistic con-

ception that Comte got his inspiration. His followers

were called the Saint-Simoniens. He believed that first

a new encyclopaedia of the sciences should be published,

and then, since society is founded upon industries and

work, society should be reorganized upon a basis of in-

dustrialism. This was to Saint-Simon a religion, the

" new Christianity," a brotherliood for earthly happi-

ness. What the mediajval Church was, so woidd Social-

ism be to the present. The golden age of the future

should bi! a rule of love in which every one would have

full opportunity in earthly things.

Comte. The philosophy of Auguste Comte arose out

of the antitheses in the thought of Saint-Simon, whose

pupil he was until Saint-Simon's thought took its re-

ligious turn. lie was a mathematician, in the first years

of his life a Catholic, and his mind was filled with the

effervescing ideas of the Restoration. As early as 1824

his first work excited considerable attention. His chief

work in six volumes appeared in 1830-1842, Cours de

philosophie positive. His book on religion did not ap-

pear until 1851-1854, Politique positive, etc. These

writings contain the fundamental ideas for the reorgan-

ization of society by means of the sciences. Comte felt

that the Enlightenment-doctrine of individual independ-

ence of judgment was a reproach to the Revolution. It

was the cause of the undermining of authority. The

Revolution should be followed by an organization pe-

riod built like the Middle Ages on the unity of con-

viction of society as a whole. What should be the basis
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of this ? Comte felt that the world could not respond

to the reactionary call of the ecclesiastical party, for

the Enlightenment itself had shown how untenable the

mediaeval theology had been. Ecclesiasticism meant

submission to the Church. Fourier's reform offered

only phalansteries ; Saint-Simon's, only a Christian So-

cialism. Science alone must be the new social founda«

tion— a science of facts. The age of freedom of con*

science wiU cease when indubitable science rules man
in his ethics, psychology, and government as it now

rules in the natural sciences. The question is, Can

Positivism be applied, not only xo the natural sciences,

but to ethics, psychology, and government? The evolu-

tion of society has been coincident with the evolution

of science ; and society, to be stable, nmst have a thought-

structure as stable as that of the special sciences.

Such a science is called by Comte Sociology. This

term means to-day the scientific statement of the rights

of citizenship. It meant to Comte the philosophy of

history, ethics, economics, and psychology. The evolu-

tion of society shows three stages: (1) The theolog-

ical stage is that in which theology was the intellectual

bond. Man was governed by the idea of gods and

spirits. The imagination ruled the mental faculties; and

only a small part of experience was under control. (2)
The metaphysical stage is that in which reflection was

the ruling faculty. The idea of personal spirits was su-

perseded by that of universal energies, and there were

as many energies as groups of phenomena. There was

chemical energy, vital energy, etc. The idea of nature

was only an abstraction for the idea of God. The

greater uniformity was not only speculative, but nega-

tive, (3) The positive stage is that in which experi*
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ence rules and the criterion of truth is agreement with

facts. Man seeks relations of facts or laws ; and there

are many laws, and not one single universal law. That

is to say, in this positive stage we shall not expect to

find an objective unity of knowledge. The only unity

is subjective and is the explanation of facts by facts.

Nevertheless, this unity of subjective method is the

basis of the fellowship of minds.

One science after another has been nearing the posi-

tive stage, first mathematics and then the others. The

theory of society has still to take the last step, of or-

ganizing the sciences into a hierarchy with sociology

(history, ethics, psychology, and government) as its

crown. The six sciences are mathematics, astronomy,

physics, chemistry, biology, and sociology. They are in

an ascending series arnuiged as to their order in enter-

ing the positive stage, from simplicity i,o complexity,

from universality to particularity, from deductive to

inductive. But Comte still knew only the ancient con-

ception of evolution, since Darwin's book appeared after

his death. Therefore, the three stages aiid the ascend-

ing sciences do not unfold by necessity each from the

one below. Each step includes the one below and some-

thing new. Physics and chemistry enter into biology,

yet biology contains something new. Therefore, as

against the Enlightenment Comte says that society

contains individuals, but it is something more than

their aggregate. In sociology history presents to our

eyes a total transformation according as humanity is

above animality, intellect above impulse, sympathy above

egoism.

We can study society by social statics and social

dynamics. Social statics is the study of the morpho-
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logical structure of society, society at a given period,

although in action. We study the cooperation of the

individual and family in a single generation, when the

whole reacts on the parts and the sundering of the parts

is prevented. The law here is the separation of functions

and the coinhination of efforts (taken from Aristotle).

Social dynamics is the study of civilization in devel-

opment. The law in this case is progress. We must

look upon each stage in progress as fulfilling its own

end. Progress does not mean betterment, but a series

of stages governed by laws. It is a development of

order. We should not, therefore, criticize the past, but

in social dynamics take the historical point of view. In

place of " Know thyself," put " Know thy history."

The whole needs authority of such a kind that the parts

will be in spontaneous subordination ; and authority

is of two kinds— spiritual and earthly, since coijpera^

tion must consist of knowledge and feeling as well as

conduct. This relation between the spiritual and the

earthly— the great problem of the ages— found a first

solution in the Middle Ages, but now it must again be

solved in modern terms ; for spiritual power has now
become science and earthly power is industry.

Critics disagree about the logical connection of

Comte's Reli(jion of Ilimiunity— his later develop-

ment— with his earlier Positivism. At any rate, his

follower, Littrc, separated himself from his teacher

when Comte turned to religion, just as Comte himself

left Saint-Simon when Saint-Simon wanted to subject

ideas completely to religion and reform. Comte cer-

tainly represented the tendencies of his age and the

aspirations of l)is own generation when he turned his

Ihought to Mvsticism. He felt that science is involved
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in sketching the future order, even if it cannot cause

the construction of such an ideal. The religion of hn-

manity, presented as an ideal, wiU have the power to

arouse the feelings toward actualizing a goal of life

which has thus been designated. Humanity is the unit;

it is the Being to be worshiped. Humanity is God.

And humanity to Conite meant in real essence the com-

munity with institutions— a community in which pub-

lic opinion is the restraining force; a conmi unity of

continuity and solidarity. In Comte's romantic Utopia

the patricians will direct production, the proletariat

will be the dynamic power, the philosophers will, be the

reasoning element, and the women will be the exponent

of the affections. In this divine Humanity this "great

Being," men will not function like the cells of an or-

ganism. They will be individuals and thus have two

kinds of existence; they participate in Humanity when

they live ; they have immortality in Humanity after

death, provided they have lived well. Keligion, then,

is this state of harmony founded upon the altruistic

feelings, and thus, as Lafitte contended, Comtc had to

crown his Positivism by a consistent ethi(3al iuid reli-

gious doctrine.

Henri Bergson (b. 1859). In the middle of the nine-

teenth century a vigorous critical movement began in

France with Ivenouvier (1815-1903) ; and tliis has

formed one of the most powerful influences in contem-

poraneous Frencli and American thought. In the United

States it lias appeared in the Pragmatism of William

James (pp. 394 ff.) ; in France, in the mystic philosophy

of the personality by Borgson. Kenouvier luid directed

his attack against philosophical Absolutism by impeach-

ing the concepts of continuity and infinity, which he
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regarded as false to experience and logic. His construc-

tive philosophy was built around the conception of per

tonalities, for whom things have their sole existence.

Bergson elaborates both the critical and constructive

aspects of llenouvier's thought by a biological method

of treatment. The brain is no apparatus for the storing

of ideas, but is an instrument of the sense and motor

functions. Like all the philosophy of the nineteenth

centuiy (except, of course, Materialism), he shows the

influence of Kant by denying the right to science to deal

with reality. Knowledge of the outer world is necessary

for our conduct, but it can never penetrate the inmost

nature of reality. Both science and our language pre.

sent experience as if it were quantitative and discrete

;

but experience is really qualitative and continuous. Sci-

ence throws the flowing stream of conscious life into a

mechanical and atomic mass, and while this is useful in

everyday life, it lacks that very core of reality, namely,

individuality and spontaneity. To science nature is a

thing dead ; to philosophy it is living.

The knowledge of reality comes through intuition

;

and intuitive knowledge is itself life. Intuition is far

deeper than scientific reason, for it feels the eternal

process of vital nature. Thus does the dualism between

science and philosophy, reason and intuition, matter

and consciousness, appear in Bergson's theory. Matter

lacks memory ; it is necessitated ; it appears to science

always to remain the same. Consciousness is a synthesis

of memories ; it is free ; it is intuition that is eternally

creating the new. The freedom of consciousness is in

constant violation of the law of conservation of energy.

The soul repeats nothing, but is the source of constantly

new, creative acts.
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Matter and mind are, however, indissolubly linked,

for they have a common teleological source within na-

ture. Below both is the common, spontaneous, dynamic,

continuous, and free activity, which neither determin-

ism nor indeterminism explains, simply because such

activity is not atomic.^ This force, common to both, is

in spontaneous evolution ; and it joins both inseparably.

Mind can act on matter, because no matter is absolutely

dead, but has a certain degree of elasticity. The crea-

tive evolution— or evolving creation— realizes itself

only partially in any of its forms, even in man ; for the

soul of man is "bound to its dungeon." Nevertheless,

of all creatures, man alone possesses freedom. When
man's personality acts, when man is creative, then does

he transcend matter— then does he exercise intuitive

knowledge. Man's lower Ego may be spatial, but his

higher Ego, his whole soul, the pure internality of con-

sciousness, is eternal. Then has man divine joy.

The ultimate end of life is creative evolution, the

growth of personality from within itself. In this process

matter, which is both an instrument and an obstacle, is

always present, and compels the growth of personality

to be an infinite process. This forces Bergson to the

conclusion that the human personality must be immor-

tal. The consciousness of man, as a continuous memory,

is an accumulation of the past and will continue beyond

the grave. There will come a time vVhen the present

• Flournoy (Philosophy of William James) compares James's Prag-

matism with Bcrjraon's vitalistic Monism as completely opposed iu their

presupposition!). To James thtt primordiul chaos is " without a trace of

nnity, or order, or harmony, or law "
; it is " a pure assemblage of sep-

arate and independent entities, the upshot of whose chance relations ii

the orpanization of a world of gTowinu harmony." Bergson starts from
an original harmoniotis nnity which develops through its " diversifying

evolntiou toward a oontinnally greater dispersion."
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methoda of science will be seen to be wrong, when a higher

science shall prevail,,when intuition, which is the true

empirical faculty, will be our guide.

IV. The Nmeteenth Century in the United States.

Early reflective thought in our own country centered

chiefly upon theological problems, and for many decades

in the nineteenth century the trained reflective thinkers

were solely the highly educated clergy, who either oc-

cupied puljilts or who were the teachers of ethics and

religion in the colleges. The doctrines of Calvin had

the greatest dogmatic interest. Locke's Essay, his

Treatise on lieUgion and his Treatise on Government

had influence on all the Protestant clergy ; and his writ-

ings were in many libraries. Berkeley came to Rhode

Island in 1732, remained threts years, and converted

Samuel Johnson, an Episcopal missionary (afterwards

President of King's College), to his Idealism. Within

their narrow range the theologians were keen and often

brilliant, and among the long list of notable names

stands that of .Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758), who

for moi-e than one hundred years was the gi'eatest Amer-

ican philosopher. Edwards got the impulse and direc-

tion of his speculations from Locke. The American

colonists themselves were thoughtful and serious, and

during the years immediately preceding the War for

Independence Locke's Treatise on Government, Lord

Somers's Tracts, and similar political treatises had

large circulation in cheap editions. Thomas Paine'j*

Common Sense and the Crisis were widely read.

French thought of the period of the Enlightenment ex-

cited a lively interest at this time ; its deism had expo-

nents in Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Paine ; and

liooke's political theories, after they had been trans-
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formed by the French, influenced the framers of the

Declaration of Independence, e.g., Jefferson and Frank-

lin. The Scottish school of philosophy had a wide influ-

ence in the United States, but not until after the War
of Independence.

The first concerted attempt to throw off the domi-

nating influence of theology came in 1829 when James

Marsh, President of the University of Vermont, pub-

lished an elaborate introduction to Coleridge's Aids to

Reflection, in which he assaulted the current religious

philosophy and proposed as a substitute the Romanti-

cism of Coleiidge and of the Germans. Many other in-

tellectual influences appeared at this time and the So-

cinian or Unitarian movement took its rise under the

leadership of W. E. Cbanning. In connection with this,

German Romanticism got further expression in the

New England transcendental movement led by Ralph

Waldo Emerson.

The change in industrial and economic conditions in

America, the multiplication of the universities, and the

improvement of transit across the Atlantic widened the

intellectual horizon of American thinkers. Students

began to study in foreign universities and the German
university method and thought made itself especially

felt. The second half of the nineteenth century has

witnessed a great transformation in American intellec-

tual life. In 1874 John Fiske popularized Spencer's

evolution theox'y in his Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy.

W. T. Harris translated Hegel's Logic and found a

large hearing for the Romantic philosophy. The great

representative of the German school was Josiah Royce

at Harvard, and for a time German Idealism was cen-

tered at Harvard and occupied the whole field of spec-
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ulative attention. The study of psychology, however,

under the lead of William James and Stanley Hall,

grew apace, and to-day psychological investigation is

carried on in laboratories in all parts of the country.

It was not long before the students who had studied

with Palmer, Royce, and James at Harvard and with

Ladd at Yale had themselves become teachers in the rap-

idly growing colleges. Very lively circles of speculative

thought appeared, among which are to be mentioned

the school of Neo-Realism, the many Neo-Idealists,

and the Pragmatic school under the lead of Peirce

and James. It is to be noted that in the United States

to-day, as in Germany from 1781 to 1831, speculative

philosophy has been in the haiuls of college professors

and is more or less an esoteric subject. For this reason

its cultural value has not been widely understood.

Josiah Royce (1855-1916) was a teacher at Har.

vard University and his influence upon American

thought has been incalculable. This was due as much
to his wide interests and his ability us teacher of ad-

vanced students as to his great erudition and tremen-

dous intellectual powers. His early training in Ger-

many made a deep impression upon his own Idealism

;

and in his riper years he never grew tired of unfolding

its many aspects as they gradually took shape in his own
aiind. From first to last there is unity in his teaching,

but its growing evolution can be seen especially in his

Spirit ofModern Philosophy (1892), The Conception

0/00(2(18^1'), The World and the Individual (2 vols.,

1900, 1901), and The Philosophy of Loyalty (1908).

If we analyze the elements of our beliefs, we must

follow Berkeley in asserting that if the world is know-

able at all, it must be in essence a world of ideas. Ideas,
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however, can exist only in miuds. Therefore the exist*

ence of the knowable world depends upon beings with

minds. There is, of course, the alternative— that the

real world is unknowable (Herbert Spencer). The di-

lemma is perfect ; either the world is a world of ideas

cf an outer mind or it is an absolute mysteiy. But we

must set aside this alternative, because an unknowable

is only a word for something known. The unknowable

as such has no existence. But suppose some skeptic

says that neither horn of the above dilemma is true

;

there is no true knowledge ; I know only my own ideas.

Then are we, astonishingly enough, on fairly firm

ground to proceed with our argument, for the answer is

in one sense true. This skeptical assertion that there

is no truth knowable beyond the Self is proof that

there is only one unique Being in the world— God.

Skepticism proves Idealism. There is no reality out-

side one mind, the mind of God ; and, indeed, we can

go farther and say that there is no reality outside our

finite miuds because our finite minds are an organic

part of the one great mind. God is our deeper Self. Our
finite ideas with their " imitations have deeper mean-

ings than we think. We mean more than we meant to

mean." That deeper meaning must be known by the

deeper Self.

Idealism is not the doctrine of illusion. To call the

reality of the world consciousness does make it a sham.

Koyce goes on to justify his position by showing what

place brute nature has in Idealism. Only experience

with facts can tell us anything about the supra-con-

sciousness, or God. Experience is intelligible only if it

is interpreted as part of a divine plan, and we should

therefore accept our experiences in the outer wo'-ld as
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having deeper meaning than we yet know. Idealism

accepts all that science tells us about the facts of na-

ture. Science says that nature is under laws and that

we must describe nature with exactitude, if we would

understand those laws. Science therefore implies two

things : (1) the world is describable ; (2) the subjects

for description are unlversals— laws— and not what

is particular. Nature is a mechanism that is describable.

Man as describable is a part of nature and as such has

no free will. If describable knowledge is the only kind,

then Koyce has given away his case, and Idealism is

reduced to Positivism.

However, in his preface to the Spirit of Modem
Philosophy he calls attention to the " novelty " of his

treatment of " the World of Description and the World
of Appreciation." Besides descriptive knowledge we

are endowed with aj)preciative knowledge. We can de-

scribe oiJy what we have first appreciated. Analysis

will show that there are other realuis besides nature

open to our appreciation. Nature is one universal order.

Morality is another universal order. Nature is the order

of facts and quantities ; morality is the order of worth

and quality. The first is temporal, the second is eter-

nal. Man particijjates in both orders. He is necessi-

tated in time
;
yet he is morally free. The important

moral requirement is loyalty i to some cause. But causes

form a system and to be loyal to my cause is to be part

of that deeper meaning of life— of God.

William James* (1842-1910) was the father of

* Read Flournoy, The Philosophy of William Jamen

(1917), translated by Holt ami William James, Jr. ; Kallec,

William James and Henri Beryson (1917).

^ See argument iu Philoiophy of LoyaXty.
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experimental psychology in America, and his Princi-

ples of Psychology (1890, 2 vols.) was an inspired

and comprehensive work containing many new points

of view. James was always master of the English lan-

guage and this ability in presentation enabled him to

bring into delightful combinations his comprehensive

knowledge with his sharp power of observation ; his

unchained mind with his imposing array of convic-

tions, liis inspired idealism with his clear-cut criti-

cisms. He turned from psychology to some studies in

religious beliefs— The Will to Believe (1890) and

Varieties of lieligious I^xperience (1^02)— and then

resigned his professorship in psychology at Harvard to

accept a chair in philosophy in the same institution.

His interest then lay entirely in the construction of his

philosophy of life, and this was built upon his previous

empirical investigations and the writings of the Eng-

lish and French thinkers, especially Renouvier. His

writings on Pragmatism appeared in rapid succession

in the last four years of his life— Pragmatism^ The

Meaning of Truth, A Pluralistic Universe, Some

Problems in Philosophy ; and the posthumous works,

Memories and Studies, and Essays in Radical Ein-

piricism.

In his Principles of Psychology James had already

laid gviat stress upon the continuity of our mental life.

He gave it the name of ••' a stream of consciousness."

It is the original flux of life and " pure experience."

This conception of consciousness as a "stream" or

" flux " was the basis of his explanation of the special

problems in psychology.

In his metaphysical theory James takes this flux of

perceptual experience at its face value. It is reality.
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Why then has man departed from this primal reality?

For practical reasons. Our nature demands that it be

satisfied. Thus we find ourselves living in a world of

conceptions, distinctions, axioms, because we wish to

attain certain pragmatic ends and vital satisfactions.

What we do for practical purposes is this : we agree

upon certain divisions of the flux as the elements of

consciousness, just as the physicists agree upon cer-

tain divisions of material energy as atoms; then we

build them up into conceptual forms which may be

interchanged, calculated, and tested by experience. We
cannot always do this, for there is a great residuum of

the flux which wiU not suft'er itself to enter into com-

binations or act in substitution.

This, therefore, in brief constitutes James's prag-

matic theory. It will be seen to be the opposite of

Rationalism which finds reality in conceptions, and

finds appearance in perceptual flux.

James is tireless in his attack upon Monism of every

sort, the " block universe," whether spiritualistic or

materialistic. Pragmatism is empirical and pluralistic.

Since reality consists of actually experienced tran-

sitions, there is no absolute and rational unity in the

universe. New facts are continually arising and have

an absolute beginning. The so-called unity of the uni-

verse is only a goal; it is gradually being approached

by scientific knowledge for practical ends. Such a

unity is not reality, but a departure from reality. Out-

side the flux there is nothing absolute. Concrete re-

ality can never be explained by conceptual reality.

Concrete reality is rather to be explained from th^

point of view of a pluralistic universe— a through,

and-through chance-world. A monistic world is necea-
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sitated ; a chance-world alone gives opportunity to ex>

plain ethical free-will.

James loved life in its concreteness. Philosophy waa

to him an explanation of life as we find it. He felt that

life could not bo accurately seen from the cloister or

from the secluded academic circle. The concepts of

truth, goodness, beauty as pure ideas are too celestial.

Truth is a workable criterion or it is good for nothing.

A thing is true if it worlis well. The test of truth is

its practical consequences. Truth is what can be actu-

ally assimilated and verified. It is useful, or nothing

at all. It is what gives us the completest satisfaction,

and it can do this only by being consistent with what

has been previously regarded as true and also with

new facts. Consistency with the past gives truth its

conservative character; the brute novel fact may change

it. Thus our theories and our " isms " arise. They

stand like iron because they have been useful; but

they often break before the newly created fact. The
changing character of truth proves that it is only mu-

tilated reality— a world of ideas divorced from reality

for pragmatic ends. The unsophisticated man really

lives. He is free. In a world of logic and conceptual

science freedom cannot be justified because there all is

determined.

In his Varieties of Religious Experiences James

employs again his analysis of consciousness into a

"stream" with its "marginal fringe" and "focus" in

order to show how little of our spiritual life can be set

in clear concepts. Subconsciousness is the deep from

which comes the real inner conviction. The conscious

center is only on the surface ; and this shows why rea-

soned dogmatic religion is most superficial. Any vital
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emotion— an emotion having its roots in the subcon-

scious Self— may sum up one's total attitude and give

-^harmony to life which no rationally accepted ideas

can give. In all great moral and religious purposes the

energy is derived from the unfathomable unconscious

regions of the soul. The universality of this source

shows that pessimism is not the final word about life.

Therefore all relij;ions must be brought to the bar of

experience to show that if they " work well," they will

be accepted as true. We *' will to believe " tliat which

satisfies the deepest emotion in us. Our belief in a

deity is held because it lifts us into a higher atmos-

phere, aud religious experience has given man the best

fruits in history.
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Autricuria, Nicolas, 5, n. 2.

Averroists, the, 22. 23. n. 1.

Bacon. Francis, life of, 38, 68;
position of, in pliilosophy, 40 ff.;

his New Atlantis. 49; aim of,-

51 f. ; method, 52 ff. ; comparea
with Hobbcs. 59 n.

Bacon. Roger. 5. n. 2.

Beers, History of Romanticism,
301 n.

Bekker. Balthasar. 93, n. 1.

I'.ergson. Henri. 3s7 ff,

Berkeley, George, life and writings
of. 1 78 ; influences on his thought,
181; purpose of. 182 f. ; general
relation to Locke and Hume,
183 f.; points of agreement with
Locke, 184 f.; negative side of
his philosophy. 185 f.; denies
existence of abstract ideas. 186;
jKJsitive side of his philoso-
phy, 188; and Hume compared,
193 ff.

Biran. Maine, de. 3bO ff.

Boccaccio, 19.

Bodin, Jean. 14.

Boehnie, 11. n. 1, 57.

Bossuet. 91. n. 4.

Bradley. 357.
Brahe. Tycho. 39. 40.

Brothers of the Common Life,

4. n. 2.

Brown. Thomas. 211.
Bruno, Giordano. 11. n. 1, 32 ft.

BulTon. G. L. L., 221.
Butler. Joseph, Analogy of Reli-

aion. 176.

Byron, G. S., Lord, on Berkeley,
191.

Cambridge School, the, 56. 57 f.

Campanolla, Tommasso, State of
the Sun, 50. n. 2. 68.

Cardanus, 17, n. 3, 18, n. 3, 32.
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Cariyle, Thomas, 357.
Categorical Imperative of Kant,

280.
Categories, of Aristotle and Kant,

262 fif.; of Hegel, 329.
Channing, W. E., 391.
Charron, P., 24.

Chubb, Thomas, 149, 173.

Church, medieval attitude toward
ecieace in the Renaissance, 28 f

.

;

and Bruno, 33 n.; according to
Hobbes, 71; according to Mac-
chiavelli, 12 f.

Circulation of books, 20, n. 2.

Civilization of the Middle Ages,
causes of decay of, 2 ff.

Clark, S., 58.

Classicism, German, 230, 302.
Clauberg, 93, n. 1, 127 n.

Clifford, 357.

Coleridge, 357.
Collegiants, the, 100 ff.

CoUina, Anthony, 149, 175.

Cologne, University of, 11, d. 2.

Combe, 358.

Comte, August, 211; philosophy
of, 383 ff.

Condillac, E. B., 222; ideology of,

378.
Constantinople, fall of, 6.

Constitutionalists and Political

Economists of the Enlighten-
ment, 150.

Contiguity, asso:'iation of, 201 ff.,

359; law of, I'M.

Copernicus, Nikolaua, 7, 39 f.

Cordemoy, 93, u. 1.

Counter-reformation, 5, 33 n.

Cousin, Eclecticism of, 379, 380,
381 ff.

Courts of the Popes, 20 n.

Creakas, 98. n. 2.

Cusanus, Nicolas, 18, n. 3, 32.
Cudworth, li., 57 f.

Dante, 12, n. 2, 19.

Darwin, Churle.-s, influence upon
the history of philosophy, 357,
363.

Darwin, Erasmus, 358.
Decentralization of Europe, 10, n.

2.

Deduction in the Natural Science
Period, 28, 30; used by Galileo,

45; by Bacon, 50 ; by Des-
cartes, 83 ff.; by the followers
of Descartes, 127.

Deed-act of Fichte, 299.

Debra, and Hume, 209; of Vol-
taire, 219; of Frederick the
Great, 231, n. 2.

Deists, the English, 149, 174 ff.;

the German, 150.

Descartes, Ren6, 11, n. 1; com-
pared with Hobbes. 69; the
mental conflict in, 70 f

.
; life and

philosophical, writings, 77 f.;

conflicting influences upon his

thought, 78 f.; his method,
80 f. ; his absolute principle, 81;
implications of consciousness,
83 f . ;

proofs of existence of God,
84 f. ; reality of matter, 85 f.;

relations of God to the world,
87 f. ; of God to minds, 88; of
mind and body, 88 f.; influence,

90; relation to Spinoza and Oc-
casionalists, 95 n.; corpuscular
theory, 87 n.; automatic activ-

ity, 89 n.; ethical theory, 90;
influence on Hobbes, 59; on
Locke, 153, 159; on Spinoza,
99; in Germany, 127 n.

Determinism, defined, 64, n. 4.

Diderot, Denis, 49, 220.
Differential calculus, discovery by

Leibnitz and Newton, 126.
Discoveries and inventions, in-

fluence of, in nineteenth cen-
tury, 354 f._

Dogmatism, defined, 196.
Dualism, Cartesian, assumed in

Enlightenment. 142 f.; of Berke-
ley, 187; of Kant, 241.

Dualists, 183 n.

Eckhart, Meister, 4, n. 2.

Eclecticism, 31; of the French,
379.

Edwards, Jonathan, 180, 390.
Emerson, R. W., 391.
Empiricism, beginnings of, 18 f.

;

in the Enlightounient, 145; of
Berkeley, \S:i; of Hume, 188;
of the nineteenth century, 354.

Encyrlopxdists, 220.
Enlightenment, the period of, 1,

141 ff.

Epicureanism, 23, .31.

Erasmus, 4, n. 2, 24.

Erfurt, 11, n. 2.

Evolution, theory of Leibnitz,
135 ff.; of Les.sing, 236; in Ro-
manticism, 303; in the nine-
teenth century, 36.'} ff.

Faith philosophy of Herder, 151.
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Fechner, G. T., philosophy of,

377 f.

Feudal System, the, 12, n. 1.

F^nelon, 91, n. 4.

Feuerbach, L. T., 369 ff.

Fichte, J. G., compared with
Schelling and Hegel, 288, 306;
life and writings, 263 f. ; influ-

ences upon him, 291; motive,
292 ff.; central principle, 294;
moral world, 296 f.; God and
man, 298 f.; what moral reality

involves, 299 f.

Ficinus, Marsilius, 16.

Fischer, Kuno, "return to Kant,"
367.

Fiake, John, 391.
Forge, de la, Louis, 93, n. 1.

France, during the time of Des-
cartes, 74 f. ; influence on Eng-
land in Ueuaisaance, 58; Eng-
land's influence on, in Enlight-
enment, 215.

Franciscan.'*, 5, n. 2.

Francke, A. H., 126, n. 2, 150,
228.

Franklin, Henjamin, 396.

Frederick the Great, 229 ff.

Gale, Theophilua, 68.

Gale, Thomas, 58.

Galileo Galelei, 38 ff.

Gassendi, Pierre, 23, 92, 127 n.

Gaza, Theodorus, 22, n. 3.

Geneva, new religious center, 11.

Gentili.^, Alhcrtus, 14.

Geometrical Method and its Oppo-
nents in Enlightenment, 150.

G6raudo, de, 381.
German Idealists, places con-

nected with (map), 287; treated,
285 ff.

German literature in Enlighten-
ment, 229, 233 f.

German Philosophy, the third
period in modern philosophy, 1;

treatment, 239 ff.

Germany in the Renaissance, 11,

17, 25, 38; in the Enlighteu-
nient, 228 ff.

Geraonides, 98, n. 2.

Geulincx, Arnauld, 93 ff.

Goethe, J. W. von, his Faust, IT n.,

24 ; and Spinoza, 97 ; treated, 294,
304; as a physicist, 312, 355.

Gottsched, J. C, 229.
Greek literature, study of, ia Re-

naissance. 19.

Groot, Geert de, 4, n. 2.

Grotius, Hugo, 14, 01 n.

Hall, Stanley, 392.
Hamilton, Sir William, 859 (.

Harris, W. T., 391.
Hartley, 358.
Hartmann, K. R. E. von, 378.
Harvey, William, 42, 68.
Hegel, G. W. F., German philos-
ophy ends with, 1 ; and FJcht«
and Schelling, 285 ff.; relations
to Schelljng, 307 ff., 316, 318,
322; and culmination of ideal-
ism, 318; as the present repre-
sentative of Kant, 319; Ufe and
writings, 320; fundamental
principle, 325 ff.; cosmic unity,
327; cosmic law, 332; applica-
tion of his theory, 334 f.; hia
school in the nineteenth cen-
tury, 369.

Heidelberg, university of, 11.

Herbart, J. F., and Schopenhauer,
336; and Kant, 336 f.; doctriue
of contradictions, 338; psychol-
ogy, 339.

Herbert of Cherbury, 175.

Herder, J. G., 230.
HirnhajTn, 127 n.

History, the concept of, in Leasing,
237; in nineteenth century, 356.

Hobbes, Thomas, 38, 42; a polit-
ical theorist, 59; forerunner of
modern materialism, 64; com-
pared With Bacon, .59 n.; com-
pared with Descartes, 59; life

and writings, 00 ff. ; influences
on thought of, 62 ff. ; his mis-
sion, 6.3; fundamental principle,

63 f
.

; method of, 65 ff. ; kinds of
bodies, 66 f. ; application of hia
theory to psychology, 09 f. ; hia
Leviathan, 71 n.; and Descartes
and Locke, 152; founder of
school of English moralists,
176.

Holland in Natural Science period,
26, 30, 90 ff.

Holy Roman Empire, 230 ff.

Humanism, defined, 20.

Humanistic Period, of the Renais-
sance, general character, 24 ff.;

list of representatives, 31 f.;

Bruno as representative, 32 f.

Hume, Da\-id, on Spinoza, 101;
represented change in English
iutellectual interesta, 164; rela-
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tion to Berkeley, 183 f.; a dual-
iat, 183 n.; life and writings, 102
£f. ; compared with Berkeley, 193

;

influences upon his thought, 194;
his skepticism and phenomenal-
ism, 196; theory of origin of
ideas, 198 S. ; the association of

ideas, 200 fT.; mathematics in

his philosophy, 203 f. ; concep-
tion of substance, 204; attack
on theology, 204 f. ; attack on

. science, 205 i.; extent and limit-s

of knowledge, 208 f. ; theory of

religion and ethics, 209 f. ; his

skepticism influenced Kant, 235.

Huyghens, Christian, 39.

Huxley, 357.

Idealists, German, treated, 385 ff.

Identity, of Indisoernibles, 130;
Schelling's philosophy of, 315.

Ideologists, 303, 378.
Idols of Bacon, 53 f.

lUuniiaati, the, 235, n. 2.

Independent philosophers, the, of

the Enlightenment, 150.

Individual, independence of the,

in the Enlightenment, 142.

Individualism, in the Renais-
sance, 10 ff.; modern rise of,

141 ff. ; in the Enlightenment,
145 ff., 214 ff.; among the Ro-
manticists, 303.

Induction, in the Natural Science
period, 2 ff., 18 ff., 30; use by
Galileo, 44 f. ; according to Ba-
con, 52 ff.; according to Des-
cartes, 81 f.

Infinity, according to Spinoza,
127 ff.

Innate Ideas, according to Des-
cartes, 82; to Spinoza, 116; ex-
istence of, denied bv Locke,
104 ff.; to Leibnitz, 129.

intellectual Enlightenment, in
France, 218 ff.

Inventions in Middle Ages, 6 ff.;

in nineteenth century, 354.
Italian nature philosophers, 16 ff.,

31.

Italy in the Renaissance, 12 ff.

Jaraea, William, Praomatiam, 394
f.; compared with Bergson, 389.

Jansenists, 75, 91, 92.

Jena, 240, 307.
Jewish Cabala, in Spinoza's

thought. 98.

Johnson, Samuel, 180, 390.
Jouffroy, 381.
Jung, 127 a., 128 n.

Kant, Immanuel, 2 f.. 239; influ-

ences upon, 240 ff. ; life and
writings, 243; problem of, 245;
method of, 246; three-fold world
of, 247 ff.; world of knowledge,
251 ff.; place of synthesis, 253;
judgments indispensable to
knowledge, 256 ff

. ; proof of va-
lidity of human knowledge,
259 f

. ; validity of sense-percep-
tions, 260 ff. ; validity of under-
standing, 202 ff. ; has the reason
any validity?, 268; the idea of
the soul, 270 ff.; the idea of the
universe, 271 ff.; the idea of
God, 273 ff.; conclusion, 275 f.;

ethics of Kant, 276 ff.; the
moral law, 279 ff.; the moral
postulates, 282 ff.; theory of
beauty, 284 n.; idealism after,

285; influence on Fichte, Schell-

ing, and Ilegel, 286; on Hegel,
334; on Herbart, 336 f.; on
Schopenhauer, 334; the Kan-
tian revival, 376.

Kempis, Thomas k, 4, n. 2.

Kepler, Johanu, 18, n. 3, 39 f„
127 n.

Knutzen, Martin, 241.

Ladd, G. T., 392.
Lafitte, 387.
Languages, the new, and philos-

ophy, 11, n. 1.

Latin, before and in Renaissance,
20 n.

Lefevre, 22, n. 3.

Leibnitz, G. W., 72, 120 ff.; life

and writings, 121 f.; influences
upon him, 124 ff.; method, 127
ff.; examination of principles of
science, 132 ff. ; representation,
the monad's fundamental char-
acter, 134 f.; development of
monad, 135; the unconscious
and the conscious, 130; unity of
substances, 137 fj. ; his tolera-
tion, compared with Locke's,
158 f. ; his philosophy in En-
lightenment, 232; as trans-
formed by Wolff, 233; Lessing
as his interpreter, 236 ff.; in
Romanticism, 303.

Leibiiitz-Wolffian philosophy, 233 f.
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Leipzig, University of, 11, n. 2.

Leonardo da Vinci, 16, d. 1, 18.

Leasing, G. E., 229 fF.

LitU6. 386,
Locke, John, 1, 153; life and writ-

ings, 155 ff.; sources of his

thought, 167 ff.; purpose, 161
B. ; two sl.ies of hi^ philosophy,
163 f.; ar.d scholasticism, 164;
his psychology, 165 ff.; his epis-

temology, 168 £f.; practical phi-
losophy, 171 I.; general relation

to Berkeley. 183 ff.

Logic in Middle Ages, 2 f.; in
Hcgel, 326 ff.

London, in Renabsance, 2 f. ; in
time of Hobbcs, 58; in time of

Locke, 215 f.

Lotze, R. H., 371 ff.

Louis XIV, 213 ff.

Louis XV, 213 f.

Louvain, University of, 11, n. 2.

Luther, Martin, 4, n. 2.

LuUy (LuUub), 128. n. 2.

Macchiavelli, Niccold, political

theory, 12 f.

Magic, in the Renaissance, 17, 30.
Mainionides, 98, n. 2.

Malebranche, Nicolas, 6, 7, 75,
94 f.

Marsh, James, influence in the
nineteenth century, 391.

Marsiliusof Padua, 12, n. 2.

Materialism, defined, 64 n.

Materialistic controversy, 356.
Mathematical astronomers, the,

39 f.

Mathematics, in the natural sci-

ence period, 19, 28, 30; begin-
nings of, 40 f.; of Hobbes, 68,

65 ff.; of Bacon, 50; of Des-
cartes, 79 ff. ; of Spinoza, 97 f.

;

differential calculus, 124, 126;
in Leibnitz's pliilosophy, 128 ff.;

ia Hume's philosophy, 203.
Melanchthon, 228.
Mendelssohn, Moses, 221.
Methodism, in the Enlighten-

ment, 145.
Michael Angelo, 16, n. 1, 18.

Middle Ages, causes of decay of
its civilization, 2 ff.

Mill, James, 359.
Mill, J. S., 360 ff.

Monadology, of Leibnitz, 137.
Montaigne, M. de, 24, 75, 92,

212.

Montesquieu, C. de 8., 218 f.

Moral philosophers of Enlighten-
ment, 149.

Moralists, the English, 176 t.

More, Henry, 68.

More, Thomas, 13 f., 60 f.

Mysticism, development of, 4; of
Spinoza, 112 ff.; contrasted
with idealism and realism, 323.

Mythology and revelation, in
Schelling's philosophy, 317.

Nature naturana and natura tuUu-
rala. 35 n.. 111.

Natural religion, 174 f.

Natural science period, 24 ff.

Naturalism in Hobbcs, 64; do-
fined, 64, n. 5.

Nature philosophers, Italian, 16.

Neo-Platonism in Humanistic
Period, 21 f.

Neo-Pythagorean number-theoryi
17, n. 1.

New England transcendentalism,
391.

Newton, Sir Isaac, 39; hia influ-

ence on Kant, 241.
Nicole. 92.

Nietzsche, Fricdrich, 275.
Nineteenth-century philosophy,

353 ff.

Nizolius, Marius, 18, n. 1.

Nominalism, influence on Mid-
dle Ages, 5 f., 18, n. 1.

Norris, J., 58.

Novalis (Hardenberg), 302,

Occasionalists, the, 91 ff-; their

relation to Descartes and Spin-
oza, 95 n.

Ockam, William, 5, n. 1, 12, n. 2,

66 n. .

Oratory, the congregation of
fathers of, 75, 94.

Owen, John, 158.

Oxford University, 6, n. 2, ll.-ll,

n. 2.

Paine, Thomas, 390.

Painters, School of, in Reoaia*
eance, 18, n. 2.

Paley, 369.
Palmer, G. H., 392.
Panpsychisci, 114.

Pantheism of Spinoza, 166 ff.

Paracelsus, 30, n. 3, 32.
Parker, Samuel, 68.

Paris, University of, 11, 11, n. 2.
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city of in aeventeeath century,
68, 76; in eighteenth century,
212, 216, 223.

Pascal Blaise, 92.
Patrizzi (Patritius), 32, 34 n.

Peirce, C. S.,392.
Periods of Modem Philosophy, 1.

Pessimism, 342, 344 fif., 373 ff.

Petrarch, 19.

Phenomenalism of Hume, 196
Philosopher's stone, 17 n.

Philosophical religion, Lesaing a
writer on, 150.

Philosophical revolutionists, 150.

Phrenology in nineteenth century,
358.

Pico Mirandola, 16.

Pilgrim Fathers, 91, n. 3.

Pietists of the Enlightenment, 150.

Platonism, 21, 31; reaction against
Hobbes, 57.

Platonic Academy, 21.

Pletho, 21, n. 3.

Piuraliani of Leibnitz, 133.
Pomponazzi, Pietro, 22, n. 1.

Political Economists of the En-
lightenment, 150.

Political Theories of the Renais-
sance, 12 ff.

Popular philosophers of the En-
lightenment, 150.

Port Royal, 75, 92, 128 n.

Positivism, Bacon as father of, in
England, 52; defined, 52 n.; of
Hume, 197; in nineteenth cen-
tury, 382.

Prague, University of, 11, 11, n. 2.

Price, R.. 68. 358.
Priestley, 358.
Prussia, rise of, 231 n.

Protestantism in France, 74, n.

2.

Psychologists of the Enlighten-
ment, 150.

Psycho-phyaical parallelism, of
Bpinoza, 114; of Fechner, 377.

Ptolemaic astronomy, 40 IT.

Puffendorf, S., 127 n., 128 n., 228.

Ramfe, do la, Pierre, 75.
Realism contrasted with Mysti-

cism and Idealism, 323; in Her-
bart, 337; in nineteenth cen-
tury, 354, 357, 358.

Reformation, the Protestant, 4, n.

2.

Regifl, 93, n. 1.

Raid, Thomas, 210 f.

Religion of humaoity (Comte),
386.

Renaissance, the first period of
modern philosophy, 1; general
character, 8 fif.

Representation, according to Leib*
iiit^, 134.

"Return to nature," 14, n. I.

ReuclJin, 17, 21, 53.

Revolution, the French, 221 t.\

philosophy of, 378.
Restoration, ideas of, 356 f., 378.
Romanes, 357.
Romanticism, 299; in philosophy,
303 ff.

Roscellinus, 5, n. 1.

Rostock, 11, n. 2.

Rou.sseau, J. J., 221 ff.

Royal Society, the, 49.

Royce, Jo.siah, 391, 392 ff.

Royer-Collard, 381.

Saint-Simon, 382.
Sanchez, F., 24.

Schclling, F. W. J., compared
with Fichte and Hegel, 286;
with Fichte, 309; life and writ-
ings, 30b f. ; philosophy of na-
ture, 310 ff.; transcendental
philosophy, 312 ff.; system of
identity, 315 ff.; religious phi-
losophy. 317 f.

Schiller, J. C. F. von, 304, 305 n.,

313 ff.

Schleicrmacher, F. E. von, 317 n.

Scholasticism as a method, 2 ff.

Schopenhauer, Arthur, his phil-

osophical relation.s, 341 ff.; life

and writings, 34.3; influences
upon him, 344; the world as
will and idea, 345 ff.; the mis-
ery of the worid, 348 f.; the
way of deliverance, 349 ff.

Science, attitude of church toward,
14 ff., 28 f.; modern methods in,

begin with Galileo, 42 ff. ; in
Bacon, 49 ff.; in Hobl)es, 03 ff.;

in Leibnitz, 120 f.; Hume's at-

tack on, 205 f.; Hume's two
classes of, 208; in the nineteenth
century, 354 ff.

•Scottish school, ISO, 215 f.

Sensationalism, 64 n.

Sensationalists, the, of the En-
lightenment, 150; defined, 64,
n. 3.

Seven Years' War, 231.
Sevigne, Mme, de., 91, n. 4.
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Shaftesbury, Lord, and Locke,
158. 160 f.

Sidgwick, 357.
Skepticism in the Renaissance,

23 f., 31; of Hume, 196 £f.; in-

fluenced Kant, 242.

Social Enlightenment in France,
228.

Socialism and Positivism, 382.

Sociology, dtfined, 384.

Solipcism, defined, 192.

Somers, Lord, Tracts of, 390.

Spencer, Herbert, 5, u. 2, 357,

364 ff.

Spener, J. P., 126 n., 228.

Spinoza, Baruch, 4, n. 2, 38; rela-

tions to Descartes, 95 f.; his-

torical place of, 97 f.; influences

upon, 98 fi.; life and writings,

100 f.; the method of, 103; cen-

tral princiuile, 104 ; central

problems, 105 ff.; his panthe-
ism, 112 B.; mvbticism, 106 ff.;

doctrine of salvation, 115 fT.;

practical ethics, 117 f.; mystic
ethics, 119; compared with
Leibnitz in method, 127 f.

;

and Kant, 319; influence upon
Fichte, 292.

Stael, Mme. de, quoted, 240.

Stewart. Dugald, 150, 211.

Stirling, 357.
Stoicism, revived in the Renaia-

Bance, 23, 31.

Storm and .Stress movement, 229.

"Strife of methods," 28, 47.

"Struggle of traditions," 26, 31-.

Sturm, 127 n.

Sufficient reason, according to

Leibnitz, 131; to Wolff, 234.

Suicide, according to Schopen-
hauer, 349; to Von Haitmann,
374.

Bubo, 4, n. 2.

Tauler, 4, n. 2.

Telesius, 32.

Theology, attacked by Hume,
205 f.

Thirty Years' War, 126, 230.
Thoniasius, Christian, 228, 229,

233, n. 2.

Tindal, Matthew, 174.

Toland, John, 174.

Trent, Council of, 25, 29. 33 n.
Tschirnhausen, E. W., 228.
Tyndall, 357.

Uaited States, Philosophy of, io
nineteenth century, 390.

Universal, the difference between
the concrete and abstract, 1 13 n.

Universities, in the Renaissance,
11, 11, n. 2; map containing,

287.
Utilitarianism, defined, 52 n. ; in

the nineteenth century, 358 ff.

Utopias, 50 n.

Van der I'^nde, his influence on
Spinoza, 99.

Van Ilelmont, 134, n. 2.

Vienna, University of, 11, 11, n. 2-

Vive.s, L., 18, n. 1.

Voltaire, F. M. A. de, 216, 218,

219 (., 223.

Von Hartmann, 373 B.

Weber-Fechner law, 378.

Weimar, 230 n.

Wcigel. 127 n.. 128 n^
Wittenberg. 11.

Wolff, Christian, 228 1, 232, 233
ff.

Wolff, Pancratius, 127 n.

Wolffians, the, 235 n.

Wollaston, 69.

Wiirzburg, University of, 11, O. 8,

Wyclif, 12, n. 2.
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